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Abstract 

This wide-ranging study explored various parameters of visual search in relation to 
computer screen displays. Its ultimate goal was to help identify factors which could 
result in improvements in commercially available displays within the 'real world'. 
Those improvements are generally reflected in suggestions for enhancing efficiency of 

locatability of information through an acknowledgement of the visual and cognitive 
factors involved. 

The thesis commenced by introducing an ergonomics approach to the presenta

tion of information on VD Us. Memory load and attention were discussed. In the 
second chapter, literature on general and theoretical aspects of visual search (with 

particular regard for VDUs) was reviewed. 
As an experimental starting point, three studies were conducted involving lo

cating a target within arrays of varying configurations. A model concerning visual 
lobes was proposed. 

Two text-editing studies were then detailed showing superior user performances 
where conspicuity and the potential for peripheral vision are enhanced. Relevant eye 

movement data was combined with a keystroke analysis derived from an automated 

protocol analyser. 
Results of a further search task showed icons to be more quickly located within 

an array than textual material. Precise scan paths were then recorded and analyses 
suggested greater systematicity of search strategies for complex items. 

This led on to a relatively 'pure' search study involving materials of varying 

spatial frequencies. Results were discussed in terms of verbal material generally 

being of higher spatial frequencies and how the ease of resolution and greater cues 
available in peripheral vision can result in items being accessed more directly. 

In the final (relatively applied) study, differences in eye movement indices were 
found across various fonts used. 

One main conclusion was that eye movement monitoring was a valuable tech
nique within the visual search/VDU research area in illuminating precise details of 
performance which otherwise, at best, could only be inferred. 
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Chapter One 

An Ergonomics Perspective of VDUs 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

This first chapter introduces the complexities involved in an appraisal of the usabil

ity of VDUs and leads into a section on direct manipulation interfaces. This section 

forms a foundation for the studies on icons, typically a major component of such 

systems, as detailed in Chapter 6. There follows a discussion of windows, one of the 
other main aspects of direct manipulation. One of the cardinal characteristics of 
windows is their facility for changing shape and this points to the subject matter of 
Chapter 3. There follows a section on reminding and task switching, cognitive con

cepts which form the kernel of Chapter 4. The scene is then set for Chapters 7 and 
8 with an introduction to spatial frequency analysis and antialiased fonts in connec

tion with typography at the interface. This chapter also overviews the broad areas 

of cognitive ergonomics and presents the underlying general approach within this 

thesis of information processing. Basic vision ergonomics and vision psychophysics, 

again general approaches throughout, are presented too. Subsequent sections detail 
the issues of attention and peripheral vision, most notably major issues of Chapter 5, 
but also themes running throughout. As a supplementary experimental technique 
employed for all the studies included within this thesis is eye movement monitoring, 
there is then a review of the various techniques which may be used with particu
lar emphasis on that employed here; the scleral search coil. Finally, a selection of 
previous studies relating to eye movements and VDUs is offered, followed by a brief 

indication of potential areas for exploration. 

1.2 PROS AND CONS OF THE-VB_l.I _ _ _ 
.'\ 

The visual display unit (VDU) is the primary source offeedback to the user from the 
computer. Classic texts concerning the ergonomics of VDUs, and human-computer 
interaction (HCI) mor~ generally, include those of Cakir et al. (1980), Grandjean 

and Vigliani (1980), Helander et al. (1984), and Shneiderman (1987). Recent years 

have seen rapid technological developments. For instance, whereas a size greater 24 
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lines of 80 characters was not long ago unknown to most people, now 66 lines of 166 

characters (and greater sizes) are available. Equally, resolution has increased, and 
although many people are working in the region of 320 x 400 pixels, 1664 x 1200 is 

now not unusual. The 'high resolution' monitor used in Experiments 12 and 13 of 

this thesis was of 1024 x 768 pixels. Unfortunately, this rapid advancement has also 

been, in part, responsible for many problems of HCI; some of these problems being 

dealt with within this thesis (e.g. antialias fonts and the 'icons with everything' 

trend. 

The VDU has many important features which include: rapid operation (thou

sands of characters per second or a full image in a few milliseconds; quiet operation; 
no paper waste; relatively low cost (costs continue to decrease as quality continues 
to increase); reliability; highlighting, such as overwriting, windowing and blinking; 
graphics and animation; and special purpose features (Shneiderman, 1987). Health 

concerns such as visual fatigue (e.g. Miyao et al., 1989), stress (e.g. Kanaya, 1990), 
and radiation levels (e.g. Rosner & Belkin, 1989) are being addressed by both man
ufacturers and government agencies, although some concerns do remain. 
Monochrome displays Monochrome displays are perfectly adequate for many 
applications and in fact may be preferred, particularly if the monochrome display 
has a higher resolution than the colour display. Several different technologies are 
available, and below are described just three of the selection mentioned by Shnei

derman (1987). 

(1) Raster scan cathode ray tube (CRT). This, the most popular form ofVDU, 

is similar to a television monitor and has an electron beam sweeping out lines of 
dots to form alphanumerals. Refresh rates (the reciprocal of the time required to 
produce a full scree.n image) vary from 30 to 65 per second. Higher rates reduce 
flicker and so are preferred. CRT displays are often green because the P39 green 
phosphor has a long decay time, which allows relatively stable images. The 

decay time of the P38 amber-orange phosphor is even longer. Another property 
of a phosphor is its low 'bloom' level, which allows sharp images because the 
small granules of the phosphor do not spread the glow to nearby points. The 
maximum resolution of a CRT is in the region of 100 lines per inch. Displays can 
have light letters against a dark background (negative contrast) or dark letters 
against a light background (positive contrast). CRT sizes, which are measured 
diagonally range from less than two inches to almost thirty inches, although 
typically they are within the nine to fifteen inch range. Screen size and shape 

are discussed more fully within Chapter 3. 
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(2) Plasma panels. Rows of horizontal wires are slightly seperated from vertical 
wires by a small glass-enclosed capsule of neon-based gases. When the horizontal 
and vertical wires on either side of the capsule receive a high voltage, the gas 

glows. These plasma displays are usually orange and flicker-free, although the 

size of the capsules limits resolution. 

(3) Liquid crystal displays (LCDs). The reflectivity of tiny capsules of liquid 

crystals is influence by voltage changes, and this turns some spots darker when 

viewed by reflected light. LCDs are free from flicker, although the size of the 

capsules again limits the resolution. Smaller computers and calculators often 
operate with LCDs because of their light weight and low power consumption. 
Portable LCD computers are available with 24 lines by 80 characters. 

The technology chosen affects numerous variables such as size, refresh rate, ca
pacity to show animation, resolution, surface flatness, surface glare from reflected 

light, contrast between characters and background, brightness, flicker, line sharp

ness, character formation, and tolerance for vibration. Each display technology has 

advantages and disadvantages with respect to these variables. Shneiderman (1983) 

also notes that further consideration should be paid to the availability of features 

such as the following: user control of contrast and brightness; software highlighting 
of characters by brightness; underscoring; reverse video; character set (alphabetic, 
numeric, special and foreign characters); multiple fonts; multiple font sizes; shape, 
size, and blinking rate of the cursor; user control of cursor variables; blinking (pos
sibly at several rates); scrolling mechanism (smooth scrolling is preferred); user 

control of number of lines or characters per line displayed; and support of negative 

and positive polarity. 

1.3 DIRECT MANIPULATION 

Since about 1981 a new class of user interface has emerged based on a high resolution 
flexible display screen and a pointing device with which the user, ideally with ease, 

points out the objects to be acted upon. Although the impressive display screens 
and direct methods of pointing out objects to be manipulated do greatly enhance the 
interaction, many of the present systems share certain problems: (a) awkwardness 

in handling structures that are not visible, (b) difficulty in user programming, and 

(c) a tendency to over-use menus (Roberts, 1984). Responding to these problems 
in a way that retains the attractiveness of these systems will be the user-interface 

designers' challenge in the immediate future. The style of user interface which is 

being built for these machines has been termed the 'direct-manipulation' interface 

(Shneiderman, 1983). What this implies is that users feel more as if they are touch

ing the system's objects and doing things to them directly, rather than verbally 
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instructing an intermediary to perform the operations for them. 
Whilst direct manipulation interfaces deal with the obvious 'outward' or periph

eral problems of users, important cognitive or central aspects of the user such as 
expectations, motivations and their models of operation must not be ignored. As 

Long (1989) has remarked, the discipline of HCI consists of two main sub-disciplines. 

One, software engineering (and computer science), primarily concerns the computer 

side of the interaction. Software engineering aims to develop specifications for both 

hardware and software aspects of the computer which can be implemented as an 

interaction. The second, ergonomics (or human factors), essentially concerns the 
human side of the interaction. Both sub-disciplines aim to support the optimisa
tion of the interaction for effectiveness. Cognitive ergonomics is conceptualised as 
concerned with mental aspects of the interaction and thereby with developing spec
ifications of the knowledge required by the human to interact with the computer to 

perform work effectively. 

To support the specification of knowledge required by humans to use computers, 

the discipline of cognitive ergonomics itself needs to acquire and apply principles 

concerning that knowledge. Knowledge involved in computer-based work can be 
conceived as consisting of representations and processes: representations of the 
work to be performed, of the computer, etc; and processes required to use the 
representations to perform the work, to use the computer, etc. The processes 
include the acquisition of the representations, their transformation and their 
expression in the form of behaviour. Cognitive ergonomics, then, seeks to 
support the specification of knowledge conceived as the representations and 
the processes required by the humans to interact with the computer to perform 
work effectively. Cognitive compatibility between the representations and the 
processes required by the interaction and those currently possessed or acquirable 

by the human has been advanced as one principle on which specifications can 

be based (Long, 1987). (Long, 1989, pp. 5-6) 

1.3.1 General philosophy of direct manipulation interfaces 
Prior to direct manipulation, the user of a computer had only a very restricted way 
of interacting with the computer. A language often had to be learned, although some 
databases could be interrogated with a minimum of learning by use of a database 
query language. The language necessary may have been a rather low level one 
whereby the user had to learn a language that was close to the computer's way of 

interpreting information. 

Shneiderman (1983) has presented an 'integrated portrait' of the features provided 

by direct manipulation and summarised these four principles: 
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(1) Continuous representation of the object of interest. 'WIMP-talk' refers to things 

that appear on the screen as 'objects'. 

(2) Physical actions (movement and selection using the mouse) instead of complex 

syntax. 

(3) Rapid, incremental, reversible operations whose impact on the object of interest 
is immediately visible. 

( 4) A layered approach to learning that permits usage with minimal knowledge. 
Users are encouraged to 'expand their knowledge gracefully'. 

1.3.2 Hidden structure 
Some direct manipulation systems are often described as 'What-you-see-is-what

you-get' or WYSIWYG systems. For systems where the primary emphasis is on 
creating something that will be printed, the screen will display as far as possible 
exactly how the hardcopy will appear. Direct manipulation is concerned with the 

look of the result. Since the user and the computer communicate mainly in terms of 
appearance, there is much less emphasis on structure. When the user positions one 
object near another, the system has no way of discerning the intent behind the move. 

Are the two objects intended to remain near each other in later manipulations? Do 
they remain a fixed distance apart or is their distance relative to something else. 
With systems such as '!EX (the eiectronic 'mark-up' type-setting programme used 
to print this thesis), the user has no other choice but to instruct the system in terms 
of structure, so such problems never arise (Roberts, 1984). 

Once again, however, whilst discussing 'hidden structure' in terms of the machine's 
understanding of the operator's wishes, the obverse must not be forgotten. The more 

central or cognitive issues involved are well described in chapters such as those of 
Barnard et al. (1989), Long (1989) and Whitefield (1989). 

1.3.3 User programmability 
A convenient feature of interacting with a system through typed command lan
guages is that such languages are easily converted to programming languages. If 
the user wishes to invent a new command which performs the action of several old 

commands, the programme can be written in a language with which the user is 
familiar. However, if a language is based on pointing to objects and on pointing to 
(possibly graphic) indications of what is to be done to the object, it will be more 
difficult to programme in. Without a user programming language, Roberts (1984) 
points out, the user cannot tailor the environment to his own tasks to the extent 

that many users would prefer. A 'programming-by-example' scheme in which the 

system converts user actions to a conventional programming language is a promising 

solution to this (Halbert, 1984). 
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1.3.4 Arrays of choices 
People who create direct manipulation systems often apply other psychological prin
ciples to their system design, with the result that direct manipulation systems often 

share features that are not direct manipulation as such. One such cognitive principle 
would be 'Recognition is easier than recall' (Anderson, 1980), or alternatively 'seeing 
and pointing is better than remembering and typing'. This has led to designs which 

include menus for commands, property sheets for specifying objects' attributes, and 

visible 'folders' for filing. This sort of menu can lead to several problems: 

(a) they can over~ helm novices with their large array of choices; 

(b) progressive-disclosure schemes which attempt to minimise the overwhelming as
pects sometimes make a multi-step process out of what is simply one operation 

to the user; and 
(c) they require waiting for a display of information and pointing to a place which 

might be far from the user's primary focus of attention. 
For an expert, such a style of interaction may be considerably slower than merely 

typing a few remembered characters. 'Seeing and pointing' interfaces must be care

fully designed so that they are either extremely efficient in their context, or provide 

bypasses for users who will not require their full richness. Roberts (1984) concluded 

that these direct manipulation systems have not yet matured. Although this was 

stated several years ago, considerably more work is still required to solve certain 

problems concerning how to fully maximise their advantages. Again, here lies the 

challenge for interface designers. 

1.3.5 A cognitive account of directness 
The concept of direct manipulation holds great promise, but as yet there is no full 
explanation of how the particular properties produce the feeling of directness. At 

the heart of the cognitive ergonomics approach is the assumption that the feelings of 

directness result from the use of fewer cognitive resources. Conversely, the need to 

commit additional cognitive resources in the use of an interface leads to the feeling 

of indirectness. The sensation of directness is always relative and is often due to 
the interaction of a number of factors. Costs are associated with every factor that 
increases the sensation of directness. There is no way at present to measure the 
tradeoff values, but Hutchins et al. (1986) have attempted to provide a framework 
within which one can say what is being traded off against what. 
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Two seperate and distinct aspects of the feeling of directness are distance and 
engagement. The former involves the notion of a distance between one's thoughts 

and the physical requirements of the computer system. A short distance implies 

that the transition is simple and straightforward. Thoughts are readily translated 
into the physical actions required by the system and the system output is in a form 
readily interpreted in terms of the goals of interest to the user. the term 'distance' 
emphasises that directness is never a property of the interface alone, but involves 
a relationship between the task the user has in mind and the way that task can 
be accomplished via the interface. The critical issues involve minimising the effort 
required to bridge the gulf between the user's goals and the way they must be 
specified to the system. These are Norman's (1986) Gulf of Execution and the Gulf 
of Evaluation (Fig. 1.1). The Gulf of Execution is bridged from the psychology side 

by the user's formation of intentions relevant to the system and the determination 

of an action sequence. It is bridged from the system side when the designer of the 

system builds the input characteristics of the interface. 

mechanism 

PHYSICAL 
SYSTEM 

EXECUTION BRIDGE 

Ac:1on 

dis clay 

Intentions 

EVALUATION BRIDGe 

" " I I 

-~ Interpretation ~ 

GCALS 

E·1aluation 

Figure 1.1: The Gulfs of Execution and Evaluation. (Adapted from Norman, 

D.A. (1986) Cognitive engineering. In Norman, D.A. & Draper, S.W. (eds.), 

User Centred System Design, Lawrence Erlbaum. 
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Hutchins et al. suggest that the feeling of directness is inversely proportional 
to the amount of cognitive effort it takes to manipulate and evaluate a system 

and, moreover, that cognitive effort is a direct result of the Gulfs of Execution and 
Evaluation. The better the system interface is in bridging the gulfs, the less is the 
cognitive effort needed, and the more direct is the feeling of interaction. 

Norman (1986) suggests that it is useful to consider an approximate theory of 

action, and particularly that it is useful to seperately consider the seven different 

stages of activity depicted in Figure 1.2 that a person might go through in the 

performance of a task. The primary, central stage is the establishment of the goal. 

Then, to carry out an action requires three stages: forming the intention, specifying 

the action sequence, and executing the action. To assess the effect of the action 
also requires three stages, each in some sense complimentary to the three stages 
of carrying out the action: perceiving the system state, interpreting the state, and 
evaluating the interpreted state with respect to the original goals and intentions. 
The important point is that the interface must attempt to match the goals of the 
person. The two gulfs are bridged from two directions; from the system side by the 

system interface and from the user side by mental structures and interpretation. 

The bridges from the user's side are aided through the development of appropriate 

conceptual models; the design model and the user model (see Norman, 1986, for 
a fuller discussion), which in turn are aided by the system image presented by the 
interface itself. The more the gulf is spanned by the interface, the less is the distance 
needed to be bridged by the efforts of the user. 
Direct engagement The other aspect of directness concerns the qualitative feel
ing of engagement, the feeling that one is directly manipulating the object of interest. 
There are two major metaphores for the nature of HCI; a conversation metaphore 

and a model world metaphore. In a system built on the conversation metaphore, the 

interface is a language medium in which the user and system have a conversation 

about an assumed, but not explicitly represented, world. Here, the interface is an 

implied intermediary between the user and the world about which things are said. 
In a system built on the model world metaphore, the interface is itself a world where 
the user may act, and which changes its state in response to user actions. The world 

of interest is explicitly represented and there is no intermediary between user and 
world. Appropriate use of the model world metaphore can create the sensation in 
the user of acting upon objects of the task domain themselves. Hutchins et al. call 

this aspect direct engagement. 

This description of the nature of interaction begins to suggest how to make a 

system easier to use, but it misses the essence of direct manipulation. The analysis 

of the execution and evaluation process explains why there is difficulty in using a 
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system and it does say something about what is required to minimise the mental 
effort needed to use a system. However, there is more to it than that. The systems 
that best exemplify direct manipulation all convey the subjective impression that 
we are directly engaged with the semantic objects of our goals and intentions. This 
feeling of first-personness or of direct engagement with the objects that concern us 
has been discussed by Laurel (1986). If one is analysing data, for instance, then the 
data themselves should be manipulated. 

r---.... "Expectation",~-----{ 

specification 
'-----.. 

Interpretation 

MENTAL ACTIVITY 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

Figure 1.2: The seven stages of user activities involved in the performance of a 
task. (Adapted from Norman, D.A. (1986) Cognitive engineering. In Norman, 
D.A. & Draper, S.W. (eds.), User Centred System Design, Lawrence Erlbaum. 
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Interfaces have traditionally been designed around the conversational metaphore. 
Although there is power in the abstractions that language provides, the implicit role 
of interface as an intermediary to a hidden world denies the user direct engagement 
with the objects of interest. Rather, the user is in direct contact with linguistic 

structures. These structures can be interpreted as referring to the objects of interest, 

but are not those objects themselves. Making the central metaphore of the interface 

that of the model world supports the sensation of directness. Instead of describing 
the actions of interest, the user performs those actions. In the conventional interface, 
the system describes the results of the actions. In the model world, the system would 
present directly the actions taken upon the objects (Hutchins et al., 1986). 

The acronym WIMPs for the cardinal features of direct manipulation techniques, 

Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointing devices, has been around for some years al

though it is difficult to pinpoint its precise etymology. Although it is the interwork

ing of the WIMP features that bestows the interface with its directly manipulable 

nature, it is valuable to consider each WIMP feature separately, or as separately as 

possible. Here, the concept of windows is introduced, and which is further discussed 

in Chapter 3. The role of icons is largely left for Chapter 6, where they are discussed 
in terms of their ability to improve visual search. The reader will find implications 
for menu arrangements scattered throughout this thesis. Due to the limited reliance 
on visual factors, little is said of pointing devices. 

1.4 WINDOWS 

A window is a region on a display surface whose size, position and display priority 

relative to other windows may be changed at will by the operator. Also, a window 
may be regarded as the facility whereby the display screen can be divided into 

smaller subscreens or windows each of which can display different objects. The 
object might be a spreadsheet, a textfile, a drawing, etc. Windows allow the user 
to interact with multiple sources of information at the same time, as if the user 
had a set of VDUs of different sizes at his work station. It is this multiplicity of 
contexts, together with the graphical features of the display and the ability to use 
graphical input devices that is the source of the power of the new interfaces. The 
basic idea behind windows is straightforward. A window is simply a particular view 
of some data object in the computer. Windows can depict data structures using 

different textual and graphical idioms and these can co-exist together on the user's 

display, popping into and out of existence, moving about and changing shape and 

size according to the needs of the moment (Card et al., 1985). 
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In principle, each window can support its own individual human-computer dia
logue, thus allowing for the interweaving of multiple concurrent activities at a single 
workstation. There are usually limits to how many windows can best be displayed, 
the limits being both technical (has the system enough memory to remember the 
contents and run the applications in all the windows?) and pragmatic (given a finite 
screen size, how many windows can feasibly be displayed and still be useful to the 

user?). The ite~s inside a window may be displayed as various lists, or as icons. 

1.4.1 Why have multiple windows? 

On the whole, the potential benefit of displaying multiple windows on the same 

screen is to reduce the load placed on the cognitive abilities of users, particularly
although by no means exclusively-that on short-term memory (STM). Reducing 

this load would free cognitive resources for other tasks. Basically, this is achieved by 

the possibility of syncronous presentations of information. Specifically, the following 
categories of tasks stand to benefit from multiple windows (Bury et al., 1985): 

(1) The display of supplemental information relevant to the user's primary 
task: To take the example of on-line assistance or 'Help', in many systems, when 

Help is invoked the primary screen is cleared and replaced entirely with a panel 
containing the Help information. Whilst in Help, users are forced to remember 

the situation requiring assistance (which is no longer displayed). They then must 
remember any assistance information when they exit Help and return to the primary 

task. Alternatively, Help can be displayed in a window which overlays a portion of 

the primary screen. Users may then continue to view and interact with their primary 

task while viewing the required supplementary information in Help. Help is merely 

one example. Supplemental information could come from almost any source in the 
system environment (e.g. addresses from a directory application, a paragraph from 
a text file). 
(2) Monitoring of changes in a secondary window: Some systems, for example, 
allow users to modify a data set in one window and then have the result immediately 
reflected on a graph displayed by another application in a secondary window. In this 

case, it is the user who is causing the changes in the secondary window. Changes 

might also be caused by external events. For instance, monitoring of stock prices 

could be done whilst performing a secondary task. 

(3) Aid in tasks in which specific locations within multiple applications 
need to be specified: Typical examples of this are the Move and Copy functions 
between windows. Here a user may identify a block of data in one window (by 

highlighting or some other method), and then select a specific location in another 
window to which the data are to be moved or copied. 

Windows act as visible and substantive place holders for multiple applications 
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on the screen. In other words, they provide users with a three-dimensional (width, 
height, and depth) physical representation of the task environment. Most terminal 

systems require users to pass sequentially from one application to another. As each 

new application is accessed, the old one is erased from the screen, thus requiring 

users to remember any needed information. The availability of a window manager 

allows users to organise the presentation of information on the screen to meet their 

particular needs. The ability to overlap windows has been called the 'messy desk' 

model of window management (Bury et al., 1985). 

1.4.2 Window-management tradeoffs 
Although the potential benefits of window management are attractive, There are 
tradeoffs. Whereas traditional interactive computing has been largely a serial task 
for users, with a window-management system, users may have many things displayed 

at once. There are pros and cons to this. Most VDUs are 80 columns wide, and have 
between 24 and 34 rows. This size has emerged as a compromise between cost and 

usability, but even the full size of such displays is inadequate for many applications. 
Each new window added to a display reduces the effective (non-overlapped) space 
available to the other windows. If the system is such that each window has a wide 
border which contains icons, or other command/status information, the screen soon 
becomes crowded with borders with little effective work space showing. The smaller 
the window becomes, the more scrolling and other processes the user must perform. 
At some point, any benefits derived from the window manager are swamped by 

the extra work which is imposed. Some systems have an oversized display which 

helps reduce the problem. As Bury et al. (1985) note, a compounding problem is 
the fact that most window-management systems in existence today allow only one 

window to be active at any one time. Having only one windowed application active 
at any given time requires users to do far more alternating between windows, and 
consequently expend greater cognitive effort. 

1.5 TASK SWITCHING 

Most user interfaces are designed to help the user perform particular tasks through 

to completion but users actually switch back and forth among several concurrent 
tasks. Task switching can lead to major difficulties unless there is special interface 
support. Consequently, the state of tasks not on the VDU is difficult to remember 
and the user may be forced into inefficient activities such as writing information 
from one task on paper, and then typing it into another task. Conversely, window
oriented systems allow the user to see information from several tasks, yet severe 

conflicts among tasks for the use of screen space may result in high overheads as 
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users must move, reshape, or scroll windows or shrink and expand icons. 
Bannon et al. (1983) identified a number of reasons why users switch from one 

task to another: 

(a) digressing to do tasks that users are reminded of while performing another task; 
(b) timesharing among concurrent demands; 

(c) tasks with long waits; 

(d) subtasks; and 
(e) 'snags' such as running out of file space. 

More could be added. The important point is that interruptions and other sorts of 
task switching are an important aspect of user activity. Task switching occurs for 

activities measured over minutes where task switching time and resumption are espe

cially important, and it occurs for activity measured over days, where the memorial 

aspects of remembering the activities and their state are particularly important. 

Bannon et al. also suggested six issues that an interface to support task switching 
should involve: 
(a) reducing mental load when switching tasks; 
(b) suspending and resuming activities; 
(c) maintaining records of activities; 
(d) functional grouping of activities; 

(e) multiple perspectives on the work environment; and 

(f) interdependencies among items in different workspaces. 

1.5.1 Reminding 
Users engaged in many different activities will be aided by assistance in keeping track 
of those activities. When part of the cognitive burden of monitoring activities is 
removed, users are able to concentrate better on actually performing the tasks rather 
than use mental effort in remembering and scheduling those tasks. Windows (and 
icons) provide one way to remind users of interrupted activities. They can be effective 

to the point where a jumble of overlapping windowed activities detrimentally clutters 
the screen. It may then prove more effective to replace the arrangement with a more 
concise list of titles or descriptors of the activities. 'Reminding' and 'interrupting' 
are issues returned to i,n §4. 2. 

Besides clutter, another way that visual reminders lose their effectiveness is when 
they are not easily associated with their activities. Activities do not always neatly 
correspond one-to-one with windows. When there is no visible unit on the screen 

that is uniquely associated with an activity, there will be no direct way to be re

minded of that activity. For example, the display of a calendar programme may 

not serve as a useful reminder for an activity that the user conceives of primarily as 

sending a message. Similarly, if a window is being used by three different activities 
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at once, it cannot effectively remind the user of all of those activities. As Cypher 

(1986) concluded, windows are not the whole solution. 

1.5.2 The display as external memory 
Analysis of windows also critically depends on an understanding of the user and 
how he is linked to the display. By necessity, an understanding of the user must 

amalgamate cognitive considerations of a user's goals and problem solving on the 
one hand and on the other, the perceptual and visual science issues of how he moves 
his eyes and what cues from the display affect his ability to locate and discover 
information needed for cognitive processing. 

Card's analysis of the effect of the human processsor on window use begins with 
the proposition: A fundamental constraint on user's cognitive performance arises 

from limitations of working memory. Ability to perform mental arithmetic is largely 

limited by difficulties in keeping track of the intermediate products and keeping one's 

place. In doing financial analyses of a company, debugging a programme or writing a 
paper, limitations of the number of mental items that can be 'kept track of' produce 

strict constraints on human cognitive capabilities. 
The computer display provides the user with an external memory which is an ex

tension of his own internal memory and with which he is able to mentally operate on 
more information than without. Notes on paper scattered around the desk only par
tially serve the same function because these are not as dynamic as something which, 
for example, can automatically graph in one window the data presented in another. 

But the computer display is not only an external memory which extends the user's 
internal memory. It is also (partially) shared with the computer itself, another ac
tive agent. Consequently, it is at the same time both memory and communication 

medium. The full power of the display as external memory and communications 
medium and also the synergistic interaction between these are only realised when 
the display supports independent, but related, notes on objects of memory and com
munication. For this reason the windowing technique with its emphasis on seperate 
communications contexts, has become the harbinger of dramatic improvements in 

HCI. 
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1.6 TYPOGRAPHY AT THE INTERFACE 

The basic element of graphic design is typography. The craft of typography starts 

with the design of attractive and legible letterforms in a variety of typefaces or fonts, 

that may be either serif or sans-serif, and that are arranged in families encompass
ing variations in weight, such as regular and bold, and variations in slant, such as 

roman and italic. Typography includes the careful arrangement of sequences of let

terforms on the 'page' with the goal of enhancing readability. This can be achieved 

by controlling parameters of individual characters, such as point size and letterspac

ing, of words, such as word spacing, and of lines, such as line length, leading, and 

justification. Typography also encompasses the augmentation of raw text with sim
ple graphic elements such as rules, leaderlines, and logotypes (Baecker & Buxton, 
1987). 

Special fonts are effective for emphasis, but not for sustained reading. Eyes would 

tire if long portions of this thesis were entirely set in bold or italic face. Therefore, 
roman type accounts for the vast majority of text, whether on a VDU or on hardcopy. 

Typography has always been relevant to screen design, even in the days of single 

font fixed-width 24 x 80 character displays, but with the advent of high resolution 

bit-mapped displays (particularly when coupled to laser printers), its importance is 

greater. 
Bigelow and Day (1983) introduce some of the issues of digital typography, such 

as fonts and spatial frequencies and the problem of aliasing, which is borrowed here 
and outlined below. 

1.6.1 Fonts and spatial frequencies 
A digital computer is required to control the on/ off pattern of the CRT raster beam, 

and the type itself is digital because it is comprised of discrete elements. These 
elements can be line strokes, pixels, colours, shades of grey or any other graphic 
unit from which a letterform can be constructed. However, the traditional letter 
is analogue rather than digital. Its final form varies smoothly with the continuous 
variation of some process used in its creation, such as the pressure of a brush on 
paper. One of the many effects of computer development is that in the past 20 years 
typography has been seeing a replacement of analogue text by digital text. 

There are substantial advantages with digital typography. For instance, once 

letterforms are represented as discrete elements they can be efficiently encoded as 
discrete and distinguishable physical properties in any convenient medium, processed 

as bits of information by a computer, transmitted over great distance as pulses of 

current and decoded to reconstitute the letterforms for the individual receiving the 
message. In fact, once type is digitised it is effectively encoded in the binary language 
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of the computer, and therefore the size, shape and subtler characteristics of letters 
can be readily modified by a computer programme. Unlike analogue information, 

digital information is highly resistant to noise or degradation introduced during the 

transmission of a signal. The digital receiving device need only distinguish between 

two states of the signal (on or off) in order to decode and recover the information 

originally transmitted. 

Spatial frequency analysis can be carried out for any two-dimensional image, 
such as 'a letter, just as the graph of almost any mathematical function can 
be approximated by a sum of sines and cosines. A sharp-edged rectangle, for 
example, can be represented as a straight line parallel to the horizontal axis of 
the graph; the density of grey or black in the rectangle corresponds to the height 
of the line above the horizontal axis. In order to approximate the rectangle a 

'·' 

unique set of sine and cosine waves can be superposed. The first sine wave 

in the approximation is shown in [Fig. 1.3] a. The spatial wave, or variation 

from white through shades of gray and back to white, that corresponds to the 
sine wave is a rather crude approximation to the rectangle. The more sine 
and cosine components there are in the approximation, however, the better it 

becomes: the five colored sine waves of various heights and wavelengths are 
added together along each vertical line to give the smooth red curve in b. In 
order to eliminate high-frequency noise any shape can be electronically filtered 
to remove components above a certain frequency. In c the two highest-frequency 

components of the red curve in b have been eliminated, namely the yellow and 

[orange] sine waves, and the result is the red curve in c. The filtered curve 

can be sampled by finding its height, or gray-scale value, at evenly spaced 

intervals along the horizontal axis (d). A digital approximation to the filtered 

curve is made by assigning a discrete shade of gray across an interval that 

corresponds to each sample (e). It can be mathematically proved that the 
original filtered curve can be completely reconstructed from the samples by 

interpolating between the sample points, provided the frequency at which the 
samples are taken is greater than twice that of the highest-frequency component 
of the filtered curve (/). (Bigelow & Day, 1983, p. 113) 
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Figure 1.3: A spatial frequency analysis of a two-dimensional image (e.g. a 

letter). Copyright @1983 by Scientific American, Inc. All rights reserved. 
(Reproduction permission applied for ) 
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Bigelow and Day continue that throughout the history of writing, economic pres
sures have opposed the pressures for more readable and more aesthetically pleasing 
typography. Need must, of course, be attached to purpose. Today, inexpensive 

dot-matrix printout is less readable than the costly typography in mass-marketing 

advertising. The effects on the reader of complex variations in letter design have 

not yet been quantified, but the response of the visual system to simple spatial 

variations in light intensity has been studied for more than a quarter of a century. 

The simplest variation 'to analyse is a visual analogue of an acoustically pure tone, 

whose periodic variation of intensity with time can be plotted as a sine or cosine 
wave. Bigelow and Day give the description that a train of spatial sine or cosine 

waves can be visualised as a ribbon compressed along its length so that its edge 

traces a series of ordinary sine or cosine waves. If the top side of the ribbon were 
shaded in such a way that the crests of the ribbon were black, the troughs remained 

white and the intermediary sections were various shades of grey, then the blurred 

parallel bands, or grating, of light and dark that could be seen from above the ribbon 
would form a spatial sinusoidal wave train. 

The amplitude of a spatial sine or cosine wave is the maximum contrast, or de

viation from neutral grey, that is found in the lightest or darkest parts of the wave 

train, and the frequency is the number of variations from light to dark and back 
again within a given distance. The ability of the visual systP.m to distinguish sinu
soidal bands of various contrasts and frequencies from a uniformly grey field have 
been measured by psychophysicists. It has been found that the sensitivity to spatial 
variation of light and dark depends on the frequency of the variation; the sensitivity 
is greatest when the spatial frequency is about three cycles per degree of visual an

gle, and no contrast, no matter how strong, can be perceived under most conditions 

when the frequency is greater than 60 cycles per degree. 

The importance of these findings for reading are that although the spatial vari
ation from black to white in letterforms is not sinusoidal, fundamental rhythmic 
patterns in the letterforms are apparent. As an example, as the lowercase letter n 

is scanned from left to right across its middle, the brightness of the image varies 
rather smoothly from light to the dark stem of the first vertical stroke, then light 
again in the interior of the letterform, then dark on the second vertical stroke and 

then finally light again to the right of the letter. Of course, this does not apply to 

the top of the letter n; there is a need for a form of averaging out over the entire 
letter when talking generally of spatial frequency compositions of alphanumerals. 

The overall frequency must in some way be taken as the sum of intensities per finite 

element. 
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As reading is often carried out under sub-optimal lighting conditions, it might be 
anticipated that the fundamental frequency of text letterforms has evolved to match 
the peak contrast sensitivity· of the visual system. 

Such a match is almost exactly what is found in the typesetting of English. In 

close reading the image given the most attention is projected onto the fovea, 

the most sensitive area of the retina. The fovea subtends an angle of one or two 

degrees, and at a reading distance of 12 inches the subtended angle corresponds 
to a linear distance only slightly more than the length of a five-letter word set 

in 10-point type, the commonest type size. There are on the average about 

10 spatial cycles across a five-letter word, and so the spatial frequency of the 
image received at the fovea is about five to 10 cycles per degree, only slightly 
higher than the most contrast-sensitive frequency of the visual system. There 
is good evidence that in fast reading word groups longer than five letters can 

be read in one eye fixation. The reading image is then partially projected onto 
the parafovea, the region of the retina surrounding the fovea. (Bigelow & Day, 
1983, p. 113-114) 

This notion is connected to that of 'visual lobes', which is returned to in §2.3. 
So far, it has been implied that the major patterns of black and white that com

prise letterforms are sinusoidal spatial waves. But, the sine-wave model can support 
a more detailed analysis. Almost any form can be analysed as a combination of many 

spatial sine and cosine waves. To reiterate Fourier's theorem, by superimposing one
dimensional sine and cosine waves of various phases, amplitudes and frequencies the 
graph of almost any function can be approximated to any desired degree of accuracy. 
Curves, such as those shown in Figure 1.4 which represent luminance profiles, can be 
described as the sum of a number of sine waves of varying frequency and amplitude. 

This figure depicts luminance profiles with the same average luminance of 15 units, 
indicated by the horizontal lines. Profiles a, b, and care sine waves. Sine waves can 
possess high or low spatial frequency depending on the number of cycles of the wave 
per degree ofvisual angle. Profile a has an amplitude of 10 luminance units and a 
frequency of 1 cycle per degree. Profiles b and c possess amplitudes of 3.4 and 2.0 
luminance units and frequencies of 3 and 5 cycles per degree respectively. 

Summing the two profiles constructs a new profile whose luminance value at each 
point in space is the sum of the luminance of each component profile at that point. 

The sum of a and b is depicted as profile d, and if profile c is now added to d, profile 

e is created. It should be noted that whilst a is the shape of a sine wave, d has a 

sharper increase and decrease in luminance, and e begins to appear square-wave. 
Fourier demonstrated that a square wave of a given frequency and amplitude could 
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be constructed by summing an infinite number of sine waves whose frequencies were 
the odd multiples (1, 3, 5, 7 ... ) of the frequency of the square wave, and whose 
amplitudes are th~ odd fractions (1, ~' g, +, ... ) of the frequency of the square wave. 
In Figure 1.4, frequencies of 1, 3, and 5 were employed with amplitudes of 10, 3.3, 
and 2. If the process of adding three or four more sine waves had been continued, 

the profile would become increasingly more square. Theoretically, to result in a 
perfectly square profile as seen in J, the sum must include all the component profiles 
up to infinity. 
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Figure 1.4: Several luminance profiles. From Haber & Hershenson (1980), 
The Psychology of Visual Perception. (Reproduction permission applied for) 
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What has been illustrated is how to construct a square profile out of a number 
of Fourier component profiles, each the shape of a sine wave. Mathematically, 
this is equivalent to the statement that a square wave of a given frequency and 
amplitude contains within it a number of component sine waves of specifiable 
frequencies and amplitudes. Thus, we can describe the shape of a square wave 
by simply listing the frequencies and amplitudes of its component sine waves. 
That list defines its shape ... We can make one final observation from these 

mathematics: The steeper the luminance profile, measured as rate of change, 

the more higher-frequency sine components are contained within it. The square 

wave has an infinite number of higher frequencies, the ramp relatively few 
higher frequencies, and the gradual profile has only one as it itself is a sine 
wave. In general, sh~trp edges have lots of high-frequency Fourier components 
whereas gradual changes in luminance can be described completely by their 
low-frequency components. (Haber & Hershenson, 1980, p. 15) 
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In two dimensions, the spatial sinusoidal components have the additional degree 

of freedom of their orientation with regards to some fixed direction in the plane. It 
is possible by Fourier's theorem to to reconstruct any pattern or letterform to any 
desired accuracy by superposing spatial sine and cosine waves of the appropriate 

phase, amplitude, frequency and orientation. Generally, the high spatial frequencies 
of a letter image correspond to its edges and to such details as fine serifes and 
the tapering of the main strokes of the letter. The low spatial frequencies define 

the fundamental rhythm of the letter; i.e. its overall pattern of light and dark. 
The spectrum of spatial frequencies required to represent a letter is termed the 

'bandwidth' of the letter. Solely based on the maximum frequency at which the eye 

can detect contrast, (i.e. 60 cycles per degree of visual angle) it may appear that 

completely adequate typographic reproduction could be achieved if all the spatial 

frequencies in a letterform over 60 cycles per degree were removed. 

1.6.2 Aliasing and antialiasing 
To represent its full spectral bandwidth, a perfectly sharp edge would require an 
infinite number of sines and cosines. If the bandwidth of a letter is limited in 

such a way as to include no sinusoidal component above a certain frequency, its 
edges must be slightly blurred. The superposition of a finite number of sinusoidal 

components yields a smooth transition from the black to white through shades of 

grey. Nevertheless, there is a mathematical advantage to the band-limited letter. If 

one knows the highest-frequency component of a band-limited signal and if samples 

are taken with equal spacing at any rate greater than twice the highest frequency 

component, the original band-limited letter can be completely reconstructed from 
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the sample points alone (Nyquist, 1924, 1928; Shannon, 1949). Therefore, a letter 

whose highest frequency is 60 cycles per degree can be theoretically reconstructed 

solely from the measured grey values at evenly spaced sample points taken slightly 

more frequently than 120 times per degree of visual angle (Bigelow & Day, 1983). 

The issue of spatial frequencies is returned to within §1.10.1 and Chapter 7 whilst 

that of antialiased fonts is discussed in depth within Chapter 8. 

1.7 AN INTRODUCTION TO COGNITIVE ERGONOMICS 

The study of ergonomics has been interwoven with computing science for many years 
and new areas of research on HCI have recently begun to emerge. These new fields 
are related to human cognitive activities such as language, problem solving, memory 

and attention. Many recent studies on the human factors of computing systems have 

included dependent variables traditionally associated with cognitive psychology such 
as human response time, the nature of errors, time to learn and self-reports. Ad

ditionally, many of the findings and hypotheses from human-interface research are 
explained in terms of cognitive theories and principles. Among the topics with cog

nitive implications that have been studied extensively are programming techniques, 

command languages, database access and editing. There is a cognitive component 
even in simple keying tasks, although cognitive factors are probably more important 
for complex tasks. 

The discipline of ergonomics is generally said to have emerged shortly before World 
War II when it became clear that the advanced technology then being developed 

required improvements in the layout and design of instrumentation. The problem 
of human use of instrumentation was particularly critical in the area of aviation. 

Ergonomics encompasses aspects of psychology, anthropometry and engineer
ing. However, what is now being seen is a meeting of cognitive psychology and 
ergonomics, now parent subjects themselves, and a spawning of the new offspring
cognitive ergonomics: the application of the cognitive sciences to problems such as 
human-machine interaction. Cognitive ergonomics contributes to HCI in supporting 
aspects of the interactions which rely on the knowledge required by the human to 
use the computer in order to perform work effectively. Although human perceptual 

abilities, rather than knowledge, form the basis of this thesis, it is worth noting that 
such cognitive factors are inextricably linked and are far from clear-cut. 
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1. 7.1 Knowledge 
To psychologists, 'knowledge' is not straightforward. When learning a new skill, an 
individual both acquires new knowledge and reorganises existing knowledge. As part 

of this development, the nature of the knowledge appears to change from an explicit 

verbalisable form to an implicit automatically accessed form. Therefore, in contexts 
where the development of a skill is monitored over time, verbalisations are found to 

decrease gradually (Chase & Ericsson, 1981; Anderson, 1982). Such findings support 

the idea that knowledge may be. held in memory in at least two forms: declarative 

and procedural (Winograd, 1975; Anderson, 1976, 1980). Declarative knowledge 
represents facts which can be articulated and which are stored as propositions, 
whereas procedural knowledge represents direct knowledge of actions, either physical 
or mental. 

Anderson's approach to skill acquisition can be summarised as follows. In early 

stages, the person has available a certain amount of declarative knowledge about 

the task in hand. External instructions seldom specify the detailed procedures 

to apply, and so this declarative knowledge must be interpreted by way of pre

existing general procedures for action. This process of interpretation is assumed to 
make heavy demands on WM and attention. With increasing practice, task-specific 
procedures are developed, allowing the declarative knowledge to be bypassed. The 
process by which specific procedures are formed is called knowledge compilation, 

and it is divided into two distinct processes of composition and proceduralisation. 

Composition occurs when a sequence of low-level 'productions' is merged into a single 

higher-level production. Proceduralisation occurs when a production is made more 

specific in terms of the values or activities that it deals with. Complex tasks have 

alternative routes to successful performance, and the person must choose between 

them. A beginner's search of the task space is likely to be an inefficient hit-and-miss 

affair, but with experience the search becomes more selective (Gardiner & Christie, 
1987). 

1.8 INFORMATION PROCESSING 

In 1958 Broadbent proposed that human information processing is restricted by a 
limited capacity filter between the large variety of sensations which we have and the 
attentive stages of input analysis. He claimed that both visual and auditory sensory 
systems function as parallel information processing channels, and environmental 
inputs, such as sound and visual stimuli, could be received simultaneously. A 'pre

categorical' analysis was said to be performed in that certain physical features were 

discernible (e.g. pitch and size) whilst others were not (content, context, or meaning). 
A filter mechanism allows only one message at a time to pass from sensory memory 
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into the attention system. In an environment within which two human speech tracks 

run simultaneously, only one can be attended to at a time, Broadbent claimed that 
about 1.5 s is necessary to switch attention from one sensory modality to another, 
whilst others have estimated a much shorter span (Broadbent, 1971). Moray (1959), 
for example, indicates that only 50 ms is needed for very simple auditory stimuli. 
The degree to which our attention can switch between different inputs is also held as 

limited. Treisman (1960, 1964) and others considerably modified Broadbent's model 

to incorporate findings indicating that some content material from the unattended 

channels do in fact reach active attention. Such models imply that although stimuli 

in unattended channels are severely attenuated they have not ceased to exist. 

Neisser (1967), whose theorising relied more on vision than audition, formulated a 
central distinction between preattentive processes and focal attention. He suggested 
that objects are not identified visually until they are 'segmented'; i.e. until the entire 

visual field is divided into figures on backgrounds. This segmentation was termed 
a 'preattentive process' by Neisser, suggesting that it is global and wholistic, whilst 
subsequent processes focus on specific aspects of figures for further analysis. The 

preattentive processes are presumably spatially parallel so that the entire visual field 
is simultaneously processed. These processes are employed principally to direct focal 
attention, but are also important in directing or guiding immediate bodily motions 
such as orienting responses and locomotion. As an example, driving a vehicle fre

quently does not require detailed attention to the surrounding visual world. Rather, 
one responds to some objects directly, without recognition. 

When an important aspect of the environment is segmented, 'focal attention' oc
curs either through a change in the area of view or by a narrowing of attention. Focal 

attention acts on the important aspects of the field segregated by the preattentive 
processes. Consequently, analyses may be performed, or figures may be constructed, 
using the information extracted previously. The constructions may result in iden
tification (e.g. 'It is a circle'), in description of the attributes ('It is a green and 
edible'), or perhaps in negative statements ('It is not an apple'). 

Preattentive processes locate and isolate objects in the visual field. No further 
specification of the properties of such objects is denoted other than that given by the 

visual features themselves. One region of the field might thus be segregated accord
ing to colour, but not according to shape. The discrimination between a square and 
a circle, for example, requires further processing beyond what the preattentive mech
anisms alone can provide. This general issue is returned to within Chapters Two and 

mentioned in the context of icons versus words within Chapter Six. Neisser's distinc

tion between preattentive and focal attention is a useful heuristic device. It allows 
one to be more explicit in seperating some of the control function of eye movements 
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from the identification ,components of target search (Haber & Hershenson, 1980). 
'Divided attention' refers to the situation where simultaneous processing of mul

tiple sensory inputs is required. The serial controlled mechanisms of attention pro

duced divided attention limitations, but one group· (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; 

Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) have shown that these limitations can be by-passed 

when automatic parallel processing is used. Automatic processing takes place in 

long-term memory (LTM), is triggered by specific inputs and operates largely in

dependently of the subject's control. When automatic attention processing is ac
tivated, it will not necessarily affect ongoing controlled processes. Thus there is 
an obvious similarity between the distinction Neisser (1967) makes between preat
tentive and attentive processing and the distinction Shiffrin and Schneider make 
between automatic parallel and serial controlled processing. However, there are also 

a number of dissimilarities. For instance, contrary to Neisser's view, parallel pro

cessing from multiple external stimuli to meaningful content and context is possible 

within the approach of Shiffrin and Schneider in so far as the automatic parallel 

processes for the appropriate multiple inputs are well-learned. 

1.8.1 The tripartite model 
It may be argued that a cognitive ergonomics approach ultimately involves an un
derstanding of user models, user motivations and user reasoning. It should provide 

information for prediction, planning, and for putting the user in control. However, 
this 'higher level' approach is not the central theme of this thesis. Here, a more 
peripheral or perhaps truly interactive approach is taken up. 

Like all human behaviour, interacting with a computer involves three types of 

basic human processes; perception, cognition and motor activity. A system de

signer's job is to minimise the work required by these processes, both individually 

and in combination, and to achieve this he needs some key concepts from psychol

ogy, physiology and ergonomic studies. Ergonomics bears most on the perceptual 
and motor processes, concerned as it is with the application of knowledge to human 
performance. The field of cognitive psychology provides insight into our memory 
and learning processes. The tripartite model is akin to the 'Model Human Proces
sor' of Card et al. (1983). Similarly, this model can be described by (a) a set of 
memories and processors together with (b) a set of principles, called the 'principles 
of operation'. 

The perceptual process Perception is the process whereby unintelligible phys

ical stimuli (in this case generated by the computer) are received by the receptor 

organs, transmitted to the brain, and are there recognised by a process theorised to 

be akin to pattern recognition. The dominant stimuli in computer use are visual, 

although audio stimuli are usually present to some degree (keyboard clicks, disc ac-
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cess arms moving, etc.), and are increasingly used as an adjunct to or replacement 
of visual stimuli, e.g. tones to catch the user's attention. Tactile stimuli from the 
keys and so forth are also present. 

The cognitive system Ergonomics has traditionally not been concerned with 
cognition but concentrated instead on designing equipment for efficiency of manip
ulation whilst optimising physiological limitations. However, tasks involving inter

active computers, almost by definition, have non-trivial cognitive components even . ' 

at this lowest, lexical, level. The study of cognition provides insights into ways to 
structure hierarchical menus, the .number of choices to present, the types of words 

to use, and ways to abbreviate commands. When one learns how to use an inter
action technique, one acquires and organises information concerning its use. If the 
information fits into categories or concepts already understood, then the learning 

can proceed rapidly; if not, learning is slower. A menu of twenty choices is easier 

to comprehend if the choices are grouped in several logically related subsets (Foley 

et al., 1984 ). 
The motor process The motor process comes into play when the user, having 
received, recognised and decided how to respond to the stimuli, performs a response 
in physical actions. This might involve picking up a stylus, moving it to the tablet, 
and then causing the cursor to move to a particular point on the screen. The 
process almost always depends on continuous perception and cognition to close 
the feedback loop. Perception informs the user of the locations of the mouse or 

stylus, and of the cursor and target, respectively, and cognition continuously decides 
whether or not these locations have converged. In typing a command in response to 
a prompt, however, a touch-typist would not depend on visual perception of the keys 

for feedback but instead would rely on kinaesthetic, tactile and auditory perception. 

The typist would require negligible cognition to know whether she had hit the right 
key. A novice, 'hunt-and-peck' typist would behave quite differently, however. 

The design and selection of interaction techniques for a task must take into ac

count the perceptual, cognitive and motor processes involved, even if they should 
appear trivial. Generally, the design goal is to minimise the time taken by each 
process, although this cannot always be measured in the case of cognition. Learning 

time must also be considered by the designer, especially for infrequent users of a 
system. Task analysis (which may very loosely be regarded as identification of the 
processes involved) is the important first step in analysing and designing a technique 
(Foley et al., 1984). Task analysis is one of the major methodological approaches 
available to HCI specialists. Our task of describing this approach in any great de

tail is obviated by the fact that what is perhaps the definitive text on the subject is 

available (Diaper, 1989). The Keystroke Level model and the GOMS model of Card 
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et al. (1983) integrate classical time and motion study concepts with certain aspects 

of cognitive psychology, providing useful engineering models of user performance. 

1.9 VISION ERGONOMICS AND VISUAL PSYCHOPHYSICS 

1.9.1 Aspects of vision relevant to display design 
This thesis takes. the line that most interaction techniques commence with visual 

perception. The user finds a menu selection, an item to be detected, or the cursor 

and recognises an object or character. An important consideration is therefore how 

to display information so that the user can quickly locate the items needed. This 

can involve methods such as colour coding, spatial coding, blinking, brightening, 

movement and reverse video to call attention to the specific parts of the display. 
If a task might involve any of the entities being displayed, there is no point in 

displaying them all. Often, however, particular subsets of displayed information are 

most germane to the application at specific points in time (Foley et al., 1984). 

The retina is sensitive to light. and records its intensity, wavelength and spatial 

distribution. Although the eye takes in the visual scene over a wide angle of about a 

half-hemisphere, detail is obtained only over the narrow region (approximately two 

degrees across) of the fovea. The remainder of the retina provides peripheral vision 
mainly for saccades, each taking in the order of 30 ms to jump to a new point of 
focus and resting there 60-700 ms for a total duration of 

Eye movement duration = travel + fixation time = 230 (70 to 700) ms (1.1) 

In this expression, the rate 230 ms represents a typical value and the numbers in 

brackets indicates that values may range from 70 ms to 700 ms depending on condi

tions of measurement, task variables, or subject variables (Russo, 1978). When the 

target is greater than some 30 degrees away from the fovea, head movements occur 

to reduce the angular distance. These four components-central vision, peripheral 
vision, eye movements and head movements-form a unified system to provide a 
continual representation of the visual world to the observer (see also §5.2.1). 

Although no one,as yet, has defined or precisely described the domain of vi
sion ergonomics, a major component within vision ergonomics must be visual psy
chophysics. In this section, some relevant aspects of this field are overviewed. 

Electronic displays are ubiquitous within HCI and by far the most important 
sense used to interpret and analyse information provided by such displays is vision. 
This area has a vast and distinguished history which features names as eminent as 

Da Vinci, Descartes, Newton, Helmholtz and Young. Here, more recent develop

ments are concentrated on and the review of Travis (1990) is followed of those areas 

relevant to users of electronic displays. 
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It is a fundamental premise within vision ergonomics that the quality of the inter
face can be improved by first acknowledging the perceptual characteristics of users 

and, second, by aimi~g to produce displays that optimise visual performance. This 
will ensure that images, whether icons (see Chapter 6), graphics (see Chapter 8), are 
maximally legible .. Thr,ee seperate components of visual ability can be considered: 

(a) spatial, 
(b) temporal, and 
(c) chromatic factors. 

1.9.2 Space 
As the retina is traversed outwards from the fovea, the density of cone cells decreases 

markedly. At just 2 mm from the fovea the density of cone cells is reduced to one 

percent of their maximum value (Perry & Cowey, 1985), and hence the human eye 
is most sensitive to objects presented within the central 2° of visual angle. Under 
daylight viewing conditions, spatial and colour vision drop dramatically as a function 
of eccentricity from the fovea. This area of interest is discussed more fully within 
Chapter 2. 

Visual acuity may be measured in many ways other than the typically encountered 

optician's eye chart (Westheimer, 1979). An individual's threshold for recognising a 

letter (about 30 seconds to 1 minute of arc) is substantially higher than the threshold 

for detecting the discontinuity between two lines (about 2 seconds of arc). Both of 

these are higher than the threshold for detecting the mere presence of an object 
(about 0.5 seconds of arc). A more important limitation with these measures is 
that they assess vision only for small, high contrast objects. In real life, it is often 
necessary to distinguish large objects of low contrast (e.g. an approaching car on a 
foggy road). 

The most complete description of the spatial abilities of the visual system is 

provided by the contrast sensitivity function (CSF). This is a function relating the 

sensitivity of a spatially repetitive pattern as a function of spatial frequency. The 
pattern most often used by vision scientists is the sine wave grating (e.g. Campbell & 
Robson, 1968). Such a pattern consists of a series of light and dark bars sinusoidally 
modulated around a mean luminance (see Fig. 1.5). Those depicted in Figure 1.5 
are examples of square wave gratings. Continuous sine wave gratings (where there 
are no distinct transitions from light to dark) are also typically found in the research 
literature. 
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Figure 1.5: Four examples of square wave gratings. 
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Contrast sensitivities offer one measure of the resolving power of the visual system 

by providing a determination of the minimal contrast needed to perceive a test 

pattern. For instance, rather than reducing the width of black/white grating bars, 
it is possible to reduce the difference in luminance between the black and white 
stripes. The maximum contrast possible with a printed pattern of black on white 
is about 20 to 1, but if a positive transparency slide is constructed and light is 

projected through it, the range of contrasts possible increases to 100 to 1 or more. 

It would then be possible to construct a 'frequency of seeing' function for a grating 

of any spatial frequency by altering the contrast. The difference between the two 

luminances at which the grid is resolved 50 percent of the time is considered the 

contrast threshold (Haber & Hershenson, 1980). 

It is generally agreed that the visual system appears to perform a Fourier analysis 
of the visual scene. Essentially, this means that the visual system decomposes 
objects into a set of sinusoids of different frequencies and amplitudes (although 
see also Marr, 1982). As any object can be created from these building blocks, 

the CSF is obviously a more relevant measure of visual performance than classical 

tests of acuity. In fact, it has been shown, for instance by Ginsburg et al. (1982) 

studying pilots' flying performance, that the CSF is a more accurate predictor of 

visual performance than visual acuity. An introduction to the field of sine wave and 

Fourier analysis is provided by Sekuler and Blake (1985). The topic of sine waves 
is discussed at length in Chapter 7. 
Visual angle is the appropriate metric for specifying the size of objects on a display. 
It is defined as the angle subtended on the retina by the two extreme points of a 
visual stimulus. For example, if an object of size h is a distance d from the retina, 
then the visual angle subtended, ¢, is: 

h 
<P =arc tan d (1.2) 

At a normal reading distance, an uppercase letter on this page will subtend a visual 
angle of 25 minutes. A Macintosh terminal screen viewed from the same distance 
would subtend a visual angle of about 25°. Figure 1.6 depicts the technique for 

computing visual angle. 
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h 

~--------------------------
d 

Figure 1.6: An illustration of how the visual angle is computed. 

1.9.3 Time 
Flicker Considerable literature exists on VDU flicker (e.g. Farrell et al., 1988). 

Figure 1. 7 shows sensitivity to flicker as a function of luminance. Data are shown 
for two luminance levels; the high luminance level was 850 td (trolands; see §1.8.4), 
and the low luminance level was 7.1 td. The stimulus was a 65° white field modulated 
sinusoidally in time. The two plots show that the flicker rate to which a user is most 
sensitive changes with retinal illumination. That function which best approximates 
the average user of an average VDU is the upper curve labelled 'high luminance'. 
Under these conditions, users are most sensitive to flicker at about 16 to 25 Hz. 
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Figure 1. 7: Threshold as a function of flicker frequency. The data were ob

tained by Kelly (1961), are tabulated in Wyszecki & Stiles (1982), and are 
graphed in Travis (1990). From Travis (1990), Visual psychophysiLs and user 
interface design, Behaviour and Information Technology, 9, p. 431. Reproduced 
with permission. 
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At luminance levels typically found with VDUs, users are sensitive to flicker above 
50 Hz, which is the refresh rate of televisions in the UK. Indeed, for very bright 
screens users are sensitive to flicker at levels well in excess of this. Therefore, even 

at quite moderate brightness levels, display flicker may be a problem. For instance, 
the VGA graphics card, a 'PC' standard, refreshes monitors at 70 Hz. One way to 
reduce display flicker is to reduce luminance. Whilst the designer may not be able 
to reduce the VDU luminance in the work-place, he may still partly govern this by 
producing light-on-dark, positive contrast displays. This would reduce the overall 
luminance, but it should be noted that negative contrast displays are generally to 
be preferred (see §1.9.4). 
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1. 9.4 Quantification of visual patterns 
For visual perceptions to be properly quantified, a number of terms require defini
tion. 
Luminance is often incorrectly considered to be synonomous with 'brightness'. 
Brightness is a subjective term, whilst luminance is a photometric term. Photometry 
is the branch of physics concerned with characterising lights according to their visual 
effectiveness. Thus, luminance is a measure of the light reflected or emitted from 

a surface and passed through a filter that is intended to represent the luminance 
sensitivity of the eye. The SI units of luminance are cdjm2• However, it is not 
possible from this to state how much light is actually entering the eye as this will 

depend on pupil size and this may vary from individual to individual as well as 

with varying illumination levels. However, when the pupil size of the observer is 
known, retinal illumination may be specified in 'trolands' ( td). As one's perception 

of brightness does not depend only on the photons absorbed in the retina, lights of 

equal luminance may differ in brightness and vice versa (Burns et al., 1982). 
Contrast is commonly defined as the ratio of two luminances, but at least three 

precise definitions are available: 

Lmax- Lmin ( Michelson contrast = 1.3) 
Lmax + Lmin 

. Lmax ( ) Contrast ratw = -L . 1.4 
n~tn 

Lmax- Lmin 
CIE contrast= L . (1.5a) 

mtn 

where Lmax represents ,the maximum luminance and Lmin represents the minimum 
luminance. The Michelson contrast is sometimes referred to as contrast modulation 

and its use is best restricted to conditions where the mean luminance does not 

change. Character or object contrast on a cathode ray tube (CRT) is best computed 
across conditions where mean luminance may vary by use of equations ( 4) or ( 5a). 
A variation of equation ( 5a) is sometimes used and this allows a distinction between 
negative contrast screens and positive contrast screens. 

C t t 
Lobject - Lbg on ras = ---'-~--~ 

Lbg 
(1.5b) 

where Lobject is the luminance of the object or character and Lbg is the luminance 
of the background. 

Figure 1.8 shows two seperate CSFs; one function being obtained at high luminance, 

the other function at low luminance. It might be noticed that the sensitivity is 

highest for medium sized objects and decreases for both larger and smaller objects. 
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Figure 1.8: Contrast sensitivity functions for gratings at a high mean lumi
nance (filled symbols) and a low mean luminance (open symbols). The x-axis 
plots spatial frequency: large objects (sine waves that consist of fat bars) fall 
at the left and small objects (thin bars) fall at the right. The y-axis plots 
contrast sensitivity (the reciprocal of Michelson contrast at threshold). From 

Travis (1990), Visual psychophysics and user interface design, Behaviour and 

Information Technology, fl p. 428. Reproduced with permission. 
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From Figure 1.8, it can be seen that sensitivity decreases over virtually all spatial 
frequencies as luminance is decreased. Conventional measures of acuity can be 
approximated from these curves by extrapolating the high spatial frequency parts 
of the curve until they cross the abscissa (Ginsburg, 1979). The effects of luminance 
on sensitivity are considerable up to around 900 td (van Nes & Bouman, 1967). For 
an average observer this is about 110 cdjm2. Increasing the luminance still further 

has only minor effects on improving sensitivity. 
This change in sensitivity with luminance is of direct relevance to the designer of 

VDUs. A common decision is whether to use negative or positive polarity screens. 
Positive polarity screens result in a higher space averaged luminance and are said to 
possess substantial advantages (Bauer & Cavonius, 1980) because, as Travis (1990) 
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notes: 

(1) Visual sensitivity increases with luminance (van Nes & Bouman, 1967); see 

Fig. 1.7). 

(2) At high luminance levels the pupil diameter is relatively small. This results in 

greater depth of field (the user needs to refocus less often) and fewer optical 

distortions (Millodot, 1982). 
(3) They are less subject to glare (Bauer et al., 1981). It has been shown (Findlay 

& Wilkinson, 1984) that glare reduces sensitivity to all spatial frequencies ap
proximately equally. Whilst glare can be reduced or eliminated by appropriate 
placing of the VDU relative to the light source (e.g. perpendicular to windows), 

it is often the case that the display designer has no control over the siting of 

hardware. In such situations, positive polarity screens are clearly preferable. 

( 4) They cause less contrast adaptation in the user (Pelli, 1988; see below). 
A disadvantage with positive polarity screens is that the human sensitivity to 

:Bicker increases with luminance, too (Kelly, 1961). Whilst users are therefore more 
likely to perceive flicker on positive polarity VDUs, this problem can be overcome 
by using screens with high refresh rates (see §1.8.3). 
Size Whether data displayed are in the form of alphanumerics, graphics or iconic 

images, for a VDU to be usable the data presented on it must be discriminable. 

In order to make a decision about size, the designer needs to take account of the 

abilities of the user as well as the conditions under which the display will be used. 

For example, an icon that needs to be identified at a viewing distance of a few 
metres (e.g. in a process control plant) should be larger than one that requires 

identification at 50 em (e.g. in an office environment). The abilities of the specific 
users of the system also need consideration. For example, the ability of the eye to 
focus or accomodate substantially decreases with age. Older users will therefore 

have different visual requirements than younger ones. This is largely an intractable 
problem as designers will rarely have control over who uses the display. 

1.9.5 Colour 
Colour is a multidimensional concept varying in: 

(a) hue (what is commonly regarded as colour; e.g. red, blue or green), 
(b) saturation (the amount of white in a colour, or its purity), and 
(c) brightness (how bright or dark the colour is). 

For most experimental purposes, hue and saturation can be considered as a uni
form construct, chromaticity. It is often commented that colour is one of the most 

misused terms by designers and ergonomists alike. 
From psychophysical and physiological measurements, a model of colour vision 

has emerged. The first stage of colour vision is termed trichromatic since it is based 
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on light absorption in· three types of cone cell. The three classes of cone (loosely 
termed red, green and blue) have broad and overlapping sensitivities to wavelength 
(Smith & Pokorny, 1975; Baylor et al., 1987). Effectively, each class is 'colour-blind' 
in that a class is unable to distinguish a hue change from a brightness change (N aka 
& Rushton, 1966). In order to extract information from these signals, outputs from 

the different classes of cones must be compared. This occurs during a second stage 

where the signals are antagonistically compared and differenced. Two classes of these 
'opponent pathways' have been isolated. One differences the output of red and green 
cones, and one that differences the output blue cones with some combination of red 
and green cones (Krauskopf et al., 1982; Derrington et al., 1984). At this stage, 
brightness information is not carried in a seperate physiological channel. Rather, it 
is multiplexed with the chromatic information carried in the 'red/green' opponent 

pathway (Lennie & D'Zmura, 1988). Boynton (1979) and Lennie and D'Zmura 

(1988) contain more complete information on this model. Colour is discussed again 

as a variable within Experiment 6. 
Colour coding The most useful feature of colour coding is possibly that it adds 
an extra dimension of coding to the display. The London Underground map is one 
example and Prestel and Teletext are examples where this sort of coding is used 
in screen displays. A further illustration is 'colour thresholding' where the value 

of some attribute of a device (e.g. the temperature of an engine) is converted to a 

colour. With this technique, the engine could be drawn as an icon on the screen 
and the colour of the icon might change according to a particular scheme. A good, 

if somewhat now dated, review of colour coding was provided by Christ (1975) 

who concluded that 'colour may be a very effective performance factor under some 

conditions, but ... it can be detrimental under others'. There seems little doubt 
that judicial use of colour coding can help objects 'pop out' of their background 
(Treisman & Gormican, 1988; see §2.5). 

Colour coding contains three dimensions which may be considered seperately; 
brightness, saturation 'and hue. A simple example of brightness coding would be 
the use of a grey scale, although a single hue varying in brightness could also be 
employed. Saturation coding might be used where some table or neutral state is 
indicated by white and as the state becomes more critical the colour becomes a 

more saturated red. Both of these types of coding are probably preferable to hue 
coding, where different conditions are assigned to different hues. Individuals seem 

to possess a cognitive metric for brightness and saturation, but not for hue. One 

can measure brightness and saturation relative to some norm; blackness in the first 

instance, whiteness in the second. There is no stable state for hue, however. It is 
impossible to quantify how different red is from green as opposed to from yellow. It 
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is often believed that psychological 'distance' can be approximated by the spectral 

ordering of hues, but this assumes that all users know the sequence of colours in the 

spectrum. Even when this is so, accessing this information is not effortless, and to 

make colour coding effective it should be as effortless as possible (Travis, 1990). 

1.10 EYE MOVEMENTS 

Eye movements are classified into various types, some of which are more impor

tant for perceptual processes than are others. Saccadic movements are very rapid, 

jerky movements that move the eye in the socket to a new orientation. This is the 
principal movement used in visual search, in reading, in examining a scene, or in 

noticing movement on the periphery of vision. Smooth pursuit movements are used 

to track an object moving across the field of view, as in watching a moving vehicle. 

These movements are smooth, rather than jerky, much slower than saccadic move

ments and require a moving object for them to occur. The third type of large eye 

movements are vestibulo-occular movements, in which the eyes rotate in the head to 

compensate for head and body movements in order to maintain the same direction of 

vision. Saccadic, pursuit, and vestibulo-occular movements each produce conjugate 

movement, in which the two eyes move in the same direction and (with slight excep
tions) by the same amount. Vergence movements produce changes in the direction 
of the two eyes in opposition to each other that occur when we shift our gaze from a 

near to a far object (divergence) or vice versa (convergence), or when we move our 
body away from or towards an object upon which we maintain our gaze. While all 
of these movements can be either large or small, there are three types of movements 

that are always small-drifts, micro-saccades (often called flicks), and physiological 

nystagmus or tremors (Haber & Hershenson, 1980). 
Fixations are pauses between saccades. For a few hundreds of milliseconds, gaze 

is virtually static with respect to the head. Positional drifts and microsaccades 
may occur during longer fixations, but their amplitude does not exceed ten minutes 

of arc (e.g. Steinman, 1965) and their functional significance has been questioned 
(see Ditchburn, 1980). However, fixations are the most important aspect of visual 
search, or 'the basic unit of encoding' (Loftus, 1972). Much of what we can expect 
to understand about visual search comes from an analysis of how long these fixations 
are and where they occur. 

At least three processes may be assumed to occur within the 300 ms or so of a 
typical visual search fixation: (a) the analysis of the visual stimulus in the foveal 
field, (b) the sampling of the peripheral field, and (c) the corresponding planning 

of the next saccade. The minimum duration of the stimulus-processing has been 

estimated at about 100-150 ms (e.g. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1971 ), although further 
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processing may occur after correct identification. Therefore, minimum times neces

sary to guide further movement or to memorise stimuli may be underestimates. It 
is likely that these three processes are performed concurrently, with several nervous 

structures acting in parallel, although the amount of overlap among them is largely 

unknown (e.g. Potter, 1983). Indeed, the encoding of the visual stimulus may exceed 
the duration of the fixation (Intraub, 1980). However, what is known is that the 

time spent for each process, which can be construed as a reaction time, is affected 

by several contextual factors (Viviani, 1990). 

1.11 VISUAL ATTENTION (WITHOUT EYE MOVEMENTS) 

The term 'attention' is used to describe a number of phenomena which are not nec
essarily related. The volume edited by Parasuraman and Davies (1984) illustrates 
the range of meanings. In his review of the orienting of attention, Umilta (1975) 
notes that attention can mean 'a selective process, whereby some information is 

perceived consciously, whereas other information is either analyzed unconsciously 

or is filtered out. It can mean a laborious process, whereby processing resources 
are voluntarily allocated to a particular task or activity and a sustaining process, 
whereby receptivity to input information is regulated so that vigilance is height
ened for a short period of time or maintained more or less constant for a longer 

period' (p. 175). Umilta also notes that even in the restricted sense of a selective 

process, attention refers to different phenomena (see, e.g., Johnston & Dark, 1986). 
An individual may selectively attend: (a) to information presented in a particular 
modality (e.g. Posner et al., 1976; Broadbent, 1982; Shapiro et al., 1984 ); (b) to 

information originating from a particular position in space (e.g. Moray, 1975; Pos

ner, 1980; Shapiro & Johnston, 1987); (c) to stimuli possessing a particular colour 

or shape (e.g. Francolini & Egeth, 1980; Lambert & Hockey, 1986); or (d) to items 

belonging to a particular class or category (Posner & Snyder, 1975; Neely, 1977). 
Whilst these are disperate phenomena, all of them contain the common feature that 
information to which attention is selectively allocated is processed more efficiently 
than non-attended information. In this thesis, our concern is primarily with spa
tial attention; i.e. with the selective allocation of attention to a particular position 
within a display. 

1.11.1 The attentional focus 
The typical analogy for the deployment of visual attention regards the focus of 

attention as like a spotlight beam. Such a beam has three important properties: (a) 

it moves from one location to another; (b) it moves in analogue fashion rather than 

jumping instantaneously from one location to another; and (c) it is characterised by 
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a specific size. It therefore illuminates at different times different locations and the 
extent of the illuminated area at a given time is restricted. 

Shifts of attention are normally accompanied by eye movements and an observer, 

besides directing attention to a position in space, also foveates on it. This creates 

a problem because a performance (information processing) improvement at that 

position could be due to retinal rather than attentional factors. As there is ample 

evidence that attention can be shifted from one locus in the visual space to another 

without shifting eye position (e.g. Posner, 1980), the confounding between retinal 
and attentional factors can be overcome. As was first indicated by Jonides (1983), 
there appear to be two mechanisms, one visual and one attentional. Foveation is the 
visual mechanism and this allows an individual to overcome the limited resolving 
power of the peripheral retina via fixation shifts. Independently, the attentional 

mechanism permits a shift in the internal allocation of processing capacity from one 
position to another without a shift in gaze. U milta's review considers studies in 

which an improved performance at a given location could be solely attributable to 
attentional factors. 

Much of what is known about the size of the attentional focus comes from visual 

search tasks. When visual displays are presented so as to exclude the effects of 

retinal factors, accuracy and/ or time for identifying targets can be held to reflect 

attentional processes. From this work, it would appear that under certain condi
tions, the resources of the attentional system are distributed evenly over the entire 

display, with parallel processing of the display items, whereas under other conditions 

a focused or serial scanning occurs. A number of two-stage models of attentional se

lection arose from these findings (e.g. Shiffrin, 1977; Hoffman, 1978, 1979; Duncan, 
1980; Bergen & Julesz, 1983), within which that proposed by Jonides (1983) has 
been particularly influential. Within this model there are two modes of attending 
to a visual display: attentional resources can be allocated evenly across the entire 

display or they can be concentrated on one display location only. In the first mode 

all the display elements are processed in parallel at a uniform, and relatively slow, 
rate. In the second mode processing of the precued element is facilitated, whereas 
processing of the other elements is inhibited. 

Eriksen and colleagues (e.g. Eriksen & Yeh, 1985; Eriksen & St. James, 1986) 
have subsequently proposed a modified version of the two-stage model in which they 
suggest that attention is not restricted only to two distinct modes of operation; i.e. 

a distributed and a focused mode. 

In their opinion, the 2 processing modes described by Jonides (1983) are merely 

poles on a continuum of attentional distribution in the visual field. The dis

tribution of attentional resources may vary from a state in which they are 
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uniformly spread over the entire visual field to a state in which they are highly 
concentrated or focused on an areas as small as a fraction of a degree of visual 

angle. They also believe a zoom, or variable power, lens is a more apt analogy 

than a spotlight. In essence this is a different hypothesis because the zoom 
lens analogy explicitly predicts an inverse relationship between the size of the 
area of focused attention and the efficiency of processing obtained in that area, 

whereas the spotlight analogy is uncommitted in that respect. (Umilta, 1988, 
p. 177). 

1.12 ATTENTION AND EYE MOVEMENTS 
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As noted by Shepherd and co-workers (1986), the relationship between eye move
ments and orienting of attention can manifest itself in three forms: 
(1) According to the identity hypothesis, the mechanisms involved in the generation 

of eye movements are identical to those that produce attention shifts. 

(2) Diametrically opposed to this is the independence hypothesis which maintains 

that there are two sets of mechanisms, one for eye movements and one for 
attention shifts, which are not functionally related. 

(3) The third alternative, the interdependence hypothesis, suggests that the two sets 

of mechanisms are neither identical nor completely independent, so that the 

functioning of one can be facilitated or inhibited by the other. 

The identity hypothesis seems to have been dis proven by several studies (e.g. 
Jonides, 1981; Posner & Cohen, 1984; Maylor & Hockey, 1985, 1987; Briand & 
Klein, 1987; Tassinari et al., 1987) which show that attention can be allocated, 
either automatically or voluntarily, to different points in the visual field without 

eye movements. The evidence concerning the other two hypotheses is less clear cut. 
For instance, whilst papers by Klein (1980) and Posner {1980) have supported the 

independence hypothesis, both Klein's findings (Shepherd et al., 1986; Rizzolatti 

et al., 1987) and those of Posner (Umilta, 1988) have been disputed. Perhaps 

the available evidence (e.g. Remington, 1980; Shepherd et al., 1986) favours the 
interdependence hypothesis. Umilta (1988) provides a detailed discussion of this 
debate. 

1.12.1 Fixation durations during free scanning 
Several studies ( overviewed by Viviani, 1990) have indicated that the statistical 
properties of fixation durations during free scanning of a complex scene are not 

stationary. For instance, Antes (1974) demonstrated that the average duration over 

successive tenths of a 20 s episode of free scanning increase from about 220 ms at 

the beginning of the exploration to about 300 ms at the end. The first moments of 
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the observation appear to be spent concentrating on the salient features of the scene 

with relatively short fixations. Later, other features are examined for longer times. 
In addition, Nodine (1982) recorded subjects' eye movements whilst they compared 
original and altered versions of famous paintings and noted a similar concentration 
of early fixations on the most salient features. This trend of increasing fixation 

durations with viewing time was confirmed by Friedman and Liebelt (1981), but 
they demonstrated that this increase was not a consequence of shifting the attention 

from more salient to less salient features. Essentially, it was argued that fixation 

durations depended on both the degree of contextual likelihood and their serial order. 

There are implications for the serial versus parallel processing debate and Viviani 

argues for the former in this sort of task. This is an interesting on-going debate 
within visual attention theorising, but not of central significance to the search tasks 
used within this thesis. Here, the subject needs to locate and (usually) actually 
process the information within the displays for understanding or recognition. 

Viviani also comments that when the selection of targets is imposed by the ex
perimenters, only the timing, size and duration of the saccades need be considered. 
With complex, naturalistic scenes, an internal organisation should also emerge in 

the actual sequence in which targets are selected. Noton and Stark have reported 

that subjects viewing a naturalistic picture tend to look at a particular idiosyncratic 

sequence of features termed a 'scanpath' (Noton, 1970; Noton & Stark, 1971a,b). 
However, because exploratory /search movements are intrinsically variable, scan
paths are difficult to identify; i.e no specific sequence can be expected, either re
peatedly or interspersed with other sequences, with exactly the same parameters. 
As no quantitative criterion was proposed to discriminate scanpaths from other sac
cadic sequences, the original formulation of 'Scanpath Theory' proved of limited 

value. Stark and Ellis (1981) then described a probabalistic approach for defining 

such a criterion (see also Ellis & Smith, 1985). 

The approach is based on a mathematical tool, the transition probability ma

trix, which is routinely used for the description of discrete Markov processes 
(Bharucha-Reid, 1960). Specifically, let us suppose that, by a preliminary anal
ysis of the scanning movements, we have been able to identify some regions of 
the scene where fixations tend to cluster. Let R1, R2, ... , Rn be these regions 
(states, in the Markov parlance). Then, a sequential analysis of the visual scan 

permits us to estimate a ( n x n) square matrix, Pik, whose entries represent 
the probability that a fixation on Ri is followed by a fixation on Rk [Fig. 1.9]. 
The peculiar merit of this formalism is to expose directly and operationally 

the transition between the static description of its dynamic properties. In par

ticular, if only a few entries in each row dominate all the others (the sum of 
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the entries in a row is always 1), scanning movements should contain cyclic se
quences [Fig. 1.10]. Everytime the movement enters one of these cycles, it has 
a high probability of going through the entire sequence. Subcycles of a main 
sequence can also be defined by particular combinations of entries in the tran
sition matrix, and their probability of occurrence can be calculated. (Viviani, 
1990, p. 382) 
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Figures 1.9 and 1.10 depict a Markovian analysis of scanpaths within in a hypo
thetical example in which the visual scene has been divided into 25 regular regions 
R1, R2, ... R25· Figure 1.9 shows a portion of the 25 X 25 square probability matrix 
that describes the sequential regularities of an experimental scan path (asterisks in
dicate unspecified values). Each entry Pij of this matrix represents the conditional 
probability that a fixation in the region Ri of the scene (starting position) is followed 
by a fixation in the region Rj (target position). These probabilities must be esti
mated as the ratio between the number of transitions i -t j and the total number of 
saccades during the period of exploration. Once the gaze has left a position it must 
land somewhere. 'Thus, the probabilities in a row sum to one. The basic feature 
of the Markovian model is that the probability with which the gaze will move from 
the current location to other regions is independent of the previous path followed to 
reach that location. A transition probability matrix can always be calculated from 
actual data. However, simple inspection of the matrix will not reveal whether or not 
the scan path is Markovian. This can only be ascertained through the analysis of the 
n-steps transitions' (Viviani, 1990, p. 381 ). In the present example, it is assumed 
that from each indicated starting position the gaze could only reach two targets, 
although one of those two is highly preferred. 
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Target position 

1 2 3 * * * 10 11 * 13 • 19 • 22 * • 25 

1 * * * * • * • * • * • • * * * * • 

2 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 1 

3 

• 

* 

* 

10 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 

11 0 9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

* 

13 0 0 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 

• 

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 0 

• 

22 1 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 

* 

25 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Figure 1.9: A Markovian analysis of scanpaths (from Viviani, 1990; repro
duced with permission). 
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Figure 1.10 shows the scanpath that would result if, starting from one of the 
regions, the gaze always selected the preferred target. It should be noted that 
despite the high transition probabilities associated with the arrows, the predicted 
probabiiity of observing the complete cycle is only 0.41 and drops to 0.16 for two 
successive cycles. Therefore, in order for repeated cycles to actually be present in 
the scanpath, each transition in the cycle must be extremely probable. 

An early use was made of this type of modelling by Bozkov et al. (1977) in their 

analysis of target point selection during scanning eye movements. They employed 

irregular polygons as stimuli and noted that the majority of fixation points were at 

the angles. The method proposed within this thesis is complimentary rather than 
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in opposition to those described by Stark and Ellis or Viviani and is more concerned 
with sequential saccade direction rather +h~n saccade position. 

1 I 2 3 4 5 

le-
6 L c ---

6 7 8 I 9 10 

I 
--- L r --- ---

14 15 

--- --- r ---

16 I 18 19 20 
I ... I 

--- r L r L ---

• • I 
21 22 23 24 25 

Figure 1.10: An example of a scanpath (from Viviani, 1990; reproduced with 
permission). 

1.13 MEASURJNG EYE MOVEMENTS 

1.13.1 General considerations 
As all areas investigated within this thesis contain eye movement analysis studies, it 
would be appropriate to introduce the important field of eye movement monitoring 
techniques at this point. Eye movements are angular rotations of the eyes that orient 
the eyes for different directions and distances of space. Any translational movement 
(i.e. movement of the eye laterally as a result of a head movement) should not be 
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mis-measured as angular rotation. According to Hallett (1986), an ideal measuring 
instrument should satisfy the (comprehensive and strict) following requirements: 
(1) Offer an unobstruc~ed field of view with good access to the face and head. 
(2) Make no contact with the subject. 

( 3) Meet the practical challenge of being capable of artificially stabilising the retinal 

image if necessary. 

( 4) Possess an accuracy (relative position) of at least one percent or a few minutes 

of arc; e.g. not give a 10° reading when truly 9°. Accuracy is limited by the 
cumulative effects of nonlinearity, distortion, noise, lag and other sources of 

error. 

(5) Offer a resolution (related to velocity) of 1 minute of arc per second, and thus be 
capable of detecting the smallest changes in eye position; resolution is limited 
only by instrumental noise. 

(6) Offer a wide dynamic range of one minute to 45° (= 3000-fold) for eye position 

and one minute of arc per second to 800° per second ( = 50,000-fold) for eye 

velocity. 

(7) Offer good temporal dynamics and speed of response (e.g. good gain and small 

phase shift to 100 Hz, or a good step response). 
(8) Possess a real-time response (to allow physiological manoeuvers). 
(9) Measure all three degrees of angular rotation and be insensitive to ocular trans-

lation. 
(10) Be easily extended to binocular recording. 
(11) Be compatible with head and body recordings. 

(12) Be easy to use on a variety of subjects. 

It is useful to note that in considering the different methods available, that 10° is 

about a hand's breadth at arm's length. The subtense of the (rod-free) fovea is usu

ally taken to be approximately 1° (0.291 mm of the retina), which also corresponds 
to the angular height of an average man at 100 mm. The cone spacing in the fovea 
may be taken as about 0.6 minutes of arc ( = 2.5 f.L at the retina). Therefore, a 
translational movement of 0.1 mm would be appreciably inaccurate if registered as 

rotation. 
Angular resolution and temporal bandwidth are two parameters typically used to 

describe performance. Hallett feels that many authors specify 'resolution', which is 

easily established from the instrument's noise level, but few quote 'accuracy', which 

includes all sources of error and is difficult to estimate without comparison with an 

ideal (and non-existent) instrument. 

The review of eye monitoring methods by Young and Sheena (1975) also describes 

the different methods. ASL, who produce eye monitoring systems, publish a docu-
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ment entitled 'How to evaluate an eye tracking system' (Borah, 1987). Carr (1988) 
describes some technical details of several available devices as well as giving further 
references of evaluation reports. 

Eye movement monitoring offers considerable potential for studying user perfor

mance at the VDU and for optimising screen display design. 

1.13.2 Limbus tracking 
The clear boundary between the white sclera and the dark iris (the 'limbus') of 
the eye is a fairly conspicuous edge that can be optically detected and tracked in a 
range of ways. There are considerable limitations to direct observation methods of 

assessing gaze position. For instance, a human observer looking at the eye can be 
surprisingly inaccurate in determining where a VDU user is looking. With the aid 

of video recording (from a level parallel with the eye) and playback, it is possible to 

detect with 80-90 percent accuracy on a 4 x 4 matrix of a 12 inch VDU which cell 
a subject is gazing at. This means an accuracy of within only about 7° of visual arc 

(3 inches at 57 em = 7.5°). 
Almost all limbus tracking systems use infrared (IR) illumination, and all mea

sure, albeit often indirectly, the position of the limbus relative to the photodetectors. 
For head-fixed photodetectors and illuminators, free head movement is possible ( al
though contaminating), and the measurement is of the eye relative to the head. Fine 
IR beams, usually from an ophthalmist 's spectacle frame system, are projected onto 
the eye. As the white sclera reflects more light than the coloured iris, a pattern of 
reflection is produced which changes as the eye moves horizontally. These changes 

are detected by similarly housed photodiodes and are converted into analogue or 

digital signals. Vertical eye movements can be detected through the changing reflec

tions caused by eyelid movement, but recording up-down movement is problematic 
with this system. It is probably fair to regard limbus tracking as suitable for precise 
horizontal tracking only. Head movement artifacts are extremely difficult to avoid, 
particularly in a setting where the subject is being monitored for more than just a 
few minutes. Various ingenious devices such as bite-bars and dental wax impressions 
have been used to restrain head movement. 

Reflection methods based upon absorption of visible or IR light by sclera and iris 

have some advantages but do not satisfy requirements (d), (e) and (g), while the 

recording of vertical eye movements is difficult and that of torsion is impossible. 

1.13.3. Pupil tracking 
The eye is again illuminated by an IR source to enable an IR imager to obtain 
an image of the pupil. By using various algorithms, the edges of the pupil can be 

automatically extracted and the centre of the pupil calculated. The axis through 
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this centre is then related to the direction of gaze (Slater & Findlay, 1975), and 
careful calibration is required to know where it is directed. One advantage offered 

by the pupil over the limbus is that it is smaller and therefore unobscured by the 

eyelid for a much greater range of eye motion. In addition, the edge of the pupil 

is usually a sharper boundary than that between the sclera and the iris, resulting 

in higher resolution measurement. On the other hand, when viewed under normal 

illumination, the pupil appears black and therefore presents a lower contrast with 
its surrounding iris than the iris does with respect to the sclera. This results in it 
being a more difficult problem to automatically discriminate the pupil. 

Many implementations of these two techniques yield good accuracies for a rea
sonable range. The output is an electrical record that can have a good frequency 
response. The frequency response is however limited by the video framework; one 

cannot sample movements less than 16-20 mm apart. 

1.13.4. Corneal reflection 
The corneal bulge produces a virtual image of bright lights in the visual field and 
region. Because the radius of curvature of the cornea is less than that of the eye, the 
corneal reflex moves in the direction of eye movement, relative to the head. As it 

only moves about half as far as the eye, it is displaced opposite to the eye movement 

relative to the optic axis or the centre of the pupil. Lateral head movement may 

contribute a large error when the head moves relative to the light. Therefore, many 

of the fixed head versions and the head-mounted devices need accurate stabilisation 
of the light source and recording device with a bitebar or head strap. 

Two basic types of corneal reflex methods exist with differing locations of the light 

source; head-mounted or head-fixed corneal reflex techniques, and corneal reflex 

point-of-regard techniques. With the earliest method, the light source is fixed with 

respect to the subject's head. Therefore, relating eye position requires either a 

fixed head system, a method of recording head position (linear and angular), or a 
technique for recording the field of view relative to the head at every sample. The 
second method fixes the light source in the target field rather than to the head. 
With the light source in the target field, movements of the corneal reflex relative to 
the pupil indicate the point of regard of the eye in the field rather than relative to 
the head. Such techniques are much less sensitive to head position. 

With a corneal reflex camera, accuracy of ±0.5° is possible, but strict head fixation 
is required. Because it is subject to greater error from the relative movement of the 

light source with respect to the eye associated with head movements, the accuracy 

is poorer with a head-mounted corneal reflex camera, although ±2° is possible. 

The uncorrected linear range of all corneal reflex systems which employ a sin

gle light source for the reflex is limited to eye excursions of ±12°-15°, vertical or 
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horizontal. Larger movements put the reflex in the non-spherical and higher pe
ripheral portion of the cornea and require a complex (usually computer-generated) 
calibration and linearisation technique. Ultimately, the reflex range is limited by 
the size of the cornea and its partial obscuring from the lids. In addition to head 

movements, other factors that limit the accuracy of these methods to 0.5°-1.0° are 

variations of cornea shape and the production of other reflections by eye glasses. 

The output from these, systems is typically graphic and as such requires measure

ment and/or recording. Any of those systems which produce a single bright spot on 
film or directly on a video signal, however, can be used to provide conversion to the 
x-y coordinates of that spot. 

Crane and Steele (1984) note that corneal and limbus eyetrackers can measure very 
small eye movements, but their absolute accuracy is poor. This inaccuracy arises 
from eye translation movements, which, in these instruments, are indistinguishable 

from eye rotation movements. For example, in a corneal-reflection or a limbus 

eyetracker, 0.1 mm of eye translation causes approximately a 1° artifactual signal 
in the eye-rotation record. 

1.13.5. Electro-oculography {EOG) 
It was found, many decades ago, that the position of the eye could be measured by 
placing skin electrodes around the eye and recording potential differences (Mowrer, 
1936). The source of the electrical energy is the corneoretinal potential or elec

trostatic field that rotates with the eye. The cornea remains 0.4-1.0 m V positive 

with respect to the retina. This is attributable to the higher metabolic rate at 
the retina. As the eye rotates, the electrical potential systematically alters. Skin 
electrodes placed on the outer canthi measure conjugate horizontal eye position. 
By reference to any third electrode over the bridge of the nose, a measure of hor
izontal eye vergence can also be detected. The recorded potentials are only in 
the range of 15-200 p,V with nominal sensitivities of the order of 4 p,V per degree 
of eye movement. The signals may be difficult to detect in the presence of large 
muscle-action-artifacts, which are also registered as potential differences by the skin 

electrodes (Shackel, 1967). Unless care is taken to shield the system, the presence 
of external electrical interference is troublesome. 

EOG has the largest range of any of the objective methods practical for human 
studies as it does not require visualisation of the eye. The method is suitable for 
eye movements up to ±70°. Typical accuracy with surface electrodes is from ±1.5° 
to 2°. This method satisfies only requirements (d), (e) and (h) of the above. The 

chief sources of error are muscle artifacts, eyelid interferences, basic nonlinearity 

in the technique, and variation in the corneoretinal potential attributable to light 

adaptation, diurnal variations, and the state of alertness. 
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1.13.6. Purkinje image tracking 
As light passes through the eye, reflections are produced at the various interface 

surfaces. At the surface of the cornea, there is corneal reflection or the first Purkinje 
image. A second occurs at the rear surface of the cornea, a third at the front surface 
of the lens, and a fourth at the rear surface of the lens where it interfaces with the 

vitreous humour. Two of these images (the first and fourth) are tracked and their 

displacements are used to calculate the eye movement. 

The dual-Purkinje-image (DPI) method of eyetracking eliminates the transla

tional artifact from the eye-rotation measurement. It is based on the use of a pair 

of reflections from optical surfaces in the front portion of the eye. These reflections 

move by the same amount with eye translation but differentially with eye rotation. 
By monitoring the spatial seperation of these two images, eye rotation can be mea
sured accurately without being confused with eye rotation. A DPI eyetracker can 
measure eye movements with high frequency response and with an accuracy on the 
order of 1 minute of arc (Crane & Steele, 1984). 

A different method for distinguishing between the translational and rotational 

components of eye movement is based on measuring the position of the corneal 

reflection with respect to the eye pupil (Merchant et al., 1974). The advantage of 

this approach is that the instrument can be located relatively far from the subject. 
However, the pupil is not a stable reference, and accuracy is limited to approximately 
30 minutes of arc. Because the system is based on video scanning, the temporal 
response is limited to about 40 ms. 

In 1978, Crane and Steele described a three-dimensional eyetracker that comprised 
of an early model DPI which measured horizontal and vertical eye movements, and 
an optometer, which measured the refractive power of the eye. This has since 

undergone many improvements. 

1.13.7. Contact lens/search coil methods 
The most precise measurements of eye movements are made with one of several tech
niques employing some device attached to the eye with a contact lens. One contact 
lens system is the 'optical lever', in which one or more plane mirror surfaces ground 
on the lens reflects light from a light source to a photographic plate or photocell 
or quadrant detector. When a plane mirror normal to the visual axis is used, only 
rotation of the eye and the mirror will produce deflections of the projected image. 
Nevertheless, due to the high inherent accuracy of the system, very careful head 

stabilisation relative to the recording device is usually used. Hallett (1986) remarks 

that within the limits of their recording systems, contact lens methods provide the 

most technically satisfactory means of recording ocular rotations uncontaminated 

by translational artifacts. 
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The main non-optical contact lens measuring method is the search coil technique 
introduced (for use with primates) by Robinson (1963). An induction coil was 
mounted on a scleral contact lens. Around the head, a high frequency a.c. mag

netic field was generated. Due to the 'transformer effect', an a.c. potential was 
induced in the ocular coil, with a magnitude and phase related in a simple manner 
to angular eye position. By appropriate amplification and phase-sensitive detection 

the coil voltage was changed into an analog voltage, proportional to the sine of 
the angular eye position. By generating a horizontal and vertical magnetic field in 
phase-quadrature or at different frequencies and using seperate detection stages, si

multaneous measurements were accomplished. A special configuration of the scleral 

coil even allowed the recording of torsion. Resolution levels better than 1 minute 
were achieved. 

The only drawback to this early technique was the need for the subject to wear a 

scleral contact lens held to the eye by suction. If not individually fitted, such lenses 
caused some bulging of the cornea and were uncomfortable. Slipping was hard to 
control and was aggravated by the forces exerted by the lids on the suction tube. 

In order to apply Robinson's method to untrained human volunteers, Collewijn 

et al. (1975) developed a special carrier. This is a flexible, silicone rubber ring 

which fits on the limbic area, concentric with the cornea. It is concave at the 

ocular side with a radius of curvature (6.0 mm) smaller than that of the globe. The 

induction coil (9 windings of magnet wire of 0.05 mm diameter) is embedded within 

the material of the ring. The ends of the wire are connected to the detection device. 
The weight of the device is 0.1 g. 

The subject is seated within horizontal and vertical electromagnetic coils (per
pendicular pairs of hoops), and thus weak magnetic fields (perhaps 54 KHz) are 

generated around the subject. Movements of a smaller electromagnetic coil situated 

within this field would therefore generate an induced potential. Due to this prin

ciple, if that small coil happened to be situated within a contact lens, movements 

of the coil would correspond to horizontal and vertical movements of the eye. The 
system needs to be calibrated for offset (i.e., what changes in signal equals 'straight 
ahead'?) and gain (i.e., what changes in signal corresponds to a ±10° swing?). The 
current changes equivalent to movements can then be led off via the fine wire from 
the search coil and then amplified. They may also be stored on magnetic media and 
computer analysed. 

For application the surface of the eye is anaesthetised with a few drops of a local 

anaesthetic. The ring is wetted with Ringer's solution, placed on the limbus with 

the leads at the side of the outer or inner canthus, and pressed upon the eye. In 

this way fluid between eye and ring is evacuated and the elasticity of the ring causes 
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a slight underpressure which holds the ring firmly in place without the need for 
further attention. The mounting procedure is facilitated by handling the ring with 
a suction implement. The device then generally only removable by lifting its edge; 

e.g. with a blunt forceps. Since the ring is void in its centre, it does not interfere 
with normal vision. Subjects may wear their own spectacles, if necessary. Wearing 

the device for thirty minutes or somewhat longer typically produces no problems. 

1.14 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF EYE MOVEMENTS AND VDUS 

In this section, a sample of previous studies are offered which have applied eye 
movement monitoring techniques to the investigation of visual search and the VDU. 
Other previous studies'which concern visual search, VDUs and eye movements are 
described within the relevant chapters of this thesis. 

1.14.1 General eye scanning studies 
Zwahler and Adams (1987) describe two studies conducted to investigate the eye 

scanning behaviour of users under different tasks and screen conditions. Both studies 

used an original hardcopy for half of the work sessions and a split-screen presen

tation (original information/workspace) for the other half. Two different screen 
polarities were also used. Results showed that the operators spent more than twice 
the amount of time looking at the screen during the split-screen presentation when 
compared to the hard copy presentation for both data entry and file maintenance 
tasks. Transition matrices showed the number of times the subjects looked from 
one screen area to another. Not surprisingly, the greatest amount of transitions 
were found to occur between the screen and the document, and vice versa. It was 

concluded that there exists a considerable amount of intra- and inter-subject vari

ability and that apparently many visual strategies can be used (e.g. more fixations 
of a shorter duration versus less fixation of a longer duration) to maintain a fairly 
constant level of operator performance. Furthermore, light characters on a dark 
screen or dark characters on a light (green) background do not appear to affect any 
of the eye scanning measures in a statistically or practically significant manner. 

1.14.2 Geometrical characteristics of displays 
Using ten differently structured display formats containing the same information, 
Graf et al. (1987) investigated the relationship between 'geometrical' characteristics 
of a display, search time, subjective ratings and eye movements. The four basic 
geometrical characteristics which were suggested by Tullis (1983) which may affect 

how well users are able to extract information from a display are: 

(1) Overall density. The number of characters displayed, expressed as a percent-
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age of the totai spaces available. 
(2) Local density. The average number of characters in a 5° visual angle around 

each character. 

(3) Grouping. The extent to which characters on the display form well defined 
perceptual groups. 

( 4) Layout complexity. The extent to which the arrangement of items on the 

display follows a predictable visual scheme. It was found that there was a high 

correlation between the geometrical characteristics of a display and the search 

time for an item on the display. Therefore, it was possible to predict search times 

according to geometrical characteristics. Furthermore, it was shown that the 

eye movement parameters (i.e. saccade amplitude and fixation time) correlated 

partly with the geometrical parameters. 

1.14.3 Layout and cognitive load 
The effect of the layout of alphanumeric VDUs as well as the effect of different 
cognitive loads on eye movement parameters was investigated by Graf and Krueger 

(1989). Subjects were required to answer questions concerning the information on a 

VD U. Thus, the task may be regarded as consisting of both reading and searching 

components. The layout of the displays and the difficulty of question (cognitive 

load) was varied. The results showed that 'the investigation of a man-machine
interface using eye-movement data (for example during the prototyping phase) offers 
a measure of performance which allows an evaluation of the layout of a user-interface 
as well as an evaluation of the cognitive load of users' (p. 659). 

1.14.4 Readability 
Kolers et al. (1981) recorded eye movements as people read texts presented on a 

VDU in two different spacings, two different character densities, and at five different 
scrolling rates. Differences in efficiency of reading single- and double-spacing were 
statistically significant, although of little practical significance. Character densities 
of 35 characters or 70 characters per line favoured the smaller size character with 
respect to efficiency of reading. A comparison of scrolling rates suggested that the 

static page was processed more efficiently than was the page scrolled at the subject's 

preferred rate or at a rate 10 percent slower than that, and pages presented faster 

than the preferred rate were read more efficiently. Kolers et al. suggest that scrolling 

has certain facilitative effects on reading, above and beyond the 'pleasantness' that 

Oleron and Tardieu (1978) have ascribed to it. 

Scrolling can induce people to read more efficiently (i.e., with fewer and shorter 

fixations), thus taking less time to read and with no apparent loss in com pre-
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hension. The rate at which this facilitation occurs deserves extended consid
eration. If scrolling occurs at less than the reader's preferred rate, the reader 
makes more and longer fixations. As the rate gradually increases, performance 

increases corr~spondingly, with best performance found at a rate 20% faster 
than the preferred scrolling rate studied in this experiment. (Kolers et al., 

1981, p. 526) 
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Results also showed little, if any, change in preferred rate occurring as a function 
of practice with 16 pages of text. Kolers et al. concluded that: Systems in which, by 
program control, text was presented at rates ten or twenty percent faster than the 

preferred scrolling rate should lead to more efficient performance, but might create 
some problems of user acceptance. 

1.14.5 Menus 
Lee and MacGregor (1985) presented a model, stemming from eye movement work, 

which assumed that when users examine menu pages, they start with the first item 
and work sequentially through the list. They assumed that this sequential search 
might take two forms: (a) the user might examine all a options before making a 
decision (exhaustive search), or (b) he might stop on reaching an item which is 
judged to be correct (self-terminating search). 

In a later extention of this approach, MacGregor et al. (1986) proposed that menu 
search is governed by a criterion-based decision process, in which a menu item is 
selected if it exceeds a subjective level of probability/ confidence. 'In this view, the 
number of menu items examined prior to a selection can vary on a continuum from 1 

to some multiple of a. At the lower end of the continuum lie "direct searches", where 

a highly practiced user goes immediately to the desired item. At the upper ranges 

of the continuum, users may examine items repeatedly, resulting in "redundant 

searches". However, as in the original model, this more recent approach assumes 
that the search process is essentially systematic' (MacGregor & Lee, 1987, p. 627). 

However, several papers have indicated that menu search is done randomly rather 
than by systematic eye movements (e.g. Parton et al., 1985). A further paper 
(Giroux & Belleau, 1986) proposed that random searches may occur with command 
menus, whilst sequential searches occur with database menus. To help clarify this 

situation, the MacGregor et al. (1986) data were re-analysed by MacGregor and Lee 

(1987). In the earlier study, subjects had viewed items in strict sequential, rather 

than simultaneous, order. The question was then whether, when the cumulative 

probability of selecting a target was plotted as a function of time, an exponential 

(indicating a random search) or a linear function (indicating a systematic search) was 
obtained. The obtained relationship was closely approximated by an exponential 
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function, which accounted for 99 percent of the variance. The authors concluded 
that their results demonstrated that 'strict sequential search not only can, but in 

this case did, produce an exponential function of the type thought to be associated 

with random search' (1987, p. 629). 
It seems likely that the form which a search takes will be influenced by the nature 

of the task. Specifically, factors which reduce uncertainty about which is the correct 

item, and where the item is located upon the page, are likely to affect how users 
examine items. The following statement serves to emphasise that little is yet known 
about user search processes in menu retrieval. 

Such factors might include the simplicity/ complexity of the items themselves, 
how they are organized on a page, and how often users have seen the page. For 

example, frequent users of software command menus might learn the layout 

of pages sufficiently to be able to conduct "direct searches", where they fixate 

immediately a desired item. Such searches would be essentially systematic, with 

a purposeful direction of gaze towards the approximate position of the target 

item. Some component of random error might be involved in the process, 
requiring a random search within the immediate area of the target. But the 
process itself would be intentional, with a small random component, rather 

than random. (MacGregor & Lee, 1987, p. 630) 

The issues of random versus systematic searches, as well as many other notions 

relating to the vast area of visual search, are discussed within the next chapter. 

1.15 POTENTIAL STUDIES OF EYE MOVEMENTS AND VDUS 

The study of any aspect of HCI contains numerous potential variables, at both 
the machine side and the human side. The aim of this thesis is to explore aspects 
of visual search in relation to VDUs. However, to do justice to the research area 

it was felt inappropriate to pursue (as is typically so within theses) one unitary 
research line. A valid examination of optimising visual search at the VD U must 
include parameters such as the overall array presentation (e.g. screen shape; see 
Chapter 3), how information may be optimally presented either in central/foveal 
vision (e.g. cursor presentation; see Chapter 4) or in peripheral vision (e.g. status 
bar information; see Chapter 5), when and why icons may be preferred to verbal 
labels (see Chapters 6 and 7), and how 'newer' font designs can enhance locatability 
of items and perhaps VDU-reading generally (e.g. antialiased fonts; see Chapter 8). 

The general experimental approach chosen is that of employing both relatively 'pure' 
search tasks (e.g. Expts 1 & 10) and relatively 'real' search tasks (e.g. Expts 4 & 6), 
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and supplementing these with a fine analysis of the eye movements involved in order 
to provide an understanding of the underlying procedures which would otherwise 

have remained unknown or at best only inferred. The following chapter therefore 

provides an in-depth discussion of visual search. 



Chapter Two 

A Review of Visual Search 

This chapter concentrates on general and theoretical aspects of visual search. Topics 

include attention, eye movements and search modelling. The chapter starts by 
looking at some of the early work on visual search. 

2.1 EARLY WORK ON VISUAL SEARCH 

2.1.1 The work of Neisser 
In this sort of visual processing task, or 'continuous visual search task', an observer 

is instructed to look for a particular letter in a large list of letters and to press 
a button as soon as it is located. Such a requirement may also be regarded as a 

matching task, where a representation of a sought-for letter is matched with the 

visual representation of the letters within the list. Neisser and collaborators have 

reported several experiments of this nature (e.g. Neisser, 1963, 1964; Neisser et al., 

1963; Neisser & Lazar, 1964; Neisser & Beller, 1965; Neisser & Stoper, 1965). In a 
typical situation, 50-line lists containing a target in a random position are presented 

and as soon as the list appears the subject begins to search down the list as rapidly 
as possible. Figure 2.1 (a) shows an example where the letter K is the target and 
the critical item is the row which contains it (ZHFK). The processing time per 
row is calculated by dividing the time required to find the letter by the number 
of letters in the list. Figure 2.2 shows typical results. The slope depicts a linear 
increase in search time with target position. The function of this line may be taken 
to represent the average processing time per row, and this parameter should reflect 

the complexity of the information-extraction process. 
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a b c d 

EHYP ZVMLBQ ODUGQR IVMXEW 

SWIQ HSQJMF QCDUGO EWVMIX 

UFCJ ZTJVQR CQOGRD EXWMVI 

WBYH RDQTFM URDGQO VXWEMI 

OGTX TQVRSX GRUQDO MXVEWI 

GWVX MSVRQX DUZGRO XVWMEI 

TWLN ZHQBTL UCGROD MWXVIE 

XJBU ZJTQXL DQRCGU VIMEXW 

UDXI LHQVXM QDOCGU EXVWIM 

HSFP FVQHMS CGUROQ VWMIEX 

XSCQ MTSDQL OCDURQ VMWIEX 

SDJU TZDFQB UOCGQD XVWMEI 

PODC QLHBMZ RGQCOU WXVEMI 

ZVBP QMXBJD GRUDQO XMEWIV 

PEVZ RVZHSQ GODUCQ MXIVEW 

SLRA STFMQZ QCURDO VEWMIX 

JCEN RVXSQM DUCOQG EMVXWI 
ZLRD MQBJFT CGRDQU IVWMEX 
XBOD MVZXLQ UDRCOQ IEVMWX 
PHMU RTBXQH GQCORU WVZMXE 

ZHFK BLQSZX GOQUCD XEMIWV 

PNJW QSVFDJ GDQUOC WXIMEV 

CQXT FLDVZT URDCGO EMWIVX 

GHNR BQHMDX GODRQC NEMXW 

Figure 2.1: Portions of lists for visual search. From 'Visual search', U. 
Neisser. Copyright @1964 by Scientific American, Inc. All rights reserved. 
(Reproduced with permission) 
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Figure 2.2: Typical results from a visual search experiment. fhe data used 
here were for a search by an inexperienced subject whose time per item was 

0.78 s. Reproduced with permission from Neisser (1963). 
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Many parameters of this task have been varied. For example, it was found that 
searching for the presence of a letter (e.g. the letter Kin list a) was faster than 
looking for the absence of a letter that was present in all but one row (e.g. search
ing for the absence of a Q in list b). Furthermore, it is easier to find a Q within 
a background of angular letters (see Fig. 2.1c) than within round letters; and con-· 
versely, a Z amongst round letters than angular letters (see Fig. 2.1 d). If the features 

that discriminate targets from non-targets are easy to differentiate, search is quicker 
than if the targets and non-targets require more complex identification. Such results 

suggest that searching can be performed on the basis of visual-feature characteris

tics, and therefore that information at this level must have been available (Haber & 
Hershenson, 1980). 
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Neisser (1963) also investigated what happens in the search task when the ob

server is required to search for more than one target simultaneously. For instance, 

rather than looking only for a Kin list a of Figure 2.1, he may need to search for 

a Q or a K, and to respond when an instance of either is found. Without practice, 
observers take longer per row when they have to search for more letters (although 

not in a linear-like three times longer for three letters). After many days of practice, 

however, observers were able to search down the list at the same speed regardless of 

how many targets they were searching for. One of the many explanations offered for 
this improvement with practice in multiple-target search tasks is a change from a 

serial feature-by-feature processing, in which each feature of each target is examined 

one at a time, to one in which several targets are processed at the same time. 'This 
might be due to a change in the strategy of the perceiver or to a change in the 
familiarity of the target items that permits them to be grouped or chunked together 
into a more meaningful unit, thereby reducing the number of seperate items to be 
processed' (Haber & Hershenson, 1980, p. 357). 

2.1.2 The work of Bloomfield 
N eisser and his followers were more interested in the (hypothesised) mental processes 

underlying search than with visual processes. A different tradition, and one more 

relevant to this thesis, was developed by Bloomfield (1970, 1975). For most of 
the experimental work reported by Bloomfield, a competition task was used, with 
the target having to be located when other confusing, non-target stimuli were also 

present in the display. An adaptable apparatus was devised. This allowed a series of 
extensive studies to be undertaken with well practiced observers, with the following 

results: 
( 1) As the difference in target and non-target stimuli decreased search times in

creased. 
(2) More time was required to find a particular target in a homogeneous display 

than in a heterogeneous one made up of stimuli all larger or all smaller than the 
target. However, if some non-targets are bigger and some smaller, much more 
time was required for the heterogeneous displays. 

(3) As the density (and number) of non-targets increased search times increased. 
( 4) An irregular arrangement of non-targets took longer to search than a regular 

one. 
(5) An incentive payment training schedule produced very large improvements in 

search performance. 
(6) As the amount of target information available was decreased the time to find 

difficult targets was increased with no change for easy targets for some observers, 

while the reverse occurred for others. 
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(7) Varying the shape of the display area made some differences to search time. 

To take the shape of the search display as an example, Bloomfield described three 
experiments in which the shape was varied. In all three the displays varied in their 

horizontal and vertical extents. This issue is returned to in depth in Chapter 3. 

2.1.3 A systematic description of search variables 

Gottsdanker (1960) listed some of the many factors involved in search. He was 
mainly concerned with stimulus determinants and he did not include all other vari
ables which might affect search behaviour. His terms, with the equivalent terms used 

by Bloomfield in parentheses are given below. Firstly, there are search determinants: 

interposition (obstruction), smallness (relative size of target), weakness (threshold), 
distortion (distortion), imbeddedness (camouflage) and competition (competition). 

Secondly, there are search goals (target specification) and aids (search area). Gotts

danker also cites strategies, although clearly an observer's search strategy is depen

dent upon almost all the variables listed here. In trying to understand search we 
are trying to understand search strategies. 

2.1.4 Search determinants 

Search is necessary when, for some reason, a target cannot be immediately located. 

Bloomfield (1970) cites several reasons why search may be necessary and, in a par

ticular search situation, one or more of them will be operating. 

1: Competition Here the target is readily distinguishable from its immediate 
background and is difficult to detect because it is confusable with non-target stimuli 

also present in the search area. 
2: Camouflage In this case, the target fails to emerge perceptually from its 

immediate background. This failure is caused by the patterning of the background 
and the target combining to obscure the target. 

3: Threshold As in the camouflage case, the target is not easily detectable as it 

is embedded in the immediate background. There is a low contrast between target 

and background with the target being near threshold in a plain or, perhaps, a noise 
background. 
4: Relative size of target As with competition, the target is clearly distinguish
able here from the immediate background, although it remains difficult to detect. 
This is so in this case because it is very small relative to the total search area. 
5: Orientation Detection may be slow because the target appears different or 

unusual due to being viewed in an unusual orientation or from an unusual angle. 

This is a relatively unimportant determinant in many search situations, since the 

difficulty will be reduced as the observer becomes increasingly familiar with the 
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viewing angle or orientation. 

6: Distortion The target may be distorted by the optical system or the atmo
sphere through which it is viewed. The effect of distortion is again likely to be 
reduced with increasing familiarity. 
7: Obstruction The target may be partially or even completely obscured. Visual 
search alone may not be sufficient, though it may enable the observer to deduce the 

most likely target location. For a positive detection, visual search may have to be 
augmented either by bodily or manual search; i.e. the observer may need to move 

himself or the obstruction. As in the case of orientation and distortion, the effect 

on search of obstruction is likely to be reduced with practice. 

2.1.5 The observer 
Many observer variables can be identified. Those most relevant to search include 
the following. 
1: Visual acuity Eyesight may be tested in several ways including 'minimum 
visible' (i.e., detecting a single line or dot) and 'minimum seperable' (i.e. the resolu
tion of inters paces between contours), but the most familiar measure of visual acuity 

is that obtained with a Snellen chart. However, search deals also with peripheral 

vision and glimpses which will involve aspects not normally tested as eyesight. For 

a fundamental understanding of search it is necessary to learn exactly what can be 
seen in a single glimpse of fixation, and how glimpses are related to each other to 
produce the visual complex experienced by the observer. 
2: Experience The effects of past experience on present behaviour are difficult 
to control with any precision. However, it is possible to investigate the effects of 
varying the observer's immediate past experience, and to look at specific training, 
practice and expectancies which might have been built up in previous search trials. 
3: Motivation It is expected that altering the level of motivation will have a 
considerable effect on search behaviour. The general level of motivation will depend 

on factors such as the observer's personality, their general state of well-being, and 

the observer j experimenter relationship; factors not usually investigated in search 

experiments. 
4: Age The main effects on search of the age of the observer will be mediated 
through the variables already mentioned: eyesight and experience. In children, 
increases with age are likely to be associated with increases in experience of searching 
activity. Thus, at this age level, the older the observer is the better he should be. 
In the elderly, however, increases in age will probably be associated with failing 

eyesight. At this age level, the older the observer the worse he is likely to be in 

search tasks. 
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2.1.6 Task variables 
1: Movement The search situation may be entirely static, or there may be move

ment of the observer, the target, the background or some combination of the three. 

In addition, the movement may be in various directions and of varying speed and 

acceleration. Changes in movement are likely to lead observers to use a wide variety 
of strategies for search. 

2: Optical environment The optical system and atmosphere through which the 

search area is viewed must be clearly stated, since great changes in performance 

may result from changes in the optical environment. 

3: Nature of search trials Many search tasks consist of discrete trials in which 

there are a known number of targets. Much experimental work has been carried 

out using a single target. In real life, the search task is often continuous and may, 
in fact, be a vigilance task also as far as the observer is concerned. There is an 
extensive literature on vigilance which should not be ignored in continuous search 
tasks, particularly where the a~ount of stimulation given to the observer is limited. 
4: Target specification The observer's approach to a search task will vary with 

his knowledge of the situation and, in turn, his knowledge will depend on a com

bination of past experience (above) and briefing. The amount of information given 

in briefing varies in several ways. It can be given visually or verbally. It may be 

vague, e.g. 'The target is different from other stimuli', or precise, e.g. 'The target 
is a bright red X in a background of dull brown Os'. It also may relate to the total 
area in which the observer will have to search. 

5: Sear~h area and aids The degree to which search area is defined, the method 
by which the boundaries are marked, and its size and shape all may vary. In situa

tions where search aids such as cues or sector markings are found to be of assistance 

they probably reduce the effective search area. 

6: Time limits A time limit is imposed in some search tasks. This may occur in 
laboratory and natural search situations and may affect performance. 
7: Search measures Performance in search tasks can be viewed in two ways. 
It may be measured in terms of success in finding targets or, alternatively, the 
pattern of search can be examined. The best measure of the former is 'search 
time', which is the length of time between the moment that the observer begins 

to search to the moment that he indicates that he has located the target. Other 
'success' measures may be used: e.g. the number of exposures, of a fixed short 

interval, of the search area needed before the target is found; or, in tasks where only 

a limited search time is given, the proportion of successful trials. The pattern of 

search is best investigated by recording the observer's eye movements during search, 

and then extracting the spatial relationships of consecutive fixations, the length of 
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fixations, and/ or a classification of the type of area fixated. When no eye movement 
apparatus is available or if considered invasive, some indication of the observer's 
search strategy may be obtained by comparing search time with target position, or 
by simply eliciting a verbal protocol. 

2.1.7 Maximum search rates 
In experimental investigations of visual search in computer-driven visual displays, 

Sperling et al. (1971) studied visual search with many different presentation rates in 
addition to those that most closely approximated natural search. They discovered 

that the most rapid visual search actually occurred when new arrays were presented 

every 40 ms, five times faster than the fastest possible saccade rate. At these 
artificially high presentation rates, search proceeded at a rate of one background 
character per 10 ms, which is about twice as fast as Neisser's maximum rate and 
twice as fast as in the 240-ms presentation rate that simulated Neisser's conditions. 
There was only a small difference in detection accuracy between inter-array times 
of 120 and 240 per second, which suggests that in some natural searches the motor 
control of the eye is actually the limiting factor. In Neisser and colleagues' search 
task, if their subjects' eyes had executed saccades every 120 ms, search rates may 

have doubled with little impairment in accuracy. Data suggest that the second half 

of many fixation pauses may have been wasted waiting for the eyes to move. 
In contrast to Neisser's lists, the computer-generated arrays of different sizes are 

searched at similar rates (characters per second). There is also a considerable trade
off possible between scanning characters in one array or in several. Therefore, almost 
as many background characters can be scanned in one array presented for 120 ms 
(12) as in three arrays, each presented for 40 ms (4 per array). 

2.2 BASIC SEARCH THEORY 

For an adequate theory of search, Bloomfield (1970) regarded several characteristics 
as being necessary: 
(1) A specification of the area in which the target can be detected in a single fixation 

for various target/background combinations. 
(2) A description of the relation between consecutive fixations; knowledge of the 

extent to which fixation coverage is exhaustive and to which it is efficient. 
(3) Knowledge of how fixation patterns are affected by experience, briefing and cues. 

( 4) An ordered description of target /background complexes. 

A model of search, derived from Bloomfield's 'basic search theory', was found to 

handle much of the data for competition and non-competition search situations. The 

model gave equations predicting that search time is a function of fixation time, total 
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search area, and the area within which the target can be seen in a single fixation. 
The latter term could be related to measurable characteristics of the target and 
background stimuli. Each term in the equation was separately determined, both for 
competition search and for threshold search, where a near threshold target had to 

be found in a uniform, unstructured display. 

Finally, the model assumed that observers search in a methodological way, and 

that the degree of efficiency with which they do this depends upon the amount of 
overlap between successive fixations. The earlier search equations for exhaustive effi

cient search were amended, although those based on an independent fixation strategy 
were abandoned. A cumulative probability equation accounting for response time 
factors, fixation overlap and the characteristics of targets and non-targets was given. 

Bloomfield (1970), in his 'macro-analysis', concluded that much more theoretical 

thinking is needed before a complete understanding of visual search is achieved and 

this must be closely related to continuing empirical work. 

2.3 PERIPHERAL VISION AND VISUAL LOBES 

Over the last decade, there has been considerable interest in studying performance 
differences between central and peripheral vision in various visual tasks, and relating 
these differences to the anatomy and physiology of the visual system. Two types of 
tasks have been extensively investigated at different eccentricities: (a) grating de

tection tasks (e.g. Hilz & Cavonius, 197 4; Koenderink et al., 1978; Virsu & Rovamo, 

1979; Virsu et al., 1982; also see Chapter 7), and (b) tasks requiring not only the 

detection of a stimulus pattern but also the processing of positional relationships 

between pattern elements (e.g. Westheimer, 1982; Levi et al., 1985; Rentschler & 
Treutwein, 1985; Levi & Klein, 1986; Virsu et al., 1987). 

Peripheral vision plays a role in guiding subsequent eye movements to informative 
regions of a scene (e.g. Antes, 197 4 ). Generally speaking, information is absorbed 
during a fixation when the control of length and direction of the next saccade is 
also determined. Much research has been devoted to the details of visual perception 
during this immobile period. In this section, some background knowledge to the 
notion of visual lobes is presented. These following two sub-sections rely largely on 

the chapter by Widdel (1983). 
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2.3.1 Visuallobes 
The peripheral area ar~mnd the central fixation point from which specific informa

tion can be extracted and processed is the 'visual lobe area' or 'useful field of view'. 
The search field is approximately circular, centred slightly above fixation. However, 
locations with fewer neighbours or with adjacent blank spaces are easier to search 
(e.g. Harris et al., 1979) so that the measured search field is distorted by bound

aries of the stimulus. The search field depends on the stimuli used to measure it, 

with extremely rapid presentations or extremely small size characters shrinking the 

search field. However, these parameter variations do not necessarily alter the shape 

of the search field which suggests that the search field is an invariant property of 

the visual system. Obviously, the search field pattern in part reflects perceptual 
limitations. Nevertheless, the spatial distribution of attention can be voluntarily 
altered (e.g. Lambert et al., 1988), so that the search field also reflects voluntary, 

cognitive factors (Sperling, 1989). 

Among others things, the size of this area depends on characteristics of the visual 

target and the surrounding context. When the target is embedded in a complex 

background or surrounded by irregularly positioned non-target items, it is relatively 

small (Brown & Monk, 1975), as it also is when the density of non-target items and 
the visual lobe increase (Mackworth, 1976) and when the similarity of target and 

non-target items is high (Bartz, 1976). 
Acuity decreases from the fovea across the visual field to the periphery (e.g. 

Anstis, 1974). Most studies have measured the decrement either of detection or 
of discrimination capacity in static situations in which the observer maintains his 

sight upon a central fixation point and a stimulus is presented in the peripheral 

field of vision. In contrast, interest in other studies lies in their assessment of visual 

material input collected during the fixation while the eyes are scanning the displayed 

material. For instance, Widdel (1983) recorded the spontaneous pattern of ocular 

scanning of scattered elements displayed over a wide area, amongst which a single 
target has to be located. Of particular interest is the final part of the scanning 
pattern in which a saccade carries the gaze from the current position to the target. 

Data reveal that the target is reached from a greater distance when the density of 
the display is lower, which Widdel interprets as a correlate or a measure of mental 

work load. As Levy-Schoen (1983) points out, it could also be the effect of lateral 
interference reducing the discriminability of the target in peripheral view, which 

might result secondarily in a trade-off between density and area, keeping constant 

the amount of material successfully analysed. 
This useful field of view within a dynamic scanning task, termed 'visual lobe 
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area' by those such as Widdel has also been investigated by others such as Prinz 
(e.g. 1983) under the name of 'control area'. Prinz provides evidence showing a 

vertical asymmetry in favour of the lower part of the field where targets have a 

higher probability of detection at a larger distance than in the lines above the line 

being scanned. Several reasons have been proposed for such an asymmetry. A so

called 'structural' source of asymmetry could be augmented sensory sensitivity in 
the lower field. It seems more reasonable to consider the asymmetry of the scanning 
task as a powerful incentive to emphasise downward rather than upward perceptual 

efficiency. Prinz calls this the 'functional source of asymmetry', as opposed to 

the 'structural' one. It is postulated that this functional asymmetry depends on 
attentionally controlled operations only effective in central vision. Of particular 

interest is the possibility of obtaining a change in the capacity for target detection 

around each fixation point by changing the subject's scanning strategy; e.g. using 
a bottom-up sequence rather than the normal top-down sequence. The experiment 
shows some effects that can be attributed to the way peripheral information is used 
while scanning rather than to its input capacity (Levy-Schoen, 1983). 

2.3.2 Measuring the visual lobe area 
The visual lobe area is usually measured with tachistoscopical techniques, and this 

includes the work of Mackworth (1976) who measured the visual acuity limit in 
a peripheral discrimination task, and that of Engel (1977) who analysed what he 

called the conspicuity area. This relatively simple method provides a favourable set
ting for the analysis of the shape of the visual lobe area because it is not influenced 

by eye movement strategies and dynamic processes dependent on stimulus material. 

As indicated by Enoch as long ago as 1959, the shape has a longer horizontal than 
vertical extension. However, as Bellamy and Courtney (1981) subsequently discov

ered, the shape also depends on target characteristics. One possible disadvantage of 
this technique is that measurement is based on static fixation behaviour and not on 
eye movement activities. A similar problem exists with the modified technique used 
by Mackworth (1976), in which stimulus material moving through two windows was 
presented. The distance between the windows was altered and subjects has to fixate 
on one window to detect targets which could appear in either window . 

. A second approach for measuring the visual lobe area involves the analysis of 
the interfixational distances, and takes into account the dynamic behaviour of eye 

movements during a visual search task. This method has been used by several 

investigators, e.g. Snyder and Taylor (1976) and Megaw and Richardson (1979). It 
is useful for specific research questions, and whilst not a direct measure of the visual 

lobe, it does allow a deduction of its average size. A disadvantage of this method 

is that it is illogical to measure the visual lobe size for specific targets or target 
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characteristics. A special measurement technique of analysing the visual field, as 

used to estimate mental work load, has been evaluated by Voss (1981 ). Voss analysed 
performance in peripheral vision by presenting peripheral light stimuli for detection. 

Lights were presented with a spectacle frame fixed on the head to eliminate the 

effects of head movement. The calculation of the detection rate of the light stimuli 

during car driving shows that ,the functional visual field is sensitive to external 

load. This method represents a valid new indicator of mental work load, although 

visual field sensitivity was a secondary task and it is not regarded as appropriate 

for analysing specific aspects of visual performance. 

A novel method which combines advantages of the techniques described for mea
suring visual workload is also presented by Widdel (1983). The philosophy is that 
during a 'successful' fixation in a search task, the target item can be detected in the 
peripheral area. The following saccade is determined by this peripheral stimulus 

and the next fixation will attain the target. In these terms, a successful fixation is 

one which is immediately followed by the fixation of the detected target. During a 

visual search task a subject will be executing n fixations, and generally n > 1. When 

the detected target is fixated the fixation n is identical with the target fixation and 

the fixation n - 1 is termed a successful fixation because the target was detected 

peripherally (see Fig. 2.3). 
In a series of search trials the distances of the fixations n - 1 to the targets 

can be measured and ~he distributions of the distances can be computed. Those 
fixations in the vicinity of the target have to be analysed during the time in which 
the target is not being detected peripherally. When no target fixation follows, or a 

target fixation follows without detection of the target, the fixation is considered to 
be 'unsuccessful'. During an unsuccessful fixation, the target is not detected and 

the length and direction of the following saccade is not determined by the target 

location. It is possible that hitting the target may be a random event, and it cannot 

be prevented that such a fixation would be falsely judged as successful (although 

by definition an unsuccessful one) because of lack of peripheral detection of the 
target. Such random hits will occur in all experimental situations and measurement 
procedures, and therefore will be balanced in comparing different visual lobe areas. 
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Figure 2.3: Last five fixations of a search path. Fixation n is the target fixation 

and fixation n - 1 the successful fixation. During fixation n - 1 the target 

is detected in peripheral vision and the saccade to fixation n is determined. 

(Adapted from Widdel, 1983.) 

One technique of quantifying the visual lobe area is in terms of 

68 

s 
(S +F) X 100 (2.1) 

where the number of successful fixations ( S) is divided by all fixations ( S + F), 
which include the unsuccessful fixations (F), for each unit of distance from target. 

Measurement of the visual lobe area must consider the search area near the target. 

The outer limit of this area has to be established empirically, is determined by the 

fact that the frequency of successful fixations approaches zero, and is expected to 

have an approximately circular shape. 
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2.3.3 Control areas in visual search 

Experiments reported by Prinz (1983) explore the size and shape of functional visual 

fields; i.e. of control areas in a continuous visual search task. The results of these 
experiments generally suggest that: (a) control areas can be asymmetrical on the 

vertical dimension; and (b) that control area shape is determined by both functional 

(attentional) and structural (sensory) factors, which can be complementary. These 

studies have used a visual search task of the Neisser type in which the subject must 

locate a target letter in a random display. Subjects are instructed to scan the list 
row by row, as in reading. In this sort of experiment, subjects frequently report that 
they detect the target prior to scanning the row which contains it. For example, the 

subject may detect the target at a certain location in row 9 while scanning through 
row 6 and fixating some location in that row. In such a case, the target would be 
detected at a (vertical) distance of three rows. Some of the data observed can be 

summarised as follows: 

(1) Vertical detection distances range between about 0-6 degrees of angular 

distance. A detection distance of 0 implies that the target is not detected prior 

to scanning the target-containing row itself. A distance of 6 degrees implies that 
the target is detected about 6-10 rows prior to scanning the target-containing 
row (the exact value depending on list size and viewing conditions, of course). 
(2) Detection distances are clearly related to target-non-target discriminability. 
For example, an angular letter (such as A) has a larger detection distance if it 
is embedded in a 'round' non-target context (composed of, e.g. 0, C, B, G) as 
compared to an angular context (composed of, e.g., letters such as Z, N, T, X). 
( 3) When several targets are to be searched for simultaneously, the targets 

clearly differ in their mean detection distances. For example, when the subject 

has to search for A and Q simultaneously in an angular non-target context, Q 
will be detected at much larger vertical distance than A. 
( 4) There are substantial individual differences in variation of detection dis
tances. In a given simultaneous search task, there are always some subjects who 
show a random fluctuation about the zero distance (even for 'easy' targets), and 
some others who virtually show clear indication of parafoveal detection (even 

for difficult targets). (Prinz, 1983, p. 83-84) 

From these results, Prinz suggests that subjects are able to exert some control 

over the detection of a target not only in the row just fixated, but also over some 

larger area around the fixation point, depending on the type of non-target context. 

According to this view, the mean detection distance for a given target is an estimate 
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of the vertical extent of the subject's control area for that target. Because this 
method does not permit recording detection distances above the fixation point, 
however, this estimate is restricted to the area below the row just fixated, and there 

is no indication of the extent of the control areas above the fixation point. 

Prinz also suggests that one of two views may be adopted in dealing with this 

problem. The first view assumes that control areas are basically concentric in shape, 

i.e. approximately symmetrical in their vertical extent. Within this view, the upper 

halves of the control areas virtually possess the same target detecting capabili

ties as the lower halves. By contrast, the second view assumes that the control 
areas are symmetrical under the conditions of this task. 'As subjects are never re
quired to watch for a target above the fixation point it is reasonable to assume that 
they either learn to concentrate their attention-and thereby their target detecting 

capabilities-on the zone below the fixation point (leading to an attentional neglect 
of the upper zone) or that they learn to adapt the sensitivity of various sections 
of the visual field according to the demands imposed on them by the actual task 

(leading to a decrease of sensitivity in the upper zone) (Prinz, 1983, p. 87). 

2.3.4 Visual conspicuity 
In everyday life few visible objects around us are actually observed. Whilst some 

objects do strike our attention, most objects are overlooked unless our attention is 

directed towards them. Thus, attention performs the process of information selec
tion. The factors influencing this selection process can be divided into object factors 

and subject factors, or external and internal determinants of attention. Visual con

spicuity may be considered an objective factor-at least in relation to background. 

For example, a red ball, surrounded by similar red balls is inconspicuous, whereas in 
other surroundings it may be conspicuous. Visual conspicuity may be operationally 

defined as that combination of properties of a visible object in its background by 

which it attracts attention via the visual system, and is seen in consequence. The 

relative relationship to the background is paramount. 
Various methods for measuring properties related to visual conspicuity have been 

reported. For instance, in early experiments, Engel (1971) determined the mean 

number of tachistoscopic exposures required for a correct localisation of a test ob
ject in several combinations of test object and background. By measuring the eye 
fixation points of the subject during the exposures, it was found that in contrast to 
conspicuous objects, inconspicuous ones had to be fixated very closely in order to be 

reported correctly. More or less random search behaviour would consequently be cir

cumvented by determining the retinal locus within which the object to be searched 

was noticed in 15 ms exposure. This area was termed the 'conspicuity area'. As 

the conspicuity area expresses the chance of seeing the object during search, it was 
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suggested that its size can be used as a measure of the visual conspicuity of the rele
vant objects in its background. Engel regarded it as likely that the conspicuity area 
concept can also be applied as a measure of more conspicuous combinations, and for 

other visual conspicuity factors such as size, colour contrast, density of background 

elements, and so forth. 

The concept of conspicuity area comes close to the field of short term visual 

search proposed by Chaikin et al. (1962). The conspicuity area may be useful in 

understanding search behaviour. The problem of search then becomes the problem 
of finding a strategy of directing one's eyes so that the object to be searched for 
falls within the area of conspicuity as soon as possible. The optimum saccade 
size should depend on the diameter of the conspicuity area. However, the mean 
distance between subsequent fixation points in tachistoscopic search increased only 
slightly. Statistical calculation may be used to derive search time from the size of 

the conspicuity area as done by Williams (1966) in the reverse direction. 

In conclusion, it can be said that peripheral vision and the attendant concept of 

visual lobes play an important role in visual search. Techniques to measure the lobe 

area have been devised and, consequently, knowledge relating to visual lobes is now 

accumulating. 

2.4 FEATURE-INTEGRATION THEORY 

An influential line of work, independent of that described above, has been developed 

by Treisman (e.g. 1986). 

2.4.1 Feature analysis in early vision 
Vision provides an organised representation of the world around us, and this includes 
objects and organisms located or moving on a structured ground. The seemingly 
effortless ability to perceive meaningful wholes in the visual world depends on com
plex processes to which a person has no conscious access. However, some simple 
generalisations about visual information processing are beginning to emerge. One 
of these is a distinction between two levels of processing. Certain aspects of visual 
processing seem to be accomplished simultaneously or in parallel (i.e. for the entire 

visual field at once) and automatically (i.e. without attention being focused on any 
one part of the visual field). Other aspects of visual processing appear to depend on 
focused attention and are done serially (i.e. one at a time), as if a mental spotlight 
were being moved from one location to another ('freisman, 1986). However, it is 

likely that both serial and parallel processsing operate to varying extents within 

many tasks. 
For a long time, visual information processing studies have made a distinction 
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between preattentional and focal attentional processes. Preattentional processes op

erate rapidly and in parallel across the visual field, whilst focal attentional processes 
operate serially over more limited spatial areas. A feature-integration theory (FIT) 
of visual processing has been proposed by Treisman and her colleagues (e.g. Treisman 
& Gelade, 1980) that maintains that preattentional vision makes available infornla

tion about discrete single features, but it does not make information available about 

how these features are spatially arranged or how they combine. To combine features, 

both in the same domain (e.g. two form features) and across domains (e.g. form and 

colour), the features must be focally attended (Muller et al., 1990). Within the 

theory, attention must be focused on a given spatial location before single features 

can be combined into a coherent object. The theory proposes that prior to focused 

attention, isolated features are free-moving and may combine to produce illusory 

conjunctions: combinations of features that belong to different objects (e.g. a green 
0 composed of the 'green' feature of a green I and the 'shape' feature of a red 0). 

Treisman's phrase features and objects is therefore a three-word characterisation 
of the emerging hypothesis about the early stages of vision. Treisman believes that 

there are many reasons to agree that vision does apply specialised analysers to de

compose stimuli into parts and properties, and that extra operations are needed 

to specify their recombination into their correct wholes. The evidence is, in part, 

physiological and anatomical. Specifically, the effort to trace what happens to sen

sory data suggests that the data are processed in different areas of considerable 
specialisation. One area is concerned mainly with the orientation of lines and edges, 
one with colour and another with directions of movement, and only after processing 
in these areas do data reach areas which appear to discriminate between complex 

natural objects. Other evidence is behavioural. It appears, for instance, that visual 

adaptation (the visual system's tendency to become unresponsive to a sustained 

stimulus) occurs seperately for different properties of a scene. 

In recent years, this model has received extensive experimental support. For in

stance, it has been shown that single features, such as the colour green, can be 
detected in parallel and can yield texture segregation. Experiments have deter
mined which featural dimensions lead to such 'pop-out' effects. These dimensions 
include colour, size, shape, orientation, and curvature. Consistent with Treisman 

and Gelade's model, conjunctions of these elementary features cannot be detected 

in parallel, but require, serial, attentive search. 
In several experiments (e.g. Treisman & Gelade, 1980), shape has been shown to 

yield a pop-out effect, and may therefore be proposed as a feature distinguishing 

chairs from other objects. Such pop-out effects occurred, however, for conditions in 

which shape was confounded with more elementary parameters such as curvature 
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or closure. To assume that there are preattentive detectors for the shape of a 

chair transfers the burden of shape recognition to a lower level without solving the 
problem. Furthermore, such an example contradicts Treisman's views that object 

perception requires attention. 

2.4.2 Preattentive processing 
One strategy suggested by Treisman for subjecting the preattentive aspect of vi

sual processing to laboratory examination concerns the fact that in the real world 
parts which belong to the same object tend to share properties. They have the 
same colour and texture, their boundaries show a continuity of lines or curves, they 

move together, and they are approximately the same distance from the eye. The 
investigator can thus ask subjects to locate the boundaries between regions in var
ious visual displays and may learn what properties make a boundary immediately 

salient, or make it pop-out of a scene. Such properties are likely to be those which 
the visual system normally employs in the initial task of segregating figure from 
ground. It transpires that boundaries are salient between elements that differ in 
simple properties such as colour, brightness and line orientation but not between 
elements which differ in how their properties are combined or arranged. In other 
words, analysis of properties and parts preceeded their synthesis. If parts or prop

erties are identified before they are conjoined with objects, they must have some 

independent psychological existence. 
It follows that errors of synthesis should sometimes occur; subjects should some

times see illusory conjunctions of parts or properties drawn from different areas of 
the visual field, and this is indeed what is found. Another way to make the early, 
pre-attentive level of visual processing the subject of laboratory investigation is to 
assign visual-search tasks. It is assumed that if the preattentive processing occurs 

automatically and across the visual field, a target that is distinct from its neighbours 
in its preattentive repr~sentation in the brain should 'pop-out' of the display. 

The difference between a search for simple features and a search for conjunctions of 

features could have implications in industrial settings. For example, quality control 
inspectors might take more time to check manufactured items if the possible errors 
in manufacture are characterised by faulty combinations of properties than they do 
if the errors always result in a salient change in a single property. Likewise, the 
symbols representing, for example, the destinations for baggage handled at airline 

terminals should be characterised by a unique combination of properties (Treisman, 

1986). 
Treisman's team have thus exploited visual search tasks to test a wide range 

of candidate features which might pop out of displays and reveal themselves as 

primitives; basic elements in the language of early vision. These candidates fell into 
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a number of categories such as length or number; properties of single lines such as 

orientation or curvature; properties of line arrangements; topological and relational 
properties such as the connectedness of lines or the ratio of the height to the width 
of a shape. 

In summary, it would appear that only a small number of features are extracted 

early in visual processing. These include colour, size, contrast, tilt, curvature, and 

line ends .. Other research shows that movement and differences in stereoscopic depth 

are also extracted automatically in early vision. Generally speaking, the building 

blocks of vision seem to be simple :properties that characterise local elements, such 

as points or lines, but not the relations amongst them. The most complex property 
that pops out preattentively appears to be closure. Finally, Treisman's findings 
suggest that several preattentive properties are coded as values of deviation from a 
null, or reference value: 

2.4.3 Later stages 

Treisman (1986) then turns to evidence that focused attention is required for con

joining the features at a given location in a scene and for establishing structured 

representations of objects and their relations. One line of evidence suggesting that 

conjunctions require attention emerges from studies in which subjects were asked to 

identify a target in a display and say where it was positioned. 

Interestingly, subjects sometimes identified the target correctly, e.g. a target dis

tinguished merely by colour, but gave it the wrong location. Conjunction targets 
were different. The correct identification was completely dependent on the correct 

localisation. Indeed, attention does seem to require focusing on a location in order 
to combine the features which it contains. 

How objects are perceived once attention has been focused on them and the 

correct set of properties has been selected is the next question which Treisman raises. 

Particularly, how does one generate and maintain an object's perceptual unity even 
when objects move and change? Kahneman (e.g. 1973) and Treisman suggest that 
object perception is mediated not only by recognition, or matching to a stored 
label or description, but also by the construction of a temporary representation 
that is specific to the object's current appearance and is constantly updated as the 
object changes. The perceptual continuity of an object would then depend on its 
current manifestation being allocated to the same file as its earlier appearances. 
Such allocation is possible if the object remains stationary or if it changes location 

within constraints which allow the perceptual system to keep track of which file it 

should belong to. 
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2.4.4 Criticisms of FIT 
So, in real-world scenes, objects such as chairs cannot be found through a single
feature search. Instead, several features must be locally combined before the object 
can be recognised. It would follow that search must be serial through all locations 
in a scene. Yet, at a rate of perhaps 50-100 ms per location, such a search would 
take an enormous amount of tim~, particularly if totally irrelevant but nevertheless 

salient locations (e.g. a crack in the wall) have to be scanned. Such a scenario 

appears to contradict the extreme speeds found in the perception of real-world 

scenes (e.g. Biederman et al., 1974). 
. . 

As Dehaene (1989) notes, the feature-integration theory encounters some theo-
retical problems when applied to the perception of real-world scenes. Considering 
the task of looking at a chair in a room, humans are generally highly successful 
and are able to find a seat within a few hundred milliseconds. However, like most 

objects, chairs are not defined by a single feature that would otherwise be absent 

in the room. Although there may, at times, in a given environment, be a feature 

which does suffice to seperate chairs from non-chairs, there is no feature which sys

tematically serves as a foundation for this distinction in all environments. A chair 
may be the only red object in the room, but unless we know a priori that we are 
searching for a red chair, a colour-based search strategy may result in us spending 
much time examining red curtains in a room where all chairs happen to be blue. 

In essence, continues Dehaene, the difficulty is that attention should be (and 

appears to be) directed only at potentially interesting objects. Determining what 

and where these objects are, however, requires focused attention. This is a problem 

of practical efficiency similar to Dennett's (1978) 'frame problem'. If attention scans 

all salient locations of an image, considerable time may be lost examining things 

that are irrelevant to the present context. 
Treisman and Gelade proposed an additional mechanism that may accelerate 

scene perception. The proposal was that default values for features are assigned to 
objects in the absence of focused attention, so that 'even when attention is directed 
elsewhere, we are unlikely to see a blue sun in a yellow sky' (p. 98). Prior to complete 

scanning, the viewer would possess a fairly correct idea of the attributes of several 

objects in a scene. Nevertheless, before applying this a priori knowledge, a brief but 

attentive analysis of the scene would be necessary, to ensure, for example that part 

of the scene is in fact the sky. 

Dehaene mentions several other proposals which can be made to enrich the initial 

theory. Firstly, as certain objects acquire special relevance, the observer may become 

aware of new features that distinguish these objects from others more efficiently 

(Gibson & Gibson, 1955) and allow for an automatisation of perceptual processing 
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(Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Secondly, it is possible 
that the visual system scans the world in a hierarchical fashion. The heuristics of 

segmenting a visual scene first into large blocks, and then into smaller details, may 

reduce identification times. For instance, in searching for a chair, one could avoid 

attending to the titles of books lying on the table. Finally, one may take advantage 

of the many featural dimensions in a visual scene. Whilst objects in a scene are 
not singled out on the basis of only one feature, most of them, at least those that 

belong to basic-level categories (Rosch et al., 1976) are generally very distinct from 
each other in terms of the number of shared features. Presumably, a chair shares 

some, but very few, features with a bookshelf or a crack in the wall. Although 

a single feature rarely suffices to seperate an object from the rest of a scene, if 
attention were first directed to locations that are globally highly discriminable from 
their background, an observer would be more likely to observe the relevant objects 

rapidly. 
Dehaene concludes that the model most compatible with the data is a two-stage 

model along the lines of Hoffman (1978, 1979). The first stage consists of a parallel 

pre-selection of candidates with a single-feature item. All items selected enter a sec
ond stage of serial, self-terminating ~xamination. During this latter stage, each item 
is compared to the search target. The comparison latency increases as a function of 

the number of features shared with the target but might also be modulated by the 
total number of dimensions used in' the display. 

This sort of model is also compatible with Treisman and Gelade's (1980) theory 
as it postulates that only single-feature searches can be carried out in parallel. This 

model also seems plausible in view of Julesz's experiments. For instance, Sagi and 

Julesz (1985) showed that the position and number of features that pop-out of a 
display can be determined in parallel, but that the identity of these features can not 

be reported with presentations of very short duration. The number and position of 
the candidates has to be computed in parallel in the preattentive stage of Hoffman's 

(1979) model in order to drive the next stage of focused attention. 
Hoffman's (1978, 1979) two-stage model has recently received further support from 

experiments by Pashler. Pashler (1987) showed that search times increased when 
target confusable distractors were added, although the total number of distractors 
remained constant. This finding also confirms the results of Egeth et al. (1984). In 

one of Pashler's experiments, a two-target search task, RTs to one target were slowed 
to a similar degree when distractors similar to that (present) target, or to the other 

target (not itself present) were added to the display. It was concluded by Pashler 

that decision noise, specifically the difficulty of reducing false alarms when target
confusable distractors are present, was responsible for the effect of target-distractor 
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similarity. This finding is again consistent with the two-stage model, which predicts 
that more candidates will have to be serially scanned when confusability increases. 

Furthermore, the two-stage model is also compatible with recent reports of fast, 

quasi-parallel, search for conjunction targets (McLeod et al., 1988; Nakayama & 
Silverman, 1986; Steinman, 1987). This appears to happen only with particular 

featural dimensions, which allow for a perceptual segregation of all items that share 

one of the target's features (Treisman, 1988). Rapid search for conjunctions is com
patible with Treisman's model if it is accepted that search can sometimes be totally 
restricted to a subset of items (Treisman, 1988). Finally, a two-stage model partially 
resolves the difficulty mentioned earlier. Can we recon~ile the slow processing pre
dicted by serial scanning with the extreme speed observed in processing real-world 

scenes? Dehaene's data demonstrate that Treisman's views are basically correct. 

When a target for search is defined by a conjunction of features, some serial scan

ning is necessary, even if dimensionality and targetjdistractor discriminability are 

large. 'However, the rate of this search, inherently slow, can be considerably im

proved by a parallel selection of candidates. Although still serial, the search then 
becomes functionally equivalent to a parallel pop-out, which enables subjects to 
search through a display of 36 items in less than 700 ms' (Dehaene, 1989, p. 80). 

2.5 EMERGENT PROPERTIES 

Theories based on the parallel computation local primitives in the visual array has 

often been frustrated by the.sensitivity of early human vision to so-called emergent 

properties. For instance, as Weisstein and Harris (1974) have noted, the detection 

of a line segment is heavily influenced by the three-dimensionality of its embedded 

context. Enns and co-workers note that even with dimensionality controlled, line 
detection is influenced by emergent features such as corners and closure (Enns & 
Prinzmetal, 1984; Enns & Gilani, 1988). Also not immune from troublesome emer
gent effect is texture segregation. 'Early models based on luminance differences 

(Julesz, 1975) were overturned by demonstrations that certain form differences alone 

were sufficient for grouping (Julesz & Bergen, 1983). Later models based on form 
were weakened by demonstrations that the proposed elements were neither necessary 

nor sufficient to produce reliable grouping (Enns, 1986)' (Enns, 1990, p. 37). 
Considerable attention has been devoted to the visual features that pop-out be

cause it may be that these are the basic elements on which to construct a com
prehensive theory of visual attention. Research by Julesz and by Treisman have 

catalogued the visual features that permit preattentive detection. One obvious con

clusion from such a table is that the primitive features of shape/form involve a 

simple contrast in the two-dimensional visual array. For instance, a line that dif-
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fers in orientation from other lines, or a blob that differs in hue from other blobs, 
tends to pop-out. This, area of work has now been extended by Enns (1990) to the 
third dimension of vision. At least two reasons exist to ask whether the human 
visual system is tuned to respond directly to three-dimensional properties. One rea
son is best artifulated by Gibson (1966): even though all visual information passes 
through the two-dimensional retina before the brain, visual systems have evolved to 

assist organisms in their interaction with objects in a three-dimensional world. It 

is therefore conceivable that natural selection has equipped vision to extract some 
aspects of three-dimensional shape. A second reason is because object descriptions 

based on such properties currently hold considerable promise in the computational 

approach to object recognition. Enns remarks that several researchers argue that 
three-dimensional units termed generalised cylinders (e.g. cones, blocks, cylinders 
and spheres) provide the best balance between the combinatorial power needed in a 
generic set of visual units and the complexity of the information needed to represent 
those units (Marr, 1982; Pentland, 1986; Biederman, 1987). 

The series of experiments reported by Enns (1990) asked whether parallel vi
sual search could be based on emergent properties that define aspects of the three

dimensional world. Target and distractors were equated for primitive features (num
ber and nature of lines and blobs), but differed in emergent features (perceived di

mensionality, object type, object orientation). The results indicated that although 
some emergent features required serial search (e.g. rotation about the picture plane), 

others could be detected in parallel (e.g. slant, direction of lighting). These data 

imply that preattentive vision is not nearly as simple-minded as present theories 

might assume. 

2.5.1 A hypothetical model 
Much of what we see is recognised and labelled although this is not essential to vision. 
Unless basic cues (e.g. solidity) are completely misleading, people can manouevre 
in an unfamiliar environment. In perceptual (rather than developmental) terms, it 
is becoming increasingly popular to talk in terms of early versus late visual pro
cessing. The goal of early vision-to form a description of the three dimensional 
surfaces around us-may be distinguished from that of later vision-to identify and 
recognise objects and their settings (Marr, 1982). It is agreed amongst most theo

rists that the early description derives from spatial grouping of a small set of simple 

primitives that are registered in parallel across the visual field. These primitives, 
or functional features, need not correspond to simple physical dimensions such as 

wavelength or intensity, but rather their function should be to provide an 'alpha

bet soup of descriptive chunks that are almost certain to have some fairly direct 

semantic interpretation' (Witkin & Tenenbaum, 1983, p. 509). Examples might be 
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coherent regions, edges, symmetries, smooth gradients, and flow patterns. Thus we 

expect the visual system to be sensitive to simple regularities in elements of different 

reflectance, colour and texture (Treisman & Cormican, 1988). 

In their recent article, Treisman and Cormican (1988) review some new evidence 

relating to early visual processing and propose an explanatory framework. A series 

of search experiments tested detection of targets distinguished from the distractors 
by differences on' a single dimension. Their aim was to use the pattern of search 
latencies to infer which features are coded automatically in early vision. For each of 
12 different dimensions, one or more pairs of contrasting stimuli were tested. Each 

member of a pair played the role of target in one condition and the role of distrac

tor in the other condition. Many pairs gave rise to a marked asymmetry in search 

latencies, such that one stimulus in the pair was detected either through parallel 

processing or with small increases in latency as display size increased, whereas the 

other gave search functions that increased much more steeply. Targets defined by 
larger values on the quantitative dimensions of length, number, and contrast, by 
line curvature, by misaligned orientation, and by values that departed from a stan

dard or prototypical colour or shape were detected easily, whereas targets defined 

by smaller values on the quantitative dimensions, by straightness, by frame-aligned 

orientation, and by prototypical colours or shapes required slow and apparently 

serial search. These values appear to be code by default, as the absence of the con

trasting values. They found no feature of line arrangements that allowed automatic, 
preattentive detection; nor did connectedness or containment-the two examples 

of topological features that were tested. Treisman and Cormican interpreted these 

results as evidence that focused attention to single items or to groups is required 
to reduce background activity when the Weber fraction distinguishing the pooled 

feature activity with displays containing a target and with displays containing only 

distractors is too small to allow reliable discrimination. 

Two kinds of decomposition into more primitive elements are possible: analysis 
into properties and analysis into parts. The visual system may respond separately 
to values on different dimensions of a single stimulus; e.g. the stimulus colour, size, 
orientation, or direction of movement; or it may respond seperately to different 
component parts, e.g. a vertical line or an intersecting curve in a two-dimensional 
shape, or a flat surface or' cylindrical legs in a three-dimensional object. Treisman 

and Cormican concern themselves with dimensional analysis; with properties rather 

than parts. 
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2.6 EYE MOVEMENTS IN VISUAL SEARCH 

There has been considerable recent interest in two distinct patterns of performance 

in visual search. Under some conditions, search latencies seem to be relatively 
independent of the number of distractors. Within other conditions, search latencies 

increase linearly with the number of-distractors in the display, and the slope of this 

function on target-present trails is half that on target-absent trials. The former 

pattern is usually referred to as indicative of parallel search and the latter pattern 
as indicative of serial self-terminating search. It should be noted that each of the 
patterns can be produced by both serial and parallel mechanisms (Townsend & 
Ashby, 1983). Broadbent (1987) and others (e.g. Ward & McClelland, 1989), for 
example, have adapted to visual search a parallel activation model of the sort used 

by Ratcliff (1978) to account for the performance of subjects in a memory-search 

task (Sternberg, 1967). 

Within a range of frameworks, including Treisman's FIT (Treisman, 1986; Treis

man & Gelade, 1980), the serial self-terminating search pattern is attributed to the 

sequential inspection of each item by an internal attentional system, a process that 
terminates when the target is located. In a typical search study, subjects are free 
to move their eyes. In addition, at least within a serial search, they have time to 
make several saccades with the larger set sizes. This raises the possibility that it 
is not the number of covert shifts of an internal attentional 'beam' that produces 
the linear RT increase in serial search, but rather the average number of saccades 
required to scan the display. In Klein and Farrell's (1989) study, two manipulations 

were used to eliminate the possibility of scanning of the array with saccadic eye 
movements. They hypothesised that if the serial pattern is correctly attributed to 

attentional shifts, then these manipulations should have little effect, and the typi

cal patterns should be observed. On the other hand, if eliminating eye movements 

produces atypical patterns of search performance, then we may have to reexamine 

the assumed role of covert shifts of attention of attention in producing serial search 

patterns. 
Visual search performance (with sets chosen to elicit both serial and parallel search 

patterns) under two conditions that precluded saccades was compared to the typical 
situation in which visual inspection of the array is possible. In one condition, the 

display duration was so brief that any saccades that were executed would be too 

late to bring the targeted portion of the array into the fovea. In the other, the 

display was present until the subject's response, but eye position was monitored 

and trials with shifts in fixation were excluded from analysis. The latter condition 

produced search latencies that were nearly identical to those with free inspection. 

Brief exposure, by contrast, did not produce the pattern typical of serial search, 
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presumably because of strategies induced to deal with the rapid decay of the visual 

array. It is concluded that saccadic eye movements play a role in the patterns of 

performance used to infer serial and parallel search, and that brief exposure is not 

a satisfactory technique for exploring the role of saccadic eye movements in visual 
. . . . 

search. 
To investigate the possibility that eye movements were a limiting factor in clas

sical visual search, a computer-driven display was devised to allow a visual search, 

using a sequentia~ search procedure, to proceed without eye movement (Budiansky 
& Sperling, 1969). In the sequential search procedure, a sequence of briefly flashed 

letter arrays is prese!lted on a VD U, with each new array falling on top of its pre

decessor. A critical array containing a lone numeral target is embedded somewhere 
in the middle of the sequence. The target's spatial location (within the array) and 

its identity are chosen randomly o,n each trail. The task of the subject is to detect 
the location and to identify the target. 

In rapid, natural visual search through simple material, the eyes make about 

four saccadic eye movements per second, each movement lasting a few tens of ms 

(depending on the distance traversed) with the eyes relatively motionless between 
saccades. To approximate this natural search mode, the computer-generated arrays 
are exposed for durations of 200 ms with brief 40 ms blank periods between arrays. 

The subjects are instructed to maintain stable eye fixation on the centre of the 

display. The su~cessive arrays displayed to the stationary eye approximate the 

stimulus sequence ordinarily produced by saccadic eye movements. The exposure 

parameters are not critical. For example, data obtained with 200-ms exposures 
followed by 40-m!> blank periods are not different from data obtained with 10-ms 

exposures and 230-ms blank periods (e.g. Sperling & Melchner, 1989a). 
The computer-generated sequence has many information processing advantages 

over the natural sequence. For instance, in natural search, when the eyes do not 
move quite far enough between fixations, some of the same material falls within the 

eyes' search area in successive fixations and is searched twice, which is wasteful. 
Even if redundant material on the retina is ignored, the redundant material still 
usurps space within the search area that could have been occupied by new material. 
If the eyes move too far between fixations, they leave unsearched lacunae in the 

stimulus. 
In natural search, there are two unknown factors: (a) the eye movement strategy 

and (b) the attentional field around the eye fixations. Eye movement strategy must 
be known to determine the attentional factors. In the computer-generated sequence, 

eye movements are effectively eliminated, so that the attentional field around fixation 

can be determined (Sperling, 1989). 
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Perception is inherently selective, and selective processing of information from 

the visual environment reflects an ongoing interaction between perception and ac
tion. Global and detailed processing of visual arrays frequently guide subsequent 
information gathering activities that, respectively, provide further material for pro

cessing by the visual perceptual sytem. Selective sampling·of available stimuli is an 
adaptive mechanism which allows one to focus upon the most important aspects of 

the environment. 

In order to be selective, it is necessary to process and integrate information from 
various parts of the visual environment. The 2° region of the visual field projecting 

onto the fovea represents the area of greatest acuity and provides the most detailed 

processing. The peripheral retina, however, receives stimulation from a much larger 

region of the visual field (approximately 200° horizontally and 130° vertically) and 
is well designed for selective sampling of a visual array due to its sensitivity to levels 
of illumination and to movement. Although information from the visual periphery 
is relatively crude and indistinct, it appears to provide an important basis for the 

direction of focused attention. Eye movements may be considered as an attempt to 

orient objects detected in the periphery onto the fovea for closer examination. 

The pattern of successive eye fixations is regarded as an observable manifestation 

of selective processing, particularly in visual scanning tasks. 

The interaction of foveal and peripheral processing in conjuction with cognitive 
strategies has been frequently demonstrated in the visual search literature. Williams 

(1966), as one example, showed that colour cues could be used to speed and by infer
ence, direct visual search to target. Such findings support the notion that scanning 
is not a random process and that the less detailed processing of peripherally-located 

information can be a major determinant of eye fixation patterns during visual search. 

It follows that if searchers are given some prior knowledge regarding the relevance of 

particular stimulus information in a search task, they can selectively locate attention 

and/ or accompanying eye fixations to specific information which is most critical for 
task resolution. 

By way of concluding this section, it has been said that this picture of the searcher 
as a selective processor and integrator of multiple stimulus features is consistent with 
that given by many visual perception theorists, whether their primary concern has 
been information processing (Neisser, 1967), selective attention (Kahneman, 1973), 

visual scanning (Hochberg, 1970), or perceptual development (Gibson, 1969). All 

these theoretical positions place a burden on the perceiver both to appreciate figure

ground seperations, invariant relations, or distinctive features in a stimulus array and 

to integrate these elements in the visual environment with strategies, expectations, 

or intentions. Such sel,ective, integrative activity presumably underlies changes in 
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the locus of gaze and results in efficient visual exploration with regard to stimulus 

properties and the task-in-hand (Cohen, 1981). 

One underlying theme implicit throughout this section has been the overt/covert 
vision distinction. The discussion relating to this distinction is now continued in 
connection with directed attention. 

2.7 DIRECTED ATTENTION 

Engel's attention area experiments indicate that a difference may exist between the 
spot where our eyes are fixated on, the fixation point, and the location where our 

attention is directed to the attention point. The results of Kaufman and Richard 

(1969) also emphasise this distinction. They compare<;l the points where a naive 

observer believes his eyes are directed and where in fact the eyes are oriented to; 
points which do not coincide. 

Due to the difference obtained between the conspicuity area and the attention 

area, directed attention selectively emphasises peripheral vision in a particular reti
nal area. While looking at 'complicated' stereoscopic pictures illuminated instanta

neously by electric sparks, Helmholtz (1925) remarked: 

It is a curious fact that the observer may be gazing steadily at the fixation 

mark, and yet at the same time he can concentrate his attention on any part of 
the dark field he likes, so that when the spark comes he will get an impression 
about objects in that particular region only. In this experiment the attention is 
entirely independent of the position and accommodation of the eyes or, indeed, 
of any known variations in or on the organ of vision. Thus it is possible, simply 
by a conscious and voluntary effort, to focus the attention on some definite spot 

in an absolutely dark and featureless field. In the development of a theory of 

attention, this is one of the most striking experiments that can be made. 

Prior knowledge concerning stimulus location decreased the peripheral intensity 
threshold (Lie, 1969), while the number of corrected judgements for very brief ex
posures near time threshold increased (Grindley & Townsend, 1968; Keeley, 1969). 
Engel's experiments demonstrated the influence of directed attention to retinal lo
cus. Naturally, an isolated object is very conspicuous, so conspicuity and visibility 
area are likely to be equal. This is consistent with the results of Grindley and 

Townsend (1968, 1970) who concluded that in peripheral vision attention acts selec

tively only when there is a complex pattern of stimulation. Interestingly, only the 

direction of attention with respect to the fixation point and not the distance from 

the fixation point seemed to be significant in Engel's (1971) experiments. 
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The attentional mechanism reduces the incoming information, which to some ex
tent can be 'tuned'. Ap~rt from the additional extension, the attention area equalled 
the corresponding conspicuity area, so that visual conspicuity and expectation con
cerning test object location must be considered to be independent determiners of 
attention. Visual conspicuity may be considered as an external determiner of at

tention, whilst expectation concerning the test object location is understood to be 

an internal determiner of attention. Over a century ago, Fechner (1860) described 

these as voluntary and involuntary determiners of attention. 

Engel supposed visibility to be determined at the sensory level, where information 
reduction ·is already effected. As at the attention level, here selection is influenced 
both by internal determiners, such as eye movement, and by external determiners 
such as receptor adaptation and inhibition. As the extension of the attention area 
was limited by the visibility area, information reduction by visibility and by attention 
seem a serial process. Disagreement remains about the level at which selection by 

the attention mechanism may be successfully reduced at the different levels of the 

sensory processes. The ·visual conspicuity of an object in its visual background may 

be postulated as related to a relatively low level of processing. Other selection 
factors like novelty obviously concern memory and learning within the subject and 
must be located at higher processing levels. 

2.8 ATTENTIONAL FOCUS 

Despite the vast literature on visual search, few studies have addressed the question 

posed by Eriksen and Webb (1989): If a subset of stimuli must be attended in a 

complex large visual display, does it matter which way this subset is distributed 

throughout the display and intermixed with distractor stimuli? To preclude the role 
of saccadic eye movements, they dealt only with displays presented for duration too 
short for changes in eye fixation. There follows below a precis of Eriksen and Webb's 
rationale, methodology and experimentation described in their 1989 report. 

Two previous studies produced conflicting conclusions (Shaw & Shaw, 1977; Shaw, 
1978; Podgorny & Shepard, 1983). The VDU used in Podgorny and Shepard's 
(1983) study was a 3 x 3 matrix of squares. Before a trial, subjects were instructed to 
distribute their attention over a subset of these three squares. Squares to be attended 
were lightly shaded. When the subject felt that their attention was deployed over 
the relevant area, they initiated the trail. At this point a dot appeared in one of 
the nine squares, the subject made a discriminated response to whether the dot 
occurred on a shaded or a non-shaded square, and the latency of the response was 

recorded. 
Latencies were shorter when the target fell on attended squares. In addition, the 
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latencies were reduced when the sub-region of shaded squares (attended) constituted 
a compact region on the display: · Latencies increased as attended squares were 
distributed over the display with non-attended squares intervening between attended 

ones. 
In a re-analysis of Podgorny and Shepard's (1983) data, Crassini (1986) concluded 

that a benefit in responding occurred only when the attended squares were not 

seperated or interspersed with squares that were not to be attended. These results 

suggest that attention can be distributed over sub-areas of a visual display and, in 

addition, that difficulty in this distribution of attention occurs if the to-be-attended 

area is not compact, or perhaps unitary. However, one problem was that as the 
experiments provided no control for eye fixation, possible attentional effects are 
confounded with retinal acuity since it is likely that the subjects varied their eye 
fixations to correspond with the area of the display that was being attended. 

At variance with the findings of Podgorny and Shepard are the results of the 
Shaw and Shaw (1977) and Shaw (1978) studies. A two-choice RT task with visual 

displays containing one target letter and five distractor letters was used in the Shaw 

(1978) study. Although Shaw did not specifically address the question of distribution 
of to-be-attended areas throughout the display, the data from her experiment do 

bear directly on this question. Before each trial, different display locations were 

assigned different probabilities of target occurrence. Variation of these locations in 
the display ranged from compact to well distributed. The assignment of different 
probabilities of target occurrence to different display locations was a manipulation 
designed to control attentional deployment in the display. According to Shaw's 
model, visual attention is regarded as consisting of a fixed amount of resources that 

can be allocated to different display locations on a trial in quantities corresponding to 

the probability of a target occurring in that location. Both the latency (Shaw, 1978) 
and the accuracy (Shaw & Shaw, 1977) of the discriminated response were found 
to correspond with the a priori probability of the target occurrence. There was no 

indication, however, that the results were dependent upon the particular locations 
or proximities of high-probability target locations throughout the display. Although 
Shaw's model does not specifically address the issue of the effect of compactness 
of the to-be-attended display areas, the model does suggest that compactness or 
unitariness of the to-be-attended areas would not be a factor in determining the 

effectiveness of attentional allocation. Attention may be allocated to discrete areas 
of the display, and processing of stimuli in these locations would proceed in parallel, 
but at different rates if the allocation of resources to the different positions was 

unequal. However, note Eriksen and Webb, as with Podgorny and Shepard's (1983) 

experiments, the data are less than conclusive as to whether or not attention was 
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actually deployed on several seperated locations on each trial. 
Late-selection models of attention (e.g. Hoffman, 1979; Duncan, 1980) do not 

seem to offer a basis for an expectation that the distribution of high-probability 

target locations would affect performance. What distinguishes these models is the 

proposition of a large-capacity parallel-processing preattentive stage in which stimuli 

are processed to the point of identification (Duncan, 1980). On the basis of the 

discriminations and identifications occurring in the preattentive stage, stimuli are 
selected for serial entry into STM, consciousness, and access to responses. 'Applied 
to our problem of the distribution of designated locations in a complex display, 
late-selection the.ones would not expect distribution to make a difference since all 
locations are parallel-processed. There might be a gain by restricting the target 

to subregions of a display in that these regions or locations might constitute a 

discriminative cue that would therefore expedite the processing of the stimuli in 

these locations~ Again, however, since this subset of locations would be processed 

in parallel, there is no reason to expect their adjacency or seperation to affect the 

efficiency with whiCh they are processed' (Eriksen & Webb, 1989, p. 176). 
A zoom lens· inodel of the visual attentional fields has been proposed by Eriksen 

(Eriksen & Yeh·, 1985; Erik~en & St. James, 1986) in which the attentional field 
can vary in size from approximately one degree of angle to a size encompassing the 

' 
entire effective visual field. Analogous to a zoom lens, as the size of the field varies, 
there is a reciprocal variation iri the resolving power for detail. When attention 

is directed to a specific stimulus, the attentional field effectively zooms in on the 

stimulus, concurrently increasing resource density and decreasing field size, until the 
resource concentration is sufficient to make the required discrimination or extraction 

of detail and information. 
Whilst the model is unspecific concerning the shape that the attentional field can 

take on, the initial assumption is that attentional resources are uniformly distributed 
over the field. If two stimuli located six degrees of angle apart are to be simulta

neously attended, the attentional field must be enlarged to at least six degrees to 
encompass both stimuli. Here, there will be fewer resources for processing all of the 
stimuli than if the stimuli had been only three degrees apart. In the six degrees case, 
the density of resources on a given location in the attentional field will be lower. 
Although lower density may be adequate to make the necessary discrimination if 

the discrimination requirement is not high (e.g. between X and 0), it is assumed 

that the discrimination will be slower than if the resource density had been higher. 

Instances will occur where the resource density in a large attentional field is not 

sufficient to extract the necessary information from the stimuli in order to make a 

discrimination. In such a case, the attentional field is presumed to zoom in on one 
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stimulus and then the other, alternately processing each. 
Eriksen and StJames (1986) employed circular displays of eight letters and cued or 

preened one, two or three adjacent locations. A two-choice RT paradigm was used, 
and ·a target letter occurred in only one of the cued locations. It was found that 
mean RT increased as the number of cued locations increased. The supplementary 

analyses and experimental operations strongly indicated that the cued locations 

were processed or searched in parallel rather than serially, and this was consistent 

with the conclusion that the attentional focus or field enlarged or contracted with 

variation in the number of cued locations. Data strongly indicated that when the 

number of cued locations approached half of the display area, subjects tended to 

abandon processing the cued area alone and instead enlarged the attentional field 
to include the entire display. This strategy was effective since the discrimination 
involved in the experiments was between Sand C, with distractor letters that were 

composed of straight lines and angles, such as Nand W. In these experiments, the 

cued locations were always contiguous, and so the attentional field could remain 
unitary even when enlarged to include three locations. 'Inasmuch as RT increased 

with increases "in cued area, interspersing cued locations with noncued positions 

containing noise or distractor stimuli would be presumed to decrease the density of 
processing resources to the point that they were insufficient to perform the task. 

This would be particularly likely if the discrimination task was made difficult. At 

some point, we would anticipate that the attentional field would zoom in to focus 

on only one position at a time, and thus processing would become serial' (Eriksen 

& Webb, 1989, pp. 176-177). 

Although the above models are not exhaustive in terms of different ways of con

ceptualising visual attention, they are representative of three classes of models and 

embody most of the distinguishing characteristics relevant to the present issue. The 

model of Shaw (1978) provides for a dividing of attention in the visual field by 
allocating different amounts of resources to the separate locations. It would, inci

dentally, be interesting for future researchers to specifically relate this model to the 
windows environment. Similar to Shaw's model, late-selection models with parallel 

processing of all the stimuli in the preattentive stage would not predict a differential 

effect of location distribution on processing efficiency. Both models, however, would 

predict that the greater the number of these to-be-attended locations, the poorer 

the performance. With Shaw's model, this would be attributable to the dividing of 
a limited number of resources among the different locations. On the other hand, 

late-selection theories would attribute a decrease in performance with an increase in 
number of to-be-attended locations to an increased probability of confusion errors 

and the necessity for a higher response criterion. 
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By way of conClusion, it has been noted further by Eriksen and Webb that from the 
zoom lens model (and also from the variable-size spotlight model of LaBerge ( 1983) 
a prediction can be made that performance would be impaired if the to-be-attended 

areas are distributed throughout the display and interspersed with distractor stimuli. 

In order for the attentional field to enlarge to include all to-be-attended locations, 

resources would have to be distributed over non-designated locations also, so as 

to keep the attentional field unitary. Processing resources would thus be thinly 
distributed and wasted on non-designated locations. Eriksen and Webb also re

mark that both the zoom lens and variable-size spotlight models provide for a serial 
search approach to the multi-locations task. If the discrimination is not able to be 
efficiently handled by a distributed attentional field, the spotlight can narrow or 
the attentional field can zoom in to concentrate resources on one location at a time. 

Naturally, the time required for serial search will increase with increases in the num
ber of designated locations. The effect of distance between these locations would be 

dependent upon whether attention moves in an analogous fashion across the visual 

display. Whilst· certain studies conclude that attention does move in this analogous 

manner (Shulman et al., 1979; Tsal, 1983), the adequacy of their evidence has been 
questioned (Eriksen & Mur.phy, 1987).· More recent studies (Sagi & Julesz, 1985; 

Murphy & Eriksen, 1987) conclude that attention indexes locations in the visual 
field at a speed independent of the distance of the initial starting point (Eriksen & 
Webb, 1989). ' 

2.9 ATTENTION IN VISUAL SPACE 

Oculomotor behaviour serves to place specific images on the fovea for detailed visual 

analysis, as visuomotor tasks obviously require an efficient flow of relevant visual 

information. Monitoring of the appropriate region of visual space by the visual at
tentional system is equally important for facilitating the input of appropriate visual 
information to the oculomotor system. The components of the visual attentional 
system which provide such distinct monitoring are the foveal and peripheral visual 
systems (e.g. Shapiro et al., 1984). 

Foveation during object movement allows important information about object 

velocity and shape to be acquired. In dynamic displays, it is necessary for the two 
systems to work together to produce a scanpath. 'Thus, a scanpath can be defined 

as a series of saccadic eye movements alternated with short fixations (of stationary 
objects) or foveations (of smoothly moving objects) which allow the viewer to sample 

the visual environment discretely. Cognitive control is an important dimension 
determining the scan path and permits an observer to choose various strategies for 
assessing the information in a display' (Shapiro, 1990, p. 170). 
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In dynamic viewing situations where objects may appear and disappear unexpect

edly, there might be disadvantages to frequent sampling. For instance, a saccade 

to an inappropriate viewing area may decrease detectability of objects appearing at 

another, more important, location on the display. Because saccadic eye movements 

are extremely fast, visual detection is reduced during the eye movement (Matin, 

1974). More importantly, the initiation and execution of a saccade may deplete 
attentional or cognitive resources. It follows that efficient use of the oculomotor 

system should enhan,ce performance in certain dynamic tasks by controlling the 

flow of visual and cognitive information. Learning to perform a task optimally may 
therefore involve the acquisition of efficient, rather than inefficient, eye movement 

or scanpath strategies (Shapiro, 1990). 

Whilst foveation for detailed processing is the primary function of the oculomotor 

system, images falling on peripheral areas of the visual field also undergo substantial 

visual processing. Several workers (e.g. Eriksen & Hoffman, 1972; Posner, 1980) have 

shown that a viewer can dissociate the locus of attention from the point of fixation. 

As such, when an object appears in the periphery (e.g. as in Expt. 6 of this thesis), 
a VDU user may utilise the (albeit reduced) visual processing capacities of the 
peripheral fields. by directing attention to that area and eliminating the costly effort 

of making an eye movement to fixate the object. Should the object be sufficiently 

large to be effectively analysed by the peripheral areas of the visual field, then 

shifting or widening attention to peripheral areas may be an important contributor 
to an efficient oculomotor strategy, assuming that attentional shifts are less costly 

and faster than oculomotor shifts. 

One's ability to successfully monitor the visual periphery without a significant 
cost to the concomitantly attended foveal region received support in an experiment 
by Shapiro and Raymond (1989). They used a simple oculomotor task in which 
subjects were required to visually track a small target which required foveal vision. 

To ensure that foveal vision was employed, a small probe stimulus requiring aRT 

response appeared at random intervals close to the target. Concurrent with the 
foveal RT task, an additional task was for the subject to detect the appearance of 
another small target w;hich could appear anywhere in the periphery (up to 20° of 

visual angle away from the foveal target) of the display. The appearance of this 
peripheral target also required an RT. Subjects were instructed to attempt to bring 

their RTs to increasingly faster levels on both tasks by whatever possible means. 

Although subjects adopted different strategies, all were able to reduce their RTs on 

both tasks, suggesting that they were able to monitor foveal and peripheral regions 

concurrently. 

Shapiro's (1990) study investigated three hypotheses: (a) that efficient oculomo-
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tor behaviour is 'a crucial component of complex visuomotor tasks; (b) that this 
behaviour can be acquired through practice on a series of simple, unrelated tasks; 

and (c) that such behaviour can be· transferred subsequently to the complex visuo

motor task. ·A video game was used as the complex task from which performance 

was evalu'ated. Two groups of subjects were exposed to two different sets of simple 

tasks, or drills. Onegroup (the efficient eye movement experimental group) received 
traini~g designed to minimise eye movements, whereas a second group of subjects 
(the inefficient eye movement experimental group) received training designed to in
crease the frequency of eye movements. Oculomotor training was interspersed with 
practice on the game. Performance of these two experimental groups on various 
measures was compared with an untrained control group. The group receiving effi
cient oculomotor training exhibited significantly superior performance on the video 

game, demonstrating fewer foveatio~s than either the inefficient or control groups 

(which did not differ from each other). 

The results indicated that it is not just the oculomotor training per se which 

facilitated the performance improvement seen in the group receiving the efficient 
training regime. It would appear that it was the interaction of the differential 
monitoring of the foveal and peripheral regions of visual space which allowed the 
effectiveness of the oculomotor training to be accomplished. Merely keeping one's 
foveal vision on the designated target would not be sufficient to accomplish the task 

confronted on the screen, as well as a host of other visuomotor tasks. In other words, 

it is the concurrent monitoring of the peripheral visual field which enabled the task 

to be effectively accomplished. 

The mechanism by which the peripheral visual field is monitored is the subject 
of some debate. Given the task confronted by subjects in the present investiga
tion, it is likely that they expanded the field of visual space being monitored, 
rather than divided (or alternated) attention between the foveal and peripheral 

channels. This conclusion is drawn on the basis of the nature of the tasks, given 
that the target tracking task, necessitating the foveal visual channel, required 
nearly constant monitoring. As Posner (1980) and others have suggested, mon
itoring a wider region of visual space is accomplished with a cost proportionate 

to the increase in attentional area. Thus the metaphore of visual attention as 
a searchlight implies that widening the beam means that the same amount of 
light must now be spread over a larger area. However, since the peripheral 

task (mine detection) required little by way of focused attention, it is likely 

that such a strategy would be effective. In other visuomotor tasks, where the 

peripheral task required more than mere detection of the presence of an object, 

such a distribution of attention might be insufficient to accomplish the task. 
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(Shapiro, 1990, p~ 175) 

Shapiro concludes that there are two active components of the visual perceptual 

system which can be brought under voluntary control by incorporating each into an 
oculomotor part-task training regimen: (a) the oculomotor system, which acts to 
pace both moving and stationary objects on the fovea, and (b) the visual attentional 

system which acts to maximise the use of foveal and peripheral visual sub-systems. 

Voluntary and involuntary shifts of attention In a recent study by Flowers 

( 1991), displays consisting of a single target letter, located 2° on opposite sides of 

fixation, or a target· letter and distractor located 2° on opposite sides of fixation 
were preceded by bar markers adjacent to possible target letter locations. The lo

cation of these markers was either unrelated to target position or identity (Expt. 1), 

80 percent predictive of target location (Expt. 2), or 80 percent predictive that the 
target would appear on the opposite side (Expt. 3). Large performance decrements 

occurred when the markers ·occurred adjacent to a noise letter in Experiments 1 

and 2, while Experiment 3 demonstrated a limited ability to overcome involuntary 
attentional capture when the bar marker signalled a need to shift attention away 

from its location. Nevertheless, the potency and time course of involuntary capture 
by onset of marker cues, irrespective of their overall predictive value, merits con

sideration in theoretical accounts of visual attention and in the design of optimal 

information displays. 

2.10 SEARCH MODELLING 

2.10.1 Exploring search strategy 
Humans have little control over their visual lobe size, and little control over fixation 
durations. Therefore, the only parameters of the search task amenable to manipu

lation by the subject are their search strategy and the total search duration before 
a search field is classified as containing no targets. Search strategy has been studied 
using eye movement recordings in industrial inspection, X-ray interpretation, driv
ing and flying. There is little agreement, however, on the search strategy employed. 
Search is neither totally systematic or completely random. In many instances, it 
does not even cover the complete search field. Nevertheless, the strategy does change 
with practice and subjects do learn to improve their performance in search tasks. 
Exactly what is learned is still unclear (Drury, 1991 ). 

Theories of visual search are not particularly helpful in elucidating search strategy. 

For mathematical convenience, Drury and others have derived theories of random 

search and systematic search, which perhaps serve best as lower and upper bounds 
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on actual subject performance. Some intermediate theories have been proposed 

(e.g. search such as a memory-limited process) but there is an obvious need for 

guidance to the modellers before more effort is expended in exploring the mathe

matical structure of unrealistic models. 

Drury (1991) presents three recent approaches to search strategy, pointing out 
that none have yet produced a definitive search model. Firstly, the movements of a 
restricted FOV across a search field was studied (Bhatnager, 1987). The context was 
inspection of micro-circuit chips under an optical microscope. FOV movements could 
be classified into a small number of consistent patterns, and the patterns related to 
overall inspection accuracy. Secondly, a study of circuit board inspection (Chi, 1989) 

used post-experiment questionnaires ·as a means of understanding search strategy. 

Subjects could respond in so"me detail with their strategy, but the validity of these 
responses was untested. Finally, a restricted FOV movement task using circuit 

boards was performed by Kleiner (1989) while taking continuous verbal protocols 
and comparing these to post-experimental protocols. The picture emerging from 
these analyses is one of considerable cognitive complexity. Drury does conclude, 

however, that all three studies suggest that it may be possible to eventually interpret 

and model human visual search strategies. 

2.10.2 Target detection in continuous visual search 
Nattkemper (1991) addressed the issue of how to conceptualise the operations un

derlying the detection of targets in continuous search. In the view that target detec

tion is accomplished by two mechanisms that may be conceptualised as localisation 
(where-processing) and identification (what-processing), target detection would be 

regarded as a two-stage process. Specifically, the processing of the identity of the 

to-be-searched object is preceded by processing of the position where the object is 

located. 

To obtain some empirical evidence about the operations underlying the detection 

of targets Nattkemper traced back the 'prehistory' of detecting a target and anal

ysed the spatial and temporal parameters of saccades when the eye approached the 
position of the target. 

Results showed that the duration of fixations next to the target (Fn) was longer 
than average fixation duration. Also, the duration of this fixation was a function 
of the distance to the target. The larger was the distance between the fixation 

location and the positiqn of the target, the longer was fixation duration. Thirdly, the 

duration of the preceding fixation (Fn-l) located in more remote positions relative 

to the target was shorter than average duration. Finally, the amplitude of the 

saccade between these two fixations depended on the distance between the location 

of fixation Fn-l and the position of the target. The larger the distance, the larger 
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was the saccade amplitude. 
Overall, the results seem to suggest that target detection is accomplished by two 

mechanisms. On fixations located in remote positions relative to the target. the 
position of the critical object is processed (localisation or where-processing). The 
subsequent saccade then sends the eyes near to that location in order to identify the 

target (identification or what-processing) and to stop the search. 

2.10.3 Modelling conspicuity 
Search tasks have been developed as a means of evaluating the conspicuity of 
coloured targets· and the extent to which stimulus attributes such as target shape, 

size or' orientation d~fferences affect performance. In order to understand the pro
cesses involved for the purpose of modelling visual search, eye movements were 

recorded and analysed by Barbur et al. (1991) during these experiments. A model 
of visual search was developed involving several stages which determine the direc

tion and amplitude of successive eye movements, based largely on the number and 

position of background distractor elements, the remembered scanpath and the 'ef
fective' lobe size. As the lobe size is an important parameter in the model, an 

experimental model which allows its estimation from eye-movement measurements 
was also developed. Measurements of lobe size for different stimulus attributes, and 

the corresponding results obtained from search experiments have been used to op
timise the parameters which affect the predictions of the model. The results show 
that it is possible to accurately predict the mean number of fixations required to 

locate the target during a search task, the variance associated with the mean search 

time and also to simulate successfully the patterns of the fixations and hence typical 

scan paths for selected pseudo-random patterns of stimuli. Barbur et al. claim that 

the model provides a better understanding of the processes and the performance 

limits associated with visual search. 

2.11 SOME SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF VISUAL SEARCH 

2.11.1 Advertisements and distraction 
In most public buildings such as railway stations and shopping centres, users need 
sign-posting to find their destination. To be effective, these signs should be conspic
uous. In other words, they should be easily noticed at least by people intentionally 
searching for routing information. In many actual situations, this requirement is 
clearly not met. This lack of conspicuity can have various sources: the sign itself 

(e.g. too small); the location of the sign (e.g. far from normal line of sight); objects 

in the vicinity of the sign (e.g. distracting architectural elements or advertisements); 

the actual layout of the environment (e.g. a tortuous corridor); the cognitive state 
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of the user (e.g. nervous or uncertain). Much work has been conducted on searching 

for a target in cluttered visual fields (e.g. Williams, 1966; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; 
Jenkins & Cole, 1982; Cole & Jenkins, 1984). In these experiments the stimuli were 

composed of disjunct simple geometric forms and it is therefore difficult to generalise 
from the results of this work to complex realistic scenes and practical conditions. 

. l ' . 

However, some studies. used realistic scenes or slides of such scenes as stimuli in 

examining the conspicuity of targets. Holahan et al. {1978) studied the effect of 

distracting. stimuli in the area arou~1d a stop sign on the reaction time to the sign. 

Shoptaugh ~nd Whitaker (1984) ~easured the reaction time to directional traffic 

signs embedded in photographed street scenes. Cole and Hughes (1984) determined 

the detection performance of car driving subjects for objects situated along streets. 
All three ~tudies demonstrated that distractors present in a scene reduced subjects' 
search performance. It can be safely assumed that advertisements present in a scene 
can decrease the conspicuity of routine signs. Considering the notion of conspicuity 

in more detail, Cole and Hughes (1984) distinguished between search conspicuity 

and attention conspicuity. With search conspicuity, performance is mainly deter

mined by the set of the observer who searches intentionally for a specified target. 

On the other hand, if an unexpected object attracts attention, the object is said to 

have a degree of attention conspicuity (Boersema & Zwaga, 1990). 

Research presented by Boersema and Zwaga (1990) tried to determine and anal
yse the effect of advertisements on the conspicuity of routing signs. The conspicuity 
of a routing sign can be operationally defined as the probability that the sign will 
be noticed by an observer within a fixed time or, conversely, as the time required 
by an observer to notice the sign. Three experiments were described in which the 

distracting effect of advertisements were measured. The stimulus material consisted 

of colour slides of realistic scenes containing systematically varied amounts of ad

vertising. Given the task of the subjects in these three experiments, it seems that 

in all cases search conspicuity was measured as the subjects intentionally searched 
for a target (a routing sign). Although all signs were blue with white lettering, they 
had different shapes and sizes. Therefore, the subjects did not know exactly what 
the target would look like and so attention conspicuity may also have been required. 
Consequently, the conspicuity measured is a combination of search and attention 

conspicuity. The task of the subjects was to find in a scene's routing information, 
as quickly as possible, both a previously specified target word (a destination) and 

its direction arrow. Reaction time and eye movements were recorded. 

The results indicated that reaction time is not a sufficiently sensitive measure of 

conspicuity. Search time derived from eye movements, however, increased signifi
cantly with the number of advertisements in two of the three experimental scenes. 
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A few theoretical implications of the results can also be mentioned. Firstly, results 
indicate that the search conspicuity of routing signs, as induced by the set of the 

subjects cannot fully compensate for the attentional conspicuity of even small ad
vertisements. Secondly, the results do not support the notion of parallel processing 

for the case of realistic scenes. Although the subjects knew a unique characteristic 

(the colour) of the target, this did not enable them to ignore all other elements in 

the stimulus field. Thirdly, the results indicate that visual search is, at least in part, 

driven by stimuli outside the centre of the visual field. 

Using colour ·slides of realistic scenes raises practical and methodological prob

lems. To assess the feasibility of computer generated images being used as stimuli, 
Boersema & Zwaga (1991) creat~d a compatible but simplified computer image for 
each of the realistic slides used previously. Search performances with these two 
kinds of stimuli were experimentally compared. The results for both sets of stimuli 
corresponded perfectly. In an additional experiment with the computer generated 
stimuli to further substantiate their feasibility, the hypothesis was confirmed that 
moving a distracting element (representing an advertisement) from a peripheral to 

a more central position decreased the conspicuity of the target element (represent

ing a routing sign). It was concluded that the simplified stimulus fields are good 
representations of the realistic slides and an be used as stimulus material in future 
experiments. 

2.11.2 Chess-
The analysis of chess players' thought-aloud protocols shows that chess players' 
problem-solving depends on the task relevant cues (i.e. important chess-specific pat

terns such as threats and standard piece formations). These kind of learned patterns 

play a very important role in chess players' recall of chess positions, and it has been 

shown that in random positions skilled chess players are not able to benefit from 

their vast storage of chess specific patterns. A series of visual search experiments 
was conducted to test if randomisation also affects information intake analogously 
to the recall experiments. In these studies, it was noticed that skilled chess play
ers are far superior than less skilled, both in game and random positions. Further 
experiments suggest that location coding is a key issue in analysing the asymmetry 
in the results of recall and perceptual classification experiments. It is suggested by 

Saariluoma (1990) that in perceptual classification subjects are able to make the 

decision concerning the presence of the target long before they code its location, 

but in recall they must code the locations of the pieces. 

2.11.3 Racket sports and vision 
Rapid and efficient peJ;ceptual mechanisms are required in open skills like tennis. 
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Opponent's behaviour and ball trajectory have to be analysed in order to select and 
execute the proper motor response. The quality of flow of visual information has 
an important influence on the cognitive and motor skills on which the game per
formance is dependent. Research in ergonomics (e.g. Mourand & Rockwell, 1972; 

Schoonard et al., 1973; Papin et al., 1976) show the expertise can influence visual 

search patterns. Results from experiments by Goulet et al. (1990) show that for ex

pert tennis players, valuable information is selected during the 'preparatory' phase 

of service (that between the ritual and execution phases). Novices need to see the 

ritual phase until ball/racket impad to be more accurate. The findings emphasise 
the importance of combining the sampling of eye movements to behaviour param

eters to sharpen the understanding of the perceptual processes underlying motor 
performance. 

2.11.4 A cognitive approach to visual search in sport 
Helsen and Pauwels (1991) have recently presented their cognitive approach to visual 
search in sport. This study investigated the relative importance in the determination 

of expertise in a sports discipline of attributes of the visual signal determined largely 
by the efficacy of the CNS versus cognitive attributes. The 'hardware' or 'task inde

pendent' attributes of the visual system assessed were simple reaction time, static 

visual acuity, dynamic visual acuity, peripheral visual range, and visual correction 

time. The 'task dependent' or 'software' attributes were complex decision speed 

and accuracy, number of fixation durations and fixation duration. The results of 

this approach revealed the importance of the 'software' dimension of visual search 

in the determination of skill in football. None of the 'hardware' factors predicted 
performance. If the go'al is to predict performance, the more task-specific the test 

is to the criterion skill, the better. This is presumably due to greater overlap of 

knowledge bases required to perform the test and actual skills. In this way, these 
conclusions of visual search in solving tactical game problems support the findings of 

Starkes and Deakin (1984) and Starkes (1987, 1990). The interaction between level 

of skill and processing game-specific information thereby provides a firm foundation 
for evaluating the cognitive dimension of skilled performance and perception. 

2.11.5 Driving 
It is commonly accepted that approximately 90 percent of information input to the 
driver is visual. However, the introduction of in-vehicle navigation systems means 
that the driver of the future may have to cope with a greater flow of information 

which may overload the visual resources to the detriment of safe driving. In a eye 

movement study of on-road driving behaviour, Fairclough and Maternaghan (1991) 

provided evidence that a high visual load originating from inside the vehicle also 
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results in decreased usage of rear-view mirror and differential driver search patterns 
when the navigation aids are in use. These results are discussed with implications 
for driving behaviour as a whole and for the design of in-vehicle information systems. 

Many eye movement studies have indicated that fixation duration is influence 
by mental workload (e.g. May et al., 1990). However, the results are by no means 

unambiguous, with some studies reporting longer fixation times when task difficulty 

is increased, and other studies report shorter fixation times. Unema & Rotting 

(1990) argue that within a theoretical framework based upon a combined cognitive 
stage model of information processing, most of these differences can be reconciled. 
The difference is thought to lie in the type of task being performed, and more 
specifically in the mental state for performing the task. As such, fixation duration 
and scanning behaviour may be indicative of the mental state of the subject. The 
data gathered with bus and car drivers seem to support the notion that arousal 
is a major factqr influencing fixation duration. Unema and Rotting found shorter 

fixations among less experienced drivers and with tasks requiring high arousal, as 

opposed to the longer fixations found in tasks requiring more conscious processing 
and lower arousal. In other words, the fixation duration measure appears to be 

sensitive to differences in types of tasks. Fixation duration might therefore be a 
measure that can distinguish between tasks with a high load on early processes versus 
tasks with a high load on later (conscious) processes, applicable in a variety of real 

work situations. It therefore qualifies as one instrument in a canon of instruments 

needed to measure mental workload. 

2.11.6 Pilots' scanning behaviour 
The modern battlefield has become a proving ground for new technology. The cock

pit of aircraft must be highly computerised and must allow for the simultaneous 

presentation of large quantities of information. A recent experiment by Oatman 
et al. (1991) compared three information display formats for presenting instructions 
to helicopter crews regarding which of several potential targets they were to engage. 

Text (alphanumerics) graphics (symbols), or numeric (digits) instructions were pre
sented visually for the subsequent target acquisition search task while subjects were 

either serving as copilot or simultaneously piloting a simulated aircraft. The goal 
was to· determine which format was most compatible with the subsequent target 

acquisition task and which would be least detrimental to flight performance. 

One finding was that the instructions using text required the longest time to 

acknowledge and were perceived as the most difficult to use. Performance was faster 

with the numeric format than with the symbolic format, although when co-piloting, 

participants reported that the symbolic format was the easiest to use. 
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2.11. 7 Mammographic screening 
The national breast screening programme, recently instituted to detect early breast 

cancer by systematic X-ray examination of women, is expected to generate over 

1.5 million breast X-rays (mammograms) per year. At early stages of the disease, 
the relevant signs may be subtle, and high error rates have been reported. Computer 
based methods may provide a means of improving the accuracy and objectivity of 

mammographic interpretation. Computer-based cue generation methods can be de
signed to respond preferentially to a particular characteristic (e.g. edge, shape or 

local grey-level pr?perties) of the targets they are intended to detect. However, such 
methods will also respond to non-targets which share the target characteristic, and 

their performance in complex or noisy images may therefore be poor. By combining 

information from a number of independent image cues, each responding to a differ

ent characteristic of the target, the specificity and robustness of detection can be 
improved. Astley et al. (1991) have presented results to demonstrate the validity of 

this approach. 

2.11.8 'Industrial inspection 
Whether by humans or machines, industrial inspection may be regarded as a multi
stage process involving at its core visual search and decision-making. Implications 

for this model for both the practice of inspection improvement and theories of human 
behaviour are represented by Drury (1990). In particular, models of the search 
process are used to understand the variables involved in visual search. Recent work 
aimed at defining the optimum time to spend inspecting a single item or product is 
presented. The mathematical consequences of these models have serious implications 
for inspection tasks. Particularly, the scanning strategy (i.e. how an inspector's 
inter-fixation distance is chosen) becomes critical. Drury presents an experiment 

showing that humans can indeed behave optimally in a search task. Drury comments 
that for the future, understanding of human and automated inspection in the same 

terms will be necessary to ensure optimum allocation of function between human 

and machine components of inspection tasks. 



Chapter Three 

The Role of Array Shape in Search Tasks 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

Reducing search time for computer menu displays and other VDU work has con
siderable value in terms of potential financial savings. One area which applied 
psychologists can consider is the optimal design configurations of display screens for 
typical HCI tasks. There are implications for both windowed interfaces and for the 

issue of desk-top publishing. As a preliminary step, a laboratory type visual search 
task was used to investigate performance effects with various array shapes. Con

trary to expectations based around the 'newspaper column' phenomenon, subjects 

performed significantly better with an extreme landscape array. In order to examine 

possible reasons for this, eye movement studies were conducted using a scleral coil 

technique. Results showed greater saccade amplitudes for horizontally elongated 
formats. In addition, a model based on visual lobe differences was proposed. A 
further eye movement study was conducted using reading material displayed within 
different array shapes, but no significant differences in eye movement parameters 
emerged. It was concluded that alphanumeric information (although not text pas
sages) presented on a VDU is more easily searched for and located when arrayed in 

horizontally elongated configurations. 

3.2 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Computer users interact with an enormous number of displays. Tullis (1983) reports 
that employees of a single insurance company will view over 4.8 million displays per 
year. Employees in the Bell System using only one particular software package will 
extract information from over 344 million displays per year. The reduction of only 

a fraction of a second in the time it takes users to process each display could lead to 
large savings in both time and money. Tullis further estimates that 55 man-years of 

labour costs can be recouped by bringing about a mere one second reduction in the 

time users spend analysing the information on each screen of a computerised service 

system accessed in a given year. Visual search is one of the most common sub-
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tasks carried out with displays. It has been demonstrated by Fisher et al. (1989) 

how highlighting, for example, can form one effective way of reducing search times. 
Factors as diverse as array dimensions, position and conspicuity of information, 
choice of iconic versus verbal labelling, text font style, optimisation of peripheral 

vision, etc. perhaps could all enhance search performance. The first experiment 

concerned the potential for VD U screen shape to optimise search times required to 
locate target characters. 

The screen format of VDUs has traditionally followed the 'TV model' in its hor

izontal x vertical rectangular dimensions. A typical VD U screen ratio is in the 

region 1.4: 1 horizontal to vertical area. However, this trend is changing. Firstly, 

we are witnessing greater diversification in TV screen dimensions, with 'square' to 

'cinemascope' choices becoming available. Will VDU design now follow this 'tube
technology'? Secondly, the proportion of non-cathode ray tube (CRT) VDUs is in
creasing; and therefore the format considerations of new screens are less restricted. 

Thirdly, and most importantly, the use of multiple-window systems allows for a wide 

variety of virtual windows to be created simultaneously within the screen area. It 

is, for instance, conceivable that a horizontally elongated (landscape) format would 

enhance performance on the more graphical tasks, as this is more consistent (within 

an ecological model; e.g. Gibson, 1979) with our natural horizon-based perception. 

Equally, learning may have brought about a readiness to perceive written informa

tion in something akin to A4 layout. 

3.3 SEARCH AND SHAPE 

VDUs have evolved from static, linear entities of sequential data lists into rich and 
complex graphic environments which communicate on a more 'immediate' level. 
Windows can be regarded as the conceptual framework for the capture, develop

ment, organisation, and highlighting of information, whether textual or graphic. 

Gait (1986) defines 'pretty windows' as those windows which have the dimensions 

of golden rectangles-the ratio of their height and width form Euclid's golden ratio: 
approximately 1.618-but also on a more general aesthetic level he includes squares 
within this. Psychologists, artists, architects, printers, calligraphers, product de
signers, advertisers, and others responsible for creating visually pleasing objects 
have used golden rectangles for many years. The empirical foundation for this pref
erence rests on a series of experiments performed by Fechner in 1871, where subjects 
demonstrated a preference for rectangles of dimensions with a ratio of 1.62-close 

to the golden ratio's approximate 1.618. 

Gait notes that in view of Fechner's discovery, display interfaces which encour

age pretty windows and pretty panes within windows can benefit by a cognitive 
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ergonomics advantage, with the user environment leading to greater productivity 
by maximising the display's communications potential. He also notes that current 

product advertisements offer suitable sample windows for an ad hoc experimental 

verification of Fechner's findings. An analysis of one such advertisement showed that 

the distribution of the relative dimensions of the 72 windows depicted had golden 

rectangles as its primary peak, while a secondary peak corresponded to square win

dows. 
Thus, the aesthetics of 'golden rectangles' within screens and windowing systems 

has been considered by Gait. Here, we address the functionality of different config

urations. As a laboratory measure of task performance whilst using various aspect 
ratios, a simple classic visual search task was chosen. Visual search is required when

ever a visual target is not immediately apparent, and as such is a task generalisable 

widely to 'real-world' VDU tasks. The degree to which search area is defined, the 

method by which the boundaries are marked, and its size and shape all may vary. 

In situations where search aids such as cues or sector markings are found to be of 
assistance they probably reduce the effective search area. 

3.3.1 Previous studies 
An extensive literature search revealed only one senes of studies relating visual 
search and display shape (Bloomfield, 1970). Concerning the shape of the search 
display, Bloomfield (1970) described three experiments in which the shape was var

ied. In all three the displays varied in their horizontal and vertical extents. 

In the first, three displays of constant area were used. They were a vertical 

rectangle (8 x 32 stimuli), a square (16 x 16), and a horizontal rectangle. Only 

seven observers were used and there were large individual differences. The mean 

times for search increased as the display changed from vertical rectangle (3.2 s) to 

horizontal rectangle (4.6 s) to square (5.3 s). There was a large variability in times 

on particular trials, and these differences were not significant. 
In a second experiment, in which much more extreme examples of vertical and 

horizontal displays were used, observers were required to search through the display 
for every stimulus in turn. Use was made of an eye movement monitoring tech

nique described by Oldfield (1960). Material consisted of one-inch circular discs 

showing two three-letter combinations. When presented with a display of discs, the 

observer commenced with a particular disc, read the second group of letters on it, 
then searched the first letter groups of the other discs for the same letters. When 
these were located, the new second group was read and search recommenced. This 

procedure continued until the observer arrived back with the first stimulus. 
Each set was arranged in eight displays of varying horizontal and vertical dimen

sions (30 x 1, 15 x 2, 10 x 3, 5 x 6, 6 x 5, 3 x 10, 2 x 15, and 1 x 30). Two observers 
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searched sixteen displays (eight shapes and two arrangements of letters) which were 

arranged in random order, in each of three sessions. Search time was measured with 
a stopwatch. The first session was considered as practice, and data from the second 

and third sessions were pooled. There was little difference in times for the second 

set of vertically printed letters. For the first horizontal set of letters, however, the 
displays could be roughly divided into two groups. The three with the greatest 
vertical extents (30 x 1, 15 x 2, and 10 x 3) produced times similar to the vertical 

set of letters. However, the remaining five displays, two almost square (6 x 5 and 

5 x 6) and three with the greatest horizontal extents (3 x 10, 2 x 15, and 1 x 30), 
were searched quicker. In other words, the vertical displays required more time than 

the square or horizontal ones for horizontally oriented alphabetic material. With 

vertically oriented material, the times were all as long as for the vertical displays 

for the horizontal orientation. 

In the third experiment, with targets differing in size from non-target discs, 
significant differences were found between the cumulative distributions although 
no clear pattern emerged. The horizontal display was half as long and twice as 
wide as the square, whilst the vertical display was twice as high and half as long. 
Projected, their sides subtended visual angles of approximately 8°-10° and 32°-
400. There were two runs with each target in each session, and five sessions with 

each display. The sessions were randomised between display shapes. There were 

100 readings per target per display for one practiced observer. For the target most 

different in size from the background, both horizontal and square displays were 

superior to the vertical (p < 0.01 ). For the intermediate target, performance on 
the horizontal and square were better than the vertical (p < 0.01). Additionally, 
the square was superior than the horizontal (p < 0.05). For the target closest in 
size, performance on the vertical was superior to either of the other two displays 

(p < 0.01). From Bloomfield's depiction of these results, it was apparent that for 
considerable sections of the graphs, the horizontal and vertical displays were superior 

to the square although the differences were only significant when they were inferior. 
He remarked that: 'It is difficult to draw any conclusions about this experiment. 
For a difficult target the vertical display seems clearly to require less time than the 

horizontal and square displays, while for an easy target just as clearly, it requires 
more ... One might conclude that display shape may have a consistent effect, if the 
display contains material to which the observer has developed stereotyped responses. 

The majority of search tasks probably do not enter into this category. In them 
there may be display shape effects though they are probably much less consistent' 

(pp. 120-121 ). This suggestion is returned to within §3.16. 
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3.3.2 'Exhaustive, but inefficient search' 
Bloomfield produced several equations for efficient, exhaustive coverage of the dis

play and for an independent 'glimpse' strategy. It is sometimes assumed that these 
two strategies will result in the best and worst possible search performance respec
tively, and that all performance data should lie within these limits. In fact, neither 
strategy is very likely to be adopted by observers for most search tasks. The ob

servers used for the exl?eriments reported by Bloomfield were asked to comment on 

how they carried out their searches. They all described regular strategies of one 

kind or another. 
For example, the most common strategy for the more difficult targets in the reg

ularly arranged display consisted of a horizontal scan across the top of the display, 
followed by a short downward movement, then another horizontal scan across the 

display and so on until the display had been covered. This, is here termed a modified 
reading strategy, or 'snaking'. Another strategy for the same targets and display 

involved a spiralling scan, beginning in one corner and moving in a clockwise direc

tion into the centre of the display. As a further example, the most often described 

strategy for the irregular displays was similar to the first mentioned horizontal scan

ning method. First one block of stimuli, then another, was searched; the order of 

blocks being determined by the overall scan pattern. 
Although subjective descriptions may not match an objective record of eye move

ments, it was clear from their reports that the observers were attempting to use reg
ular scanning strategies of one sort or another. It also appeared that they attempted 
to use the same strategy on most of their searches. The filmed eye movement records 
were inadequate to use for precise eye position analysis. 

After the above considerations of observers' comments, experimenter's impres

sions, Enoch's early (1959) description of eye movements, the difficulties of efficient 

coverage when the display area is not very large compared with the visual lobe area, 

and the expectation that observers will naturally adopt an exhaustive inefficient 

coverage strategy, Bloomfield then built up a somewhat different picture of search. 
In this, the observer is attempting to scan a display in a methodological fashion. 
His scan pattern will probably vary slightly from trial to trial. However, he basically 
tries to cover the whole area of the display by looking at small adjacent areas of the 
display one after another, making sure that he does not leave any areas uncovered. 
As a result, Bloomfield suggests, the steps between the fixations are probably small 
compared with his visual lobe area. Additional fixations would produce new infor

mation. They will also yield an increasing amount of information that has already 

been available. When the observer detects a target in the retina, he will then make 

a final confirming fixation. Also, if he is relatively inexperienced, he may make other 
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eye movements in order to carry out comparisons between a suspected target and 

other display elements. 

Bloomfield further remarked that if the average distance between successive fixa

tions is very small compared with the visual lobe area axis, then the search strategy 
will be very inefficient and will result in very long search times. As the fixation 
distance increases, the coverage will become more efficient and search time will de
crease. If the fixation distance continues to increase, eventually it will be such that 

there is the minimum overlap producing the most efficient possible search perfor
mance for that display and visual lobe size. After this, as the distance continues to 

increase, search performance will again decrease. It could reach a point at which 

it produces search times equivalent to those that would be achieved with an inde
pendent fixation strategy. These times would not be as poor as those which were 

produced when the difference between the average fixation distance and visual lobe 

area axis was very small. The fixation distance will not become as great as this for 
any observer, and it is even less likely to increase after this. If it did so, the times 
would also continue to increase, particularly when the fixation distance was large 

enough that two successive fixations would not both fall within the search area. 
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EXPERIMENT 1: A STUDY IN SHAPES 

3.4 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this first study was to expand on these findings with particular rele

vance for VDUs. It was intended to apply a classical visual search method to this 

contemporary issue. In order to shed light on the search strategies generally em

ployed, it was also intended to follow up this study with a fine analysis of users' eye 

movements. 

3.4.1 Visuallobes 
The notion of 'visual lobes' was introduced in §2.4. Although its dimensions vary 
with type and difficulty level of task, it is known that in a task such as that em

ployed within the present study, the visual lobes are elliptical rather than circular 

(e.g. Rayner & Fisher, 1987). 
Over the years, many investigators have attempted to relate concepts such as 

the 'visual lobe', the 'perceptual span', the 'useful field of view', or the 'area of 

conspicuity' to eye movement control in visual search and in reading (e.g. Paterson 
& Tinker, 1947; McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Mackworth, 1976; Engel, 1977; Bouma, 
1978; Jacobs, 1986). Several studies have also tried to decompose into perceptual, 
attentional, and linguistic components the factors that influence this limited area 
from which information is available in visual search and in reading (O'Regan, 1979; 

see Rayner, 1983, or McConkie, 1983, for reviews). One of the few attempts to 
systematically predict eye movement parameters directly on the basis of quantita

tive measures of visual constraints imposed on eye movement behaviour is that of 

O'Regan et al. (1983). ,In this attempt, which was designed to distinguish between 

the effects of early visual mechanisms and higher level processes on perceptual span, 
this team proposed a definition of visual span as the size of the region around the 

eye's fixation point within which letters can be recognised with a given accuracy, 
without the use of contextual information. The limits of this span depend on purely 
visual factors, such as viewing distance, letter similarity, or inter-letter spacing, and 
can be estimated using the model proposed by O'Regan (1983). Within the hy
pothesis that there should be a relationship between the limits of this span and eye 
movements in reading and visual search, saccade sizes should be found to parallel 
changes in visual span, induced by varying visibility conditions (e.g. viewing dis

tance, letter spacing). However, O'Regan et al. (1983), using a reading task, and 

Levy-Schoen et al. (1984), using a complex visual search task, failed to show a direct 

dependence of eye movement parameters on visual span changes. It was suggested 
that, in such tasks, higher level factors related to linguistic processing and cognitive 
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load, determined eye movement behaviour more than did the spatial sensory limits 
constraining visibility of letters at each fixation. 

Stemming from that work, Jacobs (1986) suggested that if cognitive load could be 
reduced to the very minimum in a visual search task, then the control of saccades 
should depend directly on the sensory constraints limiting the number of letters 
visible around the eye's fixation point. The global hypothesis was that, under such 
conditions, each saccade should bring the eye to a zone where new visual information 
can be gathered; i.e. the limit of the visual span. As a consequence, if visual span 

is altered as a function of the experimental visibility condition, then saccade sizes 
should, on average, change in parallel. This extreme hypothesis, which considers 
eye movement behaviour as a direct function of spatial sensory limits, was termed 
the 'visual span control hypothesis'. 

In a psychophysical experiment, three methods were used to manipulate the 
spatial visibility limits (visual span), as measured by a psychophysical procedure; 
changing viewing distance, inter-letter spacing, and target-background similarity. 

The results of this experiment were then used as a reference for predicting mean 
saccade sizes and fixation durations in a visual search task in which the same visi
bility changes were made. About 80 percent of the variance of mean saccade sizes 
could be accounted for by adjustment of saccades to changes in visual span, so the 
visual span control hypothesis was confirmed. As for the temporal characteristics of 
scanning behaviour, less than 50 percent of fixation duration variance seemed to be 
determined by visual span changes. It was suggested that other, higher level fac
tors, possibly related to decisional processes intervening in the triggering of saccades 
and the computation of their spatial parameters, might play an important role in 
determining fixation durations in a simple search task. 

To avoid the problematic higher level factors related to linguistic processing and 
cognitive load, noted by previous workers such as Levy-Schoen et al. (1983) and 
Jacobs (1986), the stimulus materials in the present study (Expt. 1) were limited to 

random, alphabetic characters. 

3.4.2 Effects of line length 
Although the interest in the effects of line width upon legibility of print and its 
educational implications go back more than a century, relatively little research has 
been performed in this field within the past fifty years. Ophthalmologists, educators, 
psychologists, advertisers, editors and typographers from 1881 to 1923 made casual 
observations and carried out a few uncontrolled measurements. These led to definite 
recommendations based on opinion and inadequate data. This material was reviewed 
in detail by Pyke in 1926. Although there was a range of opinions, most listed the 

optimum line width at about 22 picas (about 3. 7"; one pica = about 1/ 5th inch) 
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for 10 to 12-point type. 'On the whole, the suggestions favor use of relatively short 

lines. But the recommendations tend to be somewhat contradictory. Obviously, 
carefully controlled experimentation is needed to determine the range of line widths 

that may be used safely with each size of type' (Tinker, 1963, p. 74). 

A wide diversity of practice is employed for line widths in all manner of printing. 

A total of 1500 journals and books were surveyed by Paterson and Tinker in 1940 

{1940a). With double-column printing, the line widths used in non-scientific jour

nals were spread quite evenly from 14 to 22 picas. However, in the double-column 
scientific journals, most were printed in 13 to 18-pica line widths. In single-column 
printing, there was greater uniformity, with journals using mostly 23 to 18-pica line 
widths. Most of the textbooks concentrated on 19 to 24-pica lines. 

In an early study, Starch (1923) required 40 subjects to read the same material 
printed in line widths of 1f' (9 picas), 2i" {16.5 picas), and 5" {30 picas). The 
material in 16.5 picas was read 16 percent faster than that in the 9-pica width, and 

7 percent more quickly than the 30-pica text. Starch considered that an optimum 

line width would be somewhere in the region of 18 picas. 

Paterson and Tinker (1940b) analysed the eye movement pattern for reading 10-

point set solid (no leading) in a 19-pica line width in comparison with 9 and 43-pica 
lines. For the 9-pica versus 19-pica line, the fixation frequency, pause duration, 

and perception time were significantly increased. Readers apparently were unable 
to make maximum use of peripheral vision in reading the 9-pica lines. For the 43-
pica versus 19-pica line, the fixation frequency, pause duration, perception time, 
and regression frequency were all significantly increased. It is worth noting that 

regression frequency was increased by 56.7 percent. With this excessively long line of 

43 picas (about 7.17"), the major difficulty appeared to be in accuracy of relocating 

the beginning of each new line when the return sweep was made. It is probable 

that this difficulty so disrupts the reading process that re-establishment of the most 
efficient oculomotor patterns in reading each successive line becomes impossible. 

However, it is likely that there must be some optimum line width, not in terms of 
absolute line width as may be construed from Tinker's statements, but in terms of 
subtended retinal angle. In the materials described here and within Experiment 2, 
although line width was longer than this in the 25 x 100 array, the subject was 
seated with a viewing distance of 80 em, which is considerably more than a typical 

reading distance. 
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3.4.3 The edge effect 
Also of note for the present study is the 'edge effect'. In 'free search' tasks, i.e. where 
there is no fixed order of search and the observer is free to construct their own 

scanpath through a display, biases are found in the number of fixations given to 

different parts of the display. In particular, the outer half of the display (i.e. that 

broad border constituting 50 percent of total area) appears to get, on average, fewer 

fixations than the inner half (Enoch, 1959; Ford et al., 1959). The lower the average 

fixation density for a particular part of the display, the slower will be the average 
search times for targets occurring within that area. Therefore, targets in the outer 
half of the display have generally slower search times than those in the inner half 

(Baker et al., 1960). This 'edge effect', as it has come to be known, 'appears to be 

one of the more robust effects in visual search' (Monk, 1981a, p. 615). 

Despite its practical importance in military and industrial settings, little research 

seems to have been carried out on the edge effect since the pioneering studies. A 
few experiments have found an edge effect incidentally (e.g. Monk, 1974, 1976, 
1977), but possible interactions of the effect with other search factors appear to have 

largely been neglected. The only exception seems to be the work of Monk (1981b) 
which explored the interaction between the edge effect and target conspicuity using 

manipulations of both factors. Thus, the applied questions to be answered were of 

the lines: 'What does increasing the target conspicuity do to the magnitude of the 

edge effect?' and 'What does increasing the magnitude of the edge effect do to the 

search times of conspicuous and inconspicuous targets?' 

Monk concluded that the edge effect appeared to be unaffected by changes in 
target conspicuity. By contrast, when the magnitude of the edge effect was varied 
(by altering the edge ratio (ER); see Monk, 1971 ), there were different consequential 
effects on conspicuous and inconspicuous targets. As the ratio of search times of 
outer to inner targets decreased, that of inconspicuous to conspicuous targets in

creased. The results were explained in terms of a model based upon the size of the 

mesh of fixations used to cover the display. It was suggested that the mesh and the 

magnitude of the edge effect appeared to be inextricably linked. 

3.4.4 Experimental rationale 
This first experiment was primarily designed to explore the effect of array shape on 
search performance. As the edge effect has been regarded as a robust phenomenon, 
it might be expected that this would interact with a shape effect, if not manifest 

itself as a main effect. From what was outlined in §3.4.2, it was hypothesised that 
the vertically elongated arrays would demonstrate significantly faster search times 

than more horizontally elongated arrays. 
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3.5 METHOD 

One hundred files of random alphabetic (upper case) arrays were generated by com
puter programme. Blank spaces were also included. The material may therefore 

be described as 'irregular'; regular search material consisting of a uniform spread 

of characters. These files consisted of five different configurations: 25 characters 

high by 100 characters wide, 30 x 83, 50 x 50, 83 x 30, and 100 x 25 characters 

high and wide. Examples are shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.5. Area covered remained 

constant. All files contained only one X, the line position being checked and edited 

to ensure no systematic location bias. Also, the position of the Xs were edited so 

that in half of the files of each dimension, these characters were positioned in the 
inner 50 percent of the array and in the outer 50 percent in the other half of the 

files. From a hard copy print-out of these arrays, monochrome photographic slides 

were produced with positive polarity. 

Slides were presented in randomised order to subjects via a carousel projector, 

with the sequence being changed for each subject. The projector was positioned 

264 em from a rigid white screen. Subjects were seated so as to have a viewing 

distance of 50 em. An f = 150 mm lens was used. Screen images were projected at 
eye level and were of the following dimensions: 13.5 x 33.5, 16.5 x 27.25, 27.25 x 16.5, 

10 x 45.5, and 55 x 8.5 em height by width. Thus, images consistently occupied an 

area of some 450 cm2. Each letter was approximately 4 mm high, and extended over 

about 0.46° of visual arc. Screen luminance was 33 cdjm2. Ambient illumination 

was approximately 23.0 lux, measured wrtical to the screen, achieved with two fluo

rescent strip-lights in an otherwise darkened vision laboratory. This was regarded as 

a compromise between improving display visibility whilst retaining some semblance 

of a 'real' environment. 
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Fig. 3.1: An example of a presentation in 25 x 100 format. 
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Figure 3.2: An example of a presentation m 50 x 50 format. 
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Figure 3.3: An example of a presentation m 30 x 83 format. 
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The 20 subjects (9M: llF), who were paid, had an age range of 13 to 55 (X = 
23.8, sd = 11.2). They were drawn from a wide range of the population. Eye sight 

(corrected where appropriate) was tested by an abridged version of the 'Curpax' 

(passage N8) Test Typ~ (Curry & Paxton, 1980). 
Subjects were instructed that they would be shown a total of 100 slides and 

that they were to search for the target letter X. They were informed that they 

could use whatever strategy of search they wished. Full instructions are included in 

Appendix 3.1. Thus, a 'free search' strategy as opposed to a 'serial' or 'systematic' 

strategy was allowed. They were required to press a morse key when they had 

located the target letter. This key, along with the projector remote control, was 
wired to an electronic timer. They were required to state to the experimenter what 

letters were immediately to the left and right of the X in order to verify their success. 

A total of 2000 data recordings were thereby obtained. 
Pilot runs (in which one subject took over eight minutes to locate the target) sug

gested that after some time, strategies became increasing more erratic and the prob

ability of locating the target at any particular point in time progressively decreased. 

Therefore, a cut-off point of 180 seconds was taken and trials were terminated if the 

target had not been located within this time. 
Subjective comments regarding the strategies of search used by each subject were 

also recorded. 
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3.6 RESULTS 

Table 3.1 depicts overall search times (s) on the five arrays, inner versus outer 
performance, and mean overall search times. 

Mean search time 

51.9 (20.1) 

Inner Outer 

53.2 (18.9) 50.7 (21.2) 

Array dimensions 

25 X 100 30 X 83 50 X 50 83 X 30 100 X 25 

47.3 (20.7) 55.6 (19.6) 49.2 (18.6) 49.9 (21.0) 57.6 (19.5) 

Array dimensions x inner vs outer position 

Inner 50.0 (20.9) 59.6 (20.6) 50.8 (15.0) 45.8 (20.6) 59.6 (17.1) 

Outer 44.5 (20.6) 51.4 (18.0) 47.7 (22.0) 54.1 (21.0) 55.7 (22.0) 

Table 3.1: Breakdown of search times. 

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the data. There was 
a significant difference (F(4,76) = 3.75,p < 0.01) between array dimensions, no 
significant differences between inner or outer effects, and no interactions between 
these two variables (see Table 3.2). 
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Source df ss MS F p 

Subjects 19 42722.711 

Position 1 305.606 305.606 1.410 NS 

Subs. x Pos. 19 4117.640 216.718 

Dimensions 4 3142.349 785.587 3.746 < 0.01 

Subs. x Dims. 76 15937.315 209.701 

Pos. x Dims. 4 1605.397 401.349 2.364 NS 

SxDxP 76 12900.781 169.747 

Error 180 38009.087 

Table 3.2: Two-way repeated measures ANOVA conducted on array dimen
sions and position. 
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A Tukey's test conducted on the means of the array dimensions revealed signifi
cantly faster search times (p < 0.05) for the 25 high x 100 wide array compared with 
the 100 high x 25 wide array (WSD = 8.563). There was a non-linear pattern in 
search times across the.array shapes between these two extremes but the differences 
between these intermediate measures were not statistically significant. 

The results were therefore in the opposite direction to that expected. 
Figure 3.6 depicts mean search times as a function of array shape. 
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The distribution of search times was positively skewed (see Fig. 3.7). Using a 
log transformation on the above analyses, similar patterns were obtained for overall 

scores on the five arrays and mean overall score. Table 3.3 depicts overall scores on 
the five arrays, inner versus outer performance, and mean overall score. 

300 

250 

200 

Count 
150 

100 

50 

3 

12 

21 39 

30 

57 

48 66 

75 93 111 129 

84 1 02 120 138 

Midpoints of search times (s) 

Figure 3. 7: Distribution of search times. 

147 165 180 

156 174 

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (see Table 3.4) was conducted on this 
transformed data. All patterns found still remained and were in fact emphasised. 
There was a significant difference between array dimensions, no significant differ
ences between inner or outer effects, although there was an interaction between these 
two variables. 
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Mean search time (N = 2000) 

1.679 

Inner (N = 1000) Outer (N = 1000) 

1.696 1.663 

Array dimensions 

25 X 100 30 X 83 50 X 50 83 X 30 100 X 25 

1.632 1.711 1.656 1.659 1.734 

Array dimensions x inner vs outer position 

Inner 1.664 1.752 1.658 1.616 1.757 

Outer 1.601 1.670 1.627 1.703 1.711 

Table 3.3: Showing breakdown of search times (log transformed) for all slides 
presented to all subjects. 
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There were a total of 96 instances in which subjects exceeded the search time 

limit of 180 seconds. To test for significantly greater frequencies whereby subjects 
exceeded this limit between the different array presentations and also between the 

inner versus outer variable, a multiple x2 analysis was performed (Table 3.5). 
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Source df ss MS F p 

Subjects 19 3.718 

Position 1 0.052 0.052 2.371 NS 

Subs. x Pos. 19 0.418 0.022 

Dimensions 4 0.285 0.071 4.176 < 0.01 

Subs. x Dims. 76 1.297 0.017 

Pos. x Dims. 4 0.185 0.046 3.214 < 0.05 

SxDxP 76 1.097 0.014 

Error 180 3.334 

Table 3.4: Two-way repeated measures ANOVA conducted (with log trans
formations) on array dimensions and position. 

Source x2 df p 

Position 0.666 1 NS 

Shape 6.573 4 NS 

Interaction 7.132 4 NS 

Total 14.371 9 NS 

Table 3.5: x2 analysis of frequencies of > 180 s search times on variables of 
position, shape, interaction and total. 

3.6.1 Correlating search time and target position 
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The correlation ( r) between sequential position (number of character spaces which 
would be traversed in a true reading strategy) of the target position as measured 
in terms of spaces including blanks and the target's position in terms of actual 

characters was 0.981 ( df = 99; p < 0.001 ). The overall correlation between sequen
tial position (number of characters plus spaces) and mean search times was 0.510 

(df = 99;p < 0.001). The corresponding correlation between search times and target 

position measured solely in terms of characters was 0.520 ( df = 99; p < 0.001 ). The 

diversity of systematic/asystematic strategies was represented by the fact that indi-
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vidual subjects' correlations between search times and character position (excluding 

spaces) ranged from -0.049 to 0.675 with a mean correlation of 0.263 ( sd = 0.217) 

( df = 19; NS). A scatterplot of a subject with an apparently highly systematic search 
strategy is shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.9 illustrates a typical pattern found from 
a subject who generally applied random strategies. 
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Figure 3.8: Scattergraph of one subject (S17) demonstrating a high cor

relation between search times and serial target position (systematic search 
strategy). 
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Figure 3.9: Scattergraph of one subject (S 1) demonstrating a low correlation 

between search times and serial target position (random search strategy). 
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3. 7 DISCUSSION 

With vertically elongated material (e.g. newspaper columns) shorter return sweeps 

are naturally made to the beginning of the next line to be read. These shorter 
saccades are less likely to under- or over-shoot and thus locating the start of the 

line is less of a problem (see §3.4.2). As such, columnar material is generally felt 
to be easier to read. Due to the apparent preferences for newspaper column style 

vertically elongated presentations of text, it might have been expected that should 
a difference emerge within the present study, performance would have been superior 

on the extreme vertical array. In fact, the opposite pattern emerged. 

So, actual performance suggested that people's visual search on this sort of task 

was superior on horizontally drawn out material despite subjective comments sug

gesting a general preference for the vertically elongated displays. Two or three 
subjects made comments of the nature that they found themselves reading the ver
tically elongated arrays so fast that they felt they were not fully attending to the 
content: 'We have been taught to read ... should read vertical strips faster ... easier 

for horizontally elongated ... Read too fast with newspaper type. I enjoy taking 

things in.' Another subject reported that with the horizontally elongated arrays he 

gave a quick look first and then would employ a reading strategy. He added: ' ... but 

with wide screens I can't read very quickly ... Because when I reach the edge I still 

think that I have missed something and should go through again ... Still concentrat
ing on what I have read before. For me, normal page type is the best ... Slower with 
wide screen'. This may have been responsible for the overall shorter search times to 
target location, whereas a faster visual search may have produced numerous misses 
of the target and re-searches. 

3.7.1 Relating the differences to visual lobe shape 
The above comments suggest that with the extreme portrait arrays, accuracy may 
have been sacrificed over an unintentional fast speed of reading. This possibility 

could be tested in two ways. One way simply would be to compare frequencies of 

> 180-second times across the presentations. There were, however, no significant 

differences between the dimensions, in terms of frequencies of exceeding the time 
limit. The second method, and one much more precise, would be to record eye 
movements over the presentations and to compare measures such as number of 

fixations, saccades and efficiency of scan paths. 

The > 180 s rule frequency distribution over the various configurations was inves

tigated by applying x2 procedures. This failed to reveal any significant differences 

in terms of frequencies of cut-offs between any of the variables. The > 180 s cut-off 

was, of course, an arbitrary one. Although it can not be categorically stated that 
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choosing an alternative cut-off would not have produced different results, the ex
perimenter's experiences whilst collecting 2000 search records led to progressively 
greater confidence in the chosen criterion as that best reflecting a point at which 

search strategies (on this task) break down. 

A further possible explanation for this horizontal superiority may be in terms 

of visual lobe area. As mentioned earlier (§3.4.1), the visual lobe is defined as the 

peripheral area around the central fixation point from which specific information 

can be extracted and processed. Rayner and Fisher (1987) found that the size of 
the span in their random characters search task was very similar to the size of the 

visual lobe when subjects are reading rather than searching for a letter. In both 

situations, the span is asymmetric in the direction the eyes are moving extending 
3-4 letters to the left of fixation to about 15-16 letter spaces to the right of fixation. 
As the visual lobes are obviously not square or rectangular, there will always be 
some minimum amount of overlap. In addition, unless the array dimensions are 
in some multiple of visual lobe dimensions, there inevitably will be some 'wastage' 
from lobes extending beyond the array boundaries. 

A model is now presented in abstract form and then applied to data from this 

study. Figure 3.10 shows a classic reading passage from Buswell (1937) complete 
with fixation points with superimposed visual lobes according to Rayner and Fisher's 

(1987) findings. Data are that of a good reader on prose of modest difficulty. It 
should be stressed that it is the horizontal dimensions which are important. The 
vertical extent of the lobe has been reduced from its likely size in order to avoid 

clutter. 
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Figure 3.10: Superimposed visual lobe areas upon classic reading data. Ver
tical lines denote approximate fixation points. Adapted from Buswell (1937). 
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Figures 3.11 and 3.12 depict this model as applied to actual eye movement data 
of a subject (AH) showing differences in visual lobe areas covered on the extreme 

horizontally and vertically elongated arrays. Other subjects demonstrated similarly 
characterised patterns. 

Line 
number 

1 

Figure 3.11: Model of visual lobe areas shown during search of 100 characters 
wide by 25 characters high array: part of actual eye movement data obtained 
from one subject (AH). 

There is a more general reason why one might expect search strategies to be 
inefficient and to involve considerable amounts of overlap. Much of human behaviour 
is associated with redundancy. Humans prefer to operate at very high levels of 
certainty. Typically, more information than the minimum that would be required 
by an ideal, efficient machine is acquired by man before he makes a decision or 
takes a particular course of action. In everyday life we typically acquire far more 
information than we need for our immediate purposes and it is likely that this 

approach to information acquisition will also be used in experimental situations 
such as this search task. Thus, one might expect observers to use an exhaustive 
but inefficient coverage strategy with much redundant information being collected 
(Bloomfield, 1970). Due to the visual lobe geometry, it is also likely that more 
'wastage' will occur with material consisting of shorter lines; i.e. with the vertically 
elongated arrays. 
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Figure 3.12: Model of visual 

lobe areas shown during search of 

25 characters wide by 100 
characters high array: part of 
actual eye movement data obtained 

from one subject (AH). 
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One assumption concerning the visual lobe model rests on the lobe areas be
ing elliptically biased during reading along the horizontal plane. Stark (personal 
communication, 1990) reports that with Japanese readers, visual lobes are found to 
be biased down the vertical axis. On this point, it is worth noting that the Chi
nese language can be written in either longitudinal or latitudinal format. Although 

traditional Chinese writings were arranged longitudinally, today many technical or 
scientific writings have been changed into latitudinal format. Hwang et al. (1987) 
have explored the effects of these alternatives on the work efficiency of VDU op
erators and have offered relevant recommendations for the design of information 
displays. 

It was expected that the edge effect would clearly emerge. However, this phe
nomena only manifested itself as an interaction with the shape effect within the 
log transformed analysis, and then in a direction opposite to that expected. The 
most likely reason for this simply seems to be that some subjects reported that they 
would often commence their search with a quick scan of the periphery of the ar
rays. This (subjectively reported strategy) was generally used as a tedium-relieving 
strategy. Successes in quickly locating the targets within the trials where targets 
actually were in the outer 50 percent of area are likely to have countered any effect 
based on fewer fixations to the outer half of arrays. This finding calls into question 
the previously claimed 'robust' nature of this effect, at least as far as free search 
strategies are concerned. 

As noted in the §3.2, it is possible that the pattern found within this study is 
linked to mankind's 'horizon-based' perceptual system. However, it is known that 
acuity falls off peripherally from the fovea almost equally in both the horizontal and 
vertical planes (Rovamo & Virsu, 1979). It is probable that what is more significant 
here is an interaction between eye movement tendencies and text line arrangement. 

As stated, the findings were incongruous with the 'newspaper column' phe
nomenon, in which better scanning performance might be expected with shorter 
line lengths. This, in part, led to the development of Experiment 2. 
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EXPERIMENT 2: EYE MOVEMENTS AND ARRAY SHAPE 

3.8 INTRODUCTION 

Although (simply on the grounds of providing a detailed analysis of search) it was 

intended to supplement the main study with a small-scale eye movement analysis, 

a further reason emerged which emphasised this need. This involved our reasoning 

about visual lobes. Although, given the variability in saccade sizes, the idea of visual 
lobes being arranged neatly to fit into the array framework is likely too simplistic, the 

different configurations may well induce scanning strategies with different degrees 
of visual lobe overlap. It was therefore decided to investigate this possibility, using 
the scleral coil method. 

3.8.1 Transition matrices 
A specific form of analysis used, and one which was employed within three exper

iments contained in this thesis, was that of analysis by transition matrices. This 

particular methodology was introduced in §1.11.1 and it is now time to describe 

what is involved in more detail here. Other sequential analyses, it must be stated, 

apart from this sequential transition matrix analysis, are possible (see, e.g., Kleigl 

& Olson, 1981 ). 
Transition matrix analysis stems from the mathematical principle of Markovian 

'chains'. 'A Markov chain is sometimes a suitable probability model for certain 
time series in which the observation at a given time is the category into which 

an individual falls. The simplest Markov chain is that in which there are a finite 

number of states or categories and a finite number of equidistant time points at which 

observations are made, the chain is of first-order, and the transition probabilities are 

the same for each time interval. Such a chain is described by the initial state and 

the set of transition probabilities; namely, the conditional probability of going into 
each state, given the immediately preceeding state' (Anderson & Goodman, 1963, 
p. 241 ). It has a long history in psychology with its applications covering areas such 
as learning (e.g. Atkinson & Crothers, 1964) and decision making (e.g. Rapoport & 
Chammah, 1965). 

A saccade can be described as a movement from fixation (x1, yi) to fixation 
(x2, Y2)· The Euclidian distance between these two fixations is the saccade ampli

tude. When the difference (x2- x1) is not zero, the angle subteuded by the saccade 

would be z degrees, where 

Y2- Yl z = arc tau ...:...._ __ 
X2- XI 

(3.1) 
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When the difference x2 - x1 = 0, then the angle z may be one of three possibili

ties: 0 degrees (when Yl = y2-although not actually a saccade as no movement is 

involved); 90 degrees (when Y2 > Yl); or 270 degrees (when Y2 < Yl)· 
In this method, each saccade has been classified according to its angle, z(O ~ z < 

360), as shown in Table 3.6 and Figure 3.12. One can then use the eight categories 

(N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, Wand NW) to assign each saccade according to its direction. 
Those falling within SE, SW, NW, and NE categories are termed diagonal sac

cades. It should be noted that the term 'diagonal' does not strictly relate to every 
saccade which is oblique or not moving at a 90° or multiples thereof. Thus, from 
Figure 3.13, saccades from point X (centre) to any point traversing a shaded sector 

would be considered diagonal. The saccade direction change A-X-B, representing a 

typical return sweep as seen in reading patterns, although obviously not horizontal 
nor orthogonal, would not be termed diagonal. 

z (angle in degrees) classification 

z ~ 22.5 or z > 337.5 E 

292.5 < z ~ 337.5 SE 

24 7.5 < z ~ 292.5 s 
202.5 < z ~ 24 7.5 sw 
157.5 < z ~ 202.5 w 
112.5 < z ~ 157.5 NW 

67.5 < z ~ 112.5 N 

22.5 < z ~ 67.5 NE 

Table 3.6: Criteria for classifying saccade directions. 

The probability vector has eight elements; its first element being the proportion of 

saccades E,p(E). The proportion of saccades SE will be the second element, p(SE); 
and so on. The probability vector thus informs us about the frequency of each 

saccade type. 

The transition matrix has 64 ( 8 x 8) elements. If the number of saccades registered 

is C, then the number of consecutive pairs of saccades is C -1. There are 8 x 8 = 64 

different consecutive pairs of saccades (E, E; E, SE; E, S; ... E, NE; ... and NE, NE). 
We can let C( E, E) be the number of consecutive pairs of saccades (E, E); C(E, SE) 
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be the number of pairs {E, SE); etc. We can also letC{E) = C{E, E) + C{E, SE) + 
C{E, S) + ... C{E, NE); C{SE) = C(SE, E)+ ... C{SE, NE); etc. The first element in 
the transition matrix, p(EIE), is the number of pairs (E, E) divided by the number 
of pairs with E as the first saccade of the pair 

(EJE) = C(E, E) 
P C(E) 

(3.2) 

The second element, 

(SEJE) = C(E, SE) 
P C(E) (3.3) 

is the number of pairs ( E, S E) divided by the number of pairs with E as the first 
saccade of the pair, etc. The 64th element, 

(NEJNE) = C(NE, NE) 
P C(NE) (3.4) 

is the number of pairs {NE, NE) divided by the number of pairs with NE as the 
first saccade of the pair. Therefore, each row of the transition matrix informs us 

about the frequency of each subsequent saccade type, when the previous saccade is 
of a particular type. 

From eye movement recordings it is possible to calculate the proportion of each 

saccade type (probability vector) and the proportion of a particular saccade type 
being followed by a saccade type N, saccade type NE, ... type NW; i.e. the transition 
matrix. 

Transition matrices, as defined, possess a particular problem. When, for instance, 

C(E) is small, all the eight elements of the first row of the transition matrix have a 
high standard error and this first row can give misleading information. To solve this 

problem, a reduced transition matrix can be used in place of the full 8 x 8 matrix. 

Two considerations must be borne in mind. Firstly, each reduced matrix should 
contain a high proportion of the total pairs of successive saccades. Thus, there is no 

substantial wastage of information and the reduced matrix contains almost the same 

information as the full one. Secondly, each element of the reduced matrix should 
have a reasonable standard error because the reduced matrices are constructed by 

selecting only the more common saccade directions. 
From the probability vector and the transition matrix, it is then possible to 

show the characteristics of the search strategy. Some information contained in the 

probability vector can be expressed as the proportion of diagonal saccades (those 

categorised as {NE, SE, SW and NE). If the visual task conveys information in 

rows and/or columns, a reading-type search would be expected to contain only a 
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few diagonal saccades. Conversely, a random search is expected to provide a larger 

number of diagonal saccades. 

N 

w 
A-----~ E 

s~- ---
sw SE 

s 

Figure 3.13: A depiction of saccades classified as diagonal. 

It is possible to obtain useful information from the transition matrix. By inspect

ing rows, one can discover some properties of the search. For instance, a reading 

search would provide large figures for some values (e.g., P(E-E). A modified reading 

search would be expected to provide similar figures for some symmetrical elements . 

(e.g. P(E-W) and P(W-E)). 
In all three transition matrix analyses described within this thesis, the visual 

material was arranged in such a way as to require only certain types of saccades. In 
particular, no diagonal saccades are actually required for the tasks involved. There

fore, it was decided to determine if the proportion of diagonal saccades could convey 

information regarding the possible asystematicities associated with the experimental 

conditions. As might be expected, the incidence of avoidable (i.e. diagonal) saccades 
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is low but differ in significant ways between the conditions. For the transition ma
trix analysis, because of the low number of diagonal saccades, only horizontal and 

vertical saccades were used in the analysis. In this study, the main purpose of 
the probability vector and transition matrices analyses was to test if, as expected, 
modifying search instructions would change the proportion of diagonal saccades. 

3.9 METHOD 

Three subjects (none of whom had participated in Expt. 1) were required to exercise 

a strictly systematic (reading) strategy on five slides only and then to employ a 

free search strategy on a further five slides only. Viewing distance was 80 mm, and 

projection distance was 150 mm. With a variable focus (70 mm-120 mm) lens, it was 

possible to obtain projected images corresponding to those shown in Experiment 1. 
Luminance and illumination levels were as for Experiment 1. 

Horizontal and vertical eye movement data were recorded using the programme 
'SAMSAMP' with aCED 'Alpha' computer. Sampling rate was 20 ms. The SAM

SAMP programme transformed the raw eye movement data to give, for each fixation, 

values of fixation duration (in ms) and fixation position (matched to the rows and 

columns of the display array). 

Files were thus obtained containing lengthy columns of fixation durations (in ms) 

and a similar column of movement amplitudes (calibrated at per character unit). 

Data were then statistically analysed using the SPSSx package. For saccades, all 
negative (and zero) amplitude lines were edited out, whilst regression data were 
obtained by editing out all lines containing positive data and large negative values 
which clearly were return sweeps. 

3.10 RESULTS 

3.10.1 Traditional eye movement parameters 
Table 3. 7 shows mean data derived from subjects on the measures of fixation dura
tion, saccade and regression amplitudes (individual subjects' data in Appendix 3.2). 

One-way, repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on this data. Concern
ing the systematic strategy results, there were no significant differences between 
arrays for fixations (F(4, 8) = 1.277), saccades (F(4, 8) = 1.847), or regressions 

(F(4,8) = 1.719). With the free search results, no significant differences were 

again found for fixations (F(4,8) <1), saccades (F(4,8) = 3.635), or for regressions 

(F(4,8) <1). Figure 3.14 illustrates the clear trend of decreasing saccade ampli

tudes from horizontally elongated to vertical elongated arrays for both systematic 

(reading) and free search strategies. 
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Array Fix. dur. Sac. dis. Regressions 

HxW (ms) (spaces) (spaces) 

SYSTEMATIC SEARCH 

25x100 303.0 (33. 7) 10.2 ( 4.3) 4.4 (0.6) 

30x83 281.3 {20.0) 9.8 (3.0) 4.1 (0.8) 

50x50 281.0 (10.0) 8.6 (0.1) 4.4 (1.1) 

83x30 276.7 ( 3.8) 8.3 (1.2) 5.0 (1.3) 

100x25 296.3 (15.0) 6.4 (0.6) 5.2 (1.5) 

FREE SEARCH 

25x100 301.0 (71.3) 12.7 (5.3) 4.4 (1.9) 

30x83 280.0 (20.3) 9.0 (3.5) 4.2 (1.1) 

50x50 284.6 (33.6) 9.1 (2.1) 5.4 (0.8) 

83x30 277.3 (34.2) 6.6 (2.2) 5.8 (0.5) 

100x25 318.0 {12.5) 5.8 (1.9) 5.8 {2.4) 

Table 3. 7: Mean data from subjects showing mean fixation duration, sac
cade distance (character spaces travelled; horizontal component only), and 
regression distance (standard deviations in parentheses). 

134 
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Figure 3.14: Histograms of mean saccade amplitudes over the five configura

tions on a systematic search (dark bars) and a free search (light bars). Vertical 
lines denote standard deviations. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the equivalent pattern for regression amplitudes for the two 

types of search strategy over the five configurations. 

25x100 30x83 SOx SO 

D D 
Configuration dimensions 
(heiqht by width of arrays) 

83x30 100x25 

D 
Figure 3.15: Histograms of regression amplitudes over the five configurations 

on a systematic search (dark bars) and a free search (light bars). Vertical lines 

denote standard deviations. 
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3.10.2 Diagonal saccade proportion 
Concerning diagonal saccade proportion, saccade proportions may be obtained from 

the probability vector of each observer by summating the proportion of SE, SW, 
NW and N E saccades (see Table 3.8). Here, the interest was in differences between 

extreme horizontally biased arrays and extreme vertically biased arrays. Therefore, 

in order to simplify the analysis, only the 25 x 100 and 100 x 25 arrays were included. 

Free search Systematic search 

25x100 100x25 25x100 100x25 

AH 0.171 0.263 0.000 0.038 

JF 0.102 0.200 0.042 0.163 

MS 0.077 0.151 0.012 0.015 

X 0.117 0.203 0.016 0.072 

Table 3.8: Proportion of diagonal saccades in two search types and two 

extreme arrays. 

3.10.3 Transition matrices 
Concerning transition matrices, due to the fact that saccades E and W were by far 
the most common, only these are considered within Table 3.9. In the free search 
condition, the 2 x 2 matrices contain 68 percent of the total number of pairs of 
successive saccades (considering the mean across subjects and shapes). This figure 

increases to 89 percent in the reading situation. One transition matrix was omitted 
as the particular subject's data contained only a very small number of saccades in 
this condition. In each of the eleven cells of this 2 x 2, the first element is 

the second is 

etc. 

C(E,E) 
p(EIE) = C(E, E)+ A(E, W) 

C(E, W) 
p(WIE) = C(E, E)+ C(E, W) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Each 2 X 2 transition matrix contains four elements. Two relate to the entries 

p(EIE) and p(WIW), and do not imply direction change, whilst the other two 

(p(WIE) and p(EIW)) do imply change in direction. 
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Free search Systematic search 

Sub. Shape E w E w 
AH H.S. E 0.70 0.30 0.77 0.23 

w 0.44 0.56 0.45 0.55 

v.s. E * * 0.48 0.52 

w * * 0.58 0.42 

JF H.S. E 0.72 0.28 0.73 0.27 

w 0.62 0.38 0.66 0.34 

v.s. E 0.54 0.46 0.44 0.56 

w 0.62 0.38 0.68 0.32 

MS H.S. E 0.77 0.23 0.89 0.11 

w 0.28 0.72 0.64 0.36 

V.S. E 0.62 0.38 0.66 0.34 

w 0.43 0.57 0.73 0.27 

Table 3.9: 2 x 2 transition matrices of horizontal and vertical shapes (E = 

saccades to East; W = saccades to West; * = insufficient data for analysis). 

See §3.8.1 for a description. 

3.11 DISCUSSION 

3.11.1 Traditional eye movement parameters 

138 

The lack of significant results within the ANOVAs must be taken in the light of the 
small number of subjects involved. It is, of course, particularly difficult for results 

to attain statistical significance with a sample size of three. However, recruiting 
volunteers for scleral search coil studies is notoriously difficult. In this case, greater 
weight may be attached to trends and percentage differences. There is, for instance, 
a linear trend for saccade amplitudes within both free and systematic searches (see 
Fig. 3.14). Mean saccade amplitudes diminished from 12.2 (sd = 4.3) character 
spaces travelled in the horizontally elongated condition to 6.4 (sd = 0.6) character 

spaces in the vertically extended array; a percentage decrease of 37 percent. There 

was an even greater decrease in the free search condition with saccade amplitudes 
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diminishing from 12.7 (sd = 5.3) character spaces within the 25 x 100 array to 5.8 
character spaces in the 100 x 25 array; a difference of 54 percent. As greater saccade 

amplitudes may be taken as representing greater efficiency of search (all other fac

tors, including accuracy, being equal), then these results clearly show substantially 

greater efficiency of search within the horizontally elongated arrays. 
Where efficiency is represented by greater saccade amplitude, there might also 

be a converse shortness of regressions expected as the realisation that some char

acters were not fully perceived initially would be apparent more immediately, and 
hence the shorter amplitude of regressions to rectify this perceptual doubt. This 
pattern was also found. Figure 3.15 shows results from the analysis of regressions 
(in terms of character spaces travelled) for the two types of search. There was an 
18 percent increase in regression amplitudes from the horizontally elongated array 

(X = 4.4; sd = 0.6) to the vertically elongated array (X; sd = 1.5). Similarly, in 

the free search, there was a 32 percent increase in regression amplitudes from 4.4 

( sd = 1.9) in the 25 x 100 array to 5.8 ( sd = 2.4) in the 100 x 25 array. 
In other words, within this small sample, saccade distance varied systemati

cally with array configurations; subjects tending to show larger saccades with more 
horizontally elongated arrays. This suggests that eye movement parameters when 
viewing material may be influenced by the overall visual layout of the material. As 
far as can be ascertained, this has not been previously reported. There was also a 
trend, regardless of whether a systematic or free search strategy was used, of shorter 
regressions with the horizontally elongated materials. This combined pattern of eye 
movement efficiency may underlie the shorter search times required to locate target 

characters on the screen. 

Whilst it might be argued that the validity of regressions outside of a reading 

task may be questionable, saccade and regression amplitudes have been included 

within the data from this free search task (Table 3. 7). Perhaps distances travelled by 
saccades have little value when subjects may be searching (perhaps even diagonally) 
in an entirely random manner. However, subjects reported that, in general, they 
gave the area a quick initial random scan and then settled into a snaking strategy. 
Therefore, although there was certainly a greater proportion of diagonal saccades 

in the free search condition (see §3.10.2), it is likely that these figures do have some 
validity as far as the traditional eye movement measures are concerned for the free 

search. 
The only other known findings in any way similar to these results appear to be 

those of Rayner and Fisher (1987). Although examining string length of random 
characters rather than array shape, they found that arrays consisting of two letters 
per string were searched more slowly than other sized arrays. Most of the effect was 
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due to the fact that subjects made shorter saccades in this condition. With respect 
to the size of the perceptual span, Rayner and Fisher also note that the size of the 

span in their search task was very similar to the size of the perceptual span when 

subjects are reading rather than searching for a letter. 

Thus, the available eye movement data do seem to support this visual lobe ar

gument. A further finding from this work is the evidence for greater efficiency of 

visual search due to longer saccade amplitude on more horizontally biased arrays. 

3.11.2 Diagonal saccade proportion 
Firstly, as expected, the proportion of diagonal saccades is greater in free search 

than in systematic search. This holds also in each of six possible comparisons of 
three subjects and two shapes. In this experiment the array where the target needed 
to be searched for was made from different numbers of rows. Thus, the observers, 

when asked to use a systematic strategy, produced less diagonal saccades than when 

instructed to use any strategy. This result is not surprising. It is suggested that the 

proportion of diagonal saccades may be regarded as an index of asystematic search 

when the array to be searched comprises of columns and/or rows. 

Secondly, the diagonal saccade proportion is larger in the vertical shape than in 
the horizontal shape. This is also true in each of six possible comparisons. Therefore, 

in the vertical shape, the search is less systematic than in the horizontal one. 

Thirdly, if the angles of saccades possessed a rectangular distribution (with pa
rameters 0° and 360°), then the proportion of diagonal saccades would be around 
0.5. In fact, that figure is 0.46; because the rows by columns matrix on which 

the calculations are based was not completely square. The results are far removed 

from this figure and do not correspond with any purely random search strategy 

incorporating the rectangular distribution supposition. 

3.11.3 Transition matrices 
In the reading-type search, the three observers show the same pattern. The pro
portions of saccades corresponding to changes in direction are larger in the vertical 
shape than in the horizontal shape condition. This result is not surprising as the 
subjects had been employing a reading search. 'Reading' the vertical shape requires 
more changes in direction than 'reading' the horizontal one. 

In the free search, there is no common pattern. The matrices seen within subject 
JF are very similar to this individual's systematic search matrices, although it is 

of note that horizontal shape matrices are more similar to one another than are 

the vertical shape matrices. Subject AH's horizontal shape matrix is also similar 

to the corresponding horizontal shape systematic matrix. The matrices from MA 

deserve two comments. On the one hand, p(WIE) and p(EIW) are greater in the 
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vertical than in the horizontal shape. On the other hand, in each matrix, p(EIE) is 
similar to p(WIW) and p(EIW) is also similar to p(WIE), and this did not occur 
in the systematic search matrices. A possible explanation is that MS (more so than 

others), employed something akin to a reading strategy during the free search. This 

would explain the presence of more changes in direction within the vertical shape, 

although the 'reading' actually consists of 'snaking'. This would also explain the 

above similarities. 

It may be stressed that the important issue here concerns the general pattern 
(e.g. efficiency) of eye movements, rather than merely the specific location of fixa
tions. 

3.12 CONCLUSIONS 

A tentative explanation for the performance differences found within the different 

shapes can be offered based on eye movement analyses. At least three findings have 

emerged which relate to the difference between horizontal and vertical arrays. 

Firstly, longer saccade amplitudes are found within horizontal arrays. It has 
been shown that different shapes are related to different saccade amplitudes; longer 
saccades are more associated with horizontally elongated arrays than with vertically 
biased arrays. 

Secondly, there is a more systematic search with horizontal arrays. It has been 
shown that the proportion of diagonal saccades is related to the array shape; the 

proportion of these redundant saccades is greater in vertical configurations. This 

conclusion can be supported by data from the transition matrix analysis of the 

reading task (Table 3.9) because there is greater similarity between the free and 

systematic 2 x 2 transition matrices when both are horizontal than when they are 
vertical. 

Thirdly, there are more changes in direction within the vertical arrays (larger 

values of P(EIW) and P(WIE)) than within the horizontal arrays, as would be 
expected due to the greater number of rows to be searched within the vertical 
condition. 

These three results can be related to search time differences. The first result can 

be related to the lobe/perceptual span hypothesis. The second result can be related 

to a more redundant search within the vertical arrays, making it more possible to 
search the same position more than once. The third result could also predict more 

search time in the vertical array as these arrays require more return sweeps which 

waste time. However, it is unlikely that return sweeps, by themselves, have more 

than a marginal effect on reading time. 

Therefore, both longer saccade amplitudes and a less systematic search can be the 
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explanation of the performance differences attributed to shapes. Explanations have 
been offered as to how differences in saccade amplitude can account for difference 
in search times. Another possibility may now be added; namely, the possibility 
of a more redundant search within vertical shapes due to greater asystematicity. 
Naturally, the more redundant is the search, the more likely observers are to repeat 
the visual scan over the same locations, and the greater is the time likely required 
to successfully locate the target (assuming no significant use of peripheral vision). 

From both (a) an analysis of the frequency of saccades redundant for the task 
involved (diagonal saccades) and from (b) the analysis of dependency between sac
cades necessary for the task ( E and W), it would appear that vertically biased 
configurations are characterised by a more asystematic search. 
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EXPERIMENT 3: ARRAY SHAPES AND READING 

3.13 INTRODUCTION 

Due to the uniqueness of the findings and important implications from Experiment 2, 
it was decided to obtain eye movement recordings during a simple reading task where 
the reading materials were arranged in the five array shapes described above. 

As was so of Experiment 1, the rationale of this study was based on the classic 
work on reading and line width which was detailed earlier (see §3.4.2). 

3.14 METHOD 

Five 'pages' of text were prepared using stories from the well standardised Neale 

Analysis of Reading Ability (Neale, 1958). These were arranged within the five 
array shapes described above. Examples of the two extreme shapes are shown in 
Figures 3.15 and 3.16. It can be seen that these materials were not right justified, 
as to do so would have resulted in inconsistent inter-letter spacing with confounding 
effects for eye movement recordings. 

(1) I~ . ..,:ts midnight. A mournfut •.Jaitina sound ~choe1 :~:'":luah the des~r':.e-1 castl'C!. The 3irts ceased 
expl~ring ~bruptty. ~Ghosts!'' whisper~~ one girl. "~c~~e~s~i- replieri ~he other. biJt nevertheless 
she proce~de!l c~utiously in the ~irec!ion of the ~y!:~ricus noise. Sa~herino cour~ae. ~nd ~i~h 
mounting curiosi~y. the airls arpro:tched the olri :.:t~ . .:-!le!1. ':'"v~n sc<!lrcel\' iarino '"0 br.,.ath .... '"h'"'v 
9W1JOg open ':he doryr. Their torr.hes sear!'7he•t ':he •la::-'.:.:-:.ess 1:~d immedi.;st~i·: t:heir ~xcio:;me:'l~ o:~r~~d ':.o 
pity. Before ':.hem. almo~lt '!:thaust.'!d, lay the f.:tr:ne:-'! .j,-,g. !ie had b'!en imcrisoned whit~ huntino ~~r 
rats by a 1use of ~ind. · · 
(2) A!":.er a bt'ill!f -!ncount-:!t' ·.o~ith ':he TurW;s, t.awt"enc~ 3::":0: ~is .-\rab !orce ma~le a mocl.c reo:reat. 
A.lthou9h out-!"lumber'!d, Lawr""n~e '?'Jessed that ~urpri!'! ':3c:.ics micrht reo:.:-ie·:e ':he camca:an. 
Accordingly, as his followll!~s withdre•w, they c<:"nce1:e-j, :~e~set·:eS in :he rockv creviCes- of a narrow 
gorge '!.eadino ttJ ':he city. ~e"in...,.hile the •women. ac-:;~..:3::':":.~·! ·.o~ith the cir-:umst3~ces, oreoar'!'d to 
defend the cit/ ?<ltes. The Sllc':ess of :..awrence's pl:!.:": ~e:;ended on ·..:he:.h'!r the Turks··...-c~ 1 t! assume 
that the Arab :eo:reat was 9en~in"!'. Th~~e •.o~as .'\n int'!'r':-'1!.. -,f terrible ':.ension. Then ':he ·msuspecting 
Turks stot"med tn hot pursut': tnto the p:as3. At one'!'. -:--:r.c~nt:-ated ri~le fir-e s·.o~e?t ':hei:- co!.'.Jmn. 
The trrJops fell into ~ panic, for the confined !'oac'! :-~:-::titt~-i no o:ounter ~ttack. 
{3) Fascinat~d by ":he ~rtJspect of r~c'Jr.-iing ':.he Spe!':'-:~r:le of a l0no--iormi'lnt 'JQlcano smo•Jlr!e:-:no 
a9ain, the two sci'3ntist.s -=ippr:~.,che•i th"! cr-l.t"!~·s '!·!~~- :ntent "" ;.!lo~?i:- ohotoar.:~ohv, ':.h'!'-' ianoied 
an ominous rumbling. In reprr:-of. th"! snbterr:tn'!!'.::tr. r:-:!•..:l,!r.=:-t swtdenl·: '!:".:ol~rierJ ;i.-,i'!~':.!·:, ~ie~':.inl'l a 
gr'!at qu:.~ntitt '?f t'f)C~S- fortun.-\~'!ty ':!lese fell on ':.~e -:r-;:-osi':'! sl.';p'!s-. r.;r"!,1tt:· alar;n~·J hy this. 
premat'.Jre 4r~ptton. the men h~Sttly b'!1an the •iesce~:- I:-tstantly ~ ~:aantic ~~~l~nche 0f !ierv 
boulders hur':.led around them .. 1\ware ~hat ':heir ~ppa::!-:·Js '1i;,de:-':!.d. o~o~ress, ':.hev abandor:'!d ali 
equipment l!!:<cept their precious camero'ls. Then came -1n '!n:dtJus mom-e;':. · ,\s one ma~ was e•:.13;r::!ina 3 
f~ying ~ragment, he ·.was struck of!-bal-'!nC'! by 3 I"'!b'J•..:::-1ir.? Oould'!r. A t"!ngthy halt. woul·j ha•:•e been 
r:!ts~~ter-ous. It wa.s, ther'!for'!!', •Jith immense r~li'!f :~~':. !hey ·Hsr.Ctv"!r-~d his iniuries ~o ~e 
superficial and resume(! the fant~stic scramble ~o th~ s1!"!ty zone. • 

Figure 3.15: Example of 25 x 100 arrayed reading material. 
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{1) Susan hurried to the 
starting position for the 
~etay race. Last year her 
team had been disaualified 
for not cransferrinq the 
baton properly. ~ow they 
were determined to avenge 
the4r defeat. But ~hat was 
this? Susan insoected one 
shoe. The sole had broken 
lose in the obstacle 
event. Her heart ~ank. The 
track was unsuitable !or 
runnLng barefoot. Her 
plight, however, had been 
observed. •Try mine,• 
insisted Philip, a raserve 
runner, unfastening his 
shoes. Luckily they 
fitted, and later. Philip 
shared the honours when 
h1s school '1/a& awar.ted the 
athletic shield. 
(2) ~ong animals the fox 
has no rival for ~unning. 
Suspicious of :nan, who is 
its only natural enemy, it 
will, when pursued, 
perform ex~~aordinary 
fca~s. even aliqhcinq on 
the backs ~f sh~~P ~o 
cl1ve~t ics scene trail. 
?arcnt foxes share the 
responsibilities of cub
rea. ring. Through th~ i r 
hunting expeditions they 
acquire an 11ncanny 
knowledge ,., f their 
:sta· r-ound i ngs, •.o~h i ch they 
use tn an emergency. This 
is ·,;ell i.llust.rated by the 
stor·t of a h110ted fox 
which led its pursuers to 
a negl~cted mine-~haft 
enclosed by a c!rcular 
hedge. Swiftly it mounted 
the bart"ier. '!'he hounds 
followed, only to be 
drowned in the accumulated 
wacer fifteen metres 
betow. The fox, however, 
apparently on familiar 
territory, skirted -:.he 
hedge and subsequently 
escaped. 
(3) !ach April, at <:.he re
appearance of the cuckoo 
in its :amiliar haunts, 
bir.1-watchers ml!St marvel 
at the accurate flights 
w1ch which birds soan 
their seasonal abod~~
What causes these regular 
journeys? The theory ~hat 
rigorous winters compel 
birjs ~o migrate is 
insuf:icient, for :nany 
miorate in summer. 
Likewise, it cannot be 
a~gued thac the fledglings 
imi:ate the older 
gener3.tion, for the 
offspring generally 
migrate alone. The best 
explanation suggests that 
migration is an inborn 
cu~tom, probably 
originating in some 
ancient era when :he 
:tights were necessary for 
survival. Most species 
favour particular routes. 
Thus. on one occassion 
when some storks Erom east 
Carmany werd capcuretl and 
released among storl<s from 
west Germany. they did nee 
accompany their relatives 
along the ~estern 
migration route. Instead, 
with unerrinq instinct, 
they re-discovered the 
traditional south
easterly path of their 
eastarn ancaatora. 

Figure 3.16: Example of 
100 x 25 arrayed reading 

material. 
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Five subjects participated. 
Stimulus dimensl.ons and experimental conditions were as described in Experi

ment 2. 
The scleral coil technique was again used for this study. 

3.15 RESULTS 

3.15.1 Search paths 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 depict typical eye movement patterns obtained during reading 
the five passages of differing shapes. In both cases the straighter line shows the 
vertical movement and, the step-like channel shows horizontal movement. 

Figure 3.17: A section of eye movement recording from the 25 x 100 arrayed 
reading material. 
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Figure 3.18: A section of eye movement recording from the 100 x 25 arrayed 

reading material. 
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Table 3.10 shows mean data derived from five subjects on the measures of fixation 
duration, saccade and regression amplitudes. 
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Array Fix. dur. Saccades Regressions 

HxW (ms) (spaces) (spaces) 

25x100 282.7 (58.6) 7.5 (1.3) 6.7 (2.7) 

30x83 288.5 ( 61.1) 9.0 (2.8) 6.9 (3.9) 

50x50 291.8 (71.9) 8.4 (1.3) 8.3 (3.0) 

83x30 304.2 (55.1) 8.9 (0.8) 7.4 (2.4) 

100x25 297.1 ( 48.0) 8.7 (2.7) 7.1 (1.3) 

Table 3.10: Mean data from the five subjects showing mean fixation du

ration, saccade distance (character spaces travelled), and regression distance 
(standard deviations in parentheses). 
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One-way, repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on these data. There were 
no significant differences between arrays for fixations (F(4, 16) < 1), saccades 

(F(4, 16) < 1), or regressions (F(4, 16) < 1). These findings neither support nor 
refute the lobe distribution hypothesis. 

A close inspection of the data revealed nothing of a more positive nature. There 
was only a five percent increase in fixation duration from the horizontally biased 
to the vertically biased array, a 14 percent increase in saccade amplitude, and a 
6 percent increase in regression amplitude. Concerning saccade amplitude, it should 
be noted that in line with the outlined rationale, the opposite pattern to that found 

would have depicted greater eye movement efficiency with the horizontally biased 

arrays. 

3.16 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Firstly, Figures 3.17 and 3.18 both show vertical eye movements (the straighter 
line), horizontal eye movements (the step-like channel), return sweeps (marked A, 
and regressions (marked B). The two patterns, however, are clearly different; largely 
due to the shorter return sweep to return sweep (line length; B-C) of the 100 x 25 
array (Fig. 3.18). 

On a general level, the studies described in this chapter of search with arrays 

of different shapes demonstrate a superiority for horizontally elongated arrays over 

vertically elongated ones. Eye movement patterns suggest two possible reasons for 
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this. Firstly, horizontal arrays may be better matched to the natural visual lobe 

for text-like material. Secondly, the array shape may affect the size of scanning 
saccades, leading to more efficient scanning behaviour. 

As noted earlier, Bloomfield (1970) remarked that: 'Because reading habits are 
so stereotyped, observers probably found the vertical letter set more difficult to scan 
whatever the display shape. Also, the vertical displays probably cannot be scanned 

very efficiently with the horizontal letters. This argument leads to the idea that 

display shape may only have an effect with material, such as the alphabetic sym

bols used here, that has associated with it stereotyped fixation patterns' (p. 118). 
'One might conclude that display shape may have a consistent effect, if the display 
contains material to which the observer has developed stereotyped responses. The 
majority of search tasks probably do not come into this category. In them there 
may be display shape effects though it is likely that they are probably much less 

consistent' (p. 121). It is now felt that these statements are in need of some cor
rection and qualification. It is suggested, on the basis of the experimental evidence 

provided here and on 'what is known of the general nature of stereotyped tasks, 

that verbal (alphanumeric) characters are susceptible to the shape effect. However, 

text (reading material) appears to be relatively immune, most likely due to the 

stereotyped nature of the visual and cognitive processes involved. In other words, 
the absence of susceptibility to the shape effect is likely due to higher level factors 
related to linguistic processing and cognitive load as mentioned earlier (§3.4.1) and 
as previously noted by Levy-Schoen et al. (1984) and Jacobs (1986). Bloomfield 

seemed to be equating the three-letter combinations as used in his relevant work 

(and which were sometimes vertically arranged) with reading material. It is not 

surprising that he found it 'difficult to draw any conclusions' (p. 111) about some 

of his own results. 

One implication from these studies relates to menu information (at least iconic 
menus and possibly also to brief verbal desriptors). In one of the numerous studies 
(see Parkinson et al., 1988) of breadth versus depth of menu structure, it has been 
found that increasing depth (up to a single screen of 64 items rather than, say, four 
options with three frames) is an efficient mechanism for reducing menu search time 

(Snowberry et al., 1983). In fact, number of responses seems to be the important 

factor. This suggests that the array configuration of large menu screens would be 

an important application area for this work. 

It would be interesting to test whether iconic materials more generally are prone 

to the shape effect. Our evidence would suggest that a search performance supe

riority would also be found within horizontally biased configurations for this form 
of non-reading material. Once again, there are obvious implications for the spa-
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tiallayout of iconic infqrmation within VDUs, and in particular, multiple-windowed 
VDUs. 



Chapter Four 

Optimal Presentation of Status Information 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

Visual search is required whenever a target or material is not immediately apparent. 
In the previous chapter, the optimisation of visual search was examined in relation to 

screen configurations. Attention is now turned to the effects of reducing visual search 

within a typical VDU-based task. Specifically, the possible benefits were investigated 

of displaying necessary information at the 'point of regard'; i.e. reducing the need 

for a visual search of relevant material. This chapter describes a study utilising an 

automated human-computer interface monitoring system to record the efficacy of 

two methods of displaying state information (insert versus type-over mode) within 
a text-editing system. Information presented only at the cursor position resulted in 
faster overall performance time than that when information was presented only on 
a status line. The results are discussed in terms of visual processing and cognitive 
factors. A second study integrated eye movement monitoring records with those 

obtained with a protocol analyser. 
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EXPERIMENT 4: CURSOR DISPLAYED INFORMATION 

4.2 INTRODUCTION 

Interactive computing with VDUs is rapidly progressing from a situation in which 

the VDU was employed simply to present sequential text to a situation where the 

full potential of the technology may be exploited so as to distribute information at 
a variety of different screen locations. Findlay et al. (1988) recently suggested ways 
in which psychological knowledge of the visual, attentional and memory systems can 
be directed to this application, and presented a pilot study (see §4.3) showing how 

the concepts may be amenable to experimental investigation. 

Most single tasks can be subdivided into components. It is recognised in the 

study of task analysis that a variety of different hierarchical levels may be considered. 

Findlay et al. 's analysis considered a low level in the hierarchy; the fine structure of 

user actions. It was also noted that some of the concepts involved would seem to 
be useful for consideration of higher levels too. 

The seminal (yet rather simplistic) keystroke analysis of Card et al. (1983) 
showed that certain activities, most notably text editing, could be rigorously anal

ysed into a sequence of elementary operations. A limitation of their approach is the 

concentration on a single goal-oriented processing stream. A feature of human cog
nitive activity which becomes of increasing importance when more complex displays 
are considered is that much processing occurs outside the main conscious processing 

stream. The psychology of attention offers a model of human operation in which ac
tivity (thought or action) in one principal processing stream may be accompanied by 

activity in several subsidiary processing streams. Attention is regarded as a flexible 

resource with tasks which are overlearned and/or of minimal information content 
proceeding in an automatic manner as the individual simultaneously engages in a 
principal task (e.g. Norman & Bobrow, 1975). 

With vision, for instance, our eyes take in information from a wide area of the 

visual field. At any instant, the gaze is directed to one particular location. Nor
mally, it is the visual material to which the gaze is directed which receives focal 
attention. However, visual processing outside the active region is still occurring. As 
an example, any substantial change will be capable of eliciting an orienting response 

wheresoever it may occur in the peripheral visual field. 

Investigations of reading processes (e.g. Rayner, 1983) demonstrate how parallel 
processing is employed dynamically. Detailed textual information is absorbed from 

a fairly small region where gaze is directed, but less detailed information (e.g. word 

shape, word boundaries) is being simultaneously assimilated from more distant re-
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gions to assist the eye guidance and provide some preliminaries to the detailed anal
ysis. It has been suggested that certain discriminations in parafoveal and peripheral 

vision can be made at no cost to the attentional resources required for central pro

cessing, whereas other discriminations can be made only if some conscious effort 

directs attention to the peripheral location (Treisman, 1985). Normally, direction 

of attention to a peripheral location would involve direction of an eye movement to 
that location although the two operations are partly dissociable (Shepherd et al., 

1986). 
For the user, one particular stream will be occupying the current focus of con

sciousness and an important consideration is how this focus shifts from one stream 
of activity to another. Such multiple streams may well be occurring both on the 
human and on the computer side of the interaction. As Findlay et al. (1988) note, 

surprisingly little appears to be understood of this aspect of cognitive functioning. 

Miyata and Norman (1986) consider this problem and use the computer analogy of 

'interrupt handling'. 
Within this analogy, conscious human activity can be viewed as consisting of 

bouts of 'processing' which are terminated by an 'interrupt'. Interrupts may arise 
externally, through the senses; e.g. a telephone call or the arrival of a visitor. How
ever, the interrupt idea seems to have face validity as a description of internal causes 

of processing terminations (see §4.2.1). Suddenly remembering a task which needs 
urgent attention would be one example. 

Situations arise in which interrupts are deliberately preset as reminders in order 

to ensure that a particular task is accomplished. The issue of reminders can link 

the abstract study of attention and processing streams with practical design con

siderations since the provision of reminders is rendered feasible by a multi-element 

display. 

4.2.1 Internal and external memory 
The topic of reminders illustrates the close connection between the topics of atten
tion and memory. A reminder is essentially a memory aid and such phenomena 
are used widely; e.g. a shopping list or an examination-aid mnemonic. External 
aids to memory are often employed when other, intervening, cognitive events might 

interfere with the processes of learning and recall, when accuracy is at a premium, 
and when memory load is to be minimised to facilitate the allocation of attention 

to other activities. In general, it would appear that individuals prefer to employ 

external aids to memory rather than rely on their own internal memory (Intons

Peterson & Fournier, 1986). This suggests that the effort involved in the use of 

external memory props is less demanding than the cognitive effort necessitated in 

encoding and retrieving information from internal memory sources. 
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4.2.2 State monitoring 
A common situation in human-computer interaction where the problem of internal 
memory arises is 'state, monitoring'. A characteristic of a complex system is that it 
can manifest a variety of different 'states', and as systems grow in complexity the 

number of possible states also increases. When interacting with a complex system, 

the problem of how to 'keep track' of the current state of the system may be termed 

the 'state monitoring' problem. 
One situation in which state monitoring is necessary occurs with many word 

processors and text editors. These have available two or more modes that may be 
used for inserting text. Typically, there is an insert mode in which new text may 

be entered without deleting any existing text, and alternatively there is a type-over 

mode in which new text is typed over existing text. Experience shows that both 
facilities can be useful at different times and commonly it is possible to switch from 
one mode to another with a simple command or keypress. 

This situation illustrates the choices occurring at the fine structure level relevant 
to the design of an interactive system. From the user's point of view, we are consid

ering an instance where a processing stream must be interrupted. New information 
must be obtained about the system state before the next task-the next insertion
is performed. As mentioned above, both psychological theory and design practice 

suggest that in this particular case external rather than internal memory should be 
used. The salient question is then: How can this information be best presented on 

the screen? 
Many word processing systems present a reminder about the current state of the 

system in a 'status-bar' menu, generally at the top or at the bottom of the screen. 
To use the information, it is necessary to look at it. This involves a routine which 
takes the following form: make a saccadic eye movement to the appropriate screen 
location; retrieve the information; find the text position (flashing cursor); and make 

a saccadic eye movement back to the text position. Findlay et al. (1988) used 

the term 'minimum switch' or 'mini switch' to describe this sequence, and this was 
contrasted with both more or less extensive interrupt handling operations as follows: 
(1) Normal Switch: Used to obtain information which is not immediately available 

on the screen. For example, a sequence of mouse operations could be used to 
open a window to obtain the information. 

(2) Mini Switch (as described above): Used to obtain information that is available 
on the screen but not at the central viewing location. To obtain the information 

it is necessary to move the eyes to the screen location. 
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(3) Micro Switch: Information could be presented in the visual periphery which 

has sufficient salience for an overt eye movement not to be required although 

a covert attentional movement would still be involved. It is probable that this 
covert movement would entail some attentional cost. 

(4) Information at the Fixation Point: If a state indicator could be made 

available close to the fixation point, one would predict that even less attentional 

capacity might be required for its use. 

Analysis of the component activities shows that fewer actions are required as the 

list is descended. We may expect that the elimination of actions will lead to faster 

and, perhaps, more easily used systems. 

4.3 FINDLAY ET AL.'S (1988) PILOT STUDY 

A normal text editor was modified to present the state information at the fixation 
point by modification of the cursor from a solid block in one condition to a pair 

of lines above and below the character. The aim of the study was to compare 

performance when state monitoring required a 'mini switch' of a saccadic glance 

to a peripheral location (the unmodified text editor) with that when information 
was available at the fixation point (the modified version). The text editor was 

standard on the University mainframe, and subjects all had some familiarity with 
the unmodified form of the text editor. They were given some training followed by 
an editing session in which both indicators were available. They then carried out a 
second session in which only one of the indicators remained. Results were analysed 

in terms of changes between Session One and Session Two between the two groups. 

In the pilot study, it was found that those subjects having information displayed 

at cursor-plus-status-line followed by cursor-only experienced no difficulty with the 

change from the normal form of the editor and actually made significantly fewer 

pauses immediately before a mode change on the second trial/ condition than did 
those having the same former condition but followed by status-line-information-only. 
This same subject group also demonstrated a greater reduction in time between first 
and second trials than did those with status line information only on the second task. 
This was interpreted in terms of attentional interrupts and eye movements necessary 

to view information only available at the status line. It was suggested that there 

might be an advantage within a system designed with fewer operations requiring a 
the switch of attention. 

There was, however, a subjective element to the particular measures unavoidable 

at the point of development at which the data were collected in that a 'pause' was not 

measured objectively but was taken as a noticeable delay with no cursor movement 

during fast replay ('equivalent to a pause of about 3 seconds in real time'). 
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4.4 MONITORING EQUIPMENT 

In 1984, IBM published a description of the Playback system, which was designed 

to assist in an ergonomic evaluation of the usability of an application system, par

ticularly in the evaluation of word-processing systems (Neal & Simons, 1984). 
More recently, Morris et al., (1988) have described the work involved in producing 

a similar acquisition and analysis tool, involving physical portability, multi-channel 

recording, synchronised video and sound recording and a synchronised system for 
acquisition of analysis notes. This RIMS monitor (Human Interface Monitoring 
System) has been developed at the University of Manchester, Institute of Science 

and Technology, U.K., by the Department of Computation, in collaboration with 
ICL and the HUSAT Research Centre, under an Alvey Project Grant from the UK 
Government. With the RIMS a special purpose workstation is used to capture a 
detailed record of the interactions of one or more people with a computer system 
during a complete work session. This information can then be used to evaluate 
particular input/output devices, software interfaces and total systems. Additionally 

it may be used to investigate some aspects of human behaviour. The device has, 

for example, been used for assessing programming plans within the context of skill 

development in programming (Davies, 1990). 
The hardware of the system is based on a VMEbus with a single-board com

puter supplying the main processing power. This contains a Motorola MC 68010 
microprocessor. The processor board is interfaced to an SO-Megabyte hard disc and 
an IBM PC/ AT-compatible floppy drive. A second VMEbus board provides eight 
RS 232 serial input/output channels. The whole system is normally mounted in a 
five-position card cage measuring 130 x 320 x 430 em. Th~ remaining three card 

positions are available for interfaces specific to a particular use of the system. Two 

common examples of these are the keyboard and mouse line taps. Fig. 4.1 shows an 

example of monitoring. 
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Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of an example of monitoring with the RIMS. 
From Morris et al. (1988), 'Human-computer interface recording', The Com

puter Journal, 31, p. 439, Cambridge University Press. Reproduced with per
rmssion. 
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The data record can subsequently either be analysed or used to form a session 
replay in which the user machine is driven by the recorded data to replicate exactly 

the original sequence of operation; 'player-piano' style. Due to development in the 

RIMS system, the data collected were available for automated analysis in greater 

detail than that obtained in the pilot study. Whereas only overall timing could be 
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automatically recorded for subjects in the pilot study, the following programmable 
facilities were used in the present study. 

(1) Pauses: The analysis software could be set to record periods of keyboard inac
tivity of any length. For comparison with the pilot study, a three second period 
was chosen. 

(2) Pauses Immediately Before a Mode Change: As mode changes could auto

matically be time-stamped to a hundredth of a second (see below), it was again 

possible to use the automated analysis to determine where pauses were immedi

ately followed by mode changes. 

(3) Changes to Type-over Mode: The HIMS could be set to record a number 
of specified keystroke sequences. The sequence 't-h-e' could, for instance, be so 
'mapped'. In addition, non-displayed symbols (e.g. the control key) could be 
recorded by programming their hexadecimal equivalent. Thus, control-A could 
be mapped equivalent to keystroke hex 01. This was the change to type-over 
mode keystroke sequence. 

(4) Changes to Insert Mode: Likewise, the hexadecimal13 (control-S) was mapped 
to record incidences of changing to character insert mode. 
The present report extends the pilot study using an improved monitoring system, 

removing all elements of subjectivity from the data collection. 

4.5 METHOD 

Results from a further 12 subjects were obtained and, where appropriate, combined 
with the original data. In all, 24 paid subjects (M 11: F 13) with a mean age of 
24.0 ( sd=4.8) participated. 

A screen-editor programme ('SE'), previously used as the Northumbrian Universi

ties Multiple Access Computer (NUMAC) mainframe editor, formed the basis of the 

software used in this study. Permission was granted to modify this programme for 
research purposes. In traditional form this provides a negative contrast (grey text 

on dark blue background with the monitor used) 80 column by 20 rows (excluding 
status line) format. Three modified forms of this screen-editor were constructed 
which could be run on an IBM PC. All modified programmes allowed the user ac
cess to a restricted command set. Forward and backwards scroll commands, cursor 

movement commands, character set and line deletion commands were common to 

each version. These all used the same pair of control keys for switching between 
'character insertion' and 'type-over' modes. In the former case, characters could be 

inserted in the middle of text; in the latter case, characters entered would over-type 

existing material. It should be noted that the term used for the type-over mode 

within this particular screen-editor was 'line insertion' (see, e.g., Fig. 4.3). This 
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related to the fact that when the user had reached the end of one line whilst in 
type-over mode, a new blank line (below) would be created, rather than have the 
user over-type the next line of text also. In each case the cursor flashed at a standard 
rate. 

Figure 4.2: An example of a screen display from the Window Only (insert 
mode) condition. 
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Figure 4.3: An example of a screen display from the Window Only (type-over 
mode) condition. 

State information was conveyed in three different ways as follows: 

159 

(1) Window Only: A verbal message was presented in a one-line window on the 
top left of the screen to indicate which of the two insert modes were current (see 
Figs 4.2 and 4.3). The window measured 0.4 mm by 3.5 mm, equivalent at a 
viewing distance of 50 em to an image subtending 0.5° by 4° at the retina. 

(2) Cursor Only: The mode indication was achieved by a change in cursor char
acter. In type-over mode the cursor was a solid block (• ) (see Fig. 4.4). In insert 
mode, the cursor was changed to a pair of bars (::) (see Fig. 4.5). In each case 
the cursor flashed at a standard rate . 

(3) Window and Cursor: Both these indicators were available (see Figs 4.6 and 
4.7). 
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Figure 4.4: An example of a screen display from the Cursor Only (insert 

mode) Condition. 
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Two sets ( approx. 550 words each) of fictitious letters were com piled. Files 

containing degraded versions of these texts were prepared for the PC in which a 
large number of errors were deliberately inserted. These were edited so that their 

correction would be most simply achieved by frequent alternations between insert 
and type-over modes. The number of corrections to be made were the same in both 

texts. Typed A4 copies of the files were made with the errors requiring correction 
highlighted in yellow (character insertions) and orange (erroneous letters where type

over gave the simplest means of correction). Examples of materials used are included 

as Appendix 4.1. 
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F igure 4.5: An example of a screen display from the Cursor Only (type-over 

mode) condition. 
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The following criteria were chosen for assessing performance: (a) number of typing 

mistakes made; (b) number of mistakes made which remained when the subject 

stated to the examiner that they had finished (either overlooked errors in the original 

text or typing errors incurred during the trial and left uncorrected; (c) incidence of 

'verifying' pauses of three seconds or more immediately before a mode change (where 
the subject may well be making a 'mini switch' of attention in order to check from 
the status bar what mode they are in); (d) other pauses of three seconds or more 
made during the session; (e) number of attempts to type-over t ext whilst actually 
in insert mode, and (f) vice versa; and (g) number of mode changes made (in part 
a measure of errors made and which required correcting). 
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Figure 4.6: An example of a screen display from the Window and Cursor 

(insert mode) condition. 
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Subjects were randomly assigned to two groups. Both groups carried out an initial 
text editing session in the Window and Cursor condition and were then assigned 

randomly to the Window Only ('Window group') or Cursor Only ('Cursor group ') 
condition for a second session. Instructions to subjects are included as Appendix 4.2. 
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Figure 4. 7: An example of a screen display from the Window and Cursor 

(type-over mode) condition. 

4.6 RESULTS 
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Table 4.1 illustrates results obtained from all 24 subjects on various measures anal

ysed. Figures refer to differences between the first and second sessions. Usually, 
this is in absolute terms but where more appropriate and possible, percentage dif
ferences are specified. In line with results from the pilot study, pauses were compared 

in terms of those over three seconds both immediately before a mode change and 
also elsewhere. Pauses immediately before a mode change were also compared in 

absolute terms. 
A particular problem emerges with the analysis of the total time on task. The 

subjects used possessed different typing skills and also different amounts of expe

rience with the word processing system. In consequence, improvement between 

session one and session two was expected on the basis of a simple practice effect. 

Moreover, the extent of improvement, assessed as a measure of time speed-up, was 

likely to be greater for subjects at the earlier stages of practice since skill learning 
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curves are known to be negatively accelerated (Welford, 1968). This is apparent in 
the high correlations (0.90 for the Cursor group and 0.58 for the Window group) 
between the improvement score and the total time for the first task. To allow for 
this, a percentage measure was used in which the speed-up time was expressed as a 
percentage of the time taken on the first task. 
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Cursor Group Window Group 

Task 1 Task2 Change %change Task1 Task2 Change 

Typing mistakes made 22 19 -3 87 24 22 -2 

before correction (10) (11) (10) (36) (24) (23) (8) 

Mistakes remaining 6 6 0 158 8 10 2 

when 'finished' (6) (4) (4) (131) (11) (17) (7) 

Pauses of 3 s or 11 6 -5 59 14 9 -5 

more immediately (9) (6) (5) (30) (9) (5) (9) 

before mode change 

Other pauses (of 3 s 65 37 -28 64 74 57 -17 

or more) minus (83) (52) (35) ( 47) (89) (64) (28) 

those above 

Length of pause ( s) 3.8 2.3 -1.5 85 5.8 2.8 -3 

immediately before (3) (1) (3) (77) (0) (0) (1) 

mode change ( *) 

Attempting to 5 5 0 54 16 6 -10 

type-over whilst in (3) (10) (8) (110) (22) (3) (23) 

insert mode ( *) 

Attempting to insert 5 2 -3 33 4 2 -2 

whilst in type-over (2) (2) (2) (10) (2) (2) (8) 

mode(*) 

Mode changes 58 54 -4 10 57 47 -10 

(9) (8) (13) (12) (12) (13) (7) 

Table 4.1: Measures used and means obtained (standard deviations in paren
theses). * = Data from only 12 subjects analysed; criteria not comparable with 
any used in the pilot study. The figure for percentage change is the mean of 
each individual subject's percentage change. 
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%change 

84 

( 49) 

96 
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85 
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57 
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35 
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50 
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Table 4.2 shows results obtained for overall times taken on both sessions for the 
two groups. Change in time taken is expressed as a difference between the two 
sessions and as a percentage of that difference. 

Cursor group Window group 

Task1 Task2 Diff. %change Task1 Task2 Diff. %change 

25.8 21.2 4.6 82.2 46.0 41.1 4.9 89.3 

53.1 30.9 22.2 58.2 36.5 32.1 4.4 87.9 

44.1 27.0 17.1 61.2 34.3 48.0 -13.7 40.0 

30.2 25.9 4.3 85.8 48.8 34.1 14.7 69.9 

23.3 24.1 -0.8 103.4 31.9 29.0 2.9 90.9 

66.0 48.8 17.2 74.0 23.1 22.2 0.9 96.1 

23.5 18.2 5.3 77.5 37.0 31.5 5.5 85.1 

29.4 18.6 10.8 63.3 24.1 26.1 -2.0 108.3 

22.0 14.5 7.5 65.9 30.5 32.1 -1.6 105.2 

21.2 21.4 -0.2 100.9 24.5 20.5 4.0 83.7 

61.4 35.2 26.0 57.3 30.1 21.2 8.9 70.4 

24.5 22.0 2.5 90.0 52.5 36.4 16.1 69.3 

Mean= 9.7 76.6 Mean= 3.7 91.3 

sd = 8.9 16.1 sd = 7.9 19.9 

Table 4.2: Overall times (mins) taken by each subject on the two tasks. 

An independent t-test conducted on the differences between the groups in times to 
completion yielded a value oft= 1. 737, df = 22, p < 0.05. The corresponding t value 
for differences in percentage change between the groups was 1.988, df = 22, p < 0.05. 
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4. 7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study shows a significant difference (p < 0.05) in overall times taken between 
the two groups over the two sessions, with the time reduction (in minutes) by the 

Cursor group (X = 9.7, sd = 8.9) much greater than that of the Window group 
(X = 3.7, sd = 7.9). Expressed as a percentage of time taken from the first task, 

those in the Cursor group (X = 76.6, sd = 16.1) improved significantly (p < 0.05) 
more than those in the Window group (X = 91.3, sd = 19.9). This difference 
substantiates that trend shown in the pilot study (Cursor group X= 77.4, sd = 15.3; 
Window group X = 95.6, sd = 21.5). The speed differential may reside specifically 
around instances of mode change or be spread more generally through performance. 
The three-second time period was quite arbitrary and so post hoc analyses were 
performed on differences in pauses immediately before mode changes using time 

periods of 0.5 seconds through to seven seconds. No significant differences in the 
two groups emerged. It is probable that the superiority seen in the Cursor group is 

a reflection of a general ease of performance on the task. 
The significant difference in number of 'verifying' pauses made immediately before 

a mode change found earlier was not replicated when the study was extended from 
12 to 24 subjects. Nevertheless, the trend did remain in that, on the second task, the 
Cursor group subjects (where information was displayed in both ways followed by in

formation at cursor only) made only 59.2 (sd = 29.8) percent of pauses made on the 
first trial, whereas the Window group subjects (where information was displayed in 
both formats followed by information at the status line only) made 84.7 ( sd = 52.4) 

percent of pauses made in the first trial. There is, in both cases, a learning effect 
over the two tasks. It is important to bear in mind that the means of establishing 
pauses of three seconds or more in the pilot study was very approximate. In absolute 
terms, pauses made immediately before a mode change were reduced in both con
ditions from first to second trial (X= 4.1, sd = 1.9; X = 2.6, sd = 0.6 respectively), 
again demonstrating a learning effect. As a percentage change from the mean times 
of the first trial to the second trial, the Cursor group's pauses reduced much more 

than those of the Window group (X% = 84.8, sd = 77.5; X% = 55.9, sd = 22.3 

respectively). 
In absolute terms and discounting those pauses made immediately before a mode 

change, there was a greater diminution of pauses (of three seconds or more) made 
between the tasks for the Cursor group ( -26.8, sd = 35.2) over the Window group 
( -17.4, sd = 28.2). Co:i:nparing the second task with the first for both groups there 

were, for instance, less mistakes left in the typing material (Cursor group= 0.4, sd = 

4.3; Window group = 2.1, 6.8), fewer instances of attempting to type-over whilst in 

insert mode (Cursor group = 0.0, sd = 8.2; Window group = 10.2, sd = 23.1), and 
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fewer instances of attempting to insert whilst in type-over mode (Cursor group = 
0.2, sd = 2.5; Window group = 2.0, sd = 8.4). 

Although both groups reduced the number of mode changes made between the 

two tasks, this reduction was more marked in the Window group (Cursor group = 
-3.0, sd = 12.8; Window group= -10.0, sd = 7.2). In view of performance differ
ences, this marked reduction for the Window group would not seem to be beneficial. 

It is possible that where mode was easier to determine (when depicted at the cursor) 

subjects were more likely to use this, thereby making more frequent mode changes 

and, in turn, benefitting from the option. 

Subjective remarks were also elicited. It was generally found that of those in 

the Cursor group (peripheral information removed), many reported that they had 

learned to use the cursor information on the first task and felt no effect of the change. 
Those in the Window group reported generally that the loss of cursor information 
in the second session was felt and that they had to give more consideration to 
which mode they were in. The notion of memory was spontaneously mentioned by 
more than half the subjects (including a number of those who were not students of 

Psychology). One subject remarked of the first task that she ' ... needed to look at 

the top at first to check the mode but after a while I could stop as I knew'. Of the 

second task this subject (Window group) noted that having to look up at the cursor 
line was a 'distraction ... eyes follow text ... better to have information at the cursor. 
It's much easier to register the cursor in the text where you are looking'. This 
subject (who was not a student of Psychology) felt that she was probably slower 
on the second trial (which she was) because of the lack of cursor information. She 
also suggested (as others had done) that individuals accustomed to using different 
editors at different times might not pay much attention to the cursor information 

because the status line seemed more definite, permanent, and/or consistent. She 

furthermore drew an analogy with a driving mirror and the attentional shift involved, 

particularly when it is not set to catch activity via peripheral vision, using the term 
'having to unplug your head from one area'. Another subject said that repeatedly 
referring to the status line information was 'too much of a fuss to keep wandering 
up and down'. However, such a view was directly contradicted by two others, who 
reported that looking up was not disruptive. 

The most plausible interpretation· of these results would seem to be along the 
lines of the attentional differences outlines in §4.2.2. Russo (1978) pointed out that 
the use of eye movements in scanning is likely to be accompanied by a cognitive 

cost in terms of both the execution time and the preparation time for the activity. 

We believe that designers should give more careful consideration to these aspects. 

Although there are limits, both practical and in terms of cognitive processing, to 
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the amount of information which can be provided with cursors, there are many 
possibilities (colour, shape, blink rate etc.) which may be explored. 

However, a reminder is also, by its nature, a distractor and its value may vary ac
cordingly. There are many times when reminders may be more welcome than others, 

and when human activity is hindered by an over-abundance of interrupts. These 
may be external (e.g. a deluge of incoming telephone calls), but lack of concentra
tion seems also characterised by the appearance of too many distracting thoughts 

from memory. As Findlay et al. (1988) have commented, such situations may be 
contrasted with the low level of interrupts characteristic of an individual 'lost in 

thought', perhaps engaging in a search for inspiration. 

It was said in the Introduction that the effort occasioned by the use of external 
memory props is less demanding than the cognitive effort required to encode and 

retrieve information from internal memory sources. However, in some situations 
memory aids can become cumbersome and unproductive. A study by Davies et al. 

(1990) investigated the use of internal and external memory props within the context 
of learning to use a word processor. Results showed that those subjects provided 
with an external memory prop in terms of a window containing a list of available 

commands performed no better than a group who had spent a short time commit

ting the commands to internal memory. The performance of the former group was 

considerably disrupted by the removal of the memory prop information. In this case, 

apparently, use of a simple learning strategy could obviate the need for a memory 

prop. 

In this situation, the command set, once learned, remained unchanged. Memory 
may also be used in a more dynamic way to follow a changing situation. Under 
appropriate circumstances, human memory is very good at such a task. For ex
ample, it is generally possible to 'keep track' of the topic in a dialogue or of the 
individual's location within the environment. However, it is a familiar experience 

within interacting with computers that users are liable to become 'lost' during an 

interactive session. 
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EXPERIMENT 5: 
COMBINING KEYSTROKE AND EYE MOVEMENT ANALYSES 

4.8 INTRODUCTION 

VDUs and computerised systems may be used to investigate eye movements, and 

some work (e.g. this thesis) involves eye movement research to investigate interac

tional VD Us (also see § 1.15 ). There remains great potential for precisely monitoring 
eye movements not only in response to state information but also to information 
displayed on the screen generally. For instance, if information can be displayed pe
ripherally without requiring a major .attentional break, then this would have bearing 
on interface performance. More importantly perhaps, such a scenario would 'feel 
right' to the user and thus have positive commercial implications. It was therefore 

decided to combine keystroke monitored data and eye movement measurements. 
In Experiment 4, it remained uncertain to what extent subjects were actually 

looking at information displayed on the status line, and more specifically, where 

visual shifts were made, how attentionally disruptive such movements were likely 

to be. Use of a peripheral indicator does require appreciable processing effort and 
it was felt that it would be of benefit for further investigations to explore whether 
such interrupts are mini or micro shifts. For instance, what might be the effects on 
performance if the status line were varied between the standard font messages of 
low prominence (which must be fixated to be perceived) and a highly salient, thick 
bar present only when in one particular mode and absent when in another (thus 
conveying state without requiring reading)? 

4.9 METHOD 

Two male subjects who were accustomed to participating in search coil studies but 
who had not been involved in the main study (Expt. 4) took part in this small-scale 
follow-up. 

Equipment used was as described in Experiment 4. In addition, subjects were 
required to wear the scleral search coils, as described in Experiment 3. Subjects 
were simply required to perform a shortened version (123 words in length) of the 
editing task (with information presented at status line only). The text to be edited 
was presented at the right-hand side of a split-screen display arrangement with the 

'model' correct version at the left-hand side of the screen (see Fig. 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8: The text editing task involved in Experiment 5. 

Programme 'SAMDIS' was employed for recording and analysing eye movements. 
After calibration with the 11" IBM PC Display monitor at a viewing distance of 
55 em, the programme was able to provide x and y axis coordinates of eye position 
at sampling intervals of 100 ms. The programme was also set to give a verbal 

description of the approximate area of gaze (including off-screen fixations); e.g. 

'screen left', 'screen right', 'status bar', and 'keyboard'. In addition, the programme 

gave a screen line number position of area of view (accurate to± 1 vertical line). 

From a print-out of such a record, it was then possible to correlate items from the 
time-marked HIMS record and to edit-in corresponding items onto the eye movement 

record. Table 4.3 shows sections from such a record for one subject. 
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4.10 RESULTS 

Table 4.3 shows sections from a combination of the SAMDIS eye movement pro
gramme (columns 1-5) and the HIMS record (columns 6-7). This was achieved 
through manual editing. Column 1 gives the time-marked record in 100 ms sam
pling intervals. Columns 2 and 3 give the horizontal and vertical coordinates of 

eye position (arbitrary units). Column 4 denotes a 'short-hand' area of the screen 

where gaze is directed (derived from the x and y coordinates). The symbol '?' in 
this column denotes that the subject's fixation was momentarily positioned outside 
of the screen/keyb.oard area. Column 5 shows the line number where the eyes where 

directed (where appropriate). Column 6 displays keystrokes made within the par

ticular 100 ms time interval. 'Ctrl-S' ( control/S) depicts that the subject changed 
from type-over to insert mode; '~'depicts a leftward cursor movement; ':::}'depicts 

a rightward cursor movement; and '¢:::::}-' depicts a spacebar press. Column 7 gives 
a verbal description (edited in) of what is clearly shown from a combination of the 
pre-set parameters available with the HIMS (e.g. 'Pauses for more than 180 s') and 
also what was apparent from a complete 'player-piano' replay via the HIMS of a ses
sion as shown on the monitor. Cursor position is given in row and column numbers 
(e.g. R4C23 denotes the cursor being at the fourth row down and the twenty-third 
column from the left). 

From the data it emerged that the subjects consulted the status line an average of 
11 times each within the average 55 seconds which they spent on the task. Glances 

at the status bar took an average of 300 ms each (sd = 100 ms). Although this 
task was contrived to cause much mode changing, the fact that these users were 
consulting status information at an average rate of once every ten seconds strength

ened the belief that where necessary information is presented outside of the area of 
peripheral vision, then attentional interrupts must be considerable. It would have 

been interesting to see whether glances at the status line were significantly less often 

when cursor information was available, but the cursor information present/ absent 
variable was not part of this particular experiment. This question of information 
availability/ conspicuity in connection with eye movements is returned to in Exper
iment 7. 
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Time (s) Pos x. Pos. y Area Line Keystroke Behaviour 

.00 ( -455, 735) STATUS BAR ::::} In type-over mode. 

.10 ( -455, 742) STATUS BAR ::::} Starts with cursor 

.20 ( -460, 745) STATUS BAR ::::} at R1C1 

.30 ( -460, 735) STATUS BAR ::::} 

.40 ( -460, 737) STATUS BAR ::::} 

.50 ( -455, 740) STATUS BAR ::::} 

0 0 0 0 0 •• 0. 

13.50 ( -343, 625) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) 

13.60 ( -343, 615) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) 

13.70 ( -337, 622) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) 

13.80 ( -343, 615) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) 

13.90 ( -414, 776) STATUS BAR Consults status 

14.00 ( -414, 784) STATUS BAR bar (1. 89s 

14.10 ( -419, 737) STATUS BAR before change) 

14.20 ( -645,-1099) KEYBOARD ::::} Moves cursor one 

14.30 ( -670 ,-1131) KEYBOARD .lJ. place to the right 

14.40 ( -665 '-1128) KEYBOARD .lJ. and down three lines 

14.50 ( -619,-1154) KEYBOARD .lJ. to R4C23, over-

14.60 ( -619,-1152) KEYBOARD shooting two lines. 

14.70 ( -614,-1149) KEYBOARD Moves cursor up 

14.80 ( -343, 623) SCREEN LEFT ( 9) 1f two lines 

14.90 ( -327, 562) SCREEN LEFT ( 3) 1f to R2C23 

15.00 ( -332, 549) SCREEN LEFT ( 3) but 

15.10 ( -332, 552) SCREEN LEFT ( 3) overlooks 

15.20 ( -358, 609) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) the need to 

15.30 ( -337, 633) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) insert word 

15.40 ( -327, 656) SCREEN LEFT ( 0) 'Your' at 

15.50 ( -327, 630) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) R2C25. 

15.60 ( -322, 615) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) .lJ. Moves cursor down 

15.70 ( -322, 615) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) ~~~ to R3C23 and left 

15.80 ( -322, 622) SCREEN LEFT ( 1) ~~~ to R3C13. 

15.90 ( -317, 612) SCREEN LEFT 1) ~~~ Changes to 

16.00 ( -317, 599) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) Ctrl-A insert mode. 

16.10 ( -322, 609) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) 

16.20 ( -255,-1157) KEYBOARD 

16.30 ( -261,-1170) KEYBOARD 

16.40 ( -307,-1058) KEYBOARD 
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16.50 ( -373,-1081) KEYBOARD 

16.60 ( -276, -245) SCREEN LEFT (20) e Types 'e' to 

16.70 ( -353, 458) SCREEN LEFT ( 5) change 'apparing' 

16.80 ( -337, 458) SCREEN LEFT ( 5) to 'appearing'. 

16.90 ( -322, 586) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) 

17.00 ( -332, 555) SCREEN LEFT ( 3) 

17.10 ( -332, 560) SCREEN LEFT ( 3) 

17.20 ( -332, 542) SCREEN LEFT ( 3) 

17.30 ( -184, 581) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) 

17.40 -184, 570) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) 

17.50 ( -189, 578) SCREEN LEFT ( 2) 

......... 
111.50 ( -399, 132) SCREEN LEFT (12) Ctrl-S Changes to insert 

111.60 ( -399, 153) SCREEN LEFT (12) mode 

111.70 ( -409, -625) ? 

111.80 ( -435,-1357) KEYBOARD 

111.90 ( -424,-1399) KEYBOARD 

112.00 ( -430,-1446) KEYBOARD 

112.10 ( 87,-1355) KEYBOARD 

112.20 ( 199,-1337) KEYBOARD 

112.30 ( 209,-1344) KEYBOARD 

112.40 ( 107,-1558) KEYBOARD 

112.50 ( 97,-1571) KEYBOARD 

112.60 ( 92,-1574) KEYBOARD 

112.70 ( -66,-1436) KEYBOARD 

112.80 ( -76,-1433) KEYBOARD c At L14C11 types 

112.90 ( -312,-1480) KEYBOARD 'confused' 

113.00 ( -337,-1483) KEYBOARD and hits 

113.10 ( -343,-1470) KEYBOARD space-bar. 

113.20 ( -230,-1449) KEYBOARD 0 

113.30 ( -5,-1399) KEYBOARD 

113.40 ( 0,-1391) KEYBOARD 

113.50 ( -230,-1394) KEYBOARD n 

113.60 ( -435,-1410) KEYBOARD 

113.70 ( -435,-1404) KEYBOARD 

113.80 ( -445,-1375) KEYBOARD 

113.90 ( -363, -982) KEYBOARD f 

114.00 ( -343, -104) SCREEN LEFT (17) 
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114.10 ( -337, -99) SCREEN LEFT (17) 

114.20 ( -332, -75) SCREEN LEFT (17) u 

114.30 ( -317, -72) SCREEN LEFT (16) 

114.40 ( -322, -78) SCREEN LEFT (17) s 

114.50 ( -317, -78) SCREEN LEFT (17) 

114.60 ( -317, -91) SCREEN LEFT (17) 

114.70 ( -322, -75) SCREEN LEFT (17) e 

114.80 ( -225, -44) SCREEN LEFT (16) 

114.90 ( 3450,-1970) KEYBOARD 

115.00 ( -220, -13) SCREEN LEFT (15) d 

115.10 ( -215, 26) SCREEN LEFT (14) 

115.20 ( -225, 41) SCREEN LEFT (14) 

115.30 ( -220, 65) SCREEN LEFT (13) 

115.40 ( -220, 93) SCREEN LEFT (13) 

115.50 ( -220, 1H) SCREEN RIGHT (12) 

115.60 ( 266, 127) SCREEN RIGHT (12) 

115.70 ( 271, 122) SCREEN RIGHT (12) 

115.80 ( 424, 127) SCREEN RIGHT (12) 

115.90 ( 435, 75) SCREEN RIGHT (13) 

116.00 ( 409, 41) SCREEN RIGHT (14) 

116.10 ( 189, 33) SCREEN RIGHT (14) JJ- Moves down and 

116.20 ( 153, 172) SCREEN RIGHT (11) {::: left nine 

116.30 ( 92, 114) SCREEN RIGHT (12) {::: spaces 

116.40 ( 15, 99) SCREEN RIGHT (13) {::: 

116.50 ( 15, 93) SCREEN RIGHT (13) {::: 

116.60 ( -20, 91) SCREEN LEFT (13) {::: 

116.70 ( -312 112) SCREEN LEFT (12) {::: 

116.80 ( -312 112) SCREEN LEFT (12) {::: 

116.90 ( -476 109) SCREEN LEFT (13) {::: 

117.00 ( -476 122) SCREEN LEFT (12) {::: 

117.10 ( -404 132) SCREEN LEFT (12) 

Table 4.3: Sections from a combination of the SAMDIS eye movement pro
gramme (columns 1-5) and the RIMS record (columns 6-7). See text for details. 
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4.11 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A specific benefit from this record is that it supports the notion of pauses of three 
seconds or more before a mode change as being characterised by verifying the mode 
status through an attentional 'micro switch'. 

The major advantages of computer capture of behaviour, as opposed to video 

or verbal protocol techniques, are that it is automatic, error free and very large 

volumes of data can be efficiently collected. For example, Draper (1984) was able to 
use computer capture to investigate the use of UNIX commands by 94 users over a 

period of eight months by taking advantage of the UNIX system 'accounting' facility 

which records every process run and who ran it. Additionally, the data collected by 
computer capture are often in a format which is readily analysable statistically. 'The 

main disadvantage of computer capture, if used as the only observational method, 
is that, while often voluminous, the data are impoverished because all the other 
user behaviours that do not involve actually using the computer's input device(s) 

are not recorded. Thus, for the purposes of task analysis, computer capture is often 

best used in addition to other recording methods. In particular, computer capture 

can remove much of the burden of using pen-and-paper recording methods as it 

allows the observer to concentrate on only the user behaviours not captured by the 
computer' (Diaper, 1989, p. 229). In our case, this problem was obviated in that 
the other behaviour of interest (eye movements) were captured seperately and easily 
synchronised with keyboard performance. Indeed, it would have been a fairly simple 
matter to record these aspects of behaviour simultaneously, although this was not 

deemed necessary for present purposes. 

It may be possible that the presence of the correct text consistently on the left

hand side of the screen, with status information displayed consistently in the upper 

left-hand corner may have had particular effects on eye movements. It is suggested 
that, for any future follow-up studies, that a counter-balancing procedure be em

ployed with the correct text versions being displayed equally on right- or left-hand 

screeen sides. 
These conclusions may seem somewhat weak, but it must be stressed that this 

synthesis of two unique behavioural analyses was never intended to be particularly 

quantitative. This dual record is innovative and this type of fine detail has consid

erable potential value to those working within a task analysis approach to HCI. 



Chapter Five 

Use of Peripheral Vision 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

The next study also involved the RIMS and a text editor. Four levels of peripheral 
salience ( conspicuity) of status information were employed. This varied the pos

sibility of using peripheral vision rather than saccades and attentional interrupts. 

Superior performance was found in the condition with high conspicuity. It was 

suggested that this was accounted for by the relative lack of disruptive saccades, 

reading and relocating one's place. Again, the main study was supported by a fine
grained eye movement analysis of the visual tasks involved. It was concluded that 
the peripheral presentation of text-editing status information is at present grossly 

underused. 
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EXPERIMENT 6: PERIPHERAL VISION, 
STATUS INFORMATION, AND CONSPICUITY 

5.2 INTRODUCTION 

178 

The movements of one's eyes and head provide a mechanism for gross selection 

among visual stimuli. The position of the eyes at any point in time will obviously 
determine the pattern of stimulation of the retinal projections and, therefore, the 
stimuli which are of potential interest. In the natural environment, people want 
to look at what they are looking for. Variables which influence visual search are 
therefore major determinants of selection in normal perception. 

Text editing may be regarded as a paradigmatic example of HCI. There are 
several reasons for this: 

(1) The interaction is rapid. A user completes many transactions per minute for 
sustained periods. 

(2) The interaction is intimate. As with all well designed tools, a text editor becomes 
an unconscious extention of the user, a device to operate with rather than operate 
on. 

(3) Text editors are probably the single most heavily used programmes, and their 
use continues to increase within the office environment. 

( 4) Computer text editors are similar to, and can therefore be representative of, 
other systems for HCI. 'Like most other systems, they have a discrete command 
language and provide ways to input, modify and search for data. The physical 
details of their interfaces are not particularly unique. Because of these similari
ties, progress in understanding user interaction with text editors should aid the 
understanding of other systems' (Card et al., 1983, p. 101). 

The study of text editing is a task within the range of the analytic tools at the 
disposal of the cognitive ergonomist. Because of the intrinsic importance of the task 
itself, the similarities with other tasks, and the task's tractable complexity, studies 
of computer text editing are a natural starting point in the study of HCI. 

One of the most important characteristics of VDU-based tasks such as searching 
for a menu item or a particular word is the distinction between what is in foveal as 
compared with peripheral vision at any particular moment (as is so of other every
day searches). Objects in central vision can be identified in detail, permitting the 
perceiver to determine whether it is the target being sought. As that determination 
usually will be negative-otherwise the search ends-the observer will have to shift 

his gaze to a different area of the field of view. The decision as to where to look next 

is presumably based on information available in peripheral vision. This information 

will not be in fine detail as pattern acuity drops 50 percent for an object located 
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only one degree from the centre of the fovea and, for an object located eight degrees 

from the centre, it is only 15 percent of maximum (Riggs, 1965). Other kinds of 
information can be used apart from fine detail. A moving object, for example, is 

important information and might elicit a saccade, even when the moving object is 
perceived far out in the periphery and the object cannot be identified (Haber & 
Hershenson, 1980). 

Therefore, the search process appears to consist of two components which occur 
almost simultaneously: (a) an identification process of parts of the retinal projection 

falling on the fovea, and (b) a decision process concerning the direction of the next 
eye movement based on information from the periphery. 

5.2.1 Attentional fields 
Information supplied by the stimuli from the periphery of the retina is obviously of 

considerable importance in normal perception. Sanders (1963) conducted a series of 

experiments concerning this issue which are followed here as described by Haber and 
Hershenson (1980). Two signals generally appear within these studies, one directly 
ahead and the other out to the right. The subject is typically required to press 
a morse key as quickly as possible to indicate the presence of one, both, or some 

combination of these signals. It is then possible to compare reaction times for the 
different responses. 

On the basis of performance and of the mechanisms of visual orientation, three 
levels of the functional visual field can be discerned: 

(1) the stationary field, where mere peripheral viewing already leads to efficient 

performance; 
(2) the eyefield, where the supplementary use of eye movements is required; and 
(3) the headfield, where head movements are also required. 
In one series of experiments, Sanders mapped the relative sizes of these fields. An 

observer was presented with two patterns, each of which was a column of either four 

or five lights. He had to press one of four response keys to indicate whether the two 

stimuli both contained four lights, or both five, or the left one four and the right one 
five, or vice versa. It was necessary for the observer, who was instructed to fixate 
the position where the left-hand stimulus would appear, to view both stimuli. The 
right-hand stimulus was from 19° to 94° to the right. Both stimuli simultaneously 
appeared. 

When the head and eyes were free to move, two discontinuities in performance 

occurred, one when the patterns were approximately 30° apart, and one when they 

were about 80° apart. When the observer's head was fixed so that head move

ments were not possible, performance rapidly diminished for larger display angles 

(81 ° to 94°). It was suggested by Sanders that the two slopes corresponded to the 
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break points between the display and eye fields, and the eye and head fields, respec

tively. Thus, with relatively large and simple stimuli, peripheral vision is adequate 

out to about 30° and eye movements extend the visual field out to about S0°. What 

this means is that beyond 30° the eyes must move and beyond S0° the head must 

move. 
A further study strengthened this hypothesis. In this situation, the observer was 

instructed to remain fixated on the left stimulus or to move their eyes between them. 

When no eye movement was permitted, peripheral vision terminated at about 30°. 

Even before this, reaction time increased exponentially as the visual angle increased 

from 0°. When observers were allowed to move their eyes, reaction times were 

constant out to about 90°, after which it rapidly increased. Even for small angles, 

this condition was slightly slower, which suggests that the observers' strategies must 

have been different in some way when they knew they could move their eyes. 
Although peripheral information is used to determine the subsequent fixation, the 

target presently being fixated is also being analysed; i.e. two tasks are performed 
simultaneously. This raises several questions. Is this a division of attention or 

are the two tasks performed independently? If this does represent a division of 

attention, does one task interfere with the other? When the fixated signal and the 

peripheral signal were both within the eye field-and particularly when they were 
both within the display field-the RTs to the first signal were increased slightly over 
that required when only a single signal was presented and no peripheral processing 

was necessary. This demonstrated that the central and peripheral tasks interacted; 

at least in Sanders' experimental situation. 
Haber and Hershenson (19SO) suggest that Sanders' theory of selective acts can 

be reinterpreted in terms of preattentive processes that operate simultaneously over 
large areas of the retina (see §2.5.2). Within the display field, preattentive processes 
are capable of locating and segregating all figures and of testing global characteris

tics. Sanders' subjects only required information concerning the height or brightness 

of the stimulus to spot the difference between four or five lights. When the visual 
angle between the objects in the field exceeds the limits of the preattentive pro

cesses, the spatially parallel nature of the processing is lost and an eye movement is 
necessary to complete the testing. One of Sanders' most important findings is that 
even out to S0° in the periphery, some information is available. This information re
duces the amount of time required to process the stimulus when it is directly fixated 
after an eye movement. Preattentive processes thus appear to operate over wide 
areas of the peripheral retina. When a slower head movement becomes necessary, 

the preattentive processes have obviously lost their spatially parallel character and 

two seperate glances are needed. 
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Finally, Sanders' notion of selective acts illustrates a further interaction between 

control and identification processes in visual search. When single targets are not 
too far into the periphery, it seems that some identification can occur, even whilst 
the eye is being directed to move towards them. 

The issues of conspicuity and directed attention were introduced in §2.8. 

5.3 METHOD 

Subjects Sixteen paid subjects (7M:9F) participated. Their ages ranged from 21 

to 55 with a mean of28.9 (sd = 10.2). All had normal corrected or uncorrected visual 

acuity and no known impairments of colour vision. Computer /keyboard experience 
varied from almost nil to several years experience of word processing and/ or text 
editing. 

Four short passages of humourous material (April Fool anecdotes) of equal length 
formed the basis of the stimulus material. A 'degraded' version of each was prepared 
so as to include an equal number of misspellings and an equal number or errors of 

omission in each one. These two types of errors were randomly scattered throughout 

the passages so as to produce an extreme clerical-type task and one which optimised 

the need to irregularly change between insert and type-over mode, ideally with as 

many occasions where users would forget the current mode and seek external cues 

as to current mode. 

The NUMAC screen-editor programme ('SE'), as described in §4.5, again formed 
the basis of the software used in this study. The first stage of modification involved 
producing a two-column display within which the correct text could be presented 
on the left hand side and text to-be-corrected (degraded text) presented in the right 
hand side (see Fig. 5.1). This was achieved with the feature that the cursor, at the 
end of a line, did not 'wrap around' to the very left of the screen, but merely located 
itself at column 41 of the next line. 
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Figure 5.1: Example of split screen arrangement . This example shows how t he 

screen would appear in the insert mode of the Low / intermediate, High/ intermediate 
and High Conspicuity conditions. 

A second stage of modification consisted of preparing four versions each with 
differences designed to produced a range of levels of conspicuity of status information 
relating to insert or type-over mode. This took advantage of: (a) colour (degree of 
contrast with background), (b) size (area of screen occupied by the information), 
and (c) spatial positioning of information (where on t he screen it appeared). 
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Figure 5.2: Example of Low Conspicuity condition in type-over mode. 

The four levels of conspicuity or salience of information are described below. 

(1) Low Level: Either 'type-over' or 'insertion ' was present at the left hand side of 
a status bar at the top of the screen. These words were presented in maroon let

tering against the dark blue background. Ctrl-A changed the mode display mode 
information to 'type-over' whilst Ctrl-S changed it to 'insertion' . Therefore, in 
both cases, no extra cues were available from word length, overall luminance, 
etc. (see Figs 5.2 and 5.3) . 
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Figure 5.3: Example of Low Conspicuity condition in insertion mode. 
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Figure 5.4: Example of Low /intermediate Conspicuity condition in type
over mode. 
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(2) Low/intermediate Level: This condition was as for the Low Level (1) con
dition, but with the difference that the words 'type-over ' or 'insertion ' were 
displayed in bright (greenish) yellow, and hence likely to be more conspicuous 
(see Fig. 5.4). 
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Figure 5.5: Example of High/intermediate Conspicuity condition in type

over mode. 
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(3) High/intermediate Level: Whilst in type-over mode, a row of seven asterisks 

( * * * * * * * ), coloured bright (greenish) yellow were present at the left hand 
side of the status bar (see Fig. 5.5). In insertion mode, no information was 
available (status line blank). It is assumed that being in any mode state would 
be detectable (particularly when subjects were editing near the top of the screen) 

without great difficulty and usually without a saccade and associated attentional 

interrupts. 
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Figure 5.6: Example of High Conspicuity condition in type-over mode. 

( 4) High Level: In type-over mode, a complete row of yellow asterisks filled the 

status bar both at the top and bottom of the screen (see Fig. 5.6). No informa

tion was available in insertion mode. It is assumed that subjects would be less 

likely to require a saccade than in the above condition in order to check what 
mode they were presently in. 
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The information shown in Figure 5. 7 was displayed above the keyboard and con
stantly present throughout the trials. 

Type: Remember: 

CTRL-A for type-over 

CTRL-S for insertion 

* * * * * * * * ** = type-over mode 

CTRL-D for character deletion 

Fl to scroll screen down 

F4 to scroll screen up 

Figure 5. 7: Keyboard prompts for subjects. 

Each subject was administered all four passages and all four conditions. Presen
tation order of passages and presentation order of conspicuity level were counter

balanced between subjects. 

An IBM PC computer was used with an 1111 IBM PC Display monitor. The 
monitor projected positive contrast green characters on black background. Subjects 
were seated with a typical viewing distance of 45 em, although head movements 
were unrestricted. The vertical and horizontal viewing area of the screen therefore 
subtended about 18° and 26°, respectively, on the retina. Screen luminance was 
55 cd/m2. Ambient illumination was a constant 80 lux, measured horizontal to the 
monitor. 

Subjects were simply required to correct the passages. They were instructed to 

try to maintain a constant viewing distance, although no physical restrictions on 

movements were actually imposed. Full instructions are included as Appendix 5.1. 

The RIMS protocol analyser (as described in §4.4) was used to collect time
stamped keystroke records of all subjects, and enabled playback of the entire session 
for close examination. The RIMS monitor permitted accurate quantitative records 
of: 

(a) overall times to complete tasks; 
(b) pauses of more than 3 s before a mode change; 
(c) pauses greater than 3 s at other times; 

(d) pauses of more than 5 s before a mode change; 

(e) pauses greater than 5 s at other times; 

(f) incidence of attempts to change mode when already in the correct mode; 
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(g) number of other types of errors made (e.g. mis-typings ); and 
(h) errors remaining after task completion. 

Subjective comments were also elicited. 

5.4 RESULTS 

189 

Table 5.1 combines results from the performance parameters mentioned above. 

Performance Conspicuity condition 

measure Low Low /intermediate High/ intermediate High 

Overall times to 11.6 9.5 9.3 7.8 

completion (min) ( 7.4) ( 5.7) ( 4.4) ( 2.6) 

Pauses> 3 s 7.6 5.1 5.6 5.4 

before mode change ( 9.2) ( 5.1) ( 4.3) (10.3) 

Other> 3 s 54.4 48.1 48.2 46.1 

pauses ( 43.3) (41.4) (33.2) (32.4) 

Pauses> 5 s 2.7 1.9 1.7 1.0 

before mode change ( 3.4) ( 2.0) ( 2.0) ( 1.6) 

Other> 5 s 22.7 20.6 21.4 17.4 

pauses (17.9) (16. 7) (15.3) (14.1) 

Redundant mode 2.7 1.5 2.0 1.5 

changes ( 2.0) ( 1.4) ( 1.9) ( 1.8) 

Other (typing) 21.9 14.0 8.9 13.7 

errors (29.7) (13.0) ( 7.9) (15.9) 

Errors remaining 2.0 1.0 2.2 1.9 

after completion ( 2.6) ( 1.1) ( 3.1) ( 2.8) 

Table 5.1: Mean results of all subjects from the HIMS monitoring analysis 
(standard deviations in parentheses). 
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Figure 5.8: The linear trend across the four conspicuity conditions for the 
overall times (min) to complete the passages. Vertical lines denote standard 
deviations. 
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One-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on the various performance 
measures. There was a significant difference (F(3,45) = 5.524;p < 0.01) between 
the overall times for completion of the passages. Figure 5.8 illustrates the lin
ear decrease in overall task times as conspicuity of status information increases. 

A Newman-Keuls test showed the significant differences to lie between the Low 

(11.62 m) and the High Conspicuity (7.80 m) conditions (q = 60.50;p < 0.01), and 
between the Low Conspicuity condition and the Low/intermediate (9.55 m) and 

High/intermediate (9.27 m) conditions (q = 33.09 and 37.52, respectively; p < 0.05). 
No other significant differences were obtained from analyses of: pauses of more 

than 3 s before a mode change (F(3, 45) < 1); pauses greater than 3 sat other times 

(F < 1); pauses of more than 5 s before a mode change (F = 2.445); pauses greater 
than 5 s at other times (F = 1.224); incidence of attempts to change mode when 
already in the correct mode (F = 1.477); number of other types of errors made 

(F = 2.213); and errors remaining after task completion (F < 1). 
Linear trends were also found between: (a) pauses of more than 5 s before a 

mode change (Fig. 5.9), where there were more such pauses in the Low Conspicuity 

condition (X = 1.94, sd = 3.02) than within the High Conspicuity condition (X = 

1.62, sd = 3.42); and (b) pauses of more than 5 s at other times (Figure 5.10), where 

a similar pattern emerged between the Low Conspicuity condition (X= 22.69, sd = 
17.87) and the High Conspicuity condition (X = 17.37, sd = 14.08). 
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Figure 5.9: The trend across the four conspicuity conditions for pauses of 
more than 5 s before a mode change. Vertical lines denote standard deviations. 
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Figure 5.10: The trend across the four conspicuity conditions for pauses of more 
than 5 s (not before a mode change). Vertical lines denote standard deviations. 
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5.5 DISCUSSION 

Results showed a steady trend in speed of performance improving through the low to 

high salience conditions, with performance speed being significantly greater where 
information was accessible via peripheral vision. Other variables such as error fre
quency, overall incidence of pausing, and number of mistakes made concerning which 

mode the user was actually in, all showed greater occurrence in the lower peripheral 
salience conditions. Although seven of the eight measures employed fell short of 
statistical significance, the consistency of trends in the expected direction across the 

measures said much for the benefits of conspicuous information presented within 

peripheral vision. The subjects used were regarded as representative of VDU users 
generally and possessed widely differing levels of keyboard experience. That there 
was only one difference exceeding the chance level is no doubt due to the wide 

between-subject variance found (i.e. between-subject F-ratio = 13.144; between
conditions F-ratio = 5.524). This wide range of abilities can also be observed in the 
large standard deviations depicted in Figures 5.8-5.10. Should more in the way of 

statistically significant differences have emerged, then there would have been a par

ticularly strong case in favour of the conspicuity effect with a very broad spectrum 
of users. 

There were also a wide range of completion times between subjects (e.g. 3.36 min 
to 25.12 min for the Low Conspicuity condition). If a screen condition can be re

garded as generally beneficial, it should be beneficial for relative novices and experi
enced text editors alike; and a range of users were chosen as participants. Although 
mean completion times did not vary enormously across conditions, completion times 
were certainly diverse between subjects. 

It is also worth commenting that whilst the pattern for pauses of five seconds 
or more before a mode change clearly descends in frequencies from the Low to the 
High Conspicuity conditions, no similar pattern emerged from pauses of five seconds 

at any other time, This strengthens the notion that overall performance differences 
(task completion times) rest on conspicuity differences. 

What is apparent from the raw data is that the superiority of the high versus low 
salience screen is much more apparent for relative novices. A post hoc dichotomisa
tion was made of subjects who had a relatively 'High' level of experience (more than 
two years typing or text editing) versus those falling into a 'Low' experience group 
(less than two years such experience). By subtracting the time to completion of the 
Low Conspicuity condition from that of the High Conspicuity display, performance 

time differences were obtainable for each of the eight subjects in the dichotomous 

groups. The mean of the Low experience group (X = 5.589; sd = 4.498) was sub-
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stantially greater than that of the High experience group (X = 1.459; sd = 4.340). 
However, an independent t-test performed between these groups fell short of sta
tistical significance (t = 1.869; df = 14;p < 0.05; two-tailed test). Briefly stated, 

the pattern suggests that inexperienced users seem to benefit most from the High 

Conspicuity condition although that trend may be due to chance alone. 

Although no one error measure in itself could account for the overall performance 
(speed) superiority in the high salience condition, it is likely that these collectively 
(and possibly in addition to other specific measures not examined) could account 

for the difference. It was felt possible that performance in low salience conditions 
might be reflected in distinct pauses during typing keying immediately before a 
mode change as the user temporarily stopped and examined the mode indicator 

before pressing the relevant keys to change mode. It was possible to programme the 

RIMS to pick out pauses of greater than a set time just before a mode change. The 

expected trend was found in that there were more pauses of greater than three or 

five seconds (arbitrarily chosen criteria) before mode changes in the conditions with 

lower conspicuity, although the figures were not statistically significant. Similarly, 
there were progressively (but non-significantly) greater incidences of pauses (at all 
other times during the sessions) through from low to high salience conditions. 

One or two criticisms may be levelled at this study. Firstly, as was mentioned 
of Experiment 5 (§4.11 ), counterbalancing the correct version on the right- versus 

left-hand screen side could have been included within the methodology. Secondly, 

the notion of conspicuity was a composite of several parameters including colour, 

size and position. As such, it was not the case-as should be so within a true 

experimental procedure-that only one variable was manipulated at a time. Also, 

'meaningfulness' was an extra variable in that in the two lowest conspicuity condi
tions involving words rather than asterisks, subjects needed to read the information. 

Subjective comments were revealing but also widely varied. Sixty-two percent of 
subjects said they preferred the High Conspicuity condition, twelve percent preferred 
the High/intermediate condition, whilst 25 percent preferred the Low Conspicuity 
condition. Of those who preferred the Low Conspicuity condition, one simply said 

that she preferred information to be written and that people grow accustomed to 

looking up at the screen on such tasks, anyway. Comments concerning the benefit of 

the High Conspicuity condition included: ' ... can pick asterisks up out of the corner 
of your eye better though ... Don't have to stop and look'; 'Two rows of asterisks are 
better because there is a row nearer to where you are looking'; ' ... more accustomed 
to looking at the bottom of the screen ... with Word Perfect'; ' ... couldn't help 
noticing stars ... couldn't notice the words changing'; ' ... can associate asterisks with 

type-over ... There are times when you are confused so something bold is the best 
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one. Two lines of asterisks is most effective'; ' ... preferred yellow at top and bottom 

because instead of the eyes focusing on words to read to know whether you're in type
over or insert mode, you can concentrate on the text but still be visually aware of the 
yellow being there'; 'Short row of asterisks was no good ... still had to look at top line 
to see what mode I was in'. One subject preferred the High/intermediate condition 
as she found the double asterisk line to be a distraction. Another individual felt that 
he relied most on memory of mode changes but added that this reliance was less so 

with the High Conspicuity condition. One subject (a biology student) phrased her 
opinion rather neatly: 'Two rows of asterisks are easier for me to see because they 

are there in the periphery of vision'. 

5.5.1 Use of colour 
One of the three parameters varied within the conspicuity dimension was colour. 
The contrast between the light yellow and dark blue was clearly much greater than 
between the maroon and blue. Due to precise quantification equipment not being 
available, it is not possible to state precise luminance contrasts. However, they 

might correspond with those used by Carter and Carter (1981) and which they 
term 'dark purplish red' and 'yellowish green'. The CIE Tristimulus X, Y, Z values 
for the former are 22.33, 8.54, and 10. 75, respectively and for the latter are 27.64, 

52.83, and 8.83, respectively. Luminance for the red was given as 4. 711 cd/m2 

and for the yellowish green it was 6.843 cd/m2. Research with PRESTEL screens 
suggests that luminance contrast between display items and background is perhaps 
the most important item affecting the legibility of a presentation (Sutherland, 1980). 

Generally, the greater are the contrasts, the more readable are the items on a VD U. 

Contrasts should not be so great, however, or employed so much, that they cause 
visual discomfort. An optimum luminance ratio of 8:1 to 10:1 for light characters 
on dark background and 1:8 to 1:12 for dark characters on a light background has 
been recommended (Ericsson, 1983). The symbol/background colour combinations 

in Table 5.2 have been suggested. 
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Character Background 

Use Avoid 

red white, yellow, cyan magenta, blue 

yellow magenta, red white, cyan 

green yellow, white cyan, blue 

cyan red, blue green, yellow 

blue white, cyan, green red 

magenta blue, white, cyan, green red 

white magenta, red, green, blue yellow 

Table 5.2: Suggested character and background combinations for optimising 
screen presentations (after Bruce & Foster, 1984; Long, 1984). 

5.5.2 Spatial position and conspicuity 
A second aspect of conspicuity was spatial positioning of the information. Status 

lines are about evenly divided amongst text editors in terms of whether they appear 

at the top or bottom of the screen. From the basic results (Table 5.2) and from some 
of the subjective comments, it would seem that the condition in which mode infor

mation was displayed at the bottom of the screen (in addition to a top status line) 

was of particular benefit. This might be especially so for the relative novices who 

may have had more reliance on the keyboard than would a touch-typist. Obviously, 
people would be able to perceive information presented at a bottom status line more 

easily than at a top status line whilst they are generally looking at the keyboard. 

However, it is not suggested that this alone accounts for the superior performance 

differences of the Low experience group. It was not felt that the more experienced 
participants were in the touch-typist category, although there would likely be some 
degree of less need for checking exactly where keys were. 

5.5.3 Size of status area 
The third conspicuity factor involved was the area of screen actually covered by the 
status information. In f'ype-over mode this ranged from a block of seven characters 

to two complete rows of 80 characters each. Although it is intuitively obvious that 

the greater the area covered the greater is the likelihood of perceiving a change with 

peripheral vision, this must be weighed against the problems of unlimited screen 
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space, visual clutter, etc. Considering that clarity (e.g. high contrast of colour 
against the background) is possibly more important than area covered, then perhaps 
a basic compromise suggestion would be to use something which is prominent on 
the bottom line but which would leave at least half of the row clear for icons and 

other items of information. 
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EXPERIMENT 7: 
STATUS INFORMATION AND EYE MOVEMENTS 

5.6 INTRODUCTION 

To strengthen the findings of Experiment 6, it was decided to gather incontrovertible 

evidence to support our working hypothesis that conspicuous mode information was 

actually reducing the need for saccades away from the place of attention (and the 

attendant need to relocate the point of current interest, etc.). A close analysis of 

eye movements was therefore required. 

5.7 METHOD 

Only two subjects were required to participate. The scleral search coil was again 

used. The procedure, viewing distance etc. were as described in Experiment 6. 
As the interest was purely in eye movements, the RIMS monitor was not involved. 
Presentation order was different for the subjects. Programme SAMDRK was used 

to collect and analyse the data. A 10 ms sampling rate was used. 

5.8 RESULTS 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show typical five second durations of eye movements on the 

Low conspicuity and High conspicuity screens respectively. Screen and keyboard 

areas are superposed upon the eye movements. 

For every sampled interval, vertical (line number) and horizontal (column posi

tion) coordinates were obtained. From the calibration of the screen, it was possible 

to determine which range of coordinates corresponds to the areas of status informa
tion upon the screen. Thus, from the records it was possible to establish whenever 
the user looked at status information. 

There were clear differences in terms of incidences of fixation on the mode infor
mation, with the two subjects (collectively) needing eye movements 22 times in the 
Low Conspicuity condition but only once in the High Conspicuity condition (see 

Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5.11: Typical pattern of eye movements from one subject (DS) over 
a five second period with mode information displayed in Low conspicuity (S = 
screen area, K = keyboard area). 

Figure 5.12: Typical pattern of eye movements from one subject (DS) over a 
five second period with mode information displayed in High conspicuity (S = 
screen area, K = keyboard area). 
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Figure 5.13: Histogram of inciden~..e of fixations on status information across 

the four conditions (data combined from two subjects). 
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5.9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Using the scleral search coil method of eye movement monitoring, it was possible to 
demonstrate precisely where an additional group of subjects (N =2) were directing 

their gaze about the screen. From this data, it was possible to determine how fre

quently subjects looked at the specific areas where mode information was displayed. 

For low to high salience conditions, frequencies of fixating upon the 'informative' 

screen areas diminished in an unexpectedly dramatic pattern but one entirely con

sistent with the hypothesised task analysis (22, 8, 8, and 0 occasions, respectively). 

The zero difference between the two intermediary conditions is understandable in 
terms of the very limited difference in conspicuity between these two (see Figs 5.4 
and 5.5). 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 well illustrate the differences in eye movement patterns 
manifested over the Low and High Conspicuity conditions. In Figure 5.11 (Low 

Conspicuity), two masses of fixations (A and B) represent the subject working at 

about the mid-screen position and comparing the left-hand and right-hand sides of 

the text. The horizontal line of fixations at C represents the subject looking at the 

keyboard as he types. To the very left (D) there is a small area of fixation which is 
the position of the Control key (which is required for changing mode). The top area 
of fixations (E) represents the status area. Therefore, this figure clearly illustrates 
the subject (non-touch) typing at the keyboard, saccading back to the appropriate 
text position, reading and comparing versions, and deciding what needs to be done. 
Needing to change mode to insert or type-over text, he looks to the Control key and 

appropriate A or S key and changes mode. 

In Figure 5.12 (High Conspicuity), the subject can be seen performing a similar 

change, but this time without recourse to consulting the status bar with a fixation. 

The subject reads and compares the two versions of prose (A and B), to detect 

via the large status bar in peripheral vision that the next correction requires him 
to change mode, saccades to the Control key (C) and keyboard (D), makes the 
necessary change and keystrokes for correction, and then saccades back to the screen 

looking at the next line of the correct version. 
This study also demonstrates a further use of eye movement monitoring within 

visual search studies. In addition to providing precise data concerning saccade 

amplitudes, fixation durations, etc. (which were not required here), on this occasion 

the scleral coil technique served to substantiate a hypothesised task analysis of HCI. 

Symbol blinking could also be a very effective status mode (or other) indicator, 

especially on areas of displays positioned at the periphery of the normal field of vision 

where the eye is most sensitive to movement and changes of intensity. Blink rates of 
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2-4 Hz are acceptable, but rates of 5-15 Hz should be avoided (Smith & Thomas, 

1964). Up to five different blink rates can be distinguished (McCormick, 1964), but 
for coding purposes a maximum of two different rates is suggested (Long, 1984). 
This research area may prove amenable to the sort of peripheral presentation/eye 
movement monitoring approach described here. 

In conclusion, it seems clear that the peripheral presentation of status informa
tion and other on-screen mode changes is at present grossly under-used, perhaps 

particularly for novices. 



Chapter Six 

Do Icons Facilitate Search? 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

Icons represent a fundamental aspect of the new wave of interfaces. For an increasing 

number of researchers, the initial enthusiasm is giving way to a more balanced 

view which asks when and why icons might be preferable to their counterparts. In 

this chapter, possible benefits of icons were examined for ease of locatability of 
information. The role of peripheral visual processing is of particular importance. 
Results of a visual search task showed icons to be more quickly located within 
an array than textual material. Precise scan paths were then recorded using a 
search coil follow-up study. Four methods of analysing the search paths (including 
transition matrices) suggest greater systematicity of search strategies for complex 

items. 

6.2 INTRODUCTION 

By way of definition, an icon is a small pictorial representation of some set of in
formation in a system. This information is conveyed to users by drawing on their 

visual senses and knowledge of context. The high resolution of most WIMP system 
displays means that objects with which a user can interact can be displayed on the 
screen graphically. 

Information represented on iconic interfaces may be of 'office-like' objects such 
as in-trays, out-trays, files, folders and wastepaper bins. Also, icons have been used 

to represent command operations, such as deleting, creating and printing files or 

sets of data. One reason for this increased popularity may stem from the fact that 
graphic symbols are often considered as a potentially universal means of communi
cation which can convey certain types of information more directly and with more 
immediacy than can words. For instance, studies by Haber (e.g. 1970) which show 
that memory capacity for pictures may be unlimited suggest that information from 
visual images may also be among the most sensitive form of memorisable storage. 

However, this notion is questionable (e.g. Rogers, 1989a). 
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Baecker and Buxton (1987) raise the question: Is the icon a fundamental break

through heralding new dimensions in computer usability, or a fad, hiding loss of 

productivity behind a euphoric wave of apparent 'user friendliness'? Lodding (1983) 

argues the former, stressing that (a) because people find images 'natural', (b) be

cause the human mind has powerful image memory and processing capabilities, (c) 

because icons can be easily learned and recognised, and (d) because images 'can 
possess more universality than text', iconic interfaces can 'reduce the learning curve 

in both time and effort, and facilitate user performance while reducing errors'. The 

advantages for international use of symbolic displays over those which are language
based are emphasised by Easterby (1970), whilst Gittens (1986) notes the ease with 
which graphical attributes of icons such as style and colour can be used to represent 

common properties of a collection of objects. 
Manes (1985) argues the latter, asserting that icons may be confusing, wasteful 

of space, and totally ineffective in dealing with large numbers of similar commands, 

files or concepts. Gittens (1986) remarks on the difficulty of finding 'obvious picto
graphic equivalents' of computer system concepts, and of using icons to deal with 

the specification of large numbers of command parameters. Kolers (1969) remarks 

that the claims for 'immediacy' and 'directness' of the understanding of icon are 
exaggerated, and that recognising even realistic icons requires 'a great deal of per
ceptual learning, abstracting ability, and intelligence'. Although icons usually have 

a claimed benefit for novice users, some results suggest icon use as being more appro
priate for experienced rather than novice users (Brems & Whitten, 1987). Echoing a 
theme of Carroll's (1982), those such as Hemenway (1982), Jervell and Olsen (1985), 
and Gittens (1986) emphasise the importance of the design of a set of interrelated 

icons to represent a set of related commands, and of developing a metaphor to 

facilitate user comprehension of the system. Moreover, all express concern about 
the problems of overextending the metaphor, and of its breakdown when the logic 

of the metaphor leads to erroneous inferences about a computer system which the 

metaphor was intended to illuminate. 
Baecker and Buxton (1987) further note that there is little experimental evi

dence documenting the advantages and disadvantages of icons and delimiting with 
precision when they can be used appropriately. Frequently cited literature (see, 
e.g. Kolers, 1969; Easterby, 1970) provides little more than valuable details of icon 
design principles. Hemenway (1982) comments that most of the stated advantages 
of icons are only speculations, with little empirical evidence to support them. Icons 

do, however, she acknowledges, have advantages because they are more visually dis

tinctive than text, and because they can represent much information within a small 

space. So, although icons clearly are a valuable element of modern user interfaces, 
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they are no panacea or cure for bad design. 

6.2.1 Visual memory 
One of the more obvious reasons why iconic-based interfaces may be easier to learn 

and remember is that users do not need to recall command labels to execute an 
operation. Rather, they need only recognise and select the appropriate icon from 
a set (whether menu, palette or other form of display). This has the effect of 

minimising the cognitive load on memory as compared with the requirements of 
needing to recall a name or abbreviated code. However, it could equally be argued 

that the same is true for labels or names that are visually displayed on the screen. 

Therefore, any advantage arising from the use of icons compared with other forms 
of display-based interfacing must be a result of the differences between the content 

of the displayed information. An important question follows of whether there is any 
difference between the amount of information which the user picks up and remembers 

from the different types of information displays and, moreover, how this affects the 
way in which a task is performed (Rogers, 1989b). 

To summarise the present situation, it seems that for many computer users, the 

term 'icon' has become almost synonomous with 'good'. However, from the per

spectives of cognitive ergonomics or vision science, serious doubts are cast on what 

is too often unquestionably hailed as a panacea. For example, it has been shown 

that in conditions where other factors are controlled, icons are no more memorable 

than equivalent verbal labels (Lansdale et al., 1987). In what is possibly the only 

study to date which compares the locatability of icons versus words, Lansdale et al. 

(1989; discussed in detail in the next section) demonstrated that icons are the more 
easily searched for items. However, there are several explanations, of both cognitive 

and visual natures, for the basis of this. On the cognitive side, differences in the 

articulatory distance (the extent to which the link between what is being depicted 

and the underlying referent can be inferred, or, the gap between the meaning of an 

expression and its form) is just one. As the distance is less for icons, less time is 
required to transform an intention into an actual selection (Hutchins et al., 1986). 
Alternatively, it may be the case that icons facilitate a parallel visual search pat

tern whilst verbal material encourages a serial search (Treisman & Southern, 1985; 
Muthig & Reinhardt, 1987). A further possibility involves the observed superiority 

of global features (e.g. shape or closure) versus local features (e.g. lines and structures 

within figures) in visual perception (Arend et al., 1987). Finally, and in relation to 
some of the material outlined in §1.8, preattentive processes locate and isolate ob

jects in the visual field. This report concentrates on the visual aspects of these 

differences, but leaves the notion of preattentive processes for further exploration 

by other researchers. 
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6.2.2 Visual search and icons 
Many established views on icons are criticised by Lansdale et al. (1989). For in
stance, claims that icons are more readily understandable seem over-optimistic, with 

many studies reflecting the difficulties of creating icon sets which are comprehensi

ble but not confusable (e.g. Bewley et al., 1983). This is not particularly surprising 

as the notion that icons are helpful because of their linguistic neutrality may say 
no more than that they are equally obscure to everyone. It has been demonstrated 
that in conditions where other factors are controlled, icons are no more memorable 
than equivalent verbal labels (Lansdale et al., 1987). Finally, studies are emerging 
in which performance at iconic interfaces are less successfully than with other styles, 
depending upon the task in hand and the particular implementations (e.g. Whiteside 

et al., 1985). Thus, it is generally not possible to locate literature indicating that 

visual modes of communication do actually release additional cognitive resources. 

Where such a claim is made, it is usually because the circumstances differ between 

the verbal and iconic methods in favour of the latter. Nevertheless, one area where 
we can expect verbal and visual methods to differ is in the perception of visual ma
terial. Lansdale et al. (1989) have recently reported on two experiments undertaken 
in this area. In these, subjects were required to search a display for specified targets 
which were shown either as verbal labels or as icons. The speed and accuracy with 

which these targets could be located were measured. 

Results clearly show that the iconic condition resulted in significantly faster 

search times than for the verbal condition with no significant increase in errors 

where the wrong target was hit. 'The simplest explanation for this increase in speed 

would seem to be that many of the icons are identifiable by the subjects in their 

peripheral vision. Consequently, the subjects are able to identify and fixate directly 
upon potential targets and search time is thereby reduced' (Lansdale et al., 1989, 
p. 426). This interpretation is consistent both with what subjects informally re
ported and with the search strategies adopted by them. Subjects commonly noted 

that the iconic targets were readily identifiable in peripheral vision, but this was 
rarely so for the verbal targets. 

This team summarise by saying that icons in these experiments confer a benefit 

in terms of speed of perception and scanning times. 

These initial experiments suggest that iconic displays result in more missed 
targets compared to verbal material which has been scanned serially ... It is 
not difficult to imagine why iconic information should result in faster scanning 

times. Text involves a large number of lines closely spaced together. In other 

words it has a high spatial frequency which would be harder to resolve in 

peripheral vision. In these experiments, there was general agreement between 
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the subjects that about all that was resolvable in peripheral vision was the 
overall size and shape of the words, and it is interesting to note that subjects 
occasionally commented upon using these shapes when the target pair of labels 
produced a distinctive overall shape. The icons, on the other hand, were much 
more variable in terms of spatial frequencies, having broader as well as more 
detailed features. They also varied in terms of their overall density. There 

are therefore many more cues available in peripheral vision to the subject in 
the iconic condition. Whereas it was rarely possible in the verbal condition to 

identify a target in peripheral vision (thereby encouraging an orderly search 

strategy) it seems likely that on many occasions the iconic information avail
able in peripheral vision was sufficient for recognition, hence directly accessing 
the target without a search. (Lansdale et al., 1989, p. 428) 

6.2.3 Aspects of icons 

208 

Despite the attention that has been paid to iconic interfaces, little work has been 
done on how to construct icons and iconic interfaces optimally. Such questions as 

'Which visual properties will make an icon a "good" one?', and 'When, where, why, 
and in which respect should there be an advantage when information is portrayed 
by icons?', are largely unresolved (Korfhage & Korfhage, 1984). Sound empirical 
evidence is thus lacking as to whether icons will actually prove to be better in menu 
selection than word commands or text, as well as which characteristics of those icons 
improve menu selection (Arend et al., 1987). 

However, studies have been reported in which menu selection by icons and by 
word commands was investigated. In one study, menu selection for text-only menus 
was compared to menu selection where the text was supplemented by simple graph
ics. It was found that the addition of graphics reduced error rates considerably 
(about 50 percent) in comparison with the text-only condition but did not affect re-

. sponse times. To account for these results, Muter and Mayson (1986) suggested that 
graphical symbols provide more relevant information and allow access to meaning 
more efficiently. Although these results indicate that graphics may have a positive 
effect in menu selection, the study provides no evidence as to whether this was due 
to the combination of text and graphics, or to the visual characteristics of the simple 
illustrations used. 

In another study, the effect of presentation mode (word commands versus icons) 
on menu selection was specifically addressed. In their first experiment, Wandmacher 
and Miiller (1987) used a 'search-and-select' paradigm. On each trial, a task de
scription was first presented to the subject and then either a randomised menu of 

items or a menu of word commands was displayed. Subjects were required to search 
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for the correct menu item and to select it by pressing a corresponding number on the 
keyboard. A recognition paradigm was used in a second experiment. On each trail, 
only one item was displayed and had to be responded to by pressing a prelearned 

number on the keyboard. In contrast to Muter and Mayson, these authors found no 
effect of presentation mode on error rates but on reaction time. Wandmacher and 
Miiller suggested that the articulatory distance is smaller for icons than for word 
commands. Therefore, for icons, less time is required to transform an intention into 
an actual selection. Both of these studies claim that icons improve menu selection 
because they provide a more direct access to the meaning of the commands involved. 
This does appear reasonable, but articulatory distance may not be the sole impor
tant factor in menu selection. When menus have to be searched for appropriate 
options, the search process may be assumed as also being heavily dependent on the 
stimulus characteristics of the items presented (Schwartz & Norman, 1986). How
ever, neither the Muter and Mayson study nor the Wandmacher and Miiller study 
explicitly controlled for the visual characteristics of the icons used for menu selection 
(Arend et al., 1987). 

A well-studied phenomenon in visual perception research which may be relevant 
is the observed superiority of global features in visual perception. Global superiority 
relates to the fact that global features of figures (e.g. shape, colour, size, closure, 
free ends of a line) can be selected and responded to much faster than local fea
tures (e.g. lines and structures within figures). Evidence comes from identification 
and search experiments, where visual similarity between figures was found to im
pair identification (e.g. Mohr, 1984 ). Furthermore, separable (global) features were 

found found not only to be searched very quickly, but in a time fairly independent 

of search size (e.g. Treisman & Southern, 1985). Arend et al. note that if the 
global superiority effect obtained in search and identification tasks also holds for 
more complex materials such as icons, then icons which differ from each other in 

global features should be searched and selected faster than icons which differ from 
each other in local features. Maximising icon distinctiveness by the use of global 
features, however, will enlarge the articulatory distance between an icon and its 
referent, since local features are required to make an icon more representational. 
Icons containing distinct global features will thus be necessarily more abstract and 
will provide only weaker retrieval cues than icons in which the respective options 
are portrayed primarily by means of local features. 

In order to isolate the relative effects of icon distinctiveness and icon representa

tiveness on menu selection, Arend et al. (1987) designed an experiment in which 
two icon sets (one constructed to differ with respect to global features, and one 
with respect to local features) were compared with a word command set. It was 
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reasoned that if the global superiority effect also held for icons (which are more com

plex figures than the ones typically used in visual perception studies), then search 

times for icons differing from each other in global features should be much faster 
than search times for word commands (owing to a smaller articulatory distance and 

the global feature precedence). Concerning icons differing from each other in local 

features, the presence of local features can be expected to slow down the speed of 

the search (according to global feature precedence). Search time should therefore 

be longer than for icons differing in global features. Conversely, a smaller articula

tory distance and a higher degree of representativeness can be obtained for icons by 

the use of local features than by the use of global features. Icons differing in local 
features can therefore be expected to provide stronger retrieval cues and a more 
direct access to the meaning of the commands they portray. In turn, this can be 

expected to enhance the identification process, especially where larger menus need 
to be searched. In order to obtain data on which this topic could be resolved and 

to obtain reaction time functions for each of the command sets used, Arend et al. 's 
experiment was designed to incorporate menus of different size. For icons differing 

in global features the slope of the reaction time function was anticipated as small, 

since parallel search was expected. On the other hand, word commands would be 

expected to be searched serially. 

The search-and-select paradigm (Wandmacher & Miiller, 1987) was again used to 
investigate which visual characteristics if icons are relevant for menu selection. Two 

sets of icons (abstract icons and representational icons) were compared to a word 

command set. For abstract icons, global features were employed to maximise their 
visual distinctiveness. For the representational icons, local features were employed 
to ensure a high degree of representativeness and a small articulatory distance. 

The results showed that when menu options are presented in different modes, 

the search-and-select process is altered considerably. Options depicted as word 
commands can be searched and selected only very slowly. Additionally, and consis

tent with results of other studies (e.g. Perlman, 1984; Muthig & Reinhardt, 1987), 
selection time for word menu options was found to be heavily dependent on menu 
size, which would indicate a serial search for this sort of material. 

However, Arend et al. also remark that simply depicting menu options as icons 
does not automatically improve speed and accuracy of the search-and-select process. 
With representational icons varying in local features, it was not generally found that 
menu selection was more efficient than with word commands. Nevertheless, repre

sentational icons seemed to be more efficient than word commands for menu selection 

where menus exceeded a critical size of about ten simultaneously presented options, 

or at least they were if some of the icons contained more salient (global) features. 
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Therefore, the advantage usually claimed for representational icons of greater sim
ilarity to their respective referents and smaller articulatory distance appears to be 
overridden by the greater mental effort needed to search for the required option on 

a local feature base. On the other hand, representational icons appear to offer some 
advantage if menu selection is not completely dependent on visual search processes, 
but also requires memory search processes, for larger menus. This is consistent with 

the claim that representational icons provide stronger retrieval cues with respect to 
their respective referents. 

The results obtained for the abstract icon set do, however, query the assumption 

that icons should be made representational, even when options need to be chosen 
from large menus. Although the abstract icons were designed to be maximally dis

similar to each other (according to different global features) and to provide only 
weak retrieval cues with respect to the options they portray, it was found that they 

were far superior with respect to both speed and accuracy of the search process. As 

search times for abstract icons were found to be relatively independent of menu size, 
it was concluded that icons containing global features can be searched in parallel. 

Furthermore, abstract icons were also not more susceptible to errors than represen
tational icons, which indicates that visual distinctiveness may prove to be an even 
more efficient retrieval cue than functional representativeness. 

Arend et al. regarded their results as generally indicating that basic research in 
visual search can be s~ccessfully applied to the design of iconic interfaces. They 
highlight at least two factors which must be separated when an advantage of icons 
over word commands is claimed for menu selection. Firstly, icons are graphical or 
pictorial signs which are related to their respective referents by way of a similar 

relation that holds for at least one of their constituents. Because of this, it is 
possible that icons have a smaller articulatory distance to their respective meanings 
than a set of word commands. This might account for why icons can generally be 
identified faster than word commands (e.g. Wandmacher & Miiller, 1987) and why 
there are less prone to error (e.g. Muter & Mayson, 1986). However, at least for 
icons appearing on menu-driven interfaces, 'visual quality' or 'item distinctiveness' 
(Schwartz & Norman, 1986) may be of more importance. Arend's results provide 

evidence that 'visual quality' can be made explicit in terms of global/local feature 
theory, from which empirically testable predictions for the speed of the selection 
process can be derived. The considerable advantage found for icons containing 
global features suggests that even greater articulatory distances can be overridden 

by greater distinctiveness of the respective icons. 
However, as Arend et al. conclude, it might be argued that the smaller artic

ulatory distance of representational icons will pay off in online computer sessions, 
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since these icons provide more information about the scope, the action components 
involved, and the consequences of the invoked menu options. Therefore, represen

tational icons should score better in learnability, usability, and understandability of 

application systems than abstract icons. This idea could be tested by implementing 
the command sets used by Arend et al. on a prototype editor and testing them in 
online editing studies. Arend et al. do suppose, nevertheless, given the large per

formance differences found in their experiment, that an advantage for the abstract 

icon set would also be apparent in real editing tasks. 

6.2.4 Experimental rationale 
The reasoning behind Experiment 8 was two-fold. Firstly, it was designed to further 
test the notion of peripheral processing accounting for the icon locatability supre
mecy. Secondly, there was the intention to develop an experimental design which 
would be suitable for using eye movement recordings to test for the use of peripheral 
vision (e.g. items detected with only a single fixation). 

6.2.5 The pilot study (Stone, 1990) 
In a pilot study, Stone (1990) devised sets of 20 'simple' words (four letters long), 20 

'complex' words (six letters long), 20 'simple' icons and 20 corresponding 'complex' 

icons (the latter essentially containing more detail than the former). To test this 

distinction, two individuals were shown each pair and asked to indicate the more 
complex of the pair. The agreement was total. Slides were prepared containing 
either 20 icons (mixed simple and complex) or 20 words (mixed simple and complex) 
arranged around the periphery and a central referent item which was either an icon 
(with peripheral icons) or word (with peripheral words). The central item was 

identical to one of the 20 surrounding items (the target). Basically, the study 

involved showing these slides to 24 subjects and measuring search times. 

Mean search times (seconds) for each type of presentation was as follows: simple 

words = 2.508 (sd = 0.404); complex words = 2.964 (0.564); simple icons = 1.936 
(0.383); and complex icons = 2.293 (0.480). Mean response times for icons (2.115; 
sd = 0.407) proved to be significantly faster (p < 0.00001) than for words (2.736; 
sd = 0.424). Mean response time for simple items (2.222; sd = 0.358) proved to be 
significantly faster (p < 0.00001) than for complex items (2.629; sd = 0.441). There 
was also a small interaction between the two variables. 
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EXPERIMENT 8: 
A VISUAL SEARCH COMPARISON OF ICONS AND WORDS 

Due to the multivariate nature of icons, it is not an easy task to either choose a vari
able for experimental manipulation or to tightly control other variables. Previously 
chosen experimental variables include the abstract j concrete distinction (Stammers 
et al., 1989), high/low imagery (Rogers & Oborne, 1987), and memorability (Lans
dale, 1988). A hitherto unresearched variable within icon studies, the simple versus 
complex dimension, was chosen. It is acknowledged that this distinction must largely 
be an arbitrary one. 

It was hypothesised that search times for icons would be significantly faster than 
for words. Again due to the possible peripheral processing/spatial frequency advan
tage, it was also hypothesised that simple items (whether icons or words) would be 
significantly more quickly located than complex items. 

6.3 METHOD 

Twenty-four (7M:17F) subjects (mean age= 26.3; sd = 9.2) participated. Materials 
were largely as those used by Stone (1990) and consisted of 80 slides containing 
a central referent icon or word surrounded by 20 peripheral icons or words. The 
central item in each case was chosen from a set of either: (a) 20 'simple' words 
(words of four (upper case) characters) (SW; see Fig. 6.1); (b) 20 'complex' words 
(six characters) (CW; see Fig. 6.2); (c) 20 'simple' icons (icons of relatively simple 
visual structure) (SI; see Fig. 6.3); or (d) 20 icons of relatively complex pattern 
( CI; see Fig. 6.4 ). In each case, all items came from the same set. Four- and six
letter words were printed in different font sizes so as to occupy the same overall 
area. There was an equivalent simple and complex version of each icon. All icons 
were derived from icons actually in computer usage. Only one peripheral item was 
identical to the central item. This was the target. The position of target items was 
balanced across all displays so as to occur only once in each of 20 possible positions. 

The materials differed in three ways from those of Stone (1990). Firstly, sim
ple and complex words or simple and complex icons did not appear in the same 
array. Arrays consisted entirely of one category of item. Secondly, as many of the 
errors of identification had occurred between the paintbrush and the pencil icon, 
the paintbrush was modified so as to reduce the visual similarity. Thirdly, Stone's 
positioning of items around the periphery had involved more items along the hori
zontal axis than along the vertical axis, thereby creating a rectangular rather than a 

square array. Consequently, targets on the horizontal sides would be situated slightly 
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further away from the central referent item than would their counterparts on the 
vertical sides and, although any differential effects on search times were hopefully 
counterbalanced out, it is best to avoid this discrepancy which could affect search 
times. 

Presentation order was randomised between subjects. Slides were presented via a 

projector linked to an electronic timer and morse key. Subjects were simply required 

to locate the target item and press the key when they had done so. To verify their 

success, subjects were required to verbally indicate the target's position (e.g. 'Ten 

o'clock' or 'top left' or 'north west'). 
Within the pilot study less than two percent of all trials had produced an error 

and within half of these errors, as noted above, the confusion was between two 
particular icons. Discounting these two items, errors were not disproportionately 
spread across the representations. Because of this low error rate and because the 
troublesome similarity had been reduced, it was not felt that a speed/accuracy 

tradeoff would be present and hence could not influence results. Therefore, it was 

decided that in Experiment 8 no particular treatment of possible errors by omission 

or otherwise was warranted. 
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Figure 6.1: Example of a simple word presentation . 
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Figure 6.2: Example of a complex word presentation. 
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Figure 6.3: Example of a simple icon presentation. 
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Figure 6.4: Example of a complex icon presentation. 
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6.4 RESULTS 

Mean search times for the four target types employed are shown in Table 6.1. 

Icons Words Mean 

Simple 2.035 (0.496) 2.821 (0.388) 2.428 

Complex 2.739 (0.654) 3.171 (0.293) 2.955 

Mean 2.387 2.996 

Table 6.1: Mean search times ( s) of the four target types employed (standard 
deviations in parentheses). 

It was found that mean search times for icons was faster (F(1, 23) = 33.033; 
p < 0.001) than for words, and that search times were faster (F(1, 23) = 65.457;p < 
0.001) for simple rather than complex targets (see Table 6.2). There was also a 
significant interaction between these variables ( F(1, 23) = 7.078; p < 0.05). 

Factor ss MS F df p 

Complexity 133.183 133.183 65.457 1 0.001 

Type 178.059 178.059 33.033 1 0.001 

Trial 121.811 6.411 3.262 19 0.001 

C x Type 14.939 14.939 7.078 1 0.05 

C x Trial 129.481 6.815 3.524 19 0.001 

Type x Trial 121.383 6.389 2.796 19 0.001 

CxTxT 149.184 7.852 3.800 19 0.001 

Table 6.2: Results from the three-way ANOVA. 

The interaction between the two variables is shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5: The interaction between the simple/complex and words/icons 

variables. 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 

6.5.1 Subjective comments 
When asked to choose whether icons or verbal labels were the easier to locate, seven 
of the 24 participants (29%) said that words were the easier. A number of subjects 
also noted that the 'cross' icon was probably the easiest item to find. 

Other comments elicited included: 'Things with more shape are easier'; 'If I don't 
see it the first time, then I'm lost ... those in the corners are difficult' 'I'm left handed 
so I hate anything on the right ... icons are easier ... they have a different outline'; 
'Easier to keep words in mind'; 'Words slightly easier, but it depends on the shape 
of the icon'; 'Icons are easier ... You have to read the words'; 'Icons are easier ... less 
cognitive associations'; 'Cognitive factors do come into it'; 'I omit the corners when 
I'm scanning-then I have to go back'; 'I found it more difficult when in corners 
because your eyes miss corners'; 'Surely everyone starts at the top left and reads 

across or around'; 'I give a quick scan first and then search properly'. 

6.5.2 General conclusions 

It is worth noting that words were displayed entirely in upper case, and therefore 
word shape provided no visual information. That might not be the situation in 
dealing with some commercially available icon-driven systems. 

The main conclusion from this study was that search times were greater for the 
word condition than for the icon condition, and greater when the item was complex 
than when it was simple. Both experimental hypotheses were therefore supported 
and these findings substantiate those of the obtained within the pilot study. These 

data also confirmed Lansdale et al. 's (1989) findings and extended the pattern to two 

(albeit rather arbitrary) levels of complexity. The principle explanation offered for 
these results assumes differences in peripheral visual processing. When the item was 
simple or when it was an icon, the target was more easily resolved in peripheral vision 
and hence performance is enhanced. One reason offered for this involves spatial 
frequencies. Text involves a large number of lines more closely spaced together; i.e. it 
has a higher spatial frequency which would be harder to resolve in peripheral vision 
(Lansdale et al., 1989; Wilson et al., 1990). It seems likely that on many occasions 
the iconic information available in peripheral vision was sufficient for recognition, 

hence directly accessed without a search. 
In addition, these variables showed a significant interaction suggesting that both 

complex and simple representations were affected by whether the representations 
were words or icons. 
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EXPERIMENT 9: 
THE ROLE OF PERIPHERAL VISION IN 

THE ICON EASE OF LOCATABILITY PHENOMENON 

6.6 INTRODUCTION 

To investigate the basis for the differences observed within Experiment 8, eye move
ment records using the scleral search coil method were taken. Data were collected 

from a further six subjects. It was then possible to examine data such as fixation 

duration and scan paths. 

6.7 METHOD 

Six subjects participated. Other details are as in Experiment 8. The same four sets 
of stimuli were used. 

6.8 RESULTS 

6.8.1 Search paths 
Figures 6.6 to 6.8 show examples of search paths from one particular subject (FN). 
Figure 6.6 shows a systematic, clockwise search with the target located at about 

2 o'clock. 

Figure 6.6: A systematic search path. 
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Figure 6. 7 shows a fairly systematic search which demonstrates a 'miss' at three o' 
clock. 

B • E F t •. •• • f •• 
• c • 
• A 

• • D 

f 

• f • 

• ~ 

• • . •• • • • • . •• • 

·-
Figure 6. 7: A search path demonstrating a 'miss'. 

Figure 6.8 shows an example of an unsystematic search. These three search paths 
are described further in §6.9.1. 

Figure 6.8: An example of an unsystematic search path. 
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6.8.2 Fixation duration 
Table 6.3 shows the pattern of fixation durations between the four conditions. These 
results are obtained by summating all (several hundred) fixation durations recorded 
for all six subjects. Data files were manually edited to remove lines containing 
initial fixations on the referent item and 'sector information' automatically detailed 

by the programme, and then combined into one file for S P S S x analysis. Fixation 

durations were longest for CI (X = 225.6) and shortest for SW (X = 204.4). Raw 
data including mean, median and mode fixation results from individual subjects 
are included as Appendix 6.2. Although the complex icons had longer fixation 
durations than the three other presentation forms used, a one-way ANOVA did 
not demonstrate the differences to be statistically significant (F = 2.045; df == 3). 
However, four measures employed suggested differences in eye movement/search 
efficiency between the different display types. 

Mean sd Median Mode 

Simple icons 219.2 104.2 200 170 

Complex icons 225.6 122.2 200 170 

Simple words 204.4 66.1 190 180 

Co~plex words 206.8 88.8 200 170 

Table 6.3: Collective data ( ms) on fixation durations from all intervals sam

pled for all six subjects. 

6.8.3 Saccade amplitudes 
Table 6.4 shows the means of saccade amplitudes (arbitrary scaling) recorded from 
the six subjects over the four conditions. Scale units are arbitrary units as de
fined when setting up the programme parameters as the icon/word items were not 
measurable by the likes of alphanumeric character units. Saccade amplitudes were 
greater for icons than for words, and greater for simple items than for complex items, 
although these differences were not statistically significant. 
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Icons Words 

Simple 7.450 (1.887) 6.067 (1.521) 

Complex 6.600 (2.020) 5.633 (1.556) 

Table 6.4: Means of saccade amplitudes (arbitrary units; standard deviations 

in parentheses) for the four target types. 
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Figure 6.9 shows mean saccade amplitudes for the six subjects on the four con

ditions. 
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Figure 6.9: Histogram depicting mean saccade amplitudes (arbitrary 

units) for the six subjects (vertical lines indicate standard deviations). 
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6.8.4 First saccades to target 
Looking at instances where the first saccade made successfully located the target (see 
Table 6.5), there was a highly significant greater frequency (x2 = 7.258; p < 0.01) 
of saccades successfully fixating on icon targets (23) as opposed to word targets 
(8). There was also a significantly greater frequency (x 2 = 3.903; p < 0.05) of first 
fixations being on simple targets (21) versus complex targets (10). 

Icons Words Total 

Simple 15 6 21 

Complex 8 2 10 

Total 23 8 31 

Table 6.5: Breakdown of first saccades to target. 

Again looking at cases where the first saccade made successfully located the 
target (see Table 6.6), there were less instances of items being located in the corner 
than elsewhere, although this difference was not significant (x2 = 2.502; NS). 

Corner Other 

Actual 3.0 28.0 

Expected (6.2 ) (24.8) 

Table 6.6: Instances of first saccades made to corner and non-corner loca
tions. 

6.8.5 Items fixated before target 
Secondly, there was a measure of number of icons or words fixated before the target 
was located (see Table 6. 7). This did not include the initial (central) fixation unless, 
as often did occur, it was 'checked' during the search perhaps to compare it with a 
suspected target. Some of these fixations on non-target items were repeated a sec
ond (or third) time round as the subject missed the target and re-searched the array 
again. These could be calculated with or without multiple fixations (instances where 
two or more successive fixations were recorded on the same general area). Differences 
between the display types were highly signific:ant (F (3, 15) = 13.275;p < 0.001) in
cluding multiple fixations and excluding them (F(3, 15) = 4.383;p < 0.05). Tukey's 
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WSD analyses revealed the highly significant differences (p < 0.01) to lie between 
the SI and CW, and between the SI and CI comparisons, whilst the difference be
tween the SI and SW targets was also significant (p < 0.05). Furthermore, there 
was a highly significant (p < 0.01) difference between subjects in the analysis where 
multiple fixations were included. 

With mult. fixs. Without mult. fixs. 

Target type X sd X sd 

Simple icons 5.6 1.5 4.6 0.9 

Complex icons 10.1 1.7 7.2 1.0 

Simple words 8.4 2.0 6.1 1.0 

Complex words 10.6 3.0 7.2 1.2 

Table 6. 7: Number of different positions fixated before the target was de
tected within the four conditions. 

In the former analysis, 45 percent of the variance was accounted for by target type 

and 25 percent of the variance by subject differences. In the latter, stricter, analysis, 
32 percent of the variance was accounted for by the target type (w 2; Vaughan & 
Corballis, 1969). 

6.8.6 Misses 
Another measure of differences in search efficiency was termed 'misses'. This was 
where eye movement recordings determined that subjects had, in fact, fixated on 
the target, yet apparently failed to perceive it. Instances where two or more suc
cessive fixations were recorded on the same general area (multiple fixations) were 
not included. Table 6.8 shows results where side targets and corner targets were 

analysed seperately. 
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Target type Sides Corners Total 

Simple icons 21 4 25 

Complex icons 38 16 54 

Simple words 26 15 41 

Complex words 42 19 61 

Total 127 54 181 

Table 6.8: Frequencies of 'misses' between the target types. 

There was no significant difference in frequencies of misses between icons and 

words (x2 = 2.923). However, there were highly significant frequency differences 
between complex targets and simple targets (x2 = 13.265; p < 0.001 ), between 
corner and side targets (x2 = 10.940; p < 0.001), between level of complexity 
and target type (icons or words) (x2 = 16.635; p < 0.001 ), and between level of 

complexity and position of word targets (x2 = 15.255; p < 0.001) and of icon targets 

(x2 = 13.864; p < 0.001 ). Table 6.9 shows actual and expected frequencies of misses 

with corner and other target locations. 

Corner Other 

Actual 127 54 

Expected (144.8) (36.2) 

Table 6.9: Actual and expected frequencies of misses with corner and other 

target locations. 

6.8. 7 Transition matrices 
Fourthly, transition matrices of successive saccades were produced from these data. 

Saccade direction was analysed by computer programme into one of eight 'compass 
points' from the source. It was possible to determine the frequency of change in 
direction from one saccade to the next. It was hypothesised that, due to the per

pendicular arrangement of the arrays, a more systematic search would largely consist 

of vertical or horizontal saccades with the occasional change through 90° when scan

ning the array's corners. On the other hand, an unsystematic search strategy would 
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be expected to show relatively more oblique changes in saccade directions. The fre
quencies of oblique direction changes depicted in Table 6.10 are expressed as a ratio 
of one. The higher the ratio, the greater is the percentage of oblique saccades and 

the less systematic the search is held to be. In this table, 'X' refers to the mean of 
the mean of the six subjects, whilst 'combined' refers to the mean of each saccade 
for all subjects. In data from five out of six subjects, these entries show greater 

systematicity in searching for icons rather than words. 

MS AH DS JF FN RW x Combined 

Simple icons 0.256 0.357 0.245 0.438 0.205 0.196 0.283 0.291 

Complex icons 0.162 0.244 0.212 0.219 0.171 0.105 0.186 0.194 

Simple words 0.168 0.268 0.189 0.226 0.163 0.060 0.179 0.184 

Complex words 0.135 0.222 0.140 0.168 0.204 0.056 0.154 0.169 

Table 6.10: Transition matrices of successive saccades for the six subjects on 
the four target types. 

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA (with four levels: CW, SW, CI, SI) gives 

a highly significant result (F(3, 15) = 11.99,p < 0.001). 
The mean of conditions CW and SW is 0.167 and the mean of conditions CI 

and SI is 0.234. A second repeated measures ANOVA with one factor (with two 

levels; words, icons) shows that these two means are significantly different (F(1, 5) = 

15.32, p < 0.05). 
The mean of conditions CW and CI is 0.170 and of conditions SW and SI is 

0.231. A third repeated measures ANOVA (with two levels; complex, simple) shows 

that the difference is also significant (F(1, 5) = 10.09,p < 0.05). 
Due to the arrangement of the stimulus array, participants only needed to employ 

E, S, W and N saccades in order to cover it. So, 4 x 4 transition matrices were 
derived. To obtain meaningful proportions in a 4 x 4 transition matrix, it is necessary 
that a substantially greater number of saccades be available than that provided by 
a single observer. This difficulty prevented the analysis of each individual matrix, 

and it was necessary to use a combined transition matrix in each parallel condition, 

analysing all saccades as combined across subjects. The four 4 x 4 transition matrices 

are depicted in Table 6.11. 

It was also worth examining whether the lack of independence was of perceptual 
and cognitive importance, and if it was related to the experimental conditions. As 
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the matrix in Table 6.12 shows, previous and successive saccade directions can be 

'Identical' (I in the matrix) or 'Opposite'( 0), and can be compatible with a 'Clock
wise' searching of the array (C) or compatible with an 'Anti-clockwise' searching 
(A). 

cw sw CI SI 

E s w N E s w N E s w N E s w N 

E 55 13 21 11 55 17 21 7 43 23 21 13 39 34 18 9 

s 8 53 23 16 10 53 21 16 14 41 24 21 15 52 18 15 

w 20 10 58 12 20 7 54 19 18 17 51 14 15 11 52 22 

N 12 21 12 55 17 20 11 52 18 25 13 44 19 13 17 51 

Table 6.11: 4 x 4 transition matrices results (percentages). 

E s w N 

E I c 0 A 

s A I c 0 

w 0 A I c 
N c 0 A I 

Table 6.12: Categorisation of each possible pair of successive saccades in a 
4 x 4 transition matrix. 

The mean percentage in each of these four categories of the experimental condi
tions are in Table 6.13. 
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I 0 c A 

Complex words 55 20 15 10 

Simple words 54 19 18 9 

Complex icons 45 21 20 14 

Simple icons 49 15 23 13 

Table 6.13: Proportion of each type of pairs of successive saccades in the four 
experimental conditions. Identical, Opposite, Clockwise and Anti-clockwise 
are the types (according to Table 6.12). 

231 

Computing the means, two new tables were produced which compare words versus 
icons and complex versus simple items (combined in Table 6.14). 

I 0 c A 

w 54 20 16 10 

I 47 18 21 14 

W-I 7 2 -5 -4 

c 50 20 18 12 

s 52 17 20 11 

C-S -2 3 -2 1 

Table 6.14: Proportion of each type of pairs of successive saccades comparing 
words versus icons and complex versus simple items. 

6.9 DISCUSSION 

6.9.1 Search paths 
Figures 6.6 to 6.8 provided examples of search paths shown by subjects. Figure 6.6 
shows a systematic, although long, clockwise search. The subject makes a saccade 

from the central referent (A) firstly to B at 3 o'clock and sweeps round until locating 
the target at 2 o'clock (C). Of particular note here is the 'corner effect'; the four 

items from all corners have been omitted from the search due to the subject 'cutting 
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corners'. Clearly, had the target been in any of these areas, it would have been 

missed. It might also be added that such scan paths show no evidence of a consistent 
visual lobe pattern. 

Figure 6. 7 demonstrates a miss and the commencement of a re-search cycle. Here 

the subject firstly saccades from A to about 11 o'clock (B) and into what looks like 

the start of an anti-clockwise search, but sharply turns into a clockwise search cutting 
the top-right corner (C) at 2 o'clock and then missing the target at 3 o'clock (D). 

The subject continues, but more carefully searching corner items also, and hence 

producing a characteristic square/rectangular path. The search path is rejoined on 

the top line (E) before the subject searches the previously-missed top-right corner 

(F), and follows the items arranged down the right-hand side to locate the target 
at D. 

Figure 6.8 illustrates an unsystematic search shown during a complex word 
search. Replaying the computer-analysed sequence on a display screen makes what 
occurred clearer. Starting from the central referent (A), the subject saccades to 
12 o'clock (B) before traversing a blank area of the display, seems to fixate at a 

blank point (C), perhaps momentarily wondering whether to adopt a strategy. The 
search veers off to D before almost reversing on itself anti-clockwise to E. The sub

ject then omits corner F before locating the target at G. Due to the relatively high 

visual similarity of complex words to one another, it is difficult to interpret this 

erratic path as due to peripheral vision guiding the eye (incorrectly) to non-targets 
which were similar to the referent item. 

6.9.2 Fixation durations and general comment 
Although fixation durations were longer for icons than for words, these differences 
were not statistically significant. The fixation durations, however, were generally 
shorter than might have been expected. For instance, Gould and Dill's (1969) visual 

search study of pattern discrimination yielded a mean fixation duration of 323 ms 

(sd = 55). It is likely that the easier is the task, the shorter will be the fixation 
duration. The more information which needs to be perceived in one fixation, the 
longer will be necessary for a fixation. Clearly, little fine detail needed to be taken 
in during each fixation on a cell in order for the perceptual system to decide that 
the search had failed and to look elsewhere. Perhaps the abstract dot patterns used 
by Gould and Dill required longer processing time than the more meaningful icons 

or words used in this study. 

Four different measures of scan paths showed what are possibly differences in 

search efficiency between the four different target types. The data seem to suggest 

that more systematic strategies are used on complex words with progressively less 

efficient strategies been shown with simple words and complex icons through to a 
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fairly inferior strategy shown for simple icons. Scan path analysis of the number 
of cells fixated before target location suggests inferior strategies being employed 
on complex words with progressively more efficient strategies with simple words 
and complex icons to a superior strategy shown for simple icons. In addition, it 

was observed that there were approximately equal numbers of clockwise and anti
clockwise searches as well as those where the scan path was erratic or too brief to 
interpret. 

6.9.3 First saccades to target 
One of the things which proved useful was an analysis of first saccades to target. 
Looking at instances where the very first saccade made located the target, there 
was a greater frequency of successful fixations after the first saccade on icon targets 
as opposed to word targets. There was also a greater frequency of successful first 
fixations being on simple targets as opposed to complex targets. 

Although there were less instances of fixations falling correctly where targets were 

in corner, as opposed to non-corner positions, this difference was not beyond chance 
expectation. 

6.9.4 Items fixated before target 
Secondly, there was a measure of number of items fixated before the target was 
located. The most salient finding here was that there were less different targets 
fixated before a simple icon was detected than before a complex word was detected. 

6.9.5 Misses 
A third measure was termed 'misses'. This was where eye movement recordings 
determined that subjects had, in fact, fixated on the target, yet apparently failed 
to perceive it. For instance, there were more misses on complex targets than simple 
targets. 

This phenomenon is akin to the problem of human performance error seen in chest 
x-ray searches by radiologists (e.g. Nodine & Kundel, 1990). Eye movement research 
has shown that most missed lung tumours are the result of faulty interpretation, 
not faulty search. Over 70 percent of the missed tumours are fixated and most of 
these are processed by fixation durations long enough to recognise the abnormality, 
but rejected as true tumours. 

One of the many significant differences revealed with this method was that of 
corners and side targets. Whereas 127 misses related to sides positions (expected 

frequency = 144.8), 54 related to corners (expected frequency = 36.2). This may 
be explained in terms of peripheral vision. Given a situation where the attentional 

field consists only of the stationary field and the eye field (see §5.2.1 ), targets sit-
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uated at or near the corners of a square arrangement will be situated more into 

the periphery of vision and therefore their peripheral conspicuity would be lower. 
In order for these targets to have a similar conspicuity level they would need to be 
larger than those within the sides. This difference could of course have been avoided 
by positioning targets and non-targets in a circular arrangement, equidistant from 

a central point. However, in this particular study (compared with Expt. 11 ), a rel

atively 'real' scenario was been strived for, complete with the typically square or 

rectangular arrangement of VDU displayed items. What is important is that such a 

'corner effect' is likely to occur in real-life VDU tasks, although in general it passes 

without acknowledgement. 

6.9.6 Transition matrices 
Possibly more productive was a transition matrix analysis. The frequency of change 
of direction was determined by use of transition matrices of successive saccades. Due 
to the perpendicular arrangement, a more systematic search would consist largely 

of vertical or horizontal saccades. On the other hand, an unsystematic or inefficient 

search strategy would be expected to show relatively more oblique changes in saccade 

directions. 

In data from five out of six subjects, the matrices in Table 6.5 show greater 

asystematicity (greater proportion of diagonal saccades) in searching for icons rather 
than words. For instance, with subject JF, some 44 percent of saccades were diagonal 
in the simple icon condition, whilst only some 17 percent of saccade direction change 
were diagonal whilst searching for complex word arrays. In the vast majority of 
cases (11 out of 12 comparisons), words showed less diagonal saccades than did 

icons. Also, as might be expected, simple items showed more diagonal saccades 

than complex items. It is suggested that peripheral vision is used more in locating 

simple items. Where peripheral vision cannot be used, users are compelled to employ 

a more systematic search. 

The four 4 x 4 transition matrices are depicted in Table 6.9. Each entry within 
Table 6.9 is a percentage and its meaning is consistent with the rationale outlined in 
§3.8.1. For example, in condition CW, the probability of a saccade of type E after 
a saccade of type E is 0.55, the probability of a change of direction after a saccade 
of type E to one of type Sis 0.13, that to type W is 0.21, and of that to type N 
is 0.11. In these transition matrices, only pairs of successive non-diagonal saccades 
have been taken into account. 

The first conclusion from the 4 x 4 transition matrices is that there is not inde

pendence between previous and successive saccade directions. Independence would 

require all the rows in each matrix to be approximately equal and, clearly, this is 

not the case. 
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It was therefore worth examining whether the lack of independence was of percep
tual and cognitive importance, and if it was related to the experimental conditions 
(see Table 6.10). Some elements of the transition matrices have a similar meaning. 

Previous and successiv:e saccade directions can be 'Identical' (I in the matrix) or 

'Opposite' ( 0), and can be compatible with a 'Clockwise' searching of the array (C) 

or compatible with an 'Anti-clockwise' searching (A). 
The mean percentage in each of these four categories of the experimental condi

tions are in Table 6.12. In interpreting these latter tables, it is important to bear 
in mind that only non-diagonal saccades have been used in the construction of the 
4 x 4 reduced transition matrices. These transition matrices are made from saccades 
type E, S, W and N. The twenty items to be searched for are regarded as the four 
sides of a square, and therefore these four types of saccades would be the more 

'natural'-should a systematic search strategy be in use. So, it would be expected 
that the transition matrix analysis would provide information on the main features 
of the systematic component of the search; again, should such a search be involved. 

Computing the means, two new tables were produced which compare words versus 
icons and complex versus simple items (combined in Table 6.13). We can summarise 
these results in terms of the proportion of diagonal saccades and in terms of transi

tion matrices. Concerning the former: It is proposed that if a target is detectable 

in peripheral vision, then there is a less systematic search. 
Concerning the transition matrices: Firstly, as Table 6.13 shows, figures in col

umn A are smaller than corresponding figures in column C. This suggests that 
'clockwise' searches were more typical than 'anti-clockwise' searches. If the C per
centage is compared with the A percentage in each of the rows of the 4 x 4 matrices 
of Table 7, it is apparent that only in one of the comparisons out of sixteen does 
the A percentage exceed the C percentage. 

Secondly, as the C- S row of Table 6.14 shows, no clear differences transpired 

between the difficulty levels: Differences between complex and simple items are 

not large. Consequently, the relation between a previous saccade direction and a 
subsequent saccade direction is similar in complex and simple tasks. 

Thirdly, the effects of icons versus words seem more important. The differences 
are now larger than before. When the target is an icon, the I percentage is lower, 
and both the C and A percentages are higher than when the target is a word. This 
pattern is to be expected if searching for an icon is conducted with longer saccade 
amplitudes. If this were the case, then the search would require more changes in 
saccade direction and less same-direction saccades in order to cover any side of the 
square arrangement. A post hoc two-way repeated measures AN OVA was conducted 
on the mean of non-diagonal saccade amplitudes comparing words versus icons and 
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complex versus simple items. This showed that there was, in fact, a significant effect 
on the factor words-versus-icons (F(l, 5) = 12.50;p < 0.05) but not on the factor 
complex-versus-simple (F(l, 5) = 5.07; NS). Searching for icons may therefore be 
regarded as involving a more efficient pattern of eye movements. 

6.10 CONCLUSIONS 

It was concluded within Experiment 8 that search times were greater for the word 

condition than for the icon condition, and greater when the item was complex than 
when it was simple. It seems sensible to assume that the more useful the peripheral 
vision is-in other words, the more easily resolvable the target is in the periphery
the more the saccades used in the task will be guided by peripheral vision and 
the less by centrally determined scanning strategies. For instance, if the target is 
resolvable in peripheral vision, it is an appropriate strategy to rely on peripheral 
information and to search only those positions where peripheral vision detected 
greater similarity with the target. In such a case, the observer clearly does not 
produce a systematic search. On the contrary, if peripheral vision is not particu
larly informative, the observer can readily rely on a systematic search and so avoid 
redundant searching. Therefore, this assumption predicts a high level in the pro
portion of diagonal saccades in conditions where search time is low. The present 

results neatly fit this prediction. It is worth noting that in Experiment 2, a high 
proportion of diagonal saccades was related to low efficiency, whilst the opposite 
holds in this study. The inconsistency may simply lie in whether or not peripheral 
vision is important. As ever, such incongruencies illustrates the problems faced in 
attempts to relate psychological strategies to efficiency. 

The structure of the systematic component of the search, as indicated by the 
transition matrix, shows greater differences between words and icons than between 
simple and complex items. The principle difference between words and icons is due 
to the presence of longer saccades in the icon condition. 

The data from five out of the six subjects show greater systematicity in searching 
for icons rather than words. Also, simple items showed more oblique changes than 
complex items. It is suggested that peripheral vision is used more in locating simple 

items. 
Scan path analysis of the number of cells fixated before target location suggests 

inferior strategies being employed on complex words with progressively more effi
cient strategies with simple words and complex icons to a superior strategy shown 

for simple icons. In ad,dition, it was observed that there was approximately equal 

numbers of clockwise and anti-clockwise searches as well as those where the scan 

path was erratic or too brief to interpret. 
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The fact that average search times were shorter for icons may seem at odds 

with the suggestion that icons may be characterised by a less systematic search. 

The analogy which we would propose is that of the difference between searching 

on a page of a book for a reference date (e.g., '1959') and a Japanese name in its 
untranslated form. Although people are likely to be less systematic in searching for 
the Japanese character (they are likely to randomly move their eyes over the page 
waiting for the name to pop-out, search time is likely to be shorter than for the year 
date. 

Where peripheral vision cannot be used, users are compelled to employ a more 

systematic search. In these situations we therefore see lower values within a transi

tion matrix. 

One final brief point concerns the recent advent of dynamic icons. Static icons 

are sufficiently 'messy' materials to deal with due to their irregularity of shape, 

problems in measuring area covered, differences in meaningfulness, etc. However, 

the new breed of dynamic icons would no doubt be even more difficult to standardise 
or quantify; e.g. in terms of spatial frequency. 

In conclusion, we would propose that if a target is detectable in peripheral vision, 

then (a) there are fewer different positions fixated before the target is detected; (b) 
there are more cases where the first saccade successfully locates the target; and (c) 
there is a less systematic search (as revealed by a transition matrix). It therefore 

seemed a logical progression to conduct a further visual search study to investigate 

the role of spatial freql).encies in icon versus word locatability (Chapter 7). 



Chapter Seven 

A Spatial Frequency Investigation 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

This chapter describes a relatively 'pure' study of search with particular regard for 
the possible role of peripheral processing. As search times for icons seem reliably 

shorter than for words, it is important to know what factors underlie this. A visual 

search study was carried out using spatial frequency grids to examine the role of 
variables such as cycle frequency, high/low contrast, and high/low similarity of 
distractors. An eye movement analysis of fixation durations and scan paths was 

then conducted to determine if this could account for the observed differences. 

7.2 SPATIAL FREQUENCY REPRESENTATION 

Chapter 6 compared the locatability of computer-type icons and more conventional 
verbal labels. Design of visual display symbology draws upon tradition, general 
recommendations (e.g. McCormick & Sanders, 1982), and experimental comparisons 

between sets (e.g. Stammers et al., 1989). Ergonomists do not possess an effective 
descriptive metric for comparing visual stimuli. Such descriptive methods would 
allow quantitative comparisons of different symbols and offer predictions concerning 

discriminability (Marshak & Osarczuk, 1987). 
In describing or thinking about objects, one naturally refers to areas of light and 

dark at particular locations in space. Spatial frequency analysis is an alternative 
descriptive way of specifying the visual scene. The spatial frequency representation 
is a transform of the visual image into a different, mathematically equivalent rep
resentation. The fundamental principle underlying the notion of spatial frequencies 
was posited by the French mathematician, J. B. Fourier: 

Any function that repeats itself over and over can be synthesised as the sum 

of a series of sinusoids. 

The mathematical procedure by which functions are approximated by sums of sinu-
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soids (e.g. a sine wave) is termed a Fourier transform. The classic text on this issue 

is that of Brigham (1974). 

A sine wave is a continuous waveform that oscilates in a smooth and regular 

manner. It is characterised by the amplitude, wavelength (the time between corre

sponding points in successive cycles) and phase (the difference in timing between the 
two waves). One gener;;tlly refers to the frequency of spatial sinusoids in terms of the 
number of cycles per degree of visual angle. If only cycles per mm were specified, it 

would be necessary to specify the viewing distance. Referring all measure to visual 
angle completely specifies the size of the retinal image. 

It is worth emphasising that the spatial frequency (f in the equation of a sine) 

is inversely related to the wavelength, or size of the wave. A high spatial frequency 
(large f) has a small wavelength, and there are many cycles per degree. Thus, a high 
frequency pattern is fine and detailed, containing many waves in a small area, whilst 

a low frequency pattern corresponds to long, smooth, drawn-out waves (Levine & 
Shefner, 1981 ). 

'Spatial frequency gratings' (see §1.6.1), as used in experimental work on vision, 
are defined by (a) the actual spatial frequency or number of cycles per unit area or 

per degree of visual angle, (b) contrast, and (c) orientation. To demonstrate that 

the visual system is differentially sensitive to different spatial frequencies, Blakemore 

and Campbell (1969) conducted an adaptation study. Their reasoning was that if 
there are seperate neural networks or 'channels' in the visual system that encode each 

spatial frequency seperately, then an individual should be able to adapt selectively 

and so reduce the sensitivity of a particular channel. After adaptation to a specific 
spatial frequency, which should reduce sensitivity to that frequency, participants 

were briefly shown several gratings which were of very low contrast (i.e. close shades 

of grey). It was found that after adaptation, more contrast was required in order 

to descriminate the spatial frequency from a uniform grey of the same average 
luminance. When tested on spatial frequencies that differed from the adaptation 

grating, however, little loss of sensitivity was shown. 
This suggested that a neural pathway is responsible for coding spatial frequencies 

of one cycle per degree, another for coding two cycles per degree and so on. When a 
channel is adapted so that its sensitivity is lowered to subsequent stimulation, then 
a grating of that frequency needs to contain more contrasting light and dark areas 

for it to be detected. It also appears that there are channels specifically for each 

spatial frequency at each orientation (Haber & Hershenson, 1980). 
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EXPERIMENT 10: 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY AND PERIPHERAL VISION 

In the previous chapter, it was suggested that icons might be more easily searched for 

due to their lower spatial frequencies compared with words. The present study was 

designed to explore some aspects of spatial frequencies in a preliminary attempt 

to identify what variables underlie the supposed spatial frequency superiority of 
icons. Due to the difficulty of controlling for the multivariate nature of icons, it was 
decided to use 'pure' spatial frequency grids rather than 'real' icons as experimental 

materials. Also, due to the 'corner effect' suggested in Experiment 9, it was decided 
to employ circular rather than square arrangements. 

It was hypothesised that visual search would be quicker for items of lower spatial 

frequency. Also, on little more than intuitive grounds, it was hypothesised that 

search times would be quicker where contrast was higher and where distractors 
(non-targets) were less similar to the target. 

7.3 METHOD 

Forty-eight paid subjects (28M:20F) participated. Ages ranged from 18 to 58 (X= 
25.3; sd = 9.5). 

Each presentation contained a central reference grid surrounded by eight grids in 
a circular arrangement equidistant from the centre. The peripheral grids consisted 

of one target and seven distractors. Due to possible problems from lateral masking 

(Bouma, 1978), it was decided to restrict the number of items to eight. 

There were three variables examined: (a) number of cycles; (b) high versus low 

contrast; and (c) high versus low similarity of non-targets. 
Arrays were prepared with MacDraw and laser printed ready for photographic 

slide preparation. 

7.3.1 Number of cycles 
Number of black/white stripes within each target varied from 1, through 1.5 (one 
black stripe, one white, one black), 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, to 5. Thus, there were 
nine different cycles involved. Overall luminance of the (non-half-cycling) targets 

was about 45 cd/m2; comprised of the combined luminance of the pure black area 

(25 cdjm2) and the pure white area (62 cd/m2). 

7.3.2 High versus low contrast 
Bands were either (a) pure black and pure white or (b) dark grey and light grey. 

The two greys (54 cdjm2 and 31 cd/m2) had a combined luminance equivalent to 
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the black/white gratings. 

7 .3.3 High versus low similarity 
This referred to the non-targets. The low similarity arrangement had no distractors 

of spatial frequency close to that of the target, whereas the high distractor arrange

ment did. The high similarity arrangement with a target of 2 cycles, for example, 

would have non-targets of 1, 1.5 (two) 2.5 (two), 3, and 3.5. As another example, 

the low similarity arrangement with a target of 5 cycles would have non-targets of 
1 (two), 1.5 (two) 2, 2.5, and 3 cycles. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show examples of the 
arrangements used. Appendix 7.1 details the systematic organisation of non-targets 

in high and low similarity conditions. 
In addition, targets were presented at each of eight positions of the compass. 

There were thus a total of 9 x 2 x 2 x 8; i.e. 288 arrangements. As this was considered 

too large a number to show to subjects without limiting the number of volunteer 

participants, it was decided to use only a balanced half of the available arrangements 
with each subject. Thus, each participant viewed a total of 144 arrangements. 

Search arrays were presented to subjects via slides. The presentation order for 

each subject was varied. Slides were displayed from a projection tachistoscope. 

Subjects were simply required to search for the grid corresponding to the central 

grid and to press a key when found (complete instructions to subjects are contained 
within Appendix 7.2). Timing (ms) was automatically recorded with a task-designed 
timing programme running from a BBC micro-computer connected to the morse-key 
and projection tachistoscope. The interval between a key-press and the next slide 

appearing was a constant four seconds. 

Viewing distance (held constant by use of a chin rest) from subjects' eyes to 

screen was 90 em. Screen to lens distance was 100 em. An f = 85 mm lens was 

used. The images (projected onto a rear-projection screen) measured 27 em from 

top grid to bottom grid and from right grid to left grid. Each grid measured 9 cm2• 

Each grid subtended a visual angle of about 1.9° whilst the entire display subtended 
about 16.7°. Therefore, the grids of lowest spatial frequency consisted of approxi
mately 0.5 cycles/degree and those of the highest spatial frequency were comprised 
of 2.5 cycles/degree. Screen luminance was 46 cdjm2. Ambient illumination was 

16 lux. 
Errors were recorded by the experimenter. 
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Figure 7.1: Example of a 2 cycle, high similarity, low contrast arrangement. 
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Figure 7.2: Example of a 5 cycle, low similarity, high contrast arrangement. 
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7.4 RESULTS 

A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the data with the vari

ables being number of cycles, high versus low contrast, and high versus low similarity. 
Table 7.1 summarises ~he results. It can be seen that there were highly significant 
effects within all variables and two-way interactions. Furthermore, the three-way 

interaction of variables was also significant. 

Factor ss MS F df p 

Cycles 471515395 58939424 139.21 8 < 0.001 

Contrast 8937084 8937084 25.83 1 < 0.001 

Similarity 542381387 542381387 469.84 1 < 0.001 

Con. x Sim. 4310705 4310705 9.57 1 < 0.01 

Con. x Cyc. 11516973 1439622 4.70 8 < 0.001 

Sim. x Cyc. 82389888 10298736 35.14 8 < 0.001 

Con. x Sim. x Cyc. 5136395 642049 2.07 8 < 0.05 

Table 7.1: Results from the three-way ANOVA. 

For the cycles variable, 40.3 percent of the variance (w2) was accounted for by 

the cycles as opposed to the between subject and error variances. For the similarity 

variable, 13.6 percent of the variance was likewise accounted for, and for the contrast 

variable the w2 value was 2.6 percent. 

Table 7.2 shows search time results between the nine levels employed within 

the cycles variable. Figure 7.3 graphically depicts these results. It can be seen 
that, with the exception of the extreme high frequencies, the pattern followed that 
hypothesised. 
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Figure 7.3: Histogram of search times ( ms) obtained for the nine different 
spatial frequency cycles (vertical lines show standard deviations). 
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Cycles 

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

1095 1481 1784 2339 2471 2687 2582 2438 2422 

(198) (531) (503) (651) (488) (739) (953) (866) (1069) 

Table 7.2: Search times (ms) obtained for the nine different spatial frequency 
cycles (standard deviations in parentheses). 
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Table 7.3 summarises search times when the data from Table 7.2 are seperated 
into that from high similarity and low similarity conditions. Figure 7.4 depicts these 
results graphically. 

CYCLES 

High similarity 

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

1277 1931 2216 2830 2880 3271 3354 3180 3347 

(581) (730) (804) (995) (981) (1126) (1047) (1188) (1374) 

Low similarity 

928 1033 1352 1803 2056 2091 1777 1707 1509 

(387) (399) (583) (665) (755) (757) (731) (709) (631) 

Table 7.3: Search times (ms) obtained for the nine different spatial frequency 
cycles on high similarity and low similarity arrays (standard deviations in 
parentheses). 
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Figure 7.4: Histogram of search times ( ms) obtained for the nme different 

spatial frequency cycles when data are seperated into that from high similarity 

(dark bars) and low similarity (light bars) arrays (vertical lines show standard 

deviations). 
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Post hoc Tukey's WSD analyses were then performed on data from the three-way 

AN OVA to determine between which cycle frequencies the significant differences lay. 

Table 7.4 presents a matrix of results from these analyses. 

Cycle frequency 

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

1 - - - - - - - - -

1.5 0.001 - - - - - - - -

2 0.001 0.001 - - - - - - -

2.5 0.001 0.001 0.001 - - - - - -

3 0.001 0.001 0.001 NS - - - - -

3.5 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01 - - - -

4 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01 NS NS - - -

4.5 0.001 0.001 0.001 NS NS 0.01 NS - -

5 0.001 0.001 0.001 NS NS 0.01 NS NS -

Table 7.4: Summary of significance levels following the Tukey's test compar

Isons. 

Table 7.5 summarises search times for all subjects on the high/low contrast and 
high/low similarity variables. It is clear that in each case the differences fell in the 

hypothesised direction. 

High Low 

Contrast 2070 (835) 2213 (819) 

Similarity 2527 (946) 1582 ( 439) 

Table 7.5: Summary (means) of search times (ms) for all subjects on the 

contrast and similarity dimensions (standard deviations in parentheses). 
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Table 7.6 summarises the interaction between contrast and similarity. 

Low similarity High similarity 

Low contrast 1704 (517) 2724 (758) 

High contrast 1460 (331) 2680 (732) 

Table 7.6: Summary of the interaction between the variables contrast 
and similarity. Figures refer to mean search times (ms) for all subjects 
(standard deviations in parentheses). 

Figure 7.5 depicts the interaction between contrast and similarity. 
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Figure 7.5: The interaction between contrast and similarity. 
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7.5 DISCUSSION 

In line with the experimental findings and background outlined in Chapter 6, 
it was hypothesised that search times would be faster with grids of lower spa
tial frequencies. This expected pattern was clearly found with the exception 
of a slight 'dip' within the 4, 4.5 and 5 cycle grids. As the trend over the 

six grids of lower frequencies is continuous, further investigation of this phe

nomenon seems warranted. It is possible that there is some threshold for visual 
search optimisation around 1. 75 cycles/degree and 2 cycles/degree. There does 

seem to be greater between- and/or within-subject variability at the higher 

frequency end, as indicated by the higher standard deviations. However, con
sidering the margin of drop between these three higher cycle frequencies, and 
particularly considering that they nowhere near stray from within the stan
dard deviation of th'e slowest-searched frequency, ( 3.5 cycles), it is likely that 
these are deviations not straying from chance levels within the overall pat

tern. This possibility is strengthened by the fact that post hoc analyses from 
the AN OVA on cycle frequencies showed very highly significant differences 

between the majority of cycle frequencies. There was, however, a cluster of 

non-significant differences at the higher end of the spectrum (see Table 7.4). 

For future research along these lines it would be advisable to widen the range 
of cycle frequencies sampled. 

A further argument, referring to the icon/verbal label distinction, would 
take the following lines. Essentially, there is no difference in locatability of 
patterns between the 3 cycle grids (1.5 cycles/degree) and the 5 cycle grids 

(2.5 cycles/degree). In 'real' (VDU) terms, although there is much variability 
between items (particularly icons), the spatial frequencies of most icons and 

words would fall around these values. Discounting the lower spatial frequency 

grids used in this study, which may have little relevance to actual VDU items 
used, differences in spatial frequency has no effect on performance (at least in 
relation to peripheral processing). 

A second hypothesis was that grids of higher contrast (i.e. black/white 
as opposed to dark/light greys) would promote quicker search times. This 
was also supported in that the mean search time for high contrast targets 
(X = 2070 ms; sd=835) was significantly (p < 0.001) faster than that for 

low contrast targets (X = 2214 ms; sd=819). Although perhaps intuitively 
'obvious', there appears to be no other empirical evidence for this phenomenon 

within the HCI literature. This again offers a new avenue for exploration. 

The third hypothesis was that arrays with non-target items of low similar

ity to the target item would have faster search times than those containing 
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distractors of high similarity to the target. Once more, this hypothesis was 
supported. Mean search times for arrangements in the low similarity condi
tion were significantly (p < 0.001) faster (X = 2527; sd=946) than those in 
the high similarity condition (X = 1582; sd=439). Such differences in the 

discriminability of items, particularly as perceived in peripheral vision, also 

warrant further scientific examination. 
All three two-way interactions produced highly significant results (see Ta

ble 7.1). High contrast positively interacted with low similarity, high contrast 
positively interacted with the lower frequency of cycles, and low similarity of 
non-targets positively interacted with lower frequency of cycles. There was 
even a significant interaction between the three variables. 

The next issue to determine was the percentage of variance accounted for 

by each of the three variables employed. As the seminal work on this issue 
makes apparent, with a three-way repeated measures analysis of variance, this 

is not a clear-cut matter (Vaughan & Corballis, 1969). An in-depth look at 
this article and the rationale of Winer (1971) suggested that this approach 
(w2) was justified. However, for simplicity (and considering the present con
cern with main factors), variance explained for main effects is best calculated 
individually (as if a one-factor ANOVA had been conducted), and expressed 

(a) in relation to variances for the between subjects and error variances, and 
(b) expressed as ratios to each other rather than as a proportion to the to
tal variance for all factors. The obtained variances for the cycles, similarity 
and contrast variables were 45.7 percent, 13.6 percent and 2.6 percent, respec
tively. This provides a ratio of effect of approximately 40:14:3, or about 13:5:1. 
The strength of the cycles variable can thus be seen not only in the fact that 
differences were significant beyond a 0.001 percent level of expectation, but 
that the effect of this variable was thirteen times stronger than that of the 

contrast variable (which again was highly significant). The similarity variable 
was approximately five times stronger than the contrast variable. 

From this analysis of the respective variances accounted for by the three 
factors and from the three-way ANOVA summarised in Table 7.1, it is clear 
that contrast exercises a much less powerful influence than the two other 
variables. The interaction plotted in Figure 7.5 reinforces this fact as it can 
be seen that contrast has little effect in both high similarity and low similarity 

cases. The effect is, nevertheless, in the expected direction. 

The interaction between similarity and cycles is also interesting. From 
Figure 7.3, it would seem that, as suggested above, the effect of cycles tails off 

at a certain point. However, more detailed examination of the data revealed 
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that this explanation does not tell the full story. Seperating the effect of spatial 

frequency cycles for high and low similarity (see Table 7.3 and Figure 7.4), 
it is seen that the cycle factor has a consistent effect only for high similarity 
grids. The cycle effect diminishes with the relatively higher spatial frequencies 
where targets to be searched for are surrounded by low similarity distractors. 

It can therefore be said that if discrimination is easy, then cycle frequency 

does have a consistent effect; perhaps mediated through peripheral vision. In 

more difficult cases, sequential scanning is more likely required. 

One minor point worth mentioning is that within the half-cycle grids (i.e. 
1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 cycles), there was an unequal proportion of black and 
white areas; the ratio being 2:1 black to white. It was not felt likely that 

this would produce any effect as the frequencies of these grids were evenly 

balanced out across the presentations. The lack of any 'saw-tooth' effect on 

the alternating half-cycle-full-cycle pattern (see Fig. 7.3) demonstrates that 
this was so. 

Other variables might have been included within this analysis and that of 
orientation was a contender which was excluded only on grounds of the need 
to limit the subject's time at task. It is certainly a principal candidate for 
future research. One spatial frequency analysis using this variable is that of 

Heeley and Timney (1989). 
There may be another implication for spatial frequencies and VDUs. Lunn 

and Banks (1986) have proposed a basis for a purely visual component of 
VDU-induced fatique. They suggest that adaptation to the fundamental spa

tial frequency of lines of text on a VDU provides a single explanation for a 

wide variety of reports of visual fatigue. Reliable contrast threshold elevations 

at spatial frequencies of 2, 3, and 5 cycles/degree were found after partici
pants read single-spaced text on a VDU. Lunn and Banks point out that this 

adaptation also reduces sensitivities to spatial frequencies in the range largely 
responsible for the reflexive accomodative response (2-6 cycles/degree), and 
therefore could account for objective optometric measures of disturbed acco
modation as well as some subjective effects of viewing VDUs. The authors 

also discuss implications for VDU design. 

7.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The variables examined in this study all proved to have strong effects on the 

peripheral perception of spatial frequency. The cycles variable was particu

larly strong, having an effect thirteen times that of the contrast variable. On 

a note which may give impetus to follow-up studies, it might be remarked that 
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although the results do support the notion of the lower spatial frequency char
acteristics of icons resulting in their search superiority over verbal labels due 
to their relative ease of peripheral processing, the findings do not demonstrate 

that the effect is exclusively due to that mechanism. Articulatory distance, 
global/local features, etc. may also play a role. 
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EXPERIMENT 11: 
AN EYE MOVEMENT STUDY OF 

SPATIAL FREQUENCY AND PERIPHERAL VISION 

7.7 INTRODUCTION 

To gain further evidence for the peripheral perception/spatial frequency theory 

of icon search supremacy, it was decided to finely analyse search scan paths in 
an eye movement monitoring study. The scleral search coil method was again 
chosen due to the need to monitor both the vertical and horizontal planes. 

In this experiment, due to the fact that peripheral processing was held very 
much to be influential, and that targets-if sufficiently conspicuous-might 
be located almost immediately (e.g. 'a single saccade away'), no differences 
in scan paths or eye movement parameters might be expected. The differ

ences found within Experiment 10 might, very simply, be due to peripheral 
processing per se leading almost immediately to detection. Although the gen

eral experimental hypothesis was that there would be significant differences 

between eye movement variables manifest over the three factors, in this case 

an overall null hypothesis is worth stressing: That no significant differences 
would emerge within the variables from eye movement recordings. 

7.8 METHOD 

Four subjects participated although technical problems resulted in data from 
one subject being discarded. Experimental conditions were as for Experi

ment 10. Programme SAMFIO was employed with a sampling rate of 10 ms. 

This programme provided details of fixation positions (and hence scan path), 

and whilst fixation durations were given, the programme did not provide data 

on saccade amplitudes. 

7.9 RESULTS 

7.9.1 Search paths 
Figures 7.6 to 7.8 are photographs of search paths obtained from one particular 
subject (FN). Figure 7.6 shows a phenomenon typically observed. From the 

reference grid (centre), the subject makes the first saccade immediately to a 

non-target item (NE) which is just half a cycle removed from the target grid. 

The subject then checks the reference and quickly locates the correct target 

(NW). 
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Figure 7.6: A search path showing the effects of peripheral vision. 

Figure 7. 7 shows a systematic (anti-clockwise) search path to locate the 
target at E. 

Figure 7. 7: A srstematic, yet relatively long, search path. 
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Figure 7.8 shows a relatively unsystematic search path by which a target at 
S is located. This path and that of the other two illustrated here are further 
discussed within §7.10.1. 

Figure 7.8: An unsystematic search path. 

7.9.2 Fixation d~ration 
Table 7. 7 shows the results of fixation duration analysis on the cycle frequency 
variable. Taking the mean scores from each of the three subjects on this vari
able, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA showed there to be no significant 
differences between the nine cycles used (F(8, 16) = 1.663). 

Cycles 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

Mean 255.5 247.0 238.0 252.7 248.0 276.4 282.7 245.6 245.0 

sd 156.8 127.4 146.4 137.5 124.9 127.8 130.8 124.3 112.0 

Table 7.7: Fixation durations (ms) of mean times obtained between 
the nine different spatial frequency cycles; data are combined from all 

three subjects. 
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Table 7.8 depicts mean fixation duration for high contrast and low contrast 

grids for the three subjects. Differences were not significant (t = -2.994; df = 
2). 

Subject High contrast Low contrast 

FN 264.1 (111.7) 274.2 (128.2) 

JF 267.4 (156.3) 294.1 (175.5) 

VP 233.4 (106.9) 259.7 (164.1) 

Combined 251.6 (125.5) 272.8 (157.7) 

Table 7.8: Fixation durations (ms) of the three subjects for high and 
low contrast grids (standard deviations in parentheses). 

Table 7.9 depicts mean fixation duration for high versus low similarity 
of non-targets for the three subjects. Differences were not significant (t = 

-1.515;d/ = 2). 

Subject High similarity Low similarity 

FN 264.7 (117.9) 273.5 (112.4) 

JF 271.8 (149.5) 271.9 (171.6) 

VP 233.3 (107.0) 260.0 (164.0) 

Mean 256.6 268.5 

Table 7.9: Fixation durations (ms) of the three subjects for high and 

low similarity of non-targets (standard deviations in parentheses). 

7.9.3 Misses 

Number of 'misses' described the number of incidences where eye movement 
analysis indicated that the subjects had fixated upon the target but had failed 
to perceive it. Due to the fact that some of the data from the 144 displays 
was lost, a percentage value was arrived at by dividing the number of targets 
fixated but not recognised by the total number of relevant items for which data 

were available, all multiplied by 100. Due to the relatively small number of 
arrays viewed within the nine different variations of the cycles variable, data 
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were combined from the three subjects. Table 7.10 depicts the misses index 
for the nine cycles employed. 

Cycles 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

Misses index 5 6 0 20 11 7 0 21 14 

Table 7.10: Index of misses across the nine different levels of cycles 

(N=3). 

Table 7.11 shows the index of misses in relation to the high versus low con

trast condition. Differences again were not significant (t = -3.355; df = 2). 

Contrast 

High Low 

FN 6 13 

JF 0 8 

VP 27 44 

Table 7.11: Index of misses for the high versus low contrast condition. 

Table 7.12 shows the index of misses in relation to the high versus low 

similarity condition. Differences on this variable were not significant ( t = 

-0.795; df = 2). 

Similarity 

High Low 

FN 15 10 

JF 0 3 

VP 31 44 

Table 7.12: Index of misses for the high versus low similarity condition. 
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7.9.4 First saccades to target 
As a further measure of efficiency of search, an index of first fixations to 
target was derived whereby number of instances where subjects located the 
target without fixating upon another item was divided by total number of 
presentations for which data were available. 

Table 7.13 depicts the first saccades to target index for the nine cycles. 

Correlating (Pearson r) the search times (see Table 7.2) for the various spatial 

frequencies with this index produced a correlation of -0.626 which fell short 

of statistical significance (critical valueo.05 = 0.666). 

Cycles 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

First sacs. 40 44 44 40 17 36 42 21 43 

Table 7.13: Index of first saccades to target across the nine different 

levels of cycles (N=3). 

Analysing this index for high similarity and low similarity displays seper

ately, however, produced a different pattern (see Table 7.14). Figure 7.9 shows 
this difference graphically. The correlation between search time and the index 

for the low similarity arrays was -0.583 (NS), and the corresponding correla
tion for high similarity arrays was -0.596 (NS). 

Cycles 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

High similarity 27 36 20 0 10 12 25 13 25 

Low similarity 80 100 75 57 25 67 75 45 67 

Table 7.14: Index of first saccades to target across the nine differ

ent levels of cycles when data are analysed seperately for high and low 

similarity. 
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Figure 7.9: Plot of first saccades to target index seperately analysed 

for high (dark grey) and low (light grey) similarity. 
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Table 7.15 shows results from the first saccades to target analysis for the 
high versus low similarity condition. This variable also failed to show signifi
cant differences (t = 1.509; df = 2). 

Similarity 

High Low 

FN 15 65 

JF 18 56 

VP 8 0 

Table 7.15: Index of first saccades to target for the high versus low 
similarity condition. 

Table 7.16 shows results from the first saccades to target index for the high 
versus low contrast condition. Differences between conditions on this variable 
were also non-significant (t = -2.294;df = 2). 

Contrast 

High Low 

FN 35 36 

JF 44 50 

VP 19 22 

Table 7.16: Index of first saccades to target for the high versus low 
contrast condition. 

7.9.5 Number of items fixated before target 
A third measure of visual search was the number of items (including 'missed' 
targets) fixated before the target was identified. As there were multiple in
stances within each array, the index is derived as a mean of all incidences 
of the arrays for which data were available. Table 7.17 shows this index in 

relation to the nine levels of cycles employed. 
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Cycles 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

Mean 0.968 1.625 1.454 2.200 3.000 2.429 1.667 2.545 2.282 

sd 1.169 2.306 1.916 2.895 3.106 3.567 1.875 2.905 3.561 

Table 7.17: Index of items fixated before the target was identified 

between the nine different levels of cycles (N=3). 

Table 7.18 shows results from this analysis for the high versus low similarity 
condition. The difference between the indices from these similarity conditions 

was significant (t = 8.041; df = 2; p < 0.05). 

High similarity Low similarity 

FN 2.412 (2.076) 0.650 {1.226) 

JF 1.778 (2.006) 0.625 {1.008) 

VP 4.154 (3.674) 2.778 (3.114) 

Mean 2.781 1.350 

Table 7.18: Index of number of items fixated before successful loca

tion of the target for the high versus low similarity condition (standard 

deviations in parentheses). 

Table 7.19 shows results from this index for the high versus low contrast 
condition. Again, these differences proved non-significant (t = 1.418; df = 2). 

High contrast Low contrast 

FN 1.721 (1.931) 1.409 (1.992) 

JF 1.104 (1.627) 1.083 (1.676) 

VP 4.154 (3.684) 2.889 (3.060) 

Mean 2.326 1.794 

Table 7.19: Index of number of items fixated before the successful 

location ofthe target for the high versus low contrast condition (standard 

deviations in parentheses). 
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7.10 DISCUSSION 

7.10.1 Search paths 
Figure 7.6 showed an example of a phenomenon commonly seen whereby the 

subject's first saccade is to a non-target (at NW) just a half-cycle removed from 
that of the target (at NE). It would appear that peripheral vision incorrectly 

draws the eye to the non-target. Within such cases, the subject seems to 
quickly realise their error, presumably as the pattern being observed does not 
match the pattern currently held in visual memory, and then the subject would 

re-view the reference item (C) and immediately locate the target. Although 

no precise analysis was performed, the experimenter is beyond doubt that this 

phenomenon did not occur with non-targets most like the actual targets in 

the low similarity condition. 
A systematic seat:ch pattern (of an anti-clockwise direction) is shown in Fig

ure 7.7. With this particular subject (FN), the systematic (circular) searches 

were of equal proportions in anti-clockwise and clockwise directions. It is of 

note that systematic does not always imply short search times, as in this case 

a systematic path could not have been longer. 

Figure 7.9 provides an example of an unsystematic search for a target lo
cated at S. From (a) a re-run of the data analysis by the computer as shown 
on a display screen and (b) the hard copy print-out of the data analysis show

ing horizontal and vertical fixation coordinates, the sequence of fixations is 
clear. From the central reference item, the subject fixates on N, then NW and 
W before checking the referent. Such returns to the centre were often seen 

both during long searches where the subject is possibly refreshing their mem

ory image and also by way of making a close comparison when non-targets 
very similar to the target are encountered. This latter phenomenon possibly 

accounted for some of the greater overall search times found for the high simi
larity condition. The subject then saccades to E, and then SE, having omitted 
a look at NE in the upper half of the display. A saccade is then made to SW 
missing S where the target actually is. It appears, however, that the target 
may have been peripherally perceived at this point as there is an immediate 

reversal of the eye movement direction back to S. The key is then pressed just 

as the eyes return to the central point. 

7.10.2 Fixation durations 
There was no discernible pattern of fixation durations across the cycle fre

quency variable. Despite the fact that a clear pattern was found for search 

times, this does not appear to have a correlate in this eye movement parame

ter. 
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The differences in fixation durations between high contrast and low con
trast items and between high versus low similarity of distractors were not 

significant. Nor were the corresponding differences for the high/low similarity 

variable. In fact, whereas one might expect the high similarity condition to be 

characterised by longer fixation durations (on the grounds of lower discrim

inability), the opposite trend was found for all three subjects (high similarity 

X = 256.6; low similarity X = 268.5). 
To summarise results from the analysis of fixation durations, it must be said 

that no differences in eye movements were found to account for performance 
superiorities in the locatability of different spatial frequency parameters. 

It is, perhaps, unfortunate that the programme did not sample for saccade 

amplitudes. However, it is felt that similarly neutral findings would have 
emerged on this measure. 

7.10.3 Misses index 
This described the incidence of situations where the subject had fixated on 
the target yet failed to perceive it. The pattern shown between the nine cycle 
levels is best described as erratic. There was no 'saw-tooth' effect between the 
half-cycle and full-cycle frequencies. 

Tables 7.11 and 7.12 show results from this index over the contrast and 
similarity dimensions. In neither case did the subjects show a unified pattern 
between the high and low conditions. 

7.10.4 First saccades to target 

Again, there was no uniformity across the three subjects as far as the direction 

of difference between high and low was concerned on both the similarity and 

contrast variables. 
The correlation between the index of first saccades to target and search 

times on the nine frequencies was not significant. 
Considering that by chance alone an index of 12.5 would be expected (one 

target amongst eight items), then it is clear that only the very lowest frequen

cies (1 and 1.5 cycles) are substantially greater than this. 
Performing seperating analyses on high similarity and low similarity arrays 

revealed marked differences. As Table 7.14 and Figure 7.9 show (with perhaps 

the exception of the 4.5 cycle results), whilst the index is fairly consistent 

across the low similarity arrays, the index pattern across the high similarity 

arrays is clearly positively skewed with almost all cycle frequencies above 2 

producing an index of zero. This is supported by the finding that whereas 

low similarity items and search times are not correlated, high similarity arrays 
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and search time are negatively correlated; the lower the spatial frequency the 
faster the search. It would seem that discriminability underlies the interaction 

between the similarity and cycles variables shown in Figure 7 .1. 

7.10.5 Number of items fixated before target 
Although this index was clearly lower on the 1 cycle condition (X = 0.968; 

sd = 1.169) compared with the 5 cycle condition (X = 2.282; sd = 3.561), 
intermediate indices showed no systematicity. 

Although the differences in this index was not significant on the contrast 
variable, there was consistency shown in that all three subjects showed higher 

ratings on the high contrast as opposed to the low contrast condition. How
ever, on discriminability grounds, it would be expected that targets with high 
contrast would be more readily located (i.e. there would be a lower number of 
items fixated before the target was identified). 

The single analysis showing significant results (p < 0.05) was that of the 

number of items fixated before target between the high/low conditions of the 
similarity variable. The index for the high condition (X = 2.781) was more 
than twice that of the low condition (X = 1.350). The most likely explanation 

for this is in terms of the greater discriminability of the target from the low 
similarity items resulting in lower search times and attendant lower number of 

items fixated before the target, although this might be relatively independent 

of peripheral vision factors. 

7.11 CONCLUSIONS 

As only two of the twelve analyses of eye movements demonstrated a significant 
result, it must generally be concluded, in line with the null hypothesis, that the 
search times found for the three spatial frequency variables associated with the 
icon search superiority have no correlate in eye movement parameters. Icons 

are certainly more varied in terms of area covered and shape than are words, 
but such differences are unlikely to account for their consistent and reliable 

visual search superiority. To an extent, an increase in spatial frequency is 
an increase in complexity; but this sort of 'explanation' is rather circular. It 
would appear though that there is an attribute of icons which results in them 
being located perhaps 'just a saccade away', and that attribute may well be 

the ease in peripheral perception of their lower spatial frequency composition. 
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Chapter Eight 

Do Antialias Fonts Facilitate Search? 

8.1 OVERVIEW 

As was emphasised in §1.10, a valid examination of optimising visual search at 

the VDU must encompass various parameters which include, in addition to those 
already explored, how recent advances in font design may enhance the locatability 
of items and, on a higher level, how these new technologies might aid reading per 

se. The impetus behind this relatively 'applied' study came from IBM(UK) Ltd, 
one of several organisations concerned with the development of 'antialiased' fonts. 
It was intended, therefore, that this final study would have potential applications 
for ongoing commercial development. Two experiments are reported. Results of 

the first were inconclusive; possibly due to artifacts of the fonts used. An index of 
density was proposed which supports the suggestion that previous reports showing 
performance enhancements with antialiased fonts were seriously flawed by truly 
equivalent fonts not having been employed. A second study was carried out using 
the search coil technique. Both reading and search tasks were employed. Differences 
in eye movement parameters were found across the fonts used and these are discussed 

in terms of the proposed density index and fonts generally. In addition, data from a 
probability vector and transition matrix analysis are described. As far as the search 
task was concerned, results seemed to suggest that the number of diagonal saccades 
varies increasingly with decreasing font density. 

8.2 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

One hurdle which VDU engineers have struggled to contend with is the perceptual 
superiority of hardcopy text over screen-displayed material. Whether reading mate
rial from a VDU and searching for textual material on a screen is more difficult than 
with conventional printed material is obviously an important issue. In their 1988 
paper tellingly entitled 'Reading from screen versus paper: there is no difference', 
Oborne and Holton set a benchmark: 'If the advantages offered by new technology 
are to be accepted, its operation must present no additional obstacles to the operator 
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than the technology it replaces. To ensure that a screen-based reading medium is 
accepted, then, it is important that reading and comprehending information from a 
VDU is as easy and as efficient as it presently is using paper' (pp. 1-2). It might be 
supposed that if the line length, level of detail etc. of the information is presented 
similarly then reading and comprehension from paper and VDU must be equivalent, 
but results from several comparative studies do question such a proposal. This issue 
has been well reviewed by Oborne and Holton (1988) and below a brief overview of 
their argument is provided. 

The fundamental point is that a simplistic comparison between VDUs and pa

per just does not hold. Operator posture is likely different as VDUs are generally 
vertical and paper typically laid horizontally; reading distances are often different; 
contrast between characters and background is probably different; paper generally 
has positive contrast whilst conventional screens tend to be of negative contrast; 
and the character set, resolution, justification (left versus full), and familiarity with 
the medium are also likely to be different. 

Numerous studies have addressed these issues yet conclusions still remain equivo

cal (Oborne & Holton, 1988). At least eleven studies (Kak, 1981; Muter et al., 1982; 

Gould & Grischkowsky, 1982, 1984; Wright & Lickorish, 1983, 1984; Kruk & Muter, 

1984; Mills & Weldon, 1984; Heppner et al., 1985; Creed et al., 1987; Gould et al., 
1987 a) support the screen disadvantage; seven (Switchenko, 1984; Askwall, 1985; 

Cushman, 1986; Bender et al., 1987; Gould et al., 1987 b; Oborne & Holton, 1988; 
Miller et al., 1989) do not; while one (Newsted, 1985) indicates a screen advantage. 

As one example, controlling for a number of critical variables that normally exist 
between the two formats, such as number of characters per line and lines per page 
(which cumulatively bias towards a paper format), Switchenko (1984) demonstrated 

no real difference between screen and paper. Additionally, Kruk and Muter (1984) 

reviewed the contrast difference which exists between screen and paper. For exam

ple, Timmers et al. (1980) have demonstrated increased word recognition speed with 
reduced contrast ratios between characters and their backgrounds. However, in the 
Kruk and Muter study neither the time taken to fill the screen nor the variations in 
contrast ratios caused significant differences in reading speed on the screen. Varying 
the distance from the screen (40 em, 80 em, 120 em) was also found to produce no 
significant differences in reading speed. These results suggest that although there 
is no single cause for slower reading in the screen condition, at least two factors 

play important roles: (a) format, which includes numbers of characters per line and 

lines per page; and (b) inter-line spacing. Nevertheless, this team suggests that the 

slowing down of reading speed due to these two factors alone was insufficient to 

account for all differences between the two media. 
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Of those factors mentioned above, Oborne and Holton emphasise image polarity, 

i.e. dark characters on light background or vice versa, because in this case the 

available evidence seems to present fairly clear-cut results. Dark characters on a 

light background (a positive image) are read quicker (Radl, 1980), more accurately 
and are more acceptable (Bauer & Cavonius, 1980) than are the light characters on 
a dark background generally seen on VDU screens. However, they do cause slightly 
more visual fatigue (Cushman, 1986), perhaps due to increased flicker (Isensee, 
1982). It may well be the case that the screen disadvantage obtained in some 

experiments simply reflects the fact that by using negative appearing characters 

the screen is at an immediate disadvantage. Cushman has provided support for 

this contention in that no significant difference for reading speed was demonstrated 

when the image polarity was the same for paper and VDU presentations. 
Oborne and Holton considered this issue again whilst attempting to control as 

many variables as possible including subject's posture, distance from the screen, 
image polarity, line length and page layout. No significant differences were found 
in either reading speed or comprehension between screen and paper, or between 

dark and light character displays. This is a particularly important finding as it 
allows future developments of electronic media to progress without fear that reading 

performance may be degraded. Results were interpreted in terms of viewing position 

and reading time. Firstly, in studies which had obtained a screen disadvantage the 

subjects with the paper format presentation had been allowed to change the viewing 
position of the paper presentation, and could thus vary the distance between eyes 
and texts, vary the angle of the paper, use fingers to mark their place, and possibly 
adjust the amount of light falling on the text by turning the paper away from the 

light source. Secondly, it may be that any screen-paper difference occurs only with 

longer duration reading periods. This suggestion is supported by the observation 
that other studies which have demonstrated no screen disadvantage also employed 
shorter reading periods (e.g. Askwall, 1985). Since the range of tasks which might 

be performed in the electronic office of the future would likely include both long
and short-duration reading periods, this would be an important question to test 
empirically. 

Finally, Oborne and Holton raise the pertinent question: What sort of text is 
likely to be presented on VDU screens in the future? As the electronic presentation 
of text becomes more pervasive, questions need to be raised along the lines of: Do 
individuals perform better using screen or paper when the material is presented in 

the most optimum format for that medium? 

8.2.1 Previous research 
At this point, two terms-'aliasing' and 'antialiasing'-need to be introduced. Tech-
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nically, the term aliasing refers to the problem arising from a failure to accurately 
reproduce a signal from digital samples. A signal can be faithfully reproduced from 
such samples only if the highest frequency in the signal does not exceed one-half the 
sampling frequency (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1975). Most CRT displays are raster 
displays that typically feature dot matrix characters. On close-up examination, at 
the very least, it is possible to notice the jagged edges or lines that appear to contain 
'staircasing'; the result of aliasing due to an undersampling of the signal that would 
be required to produce sharp, continuous characters. 

To reduce the effects of aliasing, 'greyscaling' may be used (e.g. Sholtz, 1982). 

This form of antialiasing employs intermediary shades of grey at appropriate pixel 
points between the extremes of black and white in order to 'smooth out' the stair
casing of characters seen with conventional 'bi-level' or 'binary' (e.g. purely black 
pixels on a white background) fonts. Antialiasing provides the character set designer 
with the ability to more finely control the stroke width of a character (and not be 
constrained by the pixel addressability). Hopefully, this creates characters more 
similar to high quality print. Antialiasing can, however, reduce the sharpness of the 
characters (Kennedy et al., 1987; Kennedy & Oakley, 1989). 

Three antialiasing techniques are available: (a) averaging several pixels from a 
high-resolution image into a single pixel in a low resolution image, (b) filtering from 
a high-resolution image to produce a low-resolution image, and (c) prefiltering at 
the display resolution. This last form of antialiasing technique is that employed 
within the system with which this report is concerned. There are implications for 
both graphics design and text font design. With AA techniques, a typographer can 
design VD U typefaces that are close visual matches for some of the well known 
classical printed designs. 

8.2.2 Previous research on antialiasing 
The literature on antialiased ( AA or greyscale fonts has expanded rapidly in the 
last few years (Lee & Rabideau, 1979; Leier, 1980; Schmandt, 1980, 1983; Warnock, 
1980; Crow, 1981; Sholtz, 1982; Gupta, 1986; Turkowski, 1986; Bender et al., 1987; 

Booth et al., 1987; Gould et al., 1987b,c; Cowan, 1988; Cushman & Miller, 1988; 
Ferwerda & Greenberg, 1988; Naiman & Farrell, 1988; Krantz & Silverstein, 1989; 
Miller et al., 1989; Weiman & Perrin, 1989; Silverstein et al., 1989). Gould's team 
has published an on-going series of studies investigating differences in the readability 
of CRT displays and paper, the titles being self-explanatory: 'Reading is slower from 
CRT displays than from paper: attempts to isolate a single variable explanation' 
(Gould et al., 1987a), and 'Reading from CRT displays can be as fast as reading 
from paper' (Gould et al., 1987b). In the latter study, CRT speeds equivalent to that 
of paper were obtained with the use of a high resolution monitor, positive polarity 
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and with an AA font which closely resembled the font used on the paper. It was 
felt that the image quality of the characters was the key. 'No strong evidence' was 
found 'that anti-aliasing by itself' accounted for the improved CRT reading speeds; 
rather, 'it could account for part of the difference' (p. 510). 

Initially, Gould et al. (1987 a) conducted a series of experiments and analyses to 
identify the causes of this reading speed deficit. Typically, each experiment isolated 

one variable and studied whether it explained the difference. The principle result 
was that no single variable (e.g. experience in using VDU, display orientation, angu
lar character size, font, polarity, different display units) explained why this reading 
speed difference occurs. The majority of these studies used proof-reading as the 
experimental task, yet the reading speed difference was found when participants 
read for comprehension also. Gould's team tentatively concluded that the difference 
was due to a combination of variables that could interact in non-linear ways and 
which affected the image quality of the characters themselves. Gould's results ruled 
out two other possible explanations: personal variables, such as age, experience, or 
familiarity with reading from VDUs; and possible inherent defects in CRT technol

ogy, such as flicker, alleged subliminal effects, or the fact that the CRT display is 
self-luminous rather than passively or reflectively illuminated. 

The aim of the Gould et al. (1987b) study was to compare reading from paper 
and from CRT displays when the display appearance was similar to paper. Various 

ways were tried to achieve this similarity. With one approach, an electronic scanner 
was employed to scan pages of print and then display the results on a VDU, but 
satisfactory results were never achieved. In a further approach, they used a system 
that printed characters on paper that were similar to the way they appeared on the 

screen. However, the similarity was only approximate, and there were programming 
problems with the desired experimental set-up. This second paper described six 
experiments using the YODA system (an early AA system; Gupta, 1986) to display 
VDU characters that looked similar to those on paper. They had the same font, 
polarity (dark on a light background), size, colour, and layout of the two media. 
When transparencies were made of a page of print (240 dots per inch) and then 
placed over a screen, the match was 'quite accurate'. The VDU and system used in 
their series of studies had up to 16 different levels of luminance. 

The results identifit;d a set of conditions that, when present on VDUs, led to 
significantly faster reading; reading equivalent to that achieved with good print on 
paper. Concerning the fonts used, Gould concluded that the antialiasing by 'itself 
probably contributes somewhat to the reduction of the CRT /paper reading speed 
difference. Anti-aliasing eliminated the significant reading speed difference between 

paper (262 words/min) and aliased CRT characters (240 words/min). The purpose 
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of anti-aliasing is to increase the perceived resolution of a display through the use of 

gray level. Based upon informal observations, we believe that anti-aliasing is of most 
help with relatively low-resolution displays and that as display resolution increases, 
anti-aliasing contributes less and less' (Gould et al., 1987b, p. 514). 

In addition, Bender et al. (1987) showed that the text on a VDU rendered in 

black, AA characters on a white background (positive polarity) could be read as 

rapidly from a VDU as text that was printed on paper with a letter-quality printer. 

Miller et al. (1989) then set out to determine if this same typeface showed the 
same performance characteristics when presented on colour on a VDU. An IBM 
Personal System/2 Color Display (Model 8514), which is an analog CRT display, 
presented the AA typeface in high-intensity white characters on a blue background. 
A typical office courier typeface was used to present letter-quality print on paper. 
The results showed that when proof-reading for spelling errors, no difference was 

found to exist between the reading speed or the number of errors detected for the two 

presentation media. It was concluded that when text is rendered as high-intensity 

white characters against a blue background on this system in the AA typeface, the 

text can be read as quickly and as accurately from the screen as it can be read from 
paper. 

Hewitt et al. (1989)' report a subjective comparison study in which participants 

compared texts displayed on monitors using AA fonts and using binary fonts with 
text printed on paper. The following variables showed an effect. 

(1) Monitor: Two sizes of monitor were used; a 16 inch and a 14 inch, both 

displaying 1024 X 768 images (approximately 100 pixels per inch). AA fonts 

were chosen more frequently when text was displayed on the smaller monitor. 

This is possibly due to the smaller screen size/smaller pixel size/higher resolution 
of the 14 inch monitor reducing the likelihood of the AA fonts being perceived 
as fuzzy. 

(2) Font style: Concerning font style, AA allows the designer of fonts a greater 
number of addressable points than actually exist within a character box. This 
advantage was detected by subjects when the Times Roman (serifed) fonts were 
compared. AA fonts were chosen far more frequently than the binary fonts. Such 

serifed fonts require larger character boxes, i.e. a larger number of addressable 

points in order to accurately reflect the true shape of the characters than do 

sans-serif fonts (e.g. helvetica). This reason may also explain the significant 
preference for the AA version of the small size (8-point versus 12-point). ·with 
smaller character boxes it is difficult to accurately reflect the true shape of even 

sans-serif fonts. 
(3) Age: Participants fell within a 'young' (17-24 years) or 'old' (~ 45 years) age 
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group. The young participants more frequently reported the AA fonts as being 

fuzzy. Thus, at least in part, possibly due to visual acuity, the choice between 

the AA font and the binary font became a more difficult decision. The AA font 
was particularly b~neficial when the text was displayed in Times Roman font 

and when displayed using a relatively small ( 8-point) font. 

( 4) Polarity: The AA fonts were designed and tuned for positive polarity presenta
tion and when text was displayed with a small amount highlighted using negative 
polarity, subjects reported a substantial decrement in 'readability'. This was ap
parent despite less than 10 percent of the reading material area being reverse 
highlighted. 

Although some participants preferred the lower contrast ratio between the char
acter and background of the monitor-displayed text compared to that of the text 

printed on paper (9:1 versus 14/15:1), for most subjects the addressability differ
ences of the two different media (monitors approximately 300 pixels per inch, laser 
printer 300 dots per inch) translated into perceivable differences in clarity. Paper
oriented text was more often perceived as clearer and sharper, and consequently 
preferred. 'Some participants at different times and to a different extent saw the 
AA font text as being fuzzy and out of focus' (Hewitt et al., 1989, p. 2; italics 
added). Also, the binary font was mostly felt to be too thin compared to the bolder 
AA font. Such subjective reports are important in that they suggest a clearly visible 

difference (i.e. 'boldness' or 'density') between binary and AA fonts which may go 

beyond grey-scaling per se. 

Use of the IBM Presentation Manager facility, 'Glass' (software which allows any 
area of the display such as a particular alphanumeral to be greatly magnified), read
ily confirms this notion. Marked differences in stroke width were apparent between 
the standard binary font and two alternative forms; the antialiased and its 'bold' 
version (here termed AA and bold-AA) fonts of one letter (helvetica style). The 
bold-AA clearly contained a greater degree of antialiasing than the 'standard' AA 

font. It could be seen that antialiasing consisted of more than pixels of intermediary 
grey along the staircasing of pure black and white tones. Stroke width and overall 
density are substantially increased. 

Figures which are included in §8.9 clearly demonstrate this (the figures are placed 
in that section because there were slight differences between the fonts used m 
Expt. 12 and Expt. 13 and those specific examples relate to the latter study). 
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EXPERIMENT 12: 
THE ROLE OF DENSITY IN ANTIALIAS FONTS 

8.3 INTRODUCTION 

Several AA vs binary studies by IBM human factors engineers have examined vari
ables such as reading speed and spelling mistakes in CRT vs paper presented text, 
various sizes of font (e.g. 8 point vs 12 point), various font types (e.g. Times Ro
man vs helvetica), various sizes and differing resolution monitors, positive vs nega

tive presentations, as well as gathering subjective data (IBM, unpublished reports). 
Overall, results from this diversity of studies on the prototype AA facilities might 
be regarded as inconsistent and inconclusive. Also, a number of reservations may 

be expressed about the experimental designs used (e.g. occasions where only some 

fonts were proportionally spaced and instances where perhaps a non-AA font should 

have been used as a control but was not). 
The present experiment aimed to investigate whether, and to what extent, an

tialiasing contributes to the legibility of alphabetic characters. To avoid cognitive 
factors such as comprehension arising, a pure legibility (perceptual) task (visual 
search) was chosen. It was hypothesised that search times for single target letters 

presented amidst randomly generated alphabetic arrays would be significantly faster 

for AA VD U presentations. 

8.4 METHOD 

8.4.1 Subjects 
Time constraints allowed only nine (5M:4F) subjects (mean age = 25.5; sd = 7. 7) 
to participate. All were employees of IBM (UK) Laboratories Ltd., and were accus
tomed to operating VD Us daily. 

8.4.2 Equipment 
Fifty-four randomly generated screen displays of upper case alphabetic characters 
were produced. Spacing between characters was a random 0 to 3 spaces. Each 

screen contained only one instance of the target letter. Nine different target letters 
were employed, of three different types: straight or characterised by horizontal and 

vertical lines (E, H, I), angular (A, V, X), and rounded ( C, 0, S). These nine 

characters appeared in both a serifed (Times Roman) and a sans-serif (helvetica) 

style of type and in three font styles (binary, AA, and Bold AA). Binary font would 

normally be understood as that typically encountered on standard VDUs, bold font 

as so but with a thicker stroke width, whilst AA font would usually be regarded as 
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the binary version although with staircasing smoothed out. Hence 54 presentations 

( 9 x 2 x 3) were used. Some editing was performed to ensure a balanced placement 
of the targets within the array across the variables involved. Presentation order was 
randomised both within and between subjects. 

8.4.3 Procedure 
Presentation of screens was made to subjects via a batch-file system using an IBM 
PS/2 with a 8514 high resolution (1024 x 768 addressability) 16 inch monitor. Arrays 
occupied the entire screen apart from top and bottom status bars. The horizontal 

desk illumination was about 500 lux. The screen black/white contrast ratio was 

approximately 9:1. Timing per presentation was automatically recorded and printed 
out on-line. 

When the screen appeared subjects were required simply to search, using whatever 
strategy they wished, for the relevant target letter. This was revealed to subjects 
by a pack of cards, appropriately ordered, and lying directly in front of the subject. 
When the subject had located the target letter they informed the experimenter 

and verified its location by stating the characters immediately to the left and right 

of the target. As soon as the target had been found, the experimenter pressed the 

keyboard space bar which both registered with the timer and also activated the next 
screen. Subjects were informed that on finding one target they were to turn over 
the next card to reveal the subsequent target letter and to immediately proceed 
with that. Precise instructions to subjects are included as Appendix 8.1. From 
experience gained in previous studies (e.g. Expt. 1 ), a cut-off point of 180 seconds 
was made. If subjects had not located the target within three minutes, they were 
informed that they could move on to the next array. 
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8.5 RESULTS 

A total of 88 instances ( 18 percent) were recorded of exceeding the time limit. For 

analysis, figures of 180 s were taken in these cases. 
Table 8.1 shows search times for the various fonts. 

Binary AA Bold AA 

Helvetica 93.2 98.8 95.3 

(67.2) (61.2) (66.2) 

Times Roman 74.5 77.2 88.2 

(54.5) (60.9) (57.0) 

Table 8.1: Mean search times (s) for nine subjects across 54 arrays (standard 
deviations in parentheses). 

A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the data. The variables 
examined were 'type' (i.e. helvetica vs Times Roman), 'font' (i.e. binary, AA or bold 
AA), and 'line' (i.e. straight, angular or curved). Table 8.2 summarises the results. 

Factor ss MS F df p 

Type 1198.79 1198.79 2.93 1 NS 

Font 1174.02 587.01 1.05 2 NS 

Line 431.91 215.96 0.26 2 NS 

Type x Font 929.87 464.94 0.51 2 NS 

Type x Line 419.53 209.76 0.25 2 NS 

Font x Line 10807.29 2701.83 2.69 4 NS 

Type x Font x Line 1155.35 288.84 0.47 4 NS 

Table 8.2: Results from the three-way ANOVA. 
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8.6 DISCUSSION 

It was hypothesised that significant differences would be found in search times in 

that one or both antialiased fonts would be more rapidly located than the binary 

font. This was not shown to be the case. Analysis of results by a three-way repeated 

measures AN OVA showed no main effects or interactions at any level. In fact, the 

serifed font showed a pattern opposite to that expected, in that search times for 
the binary font were slightly quicker than for the AA font, which again had search 
times somewhat quicker than the 'more' antialiased or denser 'bold AA'. The trend 

found was not even linear for the sans-serifed font. As such, the two font types did 
not demonstrate similar patterns of search time differences. 

Although the sample size used (N = 9) was only half the minimum hoped for, it is 

not claimed that this is responsible for these inconclusive findings. Other concerns 
are greater. For example, the possibility of true differences being 'swamped' by 
the incidences of exceeding the '180-second rule' is of note. By simply altering the 
parameter within the generating programme controlling the 0 to 3 blank spaces 

between characters, it would be possible to reduce the background noise and hence 
substantially decrease the probability of the time limit being exceeded. Although it 

is true that future steps could be taken to reduce the fairly high rate of cut-offs, these 

results are not likely attributable to this influence alone. Certain other factors too 
may have influenced the results. For example, as previous researchers such as Gould 

et al. (1987 c) remark, as VDU resolution increases, antialiasing seems to contribute 

increasingly less to performance measures. The high resolution monitor employed 
may have partially obscured effects; it may have been 'too good for the job'. It 
may also be that such a 'pure' perceptual task is not the most appropriate to use 

in assessing performance of typical VDU users. Real tasks rarely exclude cognitive 
factors such as reading and comprehension. Lastly, it was unfortunate that the 
'system proportional' font was not included as a non-antialiased bold alternative to 
the standard binary. A system proportional font is that where characters, whether 
narrow or wide, occupy equal horizontal areas; thus an 'i' would have more space 
on either side of it than, say, a 'w'. The fact that the others involved were not 
system proportional poses no great problem as a measure of the effects attributable 
to the system proportional factor per se can be seen by looking at performance on 
the letters such as I (where large gaps may be seen between these and the adjacent 

letters) and characters such as the W (where letters may almost 'touch'). 

It may also be the case that a ceiling effect contributed to the lack of significant 

results. The 18 percent of instances exceeding the time limit supports this possibility. 

It is therefore suggested that a more demanding search task should be employed in 
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similar future research. 

Some form of objective quantification of density seemed in order. Obviously, 
the 12- and 14-point binary fonts consisted of either black or white pixels. In 
the antialiased forms of this prototype there were some four readily discernible 
shades of grey, and there were possibly a further one or two shades also, although 
time constraints associated with equipment availability allowed only a fairly rapid 
appraisal. The aim was therefore decided to propose a provisional quantified index 
of density (ID). It was possible to award a black pixel five points, a pure white 
pixel a zero rating, and the intermediary grades of grey from 1 to 4 points; thus 
giving a six-point scale. For instance, an upper case standard binary sans-serif I of 
eight pixels high would therefore have an ID of 8 x 5 or 40 units. A bold I of the 
'system proportional' style would cover two pixels horizontally and therefore have 
an ID of 8 x 2 x 5 or 80 units. It was therefore quantitatively twice as dense, and 
to the naked eye would appear clearly bolder. Taking the standard binary A which 
consisted of 29 black pixels and attributing each of these with 5 points, the ID value 
is 145. The bold binary A consisted of 46 pixels of value 5 and therefore had an 
ID of 230. However, not all lines are of double width. It is also of interest that 
this bold character was actually smaller (narrower) than the 'equivalent' standard 
binary A, occupying a space of 12 x 10 pixels (120 pels2) as opposed to the standard 
binary's A of 12 x 11 pixels (132 pels2). Looking at the AA A, it could be seen 
that this again occupied different space dimensions, being taller than the others, 
but relatively narrow in width (13 x 11 = 143 pels2). So, whilst narrower than 
the bold character, it is clearly much denser. Its ID would, counting the values 1 
through to 5 (including four shades of grey) of all pixels occupied, would be 230; 
identical to that of the binary bold font. Further up the scale is the bold antialiased 
A. Although occupying the same number of pels2 as its non-bold sibling, its ID is a 
mighty 334. Although the equivalence in ID between the binary bold and antialiased 
helvetica upper case A is not likely to hold exactly across the alphabet or other font 
types, and although the possibility of other subtle grey scales in addition to the 
four considered might alter the ID, something approximating this parity would be 
expected. This therefore gives more weight to the suggestion that the appropriate 
font styles to compare would be binary, bold and antialiased. If any difference in 
performance was to be found between the AA font and the others, this could not 
be attributable to density or boldness (as measured by the ID) and may well lie in 
the inherent qualities of antialiasing. 

8. 7 CONCLUSIONS 

Suggestions for new directions can be proposed. In the light of findings from a 'rough 
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and ready' quantitative assessment of density (the ID ), it would seem particularly 
fruitful to compare a binary vs bold vs antialiased fonts in an attempt to ascertain 
the contribution of antialiasing per se to any performance enhancement for VDU 
users. 

It may be advisable therefore, to modify any future work involving this particular 
type of visual search task so that: 

(1) Only one font type is used-probably the less complex sans-serifed helvetica. 

(2) Background noise is set such that search task difficulty is reduced to limit like-
lihood of a ceiling effect obscuring differences. 

(3) A mid-range monitor may provide more scope for benefitting from the fine tuning 
of antialiased fonts. 

( 4) The task chosen is 'more akin to those encountered in the 'real-world'. 
( 5) As it is held that the boldness or density of the characters (e.g. stroke width) 

may account for more of any performance enhancement than antialiasing per se, 

it would be imperative to include a bold font as one of three fonts to be ap
praised along with standard binary and standard (non-bold) antialiased. It 

would then be hypothesised that direction of performance would increase from 

binary through antialiased to bold (i.e. 'system proportional') or, possibly from 
binary through bold to antialiased. 

Finally, some meaningful quantitative measure is required to compare fonts and to 
account for differences in readability or legibility. Due to the pattern of results found 
within the present experiment it is not possible here to formulate an equation within 
which an index of density may be placed to produce some measure of readability 
or legibility. However, if the methodology is modified to produce a linear (or even 
curvilinear) algebraic formula consistent with the direction of difference held by 

current beliefs, then it may become possible to predict a figure for performance on 

diverse font types and styles on this equation. 
It was expected that any difference in behavioural measures relating to fonts would 

be explicable in terms of the ID measure. 
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EXPERIMENT 13: 
AN EYE MOVEMENT STUDY OF ANTIALIASED FONTS 

8.8 INTRODUCTION 

Due to ongoing product developments within the IBM Corporation, it was not possi
ble to gain further access to the prototype software employed within Experiment 12. 
As a somewhat different font system was to be employed in this study, it seemed 
that the search tasks used might also be diversified. Whereas a timed visual search 
study was used before, use was made in this study of eye movement parameters. 
Spatial and temporal performance measures were chosen for study as manifested 

during: (a) a reading task, and (b) a classic visual search type task where the sub
ject must locate a target (letter X) within a rectangular array of random letters. 

Specifically, saccade and regression amplitudes and fixation durations were to be 
recorded. Search time per se was not taken as a dependent variable. One of the 
aims of this next study was to develop a more precise quantitative ID and to use 
this as a means of comparison between fonts. 

The programme Glass was again able to show differences between the various 
fonts available. Figures 8.1 to 8.4 depict the marked differences in stroke width of 
(a) the standard 12-point binary, (b) the 12-point AA equivalent, (c) the bold binary 
12-point equivalent, and for comparison (d), the 14-point binary font. It can be seen 
by comparing Figures 8.1 and 8.2 that antialiasing consists of more than pixels of 

intermediary grey along the staircasing of pure black and white tones. Stroke width 
and overall density are substantially increased. Further examples may be found in 

Appendix 8.2. 
The relevant device driver on-line guidance (IBM, 1990) states: 'Conventional 

text on display screens is displayed as an array of dots or picture elements (pixels or 
pels). Each pixel is displayed in one of the two colors: a foreground color-the color 
of the text characters-or a background color. With antialiased text, pixels can be 
displayed using a range of color shades (up to 8 in this implementation) that can 
have values intermediate between the foreground and background color. Antialiased 
fonts are designed to make use of this capability to improve the appearance and 
readability of text.' 
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Figure 8.1: Enlarged example of the actual pixel composition of a standard 
12-point binary character. 

8.9 METHOD 

8.9.1 Subjects 

280 

Five people participated. All had previous experience wearing a scleral search coil. 
They were known to have no uncorrected visual impairments. 

8.9.2 Equipment and materials 
The computer used was an IBM PS/2 model 80 fitted with an XGA Motorway 
card. This card, along with the necessary software installations, was responsible for 
generating the particular fonts used. This machine was connected to an IBM 8614 
high resolution (1024 x 768 addressability) 16 inch colour monitor. As in the pre
vious experiment, the array size was almost 162 inches. The entire system used is 
commercially available. 
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Figure 8.2: Enlarged example of the actual pixel composition of an antialiased 
12-point character. 

The following fonts were employed: 
(a) Times Roman binary 12 point (hereafter termed TR12), 
(b) Times Roman antialiased 12 point (TRAA12) , 
(c) Times Roman bold 12 point (TRB12) , and 
(d) Times Roman binary 14 point (TR14). 

281 

Reading material comprised of single full screens of one of four passages extracted 
from 'Gulliver's Travels' and may be described as of fairly advanced reading stan
dard. Each subject received one of these screens in one of the four fonts (four 
presentations). Presentation order of fonts and of the reading passages were ran
domised between subjects. Figure 8.5 gives an example of such a display in 12-point 

binary font. Examples of the other three fonts are provided in Appendix 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3: Enlarged example of the actual pixel composition of a bold 12-
point character. 
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Visual search material consisted of four seperate screens of randomly generated 
upper case (only) alphabetic characters. Figure 8.6 gives an example of a screen 
display with 12-point binary font. Examples of the other three fonts may be found 
in Appendix 8.4. Within each there was only one letter X; the target letter. Again, 
presentation order and font by individual display was balanced between subjects. 

The VDU was situated 40 em from the subject's eyes, with the centre of the screen 
at about eye level. Although there were slight differences in the VDU illumination, 
depending upon which of the four fonts was displayed, illumination ranged from 
58.0 to 61.3 cd/m2• Ambient room luminance was approximately 150 lux, measured 
horizontal to the screen. 
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Figure 8.4: Enlarged example of the actual pixel composition of a standard 
14-point binary character. 

8.9.3 Procedure 

283 

Reading Presentation order of fonts and of the reading passages were randomised 
between subjects. 
Visual search Again, presentation order and font by individual display was bal
anced between subjects. 

Fine eye movement analyses using the scleral coil method were employed to com
pare reading and visual search performance manifested during the two tasks (eight 
screens in total). . 

Photometer (Minolta luminance meter) readings of the ten shades (black, white 
and eight grey-tones) were taken by enlarging a character with Glass so that each 
pixel was represented on the screen at a size of about 1.5 em 2. At least three readings 
were taken of each tone and any differences obtained were averaged out. 
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Figure 8.5: Example of reading material (12-point binary font). 

8.10 RESULTS 

8.10.1 Density index 
A sample of nine characters (both upper and lower case) were chosen for analysis. 
These consisted of three characters typified (in upper case) by horizontal and vertical 
lines (E, H, I), three typified by angular (diagonal) lines (A, V, X), and three 
typified by circular lines ( C, 0, S). 

An ID for these eighteen characters was awarded for the four fonts examined 
(72 scores). This was arrived at by awarding nine units for pure black pixels, 0 units 
for pure white (e.g. the centre of an '0'), and from 1 for very light grey through to 
8 for extreme dark grey. These scores are summarised in Table 8.3. 
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Figure 8.6: Example of visual search material (12-point binary font). 

Table 8.4 shows the ID ratings for the letters as characterised by horizontal and 
vertical lines, angular lines, and circular lines. The combined rating 

(uc + lc) 
2 

(8.1) 

is produced simply from the mean of both the overall density index for both upper 
and lower case figures for the four fonts, divided by two. 
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Lower case a c e h 1 0 s v X Mean sd 

TR12 153 117 171 243 108 162 90 162 162 152.0 44.6 

TRAA12 317 196 220 348 201 244 172 206 244 238.7 58.4 

TRB12 270 198 261 423 189 468 162 288 288 283.0 103.2 

TR14 360 261 297 459 225 306 261 243 306 302.0 71.4 

Upper case A c E H I 0 s v X Mean sd 

TR12 261 234 297 342 135 270 225 216 261 249.0 57.6 

TRAA12 454 338 442 529 279 473 437 385 447 420.4 75.1 

TRB12 432 369 423 522 252 288 378 396 450 390.0 82.1 

TR14 405 351 450 594 261 468 405 369 486 421.0 94.1 

Table 8.3: Index of density ratings for the nine letters (upper and lower case) 
used and means (N = 3). 

Horiz/vert Angular Circular (uc+lc)/2 

TR12 216 ( 93.2) 202 ( 50.5) 181 ( 69.1) 200.5 

TRAA12 336 (129.3) 342 (104.1) 310 (126.4) 329.5 

TRB12 345 (129.3) 354 ( 81.0) 310 (116.6) 336.5 

TR14 381 (142.8) 361 ( 83.1) 342 ( 82.9) 361.5 

Table 8.4: Index of density ratings for those letters characterised (in upper 
case) by horizontal and vertical lines; E, H, I), angular (diagonal) lines (A, V, 
X), and by circular lines (C, 0, S); and a combined rating ('(uc+lc)/2') across 
the four fonts. 
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Figure 8. 7 provides a simple graphical depiction of these differences. Here, the values 
show the combined means of the lower and upper case indices. 
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Figure 8. 7: Histogram of the combined means of the indices of density for 

upper and lower case letters. 
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Figure 8.8 shows luminance ratings ( cdjm2) for the ten tones. It can be seen 
that with the exception of pure white (which, in any case, did not contribute to the 
numerical value) and of the extreme light grey, they do follow a linear gradient. 

20 

15 

Luminance 
{cd/sq m) 

10 

5 

0 

White 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Grey Black 

Figure 8.6: Luminance ratings (cdjm2 ) for the black, white and grey scales 
comprising the antialia.sed font. 
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8.10.2 Eye movement analyses 
Data from the eye movement recordings are summarised in Table 8.5. 

Reading Search 

Fixations Saccades Regressions Fixations 

(ms) (char. spaces) (char. spaces) (ms) 

TR12 257.3 (21.2) 11.0 (4.5) 7.5 ( 4.0) 299.7 (20.2) 

TRAA12 257.0 (16. 7) 8.4 (2.5) 5.5 (1.5) 297.5 (26.1) 

TRB12 266.0 (33.3) 8.5 (2.6) 6.5 (3.5) 313.2 (28.2) 

TR14 261.4 {25.5) 8.3 (3.1) 5.5 (2.1) 315.6 (35.3) 

Table 8.5: Eye movement parameters recorded over reading and search trials 
for the four fonts (standard deviations in parentheses). 

Data were not obtainable (due to a search coil breaking in situ) from one subject 
(AH) on the TR14 reading screen and from all four search screens. Two methods 
of calculating results were therefore possible. Firstly, it was appropriate to conduct 
ANOVAs with only three fonts (omitting the incomplete data on TR14) for all five 
subjects. Alternatively, it was also justifiable to calculate statistical values with 
only four subjects (excluding AH) on all four fonts. 

Excluding the TR14 font, there was a significant difference (F(2, 8) = 5.39; p < 
0.05) between saccade amplitudes on the reading task. Table 8.6 shows the means 
across these three fonts for this condition. The Newman-Keul's test showed sig
nificant differences to lie between TRAA12 and TR12 (q = 12.82;p < 0.05) and 
between TRAA12 and TRB12 (q = 12.53;p < 0.05). Saccade amplitudes were 
larger for the standard binary font. 

TR12 TRAA12 TR12B 

11.0 {4.5) 8.4 (2.5) 8.5 (2.6) 

Table 8.6: Mean saccade amplitudes (as measured by character spaces trav
elled) and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the reading task from five 

subjects on three fonts. 
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Excluding the one subject, there was again a significant difference (F(3, 9) = 
4.04; p < 0.05) between saccade amplitudes on the reading task. These differences 

lay between TR12 and TRB12 (q = 10.26;p < 0.05) and between TR12 and TR14 
(q = 11.18; p < 0.05). Saccade amplitudes were again larger for the standard binary 

font (see Table 8. 7). 

TR12 TRAA12 TR12B TR14 

12.0 (5.2) 8.3 (2.8) 8.5 (3.0) 8.3 (3.1) 

Table 8. 7: Mean saccade amplitudes (as measured by character spaces trav
elled) and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the reading task from four 
subjects on four fonts. 
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Figure 8.9 shows the mean saccade amplitudes for the four font types. 
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Figure 8.9: Histogram of mean saccade amplitudes (character spaces trav

elled) for the four fonts (vertical lines show standard deviations). 
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Analyses of regression amplitudes within the reading task failed to show significant 
differences whether excluding the font (F(2, 8) = 2.023) or the subject (F(3, 9) = 
2. 706). In the former analysis, however, there was a linear pattern with TR12 
showing larger regression amplitudes than TRB12 which, in turn, showed larger 
amplitudes than TRAA12 (see Table 8.8). In the latter analysis, this trend was 
again shown (see Table 8.9). 

TR12 TRAA12 TRB12 

7.5 ( 4.0) 5.4 (1.5) 6.5 (3.5) 

Table 8.8: Mean regression amplitudes (as measured by character spaces trav
elled) and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the reading task from five 
subjects on three fonts. 

TR12 TRAA12 TRB12 TR14 

8.1 ( 4.4) 5.6 (1.7) 7.1 (3.7) 5.5 (2.1) 

Table 8.9: Mean regression amplitudes (as measured by character spaces trav
elled) and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the reading task from four 

subjects on four fonts. 

As subjects had not been restricted to a systematic (reading strategy) search 
pattern on the search trials, it was likely that eye movements would partly consist 
of vertical and diagonal saccades as well as horizontal ones. As this would result in 
the computerised analysis being quite meaningless, it was not deemed appropriate 
to analyse saccade amplitudes or regression size from the search recordings. 

ANOVAs conducted on fixation durations (ms) recorded during the reading task 
were not significant for either analyses ( F < 1.0). Nor was there a significant 
difference in fixation duration when the reading task and corresponding search task 
recordings were combined ( F(3, 21) = 1.860). 

Analysis of fixations during the search task (N = 4) revealed no significant differ
ences (F(3, 9) = 1.351). 

Correlating (Pearson's r) the combined ID ratings with reading saccade ampli
tudes produced a figure of -0.992 (df = 3,p < 0.001). Correlations for the ID 

and reading regressions and for ID and reading fixations gave Pearson r values of 

-0.905 (p < 0.05) and 0.443 (ns), respectively. The Pearson r for ID and search 
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fixations was 0.546 (ns). 
Regression coefficients for the eye movement parameters and the overall ID were 

as shown in Table 8.10. 

Parameter Regression coefficient 

Reading saccades 14.520- 0.018 X I D 

Reading fixations 252.494 + 0.026 X I D 

Reading regressions 9.30 - 0.012 X I D 

Search fixations 285.555 + 0.068 x I D 

Table 8.10: Regression coefficients for the overall index of density and eye 
movement parameters. 

8.10.3 Probability vector and transition matrices analyses 

As in Experiments 3 and 8, eye movement data were subjected to probability vec
tor and transition matrices analyses. Table 8.11 shows depicts the proportion of 
diagonal saccades in the reading and searching tasks. Table 8.12 shows results from 
transition matrices for the four fonts on reading and searching 

Reading Searching 

TR12 TRAA12 TRB12 TR14 TR12 TRAA12 TRB12 TR14 

VP 0.008 0.015 0.028 0.014 0.083 0.068 0.081 0.081 

DS 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.012 0.042 0.025 0.035 0.023 

AC 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.011 0.302 0.104 0.199 0.073 

AH 0.002 0.014 0.008 * * * * * 
X 0.007 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.142 0.066 0.105 0.059 

Table 8.11: Proportion of diagonal saccades in the reading and searching tasks 

( * = data lost). 
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Reading Searching 

TR12 TRAA12 TRB12 TR14 TR12 TRAA12 TRB12 TR14 

E w E w E w E w E w E w E w E w 
VP E 86 14 84 16 83 17 85 15 8119 80 21 82 18 85 15 

w 60 40 60 40 57 43 60 40 21 79 23 77 17 83 17 83 

DS E 78 22 8119 79 21 79 21 75 25 82 18 79 21 82 18 

w 59 41 52 48 62 38 53 47 34 66 22 78 26 74 19 81 

AC E 80 20 80 20 82 18 77 23 * * * * * * 8119 

w 72 28 74 26 77 23 75 25 * * * * * * 22 78 

AH E 8119 84 16 80 20 * * * * * * * * * * 
w 70 30 61 39 64 36 * * * * * * * * * * 

Table 8.12: Transition matrices for the four fonts on reading and searching 

tasks ( * = missing data or insufficient data for analysis). 

8.11 DISCUSSION 

8.11.1 Eye movement parameters and ID ratings 
It was hypothesised, at a very general level, that any differences in behavioural 
measures relating to fonts would be accountable by the ID measure. 

Taking the 'combined rating' as the most comprehensive form of the ID, it can 
be seen that there is a marked difference between the standard binary 12-point font 
and the other fonts examined. For example, the binary font has only 61 percent the 
density or boldness of its supposed antialiased counterpart. In some cases (e.g. upper 
case H) the bold 'equivalent' had over twice the density of the standard font. Whilst 
antialiased and bold fonts were comparable (329.5 vs 336.5), there was also little 
difference between these two and the 14-point standard font (361.5). From this 
perspective alone, it must be concluded that the TR12 is not comparable with the 
TRAA12. 

There were also slight differences in screen luminance. Readings from one text 
passage displayed in the four fonts showed (average of several readings) the TRAA12 
screen to be of identical luminance to that ofthe larger font (TR14) screen (59.6 cd/m2),, 

whilst that for the TRB12 was less (58.0 cdjm2) and that for the TR12 was a little 
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greater (61.3 cdjm2). Although not a lot of value can be attached to these marginal 
differences (presumably a consequence of different IDs), these data do provide some 
further evidence for the notion that there was more similarity between antialiased, 

bold and even a 14-point font than between the antialiased font and the binary. 

On the reading task, there was a significant difference between saccade amplitudes, 

with the standard binary font being significantly greater (X = 11.001, sd = 4.482) 

than both the antialiased font and the bold font (X = 8.437; sd = 2.492 and X = 
8.495; sd = 2.576, respectively). This pattern was again found when analysing across 
the four fonts (excluding one subject). 

Consistent with the view outlined above, saccade amplitudes were very similar 

between the TRAA12 and TRB12 fonts (X = 8.266; sd = 2.825; X = 8.532; sd = 
2.973 respectively)-and even with the TR14 font (X = 8.302; sd = 3.062) but not 
between the TR12 font (X= 11.098; sd = 5.170) and the TRAA12. 

Although the analysis of the regressions did not show any differences beyond what 
may be a chance expectation, there was again a consistent pattern regardless of how 

the data were analysed. For regression amplitude, there was considerably more 

similarity between the TRAA12 font (X = 5.595; sd = 1.695) and the TR14 font 

(X = 5.486; sd = 2.068) than that between the TR12 font (X= 8.057; sd = 4.381) 

and its AA version. 
There was a highly significant correlation (r = -0.992 p < 0.001) between the 

ID ratings and reading saccade amplitudes. There was also a significant correlation 
between ID and regression amplitudes within the reading task. Although this su
perficially supports the basic experimental hypothesis, due to the small sample size 
involved (N = 4), little meaning can be attached to this. 

Regression coefficients were derived from the eye movement parameters as possible 
predictors of visual search and/ or reading efficiency with various fonts. The X value 

taken was the overall density index. The Y values were taken as the mean from 

the average values from each of the five subjects. If the ID of any font can be 
specified, then these regression coefficients can predict spatial and temporal values 
of eye movements. For instance, if a prototype font possessed an ID of 300, then 
average saccade amplitude during reading would be expected to be 9.12 character 
spaces (as per the calibration within this experiment). The precise figure in terms 

of mm would depend upon the retinal angle subtended by the characters, but could 

readily be calculated. If the bold or AA equivalent of this font had an ID of 450, then 

the average saccade would be 6.42 spaces. In other words, a less efficient reading 

characteristic (shorter saccade amplitude) is shown by the non-standard font. This 

is the pattern shown within this experiment, and this suggests that AA fonts do not 

enhance reading. It also suggests, as has been noted over a long period, that use of 
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bold font should be limited to the occasional few words for emphasis, and that it is 

not beneficial (e.g. can result in feelings of fatigue) if used extensively. Furthermore, 
as a general truism on reading, bold type typically produces no improvement in 
reading speed (e.g. Paterson & Tinker, 1940a). 

Considering the same hypothetical system, regression equations would predict 

average reading fixations of 260 ms on the standard font, whilst reading fixations 

would increase only slightly to 264 ms on the AA or bold fonts. Again, this pattern 

of negligible difference in fixation durations between fonts was seen in this study 
and it suggests little benefit in displaying bold lettering other than for highlighting 

for specific attention. 

Regressive eye movements in reading would show mean values of 5.7 character 
spaces in this hypothetical prototype binary font and 3.9 spaces in the AA or bold 

equivalent. Thus, although regressive movements are shorter with the bold font, 
and might suggest better reading, results from this experiment show the difference 

to be within chance expectation. 

With the visual search task, the standard binary font would produce fixation 

durations of an average 306 ms, whilst those of an equivalent bold or AA font would 
produce mean fixations of 316 ms. Although again not of statistical significance, 

the direction would suggest that, if anything, the non-standard font produces a less 

efficient search. 
Although a few reservations might remain, it seems most probable that the hy

pothesised relationship between readability and density is a genuine one. These 
reservations are considered next. 

The results obtained are not likely an artifact of the selection of particular charac

ters for analysis. The character set is almost identical to that used in relevant previ
ous studies suggesting a superiority of antialiased fonts over binary fonts (e.g. Hewitt 

et al., 1989) and as such is regarded as an appropriate choice. 

Nor is it felt that doubt lies in the system of ascribing rating values to the pixels. 

Although at times difficulty was experienced in determining the appropriate values, 
particularly within the middle range, the few errors possible made due to percep

tual discrimination problems are likely to have been balanced out by a fairly equal 
number of possible errors of under- or over-estimating brightness. A photometer 
check made on the subjective judgements, whilst not totally dispelling all doubt, 
showed that supposedly objective determinations are as prone, if not more so, to 
fluctuations in luminance re-readings of any particular pixel. 

Despite the technical problem of a search coil breaking in situ, and consequent 

loss of potential data, the two alternative forms of data analyses produced essentially 

the same results. 
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8.11.2 Probability vector analysis 
Firstly, in the reading task, the proportion of diagonal saccades can be seen to be 

very low (the overall mean is 0.011). In other words, looking at the overall mean, 

one out of one hundred saccades is diagonal. This holds true within every subject 

and within every font. 

Secondly, in the searching task, this proportion is also low, with the overall mean 
being 0.093. This figure is far removed from the value (0.5) expected within a 

strictly random search strategy. It is of note that the pattern of means show that 

the proportion of diagonal saccades is highest in binary, less in bold, still less in 
AA, and is the lowest in the 14-point binary font. The numerical differences arise 
mainly from only one subject, yet the pattern which the means show is also that of 
the pattern shown by the other subjects. In particular, with all three subjects, the 
two non-antialiased 12-point font values are clearly higher than that seen for the 

antialiased font. 

Again, these data alone do not provide an explanation of this result, but they may 
suggest a relationship between density of the fonts and the proportion of diagonal 

saccades. Specifically, the greater is the density (boldness) of the font, the more 
systematic is the strategy adopted by observers in the searching task. 

Thirdly, in each of twelve possible comparisons between reading and searching this 
proportion is larger in the searching condition than in the reading one. This adds 

support to the notion of the proportion of diagonal saccades as an 'asystematicity 

index'. 

8.11.3 Transition matrices analysis 
Firstly, in the reading task, the 2 x 2 matrices shown above contain nearly all the 

information conveyed by the full 8 x 8 transition matrix. Each 2 x 2 transition 

matrix contains, at least, the 94 percent of the pairs of saccades used to obtain the 
full 8 x 8 matrix. The matrices given for a particular observer are very similar in 

the four fonts. In fact, the matrices differ more between observers than between 
fonts. Considering the means, within the reading task, after a saccade type E, the 
probability of a saccade of type E is 0.81. After a saccade type W, this probability 

is 0.63. Therefore, there is a dependency between previous and subsequent saccade 

directions. However, irrespective of previous saccade directions, the most probable 

direction is E. 
Secondly, in the searching task, two observers give 2 x 2 transition matrices con

taining at least a 83 percent of all pairs of saccades. In one font this requirement 

is also fulfilled by observer AC, but in the other three fonts, this observer's 2 x 2 
matrices contain just 4 percent, 1 percent and 59 percent, respectively, of the total 
pairs of saccades. After a saccade of type E, the proportion of a saccade of type E 
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is very similar in all the nine matrices. The mean of this nine proportions is 0.81. 
More differences are apparent when comparisons are made of each matrix's second 

rows, although these djfferences do not seem to be related in any clear way to the 

fonts involved. Concerning the means, after a saccade of type W, the probability of 
a saccade of type E is 0.22. Therefore, the data seem to imply that, in the searching 
task, a 'reading' strategy is employed; but in both directions (not only left to right, 

but also right to left). In both tasks, p(E!E) is 0.81. So, this seems to suggest that 

in a 'reading' strategy, it is four times more likely that a saccade will be followed by 

a saccade of the same direction than by one of the opposite direction. 

Thirdly, a close examination of the three matrices from subject AC which are 

omitted shows that, under the binary and bold fonts, this subject used a systematic 
strategy-but an uncommon one. This individual swept the screen, column by 
column (rather than row by row, as usually is the case), from left to right. The first 
column was searched from top to bottom, the second from bottom to top, again 
top-to-bottom, etc. In the AA font, the subject applied the typical strategy to some 
part of the screen, yet his idiosyncratic strategy was applied to other parts. 

8.12 CONCLUSIONS 

8.12.1 Eye movement analyses 
It appears to be the case that (a) the antialiased fonts examined are bolder than there 
binary counterparts, and (b) the bolder is the font the shorter is the saccade ampli
tude. On a reading task this would suggest (all other factors-e.g. comprehension
being equal) a less efficient reading eye movement pattern being involved. This 
seems at odds with what is generally claimed and with what has sometimes been 
found (albeit with short-comings). Subjective comments may hold the explanation. 

To refer again to the Hewitt et al. (1989) study detailed in §8.2.2, several experimen

tal participants (notably younger ones presumably with better visual acuity) have 
described AA format as appearing fuzzy and out of focus. It is boldly suggested here 
that there is really no perceptual superiority with AA displayed text. Rather, the 
reverse may be the case. The differences emerging within this present experiment 
indicate that with users possessing untarnished visual acuity, AA presentation may 
be a hindrance and not a help. It was unfortunate that a correlation study, due to 
only the four fonts being employed, could not have helped elucidate the issue. 

8.12.2 Probability vector and transition matrices analyses 
Transition matrix analysis did not reveal any differences between fonts when the 

task is a text reading one. As expected, when the observer is engaged in a task as 

stereotyped as reading, there is little opportunity for adopting strategies. The anal-
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ysis shows only a few redundant saccades; i.e. the proportion of diagonal saccades 
is almost zero. It may seem incongruous that although differences emerge between 
fonts in terms of saccade amplitudes, there is no difference within transition matri

ces analyses. However, although longer saccades result in less saccades to read each 

line, longer saccades do not imply (a) any more or any less diagonal saccades, and 
(b) a different relation between the two types of horizontal saccades is taken into 

account within Table 12. 

Some small differences between fonts have been suggested by the searching task. If 
the four fonts were ordered firstly according to their proportion of diagonal saccades, 
and secondly according to saccade amplitude in the reading task, there were only 
two identical rankings. Therefore, the index of density is also linearly related to 
the proportion of diagonal saccades in the search task. Very tentatively, this result 
seems to suggest that the number of diagonal saccades varies increasingly with 

decreasing font density. From the transition matrices, it can be seen that the most 

common strategy is similar to that used in the reading task, but with one important 

difference. In the search task, the reading proceeds from left to right, then from left 
to right, etc. No specific search patterns seem related to the different fonts. 

8.12.3 Summary 
It must be stressed that the lack of significant results may, in part, be related 
to the low sample sizes (N=5) employed. However, the concerns outlined above 

suggest shortcomings more related to the actual fonts examined rather than number 
of subjects. The development of AA fonts is an ongoing project area within the 

company concerned and although those AA fonts employed in studies by workers 
such as Bender et al. (1987), Gould et al. (1987b), Hewitt et al. (1989) and Miller 
et al. (1989) varied slightly from those employed within this present study (and 
probably between themselves), there is little doubt that the issue of density was 
confounding their results. It is essential that in any further evaluative work, the 
density factor is fully taken into account. 



Chapter Nine 

Conclusions: 

Implications for Visual Search and VDUs 

9.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW 

The VDU is the main source of feedback to the user from the computer. Whatever 

the application currently in use, the need to search the display has always been 

present, but with the advent of bit-mapped and menu-driven formats, visual search 

has more than ever been an integral part of operating a computer. The user is more 
likely to need to search for a file icon, and click this to open rather than to type a 

command at the cursor line. There is much less emphasis on syntactic structure, 

and much more emphasis on appearance. Indeed, within a direct manipulation sys
tem, user and computer communicate mainly in terms of appearance (Shneiderman, 

1983). There are important perceptual and cognitive principles associated with such 

systems; e.g. 'recognition is easier than recall' or 'seeing and pointing is better than 

remembering and typing'. An important consideration is how to display information 
so that the user can quickly locate the items needed. 

The aim of this thesis has been to explore aspects of visual search in relation 

to VDUs. However, the study of any aspect of HCI will involve numerous vari

ables at both the machine and human sides of the interaction. As we anticipated 

in Chapter 1, in order to do justice to the research area, it has been inappropriate 
to pursue a unitary path. Many parameters must be considered in a valid examina

tion of visual search and VD Us. These parameters include the overall presentation 
(e.g. screen shape; Chapter 3), how information may be optimally presented either 

in central/foveal vision (e.g. cursor presentation; Chapter 4) or in peripheral vision 
(e.g. status bar information; Chapter 5), when and why icons might be chosen over 
verbal labels (Chapters 6 and 7), and how new font designs may enhance the locata

bility of items and perhaps also screen-based reading generally (e.g. antialiasing; 
Chapter 8). The experimental approach adopted has involved using both relatively 

pure search tasks (e.g. Expts 1 & 10) and relatively realistic search tasks (e.g. Ex-
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pts 4 & 6) which have been supplemented with fine analyses of the eye movements 
involved in order to shed light on the underlying processes which would otherwise 
remain unknown or at best only inferred. 

The first chapter was devoted to describing some relevant ergonomic principles 

of VDUs, the role of eye movements or absence of them (e.g. peripheral vision), the 

influence of attention, and the actual monitoring of eye movements. A review of 
some studies of eye movements and VDUs concluded this chapter. 

Chapter 2 provided an in-depth review of visual search. Early work by Gotts
danker (1960), Neisser (e.g. 1963) and Bloomfield (1970) were outlined. After de
scribing feature-integration theory, the importance of attentional focus, etc., some 
specific applications of visual search were described. 

Chapter 3 examined the role of array shape in search tasks. It was concluded 

that alphanumeric information (although not text passages) presented on a VDU 

is more easily searched and located when arrayed in horizontally elongated config

urations. This has particular implications for multiple-window displays. A model 
was proposed which stemmed from suggestions by Bloomfield and accommodated 
more recent data on visual lobe boundaries. Due to the visual lobe geometry, it 
was suggested that more 'wastage' would occur with material consisting of shorter 
horizontal lines; i.e. with the vertically elongated arrays. 

The studies described within Chapter 3 demonstrated a search superiority with 
horizontally elongated arrays over vertically elongated ones (at least as far as non

reading materials were concerned). Two possible reasons were suggested for this by 
eye movement patterns. Firstly, horizontal arrays may be better matched to the 

visual lobe. Secondly, size of scanning saccades may be affected by the array shape, 
and hence lead to more efficient scanning behaviour. This allowed a revaluation of 
Bloomfield's (1970) conclusions. It was suggested that verbal or alphanumeric ma
terials are susceptible tp the shape effect, whilst passages of text or reading material 
appear to relatively immune. This is possibly due to the stereotyped nature of of the 
visual and cognitive processes involved in reading; i.e. the absence of susceptibility 
to the shape effect is likely due to higher level factors related to linguistic processing 
and cognitive load (e.g. Levy-Schoen et al., 1983; Jacobs, 1986). As a vertically 
oriented letter set seemed to be equated with reading material in the particular 
Bloomfield study, it is not surprising that he found his results inconclusive. 

The evidence would suggest that a search performance superiority would also be 
found within horizontally biased configurations for iconic materials, as these are a 

form of non-reading material. There would seem to be implications for the spatial 

layout of iconic information within VDUs, particularly within multiple-windowed 
systems. Similarly, there are implications for menu layouts generally, and particu-
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larly iconic menus and those with brief verbal descriptors. 

The expected edge effect-that phenomenon whereby the outer area of an array 
receives fewer fixations than the inner half-did not emerge. A likely explanation 

for this (stemming from subjective reports) is that many subjects (as a tedium 

relieving strategy) often commenced the search with a quick scan of the periphery 
of the arrays. This finding calls into question the previously claimed 'robustness' 
(Monk, 1981) of the effect, at least as far as free search strategies are concerned. 

It is possible that, from an ecological point of view (e.g. Gibson, 1967), the pat

tern found within this experiment is linked to mankind's horizon-based perceptual 

system. An alternative framework concerns the fact that acuity falls off peripherally 
from the fovea almost equally in both the horizontal and vertical planes (Rovamo 

& Virsu, 1979). The likely explanation here concerns an interaction between eye 
movement tendencies and text line arrangement. 

Given the variability in saccades sizes, although the idea of visual lobes being 
arranged neatly to fit into the array framework is probably over-simplistic, the 
different configurations may well induce scanning strategies with different degrees 
of visual lobe overlap. 

A tentative explanation for the performance differences found within the different 

shapes was offered based on eye movement analyses. It was shown that different 

shapes were related to different saccade amplitudes, with longer saccades being 
more associated with horizontally elongated arrays than with vertically biased ar
rays. It was also demonstrated that the proportion of diagonal saccades was related 

to the array shape, with the proportion of these redundant saccades being greater 
in vertical configurations. Data from a transition matrix analysis of the reading 
task supported this conclusion as there was greater similarity between the free and 

systematic 2 x 2 transition matrices when both were horizontal than when both 
are vertical. Both longer saccade amplitudes and a less systematic search therefore 
can be the explanation for the differences in performance due to array shape. Two 

explanations were proposed. Firstly, it was suggested that differences in saccade 
amplitude account for the differences in search times. Secondly, there is the pos
sibility of a more redundant search within vertically biased configurations due to 

greater asystematicity. The more redundant is the search, the more likely users are 
to repeat the scan over the same locations, and the greater is the length of time 
necessary to find the target. 

It was concluded from both (a) an analysis of the frequency of saccades redundant 
for the task involved (diagonal saccades) and from (b) the analysis of dependency 

between saccades necessary for the task ( E and W), that it seems vertically oriented 

arrays are characterised by a more asystematic search. 
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Chapter 4 described a text-editing study showing a performance superiority where 
information was presented at the cursor rather than on a status line. Issues discussed 
included task analysis, attentional switches, and internal vs external memory. The 

interpretation for the results of Experiment 4 was along the lines of Russo (1978) 

who pointed out that the involvement of eye movements in search was likely to 

involve a cognitive cost in terms of both the execution time and the preparation 

time for the activity. It was suggested that designers should more carefully consider 

these aspects. Whilst there are limits to the amount of information which can be 

provided with a cursor, several possibilities such as colour, shape and blink rate may 

be explored. 

If information could be displayed peripherally without the need for such atten

tional breaks, then this should manifest itself in performance enhancements. The 
combined record from the HIMS/eye monitoring technique supported the notion 

that there was a distinct pause before a mode change when eye movements were 

required to verify the mode status through an attentional micro-switch. As was 
said in §4.11, the major advantages of computer capture of behaviour, rather than 

video or verbal protocol techniques, is that it is automatic, error free, large amounts 

of data can be collected efficiently and the data is often readily available for further 

statistical analysis. In the case of the present experiments, a further behaviour of 

interest (i.e. eye movements) was easily synchronised with the HIMS recordings. 

A second study employing the HIMS and a customised text-editor was then 
carried out to investigate peripheral salience ( conspicuity) and status information. 
It was concluded that the superior performance observed within a high conspicuity 
condition was attributable to the relative lack of disruptive saccades. Once again, 
the principle study was supplemented by an eye movement analysis of the fine visual 

tasks involved. It was then possible to determine how frequently subjects looked 

at the specific areas where mode information was displayed. Over the (four) low to 

high salience conditions, incidences of fixating upon the 'informative' screen areas 

diminished in a dramatic pattern. 
This study also demonstrated a further application of eye movement monitor

ing in relation to visual search studies in that the scleral coil technique served to 
substantiate a hypothesised task analysis of HCI. It was suggested within §5.9 that 
symbol blinking could also be a very effective indicator of system state, especially 
with display areas positioned in the periphery of the normal visual field where the 

eye is most sensitive to movement and changes of intensity. As an overall conclu

sion, it was apparent that the peripheral presentation of status information and 

other on-screen mode changes is presently grossly under-used, perhaps particularly 

so for novices. 
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The role of peripheral visual processing is seen as of particular importance in 
the ease of locatability of icons. The results of the visual search task described 
in Experiment 8 showed icons to be more quickly located within an array than 
textual material. The primary reason for the 'icon locatability supremacy' assumed 

differences in peripheral visual processing. When the target was relatively simple or 
when it was an icon, the item was more easily resolved in peripheral vision and thus 
search performance was enhanced. The principle reason offered for this involved 
spatial frequencies. As textual material is generally characterised by higher spatial 
frequencies, it is likely to be more difficult to resolve in peripheral vision (e.g. Wilson 

et al., 1990). It was suggested that on many occasions within Experiment 8, the 
iconic information available in peripheral vision was sufficient for recognition, and 

hence directly accessed without a true search. 

To investigate the bases for these differences fixation durations and scan paths 

were examined. Four methods of analysing the search paths (including transition 

matrices) suggested greater systematicity of search strategies for complex items. It 
was concluded within the next experiment (Expt. 9) that search times were greater 
for words than for icons, and greater when the item was relatively complex than 
when it was relatively simple. It was suggested that the more useful is peripheral 

vision, i.e. the more easily resolvable the target is in the periphery, the less essential 
it is to use the types of saccades assumed necessary for the task. For example, if 

the target is resolvable in peripheral vision, it is an appropriate strategy to rely on 

peripheral information and to search only those positions where peripheral vision 

detected greater similarity with the target. In this sort of case, a systematic search 

is obviously not produced by the observer. On the other hand, if peripheral vision 

does not happen to be particularly informative, the observer can readily rely on 
a systematic search and so avoid redundant searching. This assumption therefore 
predicts a low level in the proportion of diagonal saccades in conditions where search 

time is also low. Results from Experiment 9 neatly fitted this prediction. 

As indicated by the transition matrix, the structure of the systematic component 
of the search shows greater differences between words and icons than between simple 

and complex items. The main difference between words and icons may be explained 

by supposing longer saccades being produced in the icon condition. The significant 

effect found on factor W-I, but not on G-S, suggests that searching for icons may 

be regarded as involving a more efficient pattern of eye movements. 
Data from five of the six participants in Experiment 9 showed greater efficiency 

in search for icons than for words. In addition, simple items showed more oblique 
changes than complex items. It was suggested that peripheral vision is used more in 

locating simple items. Where peripheral vision cannot be used, users are compelled 
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to exercise a more systematic search. In these situations we therefore find lower 
values within a transition matrix. 

Analysis by scan path of the number of items fixated before the target was located 
suggested inferior strategies being employed on complex words with progressively 
more efficient strategies with simple words and complex icons to a superior strategy 
shown for simple icons. Furthermore, it was noted that there was approximately 

equal numbers of clockwise and anti-clockwise searches as well as those where the 

scan path was erratic or too brief to interpret. 

The fact that average search times were shorter for icons may seem at odds 

with the suggestion that icons may be characterised by a less systematic search. 

The analogy proposed was that of the difference between searching on a page of 
a book for a reference 'date (e.g. '1959') and a Japanese name in its untranslated 
form. Although people are likely to be less systematic in searching for the Japanese 
character (they are likely to randomly move their eyes over the page waiting for the 
name to pop-out (see §2.5), search time is likely to be shorter than for the year date. 

By way of conclusions, it was proposed that if a target is detectable in periph

eral vision, then (a) there are fewer different positions fixated before the target is 

detected; (b) there are more cases where the first saccade successfully locates the 

target; and (c) there is a less systematic search (as revealed by a transition matrix). 
It was therefore a logical progression to carry out a further visual search study to 
investigate the role of spatial frequencies in icon versus word locatability. 

As it is important to know what factors underlie the icon search superiority, 

a relatively pure search study was then conducted with particular regard for the 
possible role of peripheral processing. Experiment 10 described a visual search 
study employing spatial frequency grids to examine the role of variables such as 

cycle frequency, high/low contrast, and high/low similarity of non-targets. 

All variables examined showed strong effects on search times. The frequency 

of cycles variable was particularly strong, with an effect thirteen times that of the 
contrast variable. As a comment intended as impetus for further research, it was 
remarked that although these results did support the notion of the lower spatial 
frequency characteristics of icons underlying their search superiority, other mecha
nisms might also be involved in this apparent ease of peripheral processing. Other 
factors such as articulatory distance, global/local features, as described in §6.2.1, 
may also contribute. 

An eye movement analysis of fixation durations and scan paths was then con

ducted to determine if eye movement parameters could account for the observed 

differences. The differences observed within the previous study might simply be due 

to peripheral processing per se leading almost immediately to detection. Indeed, 
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only two of the twelve different eye movement analyses demonstrated a significant 
result and the general hypothesis was therefore supported. It was concluded that 

the search times found for the three spatial frequency variables associated with the 

icon search superiority have no correlates in eye movement parameters. It may be 

that there is an attribute of icons which results in them being located 'just a sac

cade away', and that attribute may well be the ease in peripheral perception of their 

lower frequency composition. 

The relatively applied studies detailed in Chapter 8 had potential applications for 

ongoing commercial development. Experiment 12 aimed to investigate whether, and 
to what extent, antialiasing contributes to the legibility of alphabetic characters. 

A perceptual (visual search) task involving straight-forward legibility was chosen 

in order to avoid cognitive factors such as comprehension from arising. It was 

hypothesised that search times for single target letters presented amidst randomly 
generated alphabetic arrays would be significantly faster for AA VD U presentations. 

This hypothesis was not supported. Suggestions for new directions were proposed. 
In the light of findings from a tentative numerical assessment of density, it seemed 
appropriate to compare a binary vs bold vs AA font in an attempt to ascertain the 
contribution of antialiasing per se to any performance enhancement for VDU users. 

Experiment 13 made use of eye movement parameters and both a classic visual 

search task and a reading task. One of the main aims of this final study was to 

develop a more precise quantitative ID and to use this as a means of comparison 

between fonts. It was hypothesised that there would be a clear relationship between 

an ID for the four fonts investigated and the eye movement measures of fixation 

duration and (where appropriate) saccade and regression amplitudes. It appeared 
to be the case that (a) these AA fonts are bolder than their binary counterparts, 

and (b) the bolder is the font the shorter is the saccade amplitude. On a reading 
task this would suggest a less efficient reading eye movement pattern being involved. 

This seems at odds with what is generally claimed by manufacturers for AA fonts. 

It was suggested that there really is no perceptual superiority with AA displayed 
text, and that the reverse may in fact be true. It may be so that for users possessing 
relatively good visual acuity, AA presentation may be a hindrance rather than a 

help. 
There seems little doubt that the effects of density has been confounding the 

effects in previous AA studies. It was been recommended that before definitive 

statements can be made concerning the benefits of AA VDU fonts, an AA font is 

produced which is truly equivalent to its binary counterpart. Perceptual equality 

between screen-displayed information hard copy remains an important goal to pur

sue. Chapter 8 highlighted a major shortfall which must be rectified before further 
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research is viable. Unfortunately, indications are that future results from scien
tific studies may fall contrary to those desired by business companies with vested 
interests. 

A specific form of analysis employed as part of three eye movement studies con
tained within this thesis is that of analysis by transition matrices. From eye move
ment recordings it was possible to calculate the proportion of each saccade type 

(e.g. E), i.e. the probability vector (a first order analysis); and the proportion of 

a particular saccade type being followed by a saccade type N, saccade type N E, 
... type NW, i.e. the transition matrix (a second order analysis). From these two 
analyses, it is then possible to show the characteristics of the search strategy. For 
example, if the tasks convey information in rows and/or columns, some information 
can be expressed as the proportion of diagonal saccades. In a rectangular array, a 

less systematic search would be characterised by a greater proportion of diagonal 

saccades. 
The transition matrix provided useful information. For example, it was possible 

to detect whether the search was systematic or asystematic. If it was a systematic 

search, it was possible to discern whether the strategy is a reading one, a 'snaking' 

one, and so forth. 
In each of the transition matrix analyses detailed within this thesis, the visual 

material was arranged in such a way as to require only certain types of saccades. 
In particular, no diagonal saccades were actually required for the tasks involved. 

Therefore, it was possible to determine if the proportion of diagonal saccades could 

convey information regarding the possible non-systematicities associated with the 

experimental conditions. For instance, in Experiment 13, transition matrix analysis 

did not reveal any differences between fonts when the task is a text reading one. 

As expected, when the observer is engaged in a task as stereotyped as reading, 
there is little opportunity for adopting strategies. The analysis shows only a few 
redundant saccades; i.e. the proportion of diagonal saccades is almost zero. It may 
seem incongruous that although differences emerge between fonts in terms of saccade 
amplitudes, there is no' difference within transition matrices analyses. 

Although earlier notions had suggested that diagonal saccades were equivalent 
to low search efficiency, as in the shapes study (Expt. 3), it became apparent that 
this is so only under certain conditions. If peripheral vision is important as in the 

icon study (Expt. 8), then exactly the opposite relation holds. 

9.2 A PARADIGM? 

This thesis draws to a close with a brief excursion into the philosophy of science. In 

his treatise on the history of scientific ideas, Thomas Kuhn (1970) defined the term 
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'paradigms' as 'those accepted instances of actual scientific practice which include 

law, theory, application, and instrumentation together, that provide models from 

which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific research' (p. 10). The notion 

of a paradigm, according to Kuhn, is closely related to that of 'normal research' 

which refers to the canons and beliefs adopted either implicitly or explicitly by 
the practitioners of a specific discipline in defining the rules of the game for that 

discipline (pp. 23-42). These canons and beliefs, by virtue of their status, once 

established are no longer questioned and become preconceptions in the strict sense 

of the word. 

Viviani (1990) comments that the rather specialised field of eye movement re

search may afford a particularly good example of a scientific paradigm. Perhaps all 

the ingredients are there. 

The instrumentation and the experimental procedures have become fairly 
standardized ... Also, the information-processing parlance and its recent cog

nitive flavoring supply the intellectual scaffolding to support the data. Last 

but not least, a central dogma is at hand which provides the initial motiva

tion for much of the work in the domain. The dogma takes several forms 

and disguises, most of which can, however, be summarized by the following 

quote from a leading scientist in the field: "[Exploratory saccadic] eye move

ments can at the very least be considered as tags or experimentally accessible 
quantities that scientists can observe to understand underlying processes of 
cognition". Once such a view has been adopted, the motivation for studying 
visual search by humans follows syllogistically from the (uncontroversial) be
lief that the study of human cognition is a worthy endeavour, both for its own 

sake, and for the possible practical outgrowths. (p. 354) 

Viviani's critique is entitled 'Eye movements in visual search: cognitive, percep
tual and motor control aspects', and as this sort of tri part ide information processing 

approach was introduced in §1.8.1 of this thesis on visual search and underlying eye 
movements in relation to displays, it is worth taking a closer look at this article. It 

is particularly important to do so as this lengthy chapter within an internationally 

distributed book may well become much cited. 
The main problem which Viviani considers is: What can be learned from eye 

movement data about the cognitive and perceptual processes involved in the ex
ploration of the visual world? In the first section of his chapter Viviani critically 

considers the assumptions that might be made in order to lend scientific credibility 

to the stated problem. He argues that there are several serious (and perhaps fatal) 

difficulties with many beliefs within this field, and particularly in the assumption 
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that mental processes ean be inferred inductively on the sole basis of experimental 
findings concerning eye movements. He also argues, however, that under certain 

circumstances, eye movement data may be useful in evaluating specific theories of 
visual and cognitive processes. 

The point of view which emerges from Viviani's critique is pessimistic. He clearly 

believes that the hope of progressing inductively from experimental data on ex

ploratory eye movements to a theoretical description of the underlying cognitive 

processes is ill-founded. He states that eye movements will only become useful in 
the context of a deductive approach; it will only be after a reasonably articulated 
theory of these processes has been derived that data on overt behavior will genuinely 

contribute to understanding by verifying or disproving the predictions of the theory. 

Chess-playing affords an interesting example of this essential difficulty in re
lating eye movements to complex mental procedures. It is known that expert 
players perceive the very many alternatives that are normally open in the 

middle game almost as though they were actually displayed on the board. 

In-depth analysis is then carried out only for very few among these alterna

tives. Clearly, in such a complex mental task we find aspects that suggest 

parallel processing and others that suggest serial processing, the two modes 
being intimately intertwined. Even if we assume that each eye movement be
tween two cases on the board corresponds to a hypothetical move, it would 
still be impossible to know which mode is actually active. Moreover, several 
different developments may include the same move. Not surprisingly, only the 
analysis of on-line verbal reports has, in a few cases, justified a posteriori the 

corresponding pattern of eye movements (De Groot, 1978). (Viviani, 1990, 

p. 355) 

Some other evidence noted by Viviani such that fixations do not always coincide 
with the points on the scene that are being attended to comes from work on the 

allocation of attentional resources (e.g. Posner, 1980 ). It may well be the case that, 
under appropriate conditions of pre-cueing, visual attention can be directed almost 
everywhere in the visual field, regardless of the direction of the actual line of sight. 

It is true, as Viviani comments, that search paths that result from different verbal 
instructions to the observer (perhaps as found i~ the reading-type vs systematic 

searches of the present Expt. 2) are radically different, and yet the same set of 

mental processes (inferences, memory search and retrieval, comparison, etc.) is 

likely to be involved in every case. It is also true that there have been unfortunate 

quotes within the literature such as: 'eye movements reflect the human thought 

processes' (Yarbus, 1967, p. 190). 
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However, it would seem that much, if not all, of Viviani's criticisms refer to the 
Posnerian spatial attentional tYI)e task or to studies relating to Scanpath Theory 

(Noton, 1970; Noton & Stark, 19pa,b). What Viviani suggests does not undermine 
the fact that both spatial and temporal eye movement parameters are useful in 

evaluating the efficiency of search within arrays of varying configurations. His views 

do not counter the fact that one can monitor the instances of saccades to status line 

position as opposed to maintaining the eyes at a working position when evaluating 

the optimum presentation of status information. His views do not weaken the fact 
that clear differences in search strategies can be demonstrated for high and low 
conspicuity information presented on screen. Nor do these views weaken findings 
from the four types of search path methodologies outlined within this thesis for the 

analysis of the underlying behaviour responsible for the icon locatability supremacy. 
Viviani's views do not detract from the finding that the eye seems readily drawn to 
items of similar spatial frequency to the target, thereby substantiating the notion 

of important peripheral processing occurring during visual search. His views do not 

invalidate the fact that eye movement recordings have been invaluable in making 
comparisons of reading materials since Tinker's pioneering studies up to present-day 

studies of AA and other VD U -displayed fonts. Despite perhaps being regarded as 
a article of worth, it is suggested that many applied psychologists who employ eye 
movement recordings are yet to encounter a critique which truly threatens their 

work. 
The differences of opinion between Viviani and the present author serve to un

derline the fundamental differences in approach between them. It reflects the fact 
that this thesis has been primarily concerned with peripheral processes rather than 

with the central, cognitive processes which control them. To end this debate, a 
most fitting quote would be that of Graf et al. (1983) who concluded that: 'For 
ergonomical research, eye movements are as useful as search times for evaluating 

display formats. Furthermore, by the analysis of eye movements we get information 
about the scanning behaviour of the eye. Eye movements give a clue about the exact 
position of the problems in the displayed format' (p. 353). 
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9.3 SUGGESTIONS FROM THESE STUDIES 

From Experiments 1, 2 and 3 it is suggested that designers make more use of horizon

tally elongated array shapes, particularly with multiple-windowed systems. It has 

also been suggested from Experiments 4 and 5 that designers should give greater 

acknowledgement to cursor-presented information. Colour and shape change and 

blink rate may well be harnessed to provide rapidly assimilated VD U informa
tion. Similarly, the use of peripherally presented information should also be put 

to greater advantage. The use of peripherally presented information would seem to 

be enhanced when information is displayed in iconic form; and, again, there are im
plications and potential recommendations for screen design. Finally, it is suggested 
that it is probably more useful for designers to concentrate their efforts on increasing 

the letter/background contrast, rather than employing devices such as antialiased 
fonts which effectively reduce this contrast and may serve no further purpose than 
to act as 'sales-gimmicks'. 

9.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

This thesis concludes with some recommendations for future research. Firstly, there 

is much scope for exploring the optimisation of status information. Cursor-presented 
information is one potential avenue and use of colour for enhancing conspicuity is 
another. The HIMS protocol analyser has proved a useful device in this field. 

Secondly, it would be worth exploring whether icons are susceptible to a hori

zontal bias effect. It would be hypothesised that as is so of alphanumeric characters 

(though not of reading material), this effect would be observed. It would be a simple 

matter to devise an array study using blocks of random iconic characters along the 
lines of the array studies detailed within. 

Thirdly, although support has been given for the spatial frequency /peripheral 
processing theory in accounting for the icon search supremecy, the possible role 
of articulatory distance differences, global versus local features etc., have not been 
ruled out. Further work is also in order here. 

Fourthly, spatial frequency analysis seems likely to be a major research field 

over the next decade and there are substantial applications of this methodology in 

exploring the optimisation of displays. 
It is worth reiterating once more that the studies contained within this thesis 

demonstrate the value of eye movement monitoring in relation to visual search and 

VDUs. As a further research tool which has proved valuable in this area, the benefits 

of transition matrices analysis must be underlined. Again, there appears to be 
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considerable potential for their continued use. 
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APPENDIX 3.1: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS INVOLVED IN EXPT. 1 

You will be shown a total of 100 slides. Each contains a random display of letters 
of the alphabet. You will find that the length and width of these arrays vary. 

Your task is simply to locate the target letter X. The letter to search for will 
always be X. There is only one letter X in each slide, and in each slide there is only 
one letter X. 

As soon as each slide appears, you are to search, using whatever manner you 
wish, for the letter X. Immediately you have spotted it, press the key. Do not press 
the key until you are sure you have located the X. Then tell me what letter is to left 
and right of the target (for instance B, X, blank). Another slide will then appear. 

If you press mistakenly (before really finding the X), just say so and continue. 
Each search is timed. 

You will be told more about the study when you have finished. 
Do you have any questions? 
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APPENDIX 3.2a: INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS' DATA FROM EXPT. 2 
READING STRATEGY 

Height by Fixations Saccade amp. Regression amp., 

width (ms) (char. spaces) (char. spaces) I 

25xl00 83x3U 

MS MS 

Mean (sd) 340 (153) 5.303 (2.218) 3.714 (1.704) Mean (sd) 281 ( 84) 7.311 (2. 767) 3.750 (2.217) 

Med. Mode 300 220 . 5.000 5.000 3.000 3.000 Med. Mode 260 220 7.000 7.000 3.000 3.000 

AH AH 

Mean (sd) 274 (77) 13.345 (7.578) 4.800 (1.751) Mean (sd) 274 ( 85) 7.927 (4.175) 6.333 (2.887) 

Med. Mode 260 220 12.000 9.000 5.000 5.000 Med. Mode 260 260 7.000 7.000 8.000 8.000 

: JF JF 

Mean (sd) 295 (100) 12.026 (6.827) 4.778 (2.669) Mean (sd) 275 (118) 9.636 (6.489) 5.071 (2.165) 

Med. Mode 280 240 11.000 9.000 4.000 3.000 Med. Mode 240 240 8.000 6.000 5.500 6.000 

30x83 100x25 

MS MS 

Mean (sd) 302 (125) 6.528 ( 2. 799) 3.364 (1.329) Mean (sd) 284 ( 94) 5.771 (2.200) 3. 750 (0.957) 

Med. Mode 280 260 6.000 5.000 3.000 3.000 Med. Mode 260 240 6.000 5.000 3.500 3.000 

AH AH 

Mean (sd) 262 ( 67) 12.398 (6.579) 4.900 (2.767) Mean (sd) 292 ( 97) 6.843 (3.984) 6. 750 (2.017) 

Med. Mode 260 240 11.000 7.000 4.000 9.000 Med. Mode 280 280 6.000 4.000 6.500 6.000 

JF JF 

Mean (sd) 280 (112) 10.546 (7.160) 4.000 (2.681) Mean (sd) 313 (146) 6.711 (4.015) 5.156 (2.56i) 

Med. Mode 280 140 10.000 5.000 3.500 2.000 Med. Mode 300 140 6.000 6.000 5.000 6.000 

50x50 COMBINED 

MS 25xl00 

Mean (sd) 291 ( 85) 8.4 75 ( 4.625) 3.250 (2.062) Mean 303 10.285 4.431 

Med. Mode 280 220 7.000 6.000 3.500 5.000 Med. Mode 280 227 9.333 i.66i 4.000 3.667 

AH 30x83 

Mean (sd) Mean 281 9.824 4.088 

: Med. Mode Med. Mode 273 213 9.000 5.667 3.500 4.667 

.JF 50x50 

Mean (sd) 271 ( 85) 8.700 (5.739) 5.500 (2.276) Mean 281 8.587 4.375 

Med. Mode 240 140 7.000 (6.000) 6.000 8.000 Med. Mode 260 180 7.000 6.000 4.750 7.500 

83x30 
: 

Mean 277 8.291 5.051 

Med. Mode 253 240 7.333 6.667 5.500 5.667 

100x25 

Mean 296 6.442 5.219 

Med. Mode 280 220 6.000 4.000 5.000 5.000 
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APPENDIX 3.2b: INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS' DATA FROM EXPT. 2 
FREE SEARCH 

Height by Fixations Saccade amp. Regression amp. 

width (ms) (char. spaces) (char. spaces) 

25x100 83x30 

MS I MS 

Mean (sd) 381 (174) 

1

6.611 (4.191) I 6.250 (2.765) Mean (sd) 300 (108) 16.815 (4.059) 15.500 (2.719) 

Med. Mode 240 280 6.000 3.000 5.500 10.000 Med. Mode 280 200 6.000 4.000 5.000 3.000 

AH AH 

Mean (sd) 278 1 79) 114.632 (ll.8571 4.333 ( 1.155) Mean (sd) 294 ( 90) 14.368 (2.910) 16.400 (0.548) 

Med. Mode 280 280 12.000 6.000 5.000 5.000 Med. Mode 280 260 4.000 2.000 6.000 6.000 

4 JF JF 

Mean (sd) 244 ( 80) 16.750(11.127) 2.500 0.707 Mean (sd) 238 ( 94) 8.684 (6.263) 5.500 (2.777) 

Med. Mode 240 140 18.000 3.000 2.500 3.000 Med. Mode 220 140 7.000 2.000 7.000 2.000 

30x83 100x25 

MS MS 

Mean (sd) 262 ( 86) 

1

5.000 (3.391) I 3.000 (0.000) Mean (sd) 328 (144) 15.597 (3.151) 15.188 (2.509) 

Med. Mode 240 220 5.000 1.000 3.000 3.000 Med. Mode 320 320 5.000 5.000 5.500 2.000 

AH AH 

Mean (sd) 302 ( 84) 

1

10.667 (6.952) I 4.600 (2.881) Mean (sd) 304 (134) 14.000 (2.132) 13.857 (2.410) 

Med. Mode 280 280 9.000 6.000 4.000 8.000 Med. Mode 300 140 4.000 1.000 3.000 3.000 

JF JF 

Mean (sd) 276 (110) 11.409 (7.918) 5.158 (2.455) Mean (sd) 322 (114) 7.808 (4.691) 8.500 (0.707) 

Med. Mode 260 140 10.000 6.000 5.000 4.000 Med. Mode 320 260 6.500 5.000 8.500 9.000 

50x50 COMBINED 
' 

MS 25x100 

Mean (sd) 314(126)1 7.893 (4.581) 

I 
5.189 (4.149) Mean 317 12.664 4.361 

Med. Mode 280 240 7.000 5.000 6.000 7.000 
i Med. Mode 287 233 12.000 4.000 4.333 6.000 

AH ; 30x83 

Mean (sd) 292 ( 90) I 7.982 (6.838) I 6.214 (2.517) Mean 280 19.025 14.253 

Med. Mode 300 320 6.000 3.000 5.500 5.000 Mcd. Mode 260 213 8.000 4.333 4.000 5.000 

JF 50x50 

Mean (sd) 248 ( 98) 11.574 (7.084) 4.667 (2.646) Mean 285 19.150 15.357 

Med. Mode 220 140 10.000 8.000 5.000 8.000 Med . .\'lode 267 233 7.667 5.333 5.500 6.667 

83x30 

Mean 277 15.802 15.800 

Med. Mode 260 200 5.667 2.667 6.000 3.667 

100x25 

Mean 318 5.802 5.848 

' Med. Mode 313 240 5.167 3.667 5.833 4.667 

\ 
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APPENDIX 4.1a: 
EXAMPLE (ONE PAGE FROM SEVEN) OF ONE SERIES OF 

LETTERS USED IN THE TEXT-EDITING TASK (UNDEGRADED, 
(HIGHLIGHTED HARDCOPY VERSION) FROM EXPERIMENT 4. 

Ms Esther Rantzen, 

BBC Television, 
London W12 

Dear Esther , 

139 Elm Park Mansions, 

Park Walk, 

London SWlO 

Congratulations on another great show last night! The main 

'how to get your knickers off' item was hilarious! Both Mrs 

Root and I chuckled all the way through it . 

You've got the formula just right . If only more people in 
TV (television) realised that it 's possible to be healthily 

vulgar without descending to schoolboy smut. 

I enclose some humourous definitions and a comic poem 

for Cyril. I hope you can use them. On the assumption you can, 

I'm invoicing the BBC separately. 

Just one slight criticism of the show last night. I thought 

your dress was rather revealing for what is essentially 
family viewing. One could see your legs quite clearly. I hope 

you won't mind me saying this. One doesn't want to see 

women's legs in one's lounge-room at a time when youngsters 

are still up and about . 

Could you possibly oblige with a photo? 

Yo for A Comical Definition! 

Henry Root . 
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APPENDIX 4.1b: 
EXAMPLE (ONE PAGE FROM SEVEN) OF ONE SERJES OF 

LETTERS USED IN THE TEXT-EDITING TASK (DEGRADED OR 
SCREEN-DISPLAYED VERSION) FROM EXPERJMENT 4. 

Ms Esther Rantzen, 

BB Television, 
London W12 

Dear Esther, 

139 Elm Park Mansions, 
Park Walk, 
London SWlO 

Congratulations on another show last night! The main 
'how to get your knickers off' item was hilarious. Mrs 

Root and I chuckled all the way through it. 

I enclose some humourous definitions and a comic poem for 

Cyril. 

Aust one slight criticism of the show last night. I thought 
your dress was rather revealing for what is essentially 
family viewing. One could see your legs quite clearly. I hope 

you won't mind me. One doesn't want to see 
women's legs in one's lounge-room at a time whe younsters 
are still up and about. 

Could you possibly oblige with a photo? 

Youbs for A Comical Definition! 

Henry Root 
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APPENDIX 4.2: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS INVOLVED IN EXPERIMENT 4 

This is a word processing exercise. One aspect which we are interested in is how 

people use insert and type-over modes. 

If you are familiar with the Durham University text editing system you will notice 

some similarities and some differences with the present system. For instance, some 
of the standard commands are not available here. 

I would like to point out that this is not a test of your personal ability. Rather, 
it is a way of looking at how people in general learn new tasks. 

Your task is simply to insert within these letters those characters or words which 

are marked in yellow using the following commands:-

CTRL-A for type-over 
CTRL-S 
CTRL-D 

CTRL-F 

for character insertion 
for forward character deletion 

(i.e. deletes the character in front of the cursor) 

for line deletion 

Where yellow sections are involved you will need to be in insert mode. 

Where letters are marked in orange the wrong letter has been typed. You are 

advised, when correcting single letter errors, to type over the mistake, although it 
is possible to do this by deletion and insertion. 

As well as the mode being displayed on the top of the screen, to help you know 

which mode you are in the cursor can give the same information:-

• cursor indicates over-write 
: cursor indicates character insertion 

Please try to use this information as much as possible. 

To scroll the page on use:

F1 forward 10 lines 
F2 forward 20 lines 

F3 back 10 lines 
F 4 back 20 lines 
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APPENDIX 5.1: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS INVOLVED IN EXPERIMENT 6 

The study involves using a text editor to correct spelling mistakes and omissions. 

As someone who has used the Curlew editor before, you will find that there both 

similarities and differences with the present system. Here is a practice screen. 

There are four seperate pieces of text to edit. You will find slight differences 

between screens across the four sessions. You will find that the commands for the 
most important functions are printed at the top of the keyboard. For instance 

control-A (two keystrokes) puts you into type-over mode. Control-S puts you into 

insert mode. These [indicate] are the important keys. 
Your task is simply to correct the text on the right hand side of this split screen 

so that it is identical to the 'correct' version on the left hand side of the screen. You 

will find it best to move the cursor with the keyboard arrow keys. Please try not to 
use the return key as this, unfortunately, puts the cursor into the left hand side of 

the screen. If this happens do not worry about it-just move the cursor over to the 

right and carry on. You can practice now if you wish. 

Where there is only one character to be corrected (e.g. an 'a' printed for an 'e', 

then you will need to be in 'type-over' mode. Where there are many characters or 

words to insert, make sure that you are in insert mode. You will find that you will 

have to make frequent changes between insert and type-over modes. It is important 

that you are in the appropriate mode before typing. 

This other equipment [indicate] enables us to analyse your performance at a later 

time. Is that clear so far? 
(a) On the next session the words 'insertion' or 'type-over' are present at the top 

of the screen to let you know what mode you are in. Start as soon as the screen 

appears and please let me know when you have finished. 

(b) On the next session the words 'insertion' or 'type-over' are present at the top 

of the screen to let you know what mode you are in. Start as soon as the screen 

appears and please let me know when you have finished. 

(c) On the next session no information will be presented when you are in insert 
mode. When you are in type-over mode, however, you will see a short row of yellow 

asterisks at the top of the screen. Start as soon as the screen appears and please let 

me know when you have finished. 
(d) On the next session, no information will be presented when you are in insert 

mode. When you are in type-over mode, however, you will see a complete row of 

yellow asterisks at the top and bottom of the screen. Start as soon as the screen 

appears and please let me know when you have finished. 
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APPENDIX 6.1: 
INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS' DATA FROM EXPT. 9 

Height by Fixations Sa.ccade amp. Regression a.mp. ! 

width (me) (char. spaces) (char. spaces) 

25x100 
83x30 

MS 
MS 

Mean (sd) 340 (153) 5.303 (2.218) 3.714 (1.704) 
Mean (sd) 281 ( 84) 7.311 (2.767) 3.750 (2.217) 

Med. Mode 
Med. Mode 

I 

300 220 5.000 5.000 3.000 3.000 
260 220 7.000 7.000 3.000 3.000 

I 

AH 
AH 

Mean (sd) 274 (77) 13.345 (7.578) 4.800 ( 1. 751) 
Mean (sd) 274 ( 85) 7.927 (4.175) 6.333 (2.887) 

Med. Mode 260 220 12.000 9.000 5.000 5.000 
Med. Mode 260 260 7.000 7.000 8.000 8.000 

JF 
JF 

Mean (sd) 295 (100) 12.026 (6.827) 4.778 (2.669) 
Mean (sd) 275 (118) 9.636 (6.489) 5.071 (2.165) 

Med. Mode 280 240 11.000 9.000 4.000 3.000 
Med. Mode 240 240 8.000 6.000 5.500 6.000 

100x25 
30x83 

MS 
Ms 

Mean (sd) 302 (125) 6.528 (2.799) 3.364 ( 1.329) 
Mean (sd) 284 ( 94) 5.771 (2.200) 3.750 (0.957) 

Med. Mode 280 260 6.000 5.000 3.000 3.000 
Med. Mode 260 240 6.000 5.000 3.500 3.000 

AH 
AH 

Mean (sd) 262 ( 67) 12.398 (6.579) 4.900 (2.767) 
Mean (sd) 292 ( 97) 6.843 (3.984) 6.750 (2.017) 

Med. Mode 280 280 6.000 4.000 6.500 6.000 
Med. Mode 260 240 11.000 7.000 4.000 9.000 

JF 
JF 

Mean (sd) 280 (112) 10.546 (7.160) 4.000 (2.681) 
Mean (sd) 313 (146) 6. 711 ( 4.015) 5.156 (2.567) 

Med. Mode 300 140 6.000 6.000 5.000 6.000 
Med. Mode 280 140 10.000 5.000 3.500 2.000 

COMBINED 
50x50 

25x100 
MS 

Mean (sd) 291 ( 85) 8.475 (4.625) 3.250 (2.062) 
Mean 303 10.285 4.431 

Med. Mode 280 220 7.000 6.000 3.500 5.000 
Med. Mode 280 227 9.333 7.667 4.000 3.667 

30x83 
AH 

Mean 281 9.824 4.088 
Mean (sd) 

Med. Mode 273 213 9.000 5.667 3.500 4.667 
Med. Mode 

50x50 
JF 

Mean 281 8.587 4.375 
Mean (sd) 271 ( 85) 8.700 (5.739) 5.500 (2.276) 

Med. Mode 240 140 7.000 (6.000) 6.000 8.000 . 
Med. Mode 260 180 7.000 6.000 4.750 7.500 

-- 83x30 

Mean 277 8.291 5.051 

Med. Mode 253 240 7.333 6.667 5.500 5.667 

100x25 

Mean 296 6.442 5.219 

Med. Mode 280 220 6.000 4.000 5.000 5.000 
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APPENDIX 7.1: 
DETAILS OF THE SYSTEMATIC ORGANISATION OF NON-TARGETS 

IN HIGH AND LOW SIMILARITY CONDITIONS (EXPT. 10) 

HIGH 
As non-targets: 

a target of 1 cycle would have 1.5 (2), 2 (2), 2.5, 3, 3.5 cycles; 
a target of 1.5 cycles would have 1 (2), 2 (2), 2.5, 3, 3.5 cycles; 

a target of 2 cycles would have 1, 1.5 (2), 2.5 (2), 3, 3.5 cycles; 

a target of 2.5 cycles would have 1.5, 2 (2), 3 (2), 3.5, 4 cycles; 
a target of 3 cycles would have 2, 2.5 (2), 3.5 (2), 4, 4.5 cycles; 

a target of 3.5 cycles would have 2.5, 3 (2), 4 (2), 4.5, 5 cycles; 
a target of 4 cycles would have 2.5, 3, 3.5 (2), 4.5 (2), 5 cycles; 
a target of 4.5 cycles would have 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 (2), 5 (2) cycles; 
a target of 5 cycles would have 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 (2), 4.5 (2) cycles. 

LOW 

As non-targets: 

a target of 1 cycle would have 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 (2), 5 (2) cycles; 

a target of 1.5 cycles would have 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 (2), 5 (2) cycles; 

a target of 2 cycles would have 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 (2), 5 (2) cycles; 
a target of 2.5 cycles would have 1, 3.5, 4, 4.5 (2), 5 (2) cycles; 
a target of 3 cycles would have 1 (2), 1.5, 2, 4.5, 5 (2) cycles; 
a target of 3.5 cycles would have 1 (2), 1.5 (2), 2, 2.5, 5 cycles; 
a target of 4 cycles would have 1 (2), 1.5 (2), 2, 2.5, 3 cycles; 
a target of 4.5 cycles would have 1 (2), 1.5 (2), 2, 2.5, 3 cycles; 

a target of 5 cycles would have 1 (2), 1.5 (2), 2, 2.5, 3 cycles. 
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APPENDIX 7.2: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS INVOLVED IN EXPERIMENT 10 

This study concerns search times and various patterns. 
You will be shown a total of 144 different slides. 
Within each one you will see (demo) one central pattern and eight patterns arranged 
around it. Your task is simply to locate the pattern in the surrounding ring which is 
identical to that in the centre. That is the target pattern. There is only one correct 
target within those eight surrounding patterns, although some are similar. 

Each time, the projector will display slides like this one and immediately they appear 

you are to find the target. As soon as you have done so just press the key in front 
of you. This will stop the automatic timer which has been started when the slide 
comes up. To let me know that you have found the right target, I just want you 
to say each time roughly where the target is. For instance, 'north-west', or '10/11 
o'clock'; just as you prefer. I will then put up the next slide. Please try to keep your 
head the same distance from the screen throughout. There will be a break about 
half way through. 
Any questions? 
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APPENDIX 8.1: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS INVOLVED IN EXPERIMENT 12 

This study aims to investigate legibility of various fonts. 

You will be shown a total of 54 screens of randomly arrayed alphabetic characters. 
Your task is simply to locate the target letter. The target letter will be revealed 
each time to you from this pack immediately before the next screen appears. It will 
vary. When you have found the target just tell me what letters are immediately 
to the left and right of it. For instance, you might say 'B X C' where X was the 

target letter, or 'P 0 edge' where 0 was a target. I will then press the key to bring 

up the next screen and you may turn over the next target card. Look at that and 
immediately commence searching. As such, there is little delay between finding one 
target and the next screen appearing, but there will be a break between each dozen 
or so screens, whilst the computer reloads. 

Please try to maintain your normal VD U viewing distance. 
Is that clear? 
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APPENDIX 8.2a: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERJMENT 13 

(letter characterised by horizontal/vertical strokes; 12 point binary) 
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APPENDIX 8.2b: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERlMENT 13 
(letter characterised by horizontal/vertical strokes; 12 point AA) 
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APPENDIX 8.2c: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERIMENT 13 

(letter characterised by horizontal/vertical strokes; 12 point bold) 
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APPENDIX 8.2d: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERIMENT 13 

(letter characterised by horizontal/vertical strokes; 14 point binary) 
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APPENDIX 8.2e: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERIMENT 13 

{letter characterised by circular strokes; 12 point binary) 

-•. 
I -
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APPENDIX 8.2f: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERJMENT 13 

{letter characterised by circular strokes; 12 point AA) 
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APPENDIX 8.2g: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERlMENT 13 

{letter characterised by circular strokes; 12 point bold} 
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APPENDIX 8.2h: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FONTS USED IN EXPERIMENT 13 

(letter characterised by circular strokes; 14 point binary) 

- 0 
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APPENDIX 8.3a: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE READING MATERIALS USED 

IN EXPERIMENT 13 (12 point AA) 
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APPENDIX 8.3b: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE READIN G M ATERIALS USED 

IN E XPERIMENT 13 (12 p oint bold) 

·~·~· .... ~ 
' ' 'I 

d my computation aboutthr e I guftl, ull we wer able to work no lancer, bema alree4y opeet wllb 
1o ur blle we were In tb ohlp. We thor fore lruoted ouro lvoo to the mere of tho woveo, ud In about bolfae boar 
the bool w ov net by a audd n Ourry from the north. What became of my compon ono an the boat, u wellu tbooa 
who tap don th rock, or were I ft in the vooael,l cannot tell, but coneludethey were all lou. ror,. ow11 port, 1 

fortune directed m , and woo puohed forward by wind and lid&. I often let my lop drop, and could foal 110 
bottom: but when I wat almo tgone and unable to nruaale no loncer,l found myoelf whhin my depth, and b th &1M 
tbettorm woo much abated. The d clivoty wao 10 omall, tha.tl walked near a mile beforelcotto the thor , whocb 1 
conjectured woo about igh t o'clock in the OYeninc. l then advanced forward n"r haifa mde, but co ~tid not co"' 
.,. 1 roof houoeo or inho bitanu; atleutlwao in oo weak • condJLion,that l did not oboerve them.lwa1 eur...a7 
tired. and woth that, and the heat of the weather, and about half a pint of brand,y that I drank ullefttba ohap, If .... 
• oelf much inclined to oleep. llay down on the grau, which wa very thortand toft, wherelolept ooundar thea.,., 
1 rem mber to have done in my life, and, aol reckoned, above nin houro; for when I awaked, ot wu juu daybcht.l 
attempted to rioe, but wu notabl to otir: for u I happen d to lie on my back,l found my arlU aDd lop were otrOIIIIJ 
fa toned on ach ti de to the ground; and my hair, which wulong and thick, to d down an the tame ID&Illlar . llikawiM 
felt oeveroltlender llgalureo aero my body, from my arm pitt to my thlaho. l could only look upwarda, tho 11111 ...... 
to grow hot, and the light offended my eyea . l h ard a confuoed nolo about m , but, on the pooturallay,couldiOt 
nothing except th e oky. ln a liLLie time I feltoom thing allv moving on my left leg whoch advancin1 o .. r my br-l, 
eam almoat up to my chin; when, bending my ey downward u much a I could, I perc ived it to baa bu..., cr•tvo 
nottis 10ch thigh, with a bow and arrow in hit hand , and a qu iver at b back . ln them antime,lfeh at 1-t for!J 
more of the tame kind (otl conj cturedl following the tint. I wao in the utmootutoolohmentand roared, tbat lbOJ• 
ran back in a fr ight; and aome of them, ao I wu afterwardo told, were hurt with the fallo they 101 byi•PIDI rr- 111 
odeo upon the ground. However, they ooon return d, and one of them, who ventured 10 for at to 1aLo fulltllbl of my 

foce,liH ng up hit hondo and ey by way of admiration, cri d out in a thrill, but diotincl voice, "Hek10ob decur Tbe 
otbert repeated the tame wordo oeveral Umet, butlthen knew not hat they m ant. I lay allthio whlle, 11 the r••• 
may believe, in greet uneaoine a: at length, nruggling to getlooae,l bad th e fortune to break theatrinp and wreeeb 
outtbe pego thn faotened my loft arm to the ground; for, by llftlng II up to my face, I dioeovored the mothoda they 
luJd token to bind me; and, at the aa mo tim , with a violent pull, which gave me exc oive poio, la li ttleloooened the 
trin1 thn U d down m,y hair on the left aide, ao that I wu juot able to turn my bead about two inc boo. Buttbe 
r•tur ran orr a oecond time, before I co uld al ze them; whereupon thor wao a great about in a very obnlloceeet, 

.. dafter It ceaood, I heard on of them cry aloud "Tolgo pbonac•; wh n In an inHantl felt above a hundred arrows 
· cbareed on my left hand. which pricked me like to many ne dleo; and b aide tho tbotanotho r ni1ht into tboaor.• 

111 do bombo In Europe, whereupon many , l t uppooe, fell on my body (though I feltth m no ll and oome on my face, 
1111ieb I immediotely covered with my left hand. Wh en th11 ohower of arrow• woo ove r,l r U agroonin1wi tb 1nofud 

... d then striving again tog tloooe,they diecharged another volley larger than the firot, and oome oftb-
wllh ~ ~- lrt ~~Hick me in t.hc side : bu.t , b! g oo~ lu c~ , l ha.d ~n me a buff jer~ in, which t.~e~ could not 
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APPENDIX 8.3c: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE READING MATERIALS USED 

IN EXPERIMENT 13 (14 point binary) 

!;:dit Qptions lielp 

mwed by m)' computation about three leup,ues.till we were uhle to work no longer, being ulreudy "lJenl with labour while 
were in the !d1ip. We therd<>re tmsted ourselves to tl1e mercy ol the waves, wtd in about huU an hour the boat wns 0,.~1 by 

flwry IJ\>m the north. \\~tul become <>I my cqmpwtions in the bout, us well us those who escaped on the mck, or were 
in the vessel. I cunrwttell; lmt conclude they were ulllost. For my own purt,l swum uslorttute directed me, 1111d WllJpUsfted 

by wind umf tide. I often let my legs dl\>p, wtd could feel no honom: but when I was almost gone wtd tutuble to struggle 
f lo>outd m)·seU within my depth; and b)· this lime the storm was much abated. The decli,·ity was so small, that 1 wal~e< 

milo bcfnre I p,<>llo the !dwre, which I conjectured was about eip,hl o'clock in the evening. I then ad,•wtced forward near 
mile. bur could uor discover any sign of houses or iulli.lbitanls; al leal>"! I wus in ~·o weok u condirion, thut I did not obs:er.·e 
1 was extremely tired. wtd with thai, wtd the heal ol tlte weather. and about haU u pint ol brwtdy that I drunt us lleh the 

f lomnd myseU much inclined to sleep. I lay down on the gm•-s. which was very !dtort wtd s..>fr, where I slept sotutder th1111 
1 rememl>er h> have doue iu my life. wtd. us I reckoued. ab<l\'e niue lu>otn~ lor when I awaked, it was just daylight. I 

.lallempt(~dt<> riso.l>lll was m>t able h> stir: lor as I happened ll> lie <>II my back, I ll>tllld my armswtd legs were strongly fastened 
h> the gn>und; und my hair, whicl1 wus loug aud thick, tied down in the sume mwuter. I likewise felt se\'eral slender 

.lig:an.t,.,sacwss my body. fro>m my armpits to my thighs. I could only l<>o>k upwards. the still begwtto grow hot. wtd tl1e light 

.oiJo,ndled my eyes. lloeurd u confused rwise alJottl me. but, in the pl>sture lluy. could see nothing except Ute sLy.ln u lillie time 1 
· alive m<wing <>n my leh leg which ud,·wtcing lwer my breast. came ulmost up to my chin; when, bending my eye: 

l.do•Nn>Nwrd us much us I could. I pcrcci\'cd ir In he u humu11 crcuturc nM six inches high, wirh u bow und UJ'Tl)W in his hru1ds., wtd 
ul his buck. htthe mewtl ime, I felt utleu'1 lo>M)' more o>f the •-ume kind (as I C<>njocturr.d) following the lirst.l was in Ute 

a!>1l>ni!d1men1 mtd roured.thattloey all run huck in a friglor; amf snnte nf them. us I wus afterwards told, were hurt with the 
they gt1f by leapiug frnm my sides upn11 tl1e p,rtHIIId. I ltlWC\'Cr, they !1:tWII rctumcrl. and nne t1f them, who \'enhtred so for ns 

a lull sighll>l my lace. lilting up his hunds ull(l eyes hy wuy o>l udmirurinn, cried nul in a lftrill, but distinct voice. "Hekiual 
. The o>lhers repeutcd the sumo W<>rds severaltintes. hull then knew not what tile)' meuttl. lluy ullthis while, us Ute reudet 

believe, in grcu1uneusine5'~ utlength, '1ntp.r,linr, tn p,el I noiSe, I hwltl1o fortune ll> break the strings wtd wrench out the peg: 
my left arm to the r,rnund: fnr, by lihiur. it up In my fuu:.l dixctl\'cred the mctlhldsthey had Iuken to bind me; wtd. 

same rime, with a \'in leu! pull. which ?,U\'C me excessive paiu.l a li111c lnnscucd the s1ringsthuttied dowu my huiron Ute 
So.> that I wus jus1 able h> tum my heud uhnultwn iuches: IIIII the creatures rau nlf u secnud time. he lore I could sieze 

whereupon there wus u r,reul sf1nu1 iu u ''OT)' !dtrill acceut. amf after it ceased. I heard one olthem CT)' aloud "Tolgo 
· when in an ius1untl felt ahn,·c a huudrcd arrows di"<:lmrr,ed ou my leftl1and. which prided me like so mwt)' ueedfcs; 

they xhor Ullt.llher flir.ht iflhl I he air. as we do hnmbs in Furopr.. whcrcupou muny. I ~lppt)SC, fr.lllm my body 
I felt d1em uol) und st•mc Pll my lw;c, whid1 I immrdiarr.ly •:o\·r.rr.d with. my left haud. \\'hCu this shower of llm)Wswus 

U zrnulliH.P. witJ1 r,rid awl pain. aJHJ lht:ll ~1ri\'i111: ay,uillltl n~r ltltlSC,"tllr.)' ,Ji5dmrr,cd :..Uhllher \'OIIC)' I urger thWI the 
some ~~r them ultcmJllcd wirl.r ~pears-ttl ~1ic:~ n11~ irrtlu: ~;r•k~·.l1111.l•y f,tltltl h1c.k,llrud 'm me u huff jertin,_~~,i~~t_hey 
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APPENDIX 8.4a: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE VISUAL SEARCH MATERIALS USED 

IN EXPERIMENT 13 (12 point AA) 

file fdrl Qp1ions !:!elp 

- i<KKKMNBGODEQPlfi"RBNGKZSUIIDLOUYI"REWASIJI.KJHGMNBBGI'DTnJilWSFGKOtJIWNNDBMJJI:.VEilLRNWKT 
I .EOECOMCCCLTOYKTNCEQFKFFOillJBMEillDVIJBLIJCIII'KBWBDI'YI'l-:ATAPQI.VDYGIJSWI.RNIJI£1)PMI.SKOiliiKGI 

KOMTGSMRAQULINFIQOIJIIYESAJJI:.IENEAKBDDVOJYBGIBBWJ!;Nf'B~VOIIWlJANSI·l.WJMtJI"RNNBIYL"'\lUERWW!ffi 

YRGH.PCMYEDKRIJBKONJOKJJTJ-:GC..GA VNCBYATGFLODDANVQCI'FYAGDVIIVBJI.EMIIIIGGI'll!.QWA7.ZilNMI.KlllG 
HJA"fYIOPUYI"RFGIIJKOUitJYRQAS"LGVBBGFDI.KOIII'PMMNBC;·rm·llllBBFGI·~;AI.LI.KIIYI"RFGIIWERPPOIUNBGVFC 

AAU.KI'JJIIIIYI"RQI:.WASDl.zFI·1JJNNNIIYWEERriYYIOI'I.KJJIIGGFASDERYIYMNilVC:7..ASDFGIIYI"RWWEDFGIII'JliY 
RRECNOBUNAOTAUEIMO~lGVOMSDIMBRQFMRVJYDYPJYKBCGECP~;NSCEIJNJWYMVIlNANWNQAJUVVYMQ~:SFA 

QOQ~:AEGKPMJKTEQWOBMGl"RAVKOHNFQGJUNCBOI'YMDUQG'f'NNSVUGVWIJECJPWOCOYGI.IIWYJ)WJRWQBI 

I QKPGIMSH'I.H-:DMQLFWWIJIIQPBWVRFGKIJQWUUQOWQGWHSYJKVMQEUilAMJMVFSQII.IlBSI:.l'GCQAKQAGSJRC 
YJMKJILN~liFOilQGPODIPHI.KTEYAilAWVSYGHJ~l(J>OEIJEBFRIJNDKJIGDIVQ"n.PYJAPLOQAJ'IJANMSI:.VJ~UIAPR 

IIPTOJIIQmtBIIIWHOOSVCGKFKLUHMlAOJGUIIDQJWJNKPilETALI.C.WIVUNYQNVLl'I.AROGQSWFPI.QYDQ~"OJ 
· wwrERVQVPKMTJ-:QTI.G~lDL~:CQEQHI.HIVIUAMIIIIUC:S!;EKFIKQKKJJKUIISQLWIEDVIJACGAWMEYIDLCCQnl 
~~ MUIIKJC:t\MCSJRLIRLNIVGBMRGYJIQAWCDPTOJEILBVLEI.DYVGNQVWYiffASOJUKWBTISBMRDSNEEFSKOUUND 
: MRMEI.GVEPRNX.WGREIJTJAOStJVKJlGLHAI~L~l<UYRDAGNODEYTOffiJNLNMPAOQF~"MLCGLUFPFGQLVQRWll r CMOOBQilNPTRTPYJDKCFYVIJBAYRC..AiffiEKVGPNUPUJGUOOSGT'JPKAVPKPPGGNlNMIIWGSRFQCCIVPLPKAMO 
~- QVI.PKQWRIIRVGIUFSBCJOARWM'NNMYOANVCDWEIBIGONLl'VK!;SRiliiMKUCPVNADOECJSOYMDTh1VFCDNEA 
1 • I. YNBSIWQJilDUIIYOUQI'MPEDb..}L VNCKEDEIIJQSDARSSPKJ'PWWONOIYJ.A YMJDDLMTSLQIVRCBCPARCKRVFFK 
' QOPIIYRQCPDIUDSI.VlliCGJKNDAQAJIVVGKRMNMRGJSBQKV~l'IJES"IlJKJ'CQPOWYDJTnAOQIFJHAGMGrnPBVC 

GJTAABBVCMOIOOKNGNMn"RWMUHBBMGQIIQMUDESPCVKCIIIYilQJDKJ.GJDDPRRYUH. YRGFVJGTSUQUAGIVGK 
EDJIC.CPRYCGGGPD~1.QKOKJIVPBENNPCGilJMQNKI"GBOPFOIIYI"R"I"RFGHJKJ.OPOIUitJIYRTJ-:RWSDFGHJKOUYI"CC 

VBNMLKJKJHGHJSD~"WERlYIOI.KJHHHYYI"REVCVJJNNIJGmSNKJ.POIUlJYYri"REWQASDFGGIUHKLOUI~EC 

VBNMLKJIINNGHJSA7.ZVBBTGG~1JERTYUIKMMMLOOIIlJYI"RFGHJtJI"REWQASDFGIIYI"REDOiliYJUKLPOOUILIYlY 
HGHPLDKYBKJVQBYEDI~l<EILTMSWJPSWJMROBNJHDSGJMICOLEIKGHJWUCCWYNWRCEWWJGHANDNQNPNMJA 

UFKAURPE~"QMUH'WQFCRSIVRNUJKJlPHlQAZWSEOC~VI"GI~YHNUJMIKJ.OPOIKOKJJUHYGTFRDESWAZCVBNM 

MJliYJINTG~VGDEPLOKUJYlfiURFEDWSQAZSOCFVGBIJNJMKJ.OIKUJYJ IJNIIBWGYYTFF"CDREWEWQASSDWFGG 
HJJKKJ.OIUYYJTRR~VBVBGJJKJ.OPIIJYTGBQAWSDEFRGTIIYJUKJI.OPLOKMNHMMNBVBVCZADSDFGHJKLKLPOILIY 

ITRWQAASDOCVBNBNMMMMKOPIIJIJYYTREEOC~VfGBYIINNUJKJOUHHBffil)OWQASWEDRFFfGYimUJJIKOLP. 
LOKMMNllllWCGFGJlltJYGGIIBFFRERWQWF.ASHU.VLVBVGllNllUJNJPOKMNLPOIOIUUYI"RlWEQASIJCVVB9HH 
HNJJIJliYJllKKI.DKKMMMMHMMitJYGVCVCEEEQWHHRRRASDMGWKLPOitJYJ"RERWQAZCVVIlBHAWlYUIIIOOMM 
FGJMKKJMXI~QSASDDGGIUillKJ.LPOPitJYYHNNQWSEDRFTGYiiUJIKOLPLMKNJUHGBWCFFGHHHYil\I:."WQASFGH 
UUNNOIOPI~GRRFVHJNGITGBBFERTYKJ. YI~KJJKJ~.SFGJKNKLMCJNKJ"GVCI~II~DYKGTJPEYVPOTGNABJMu..LQ 
NUS"Il-:wTRWTGWLIFllUPLFGYCKBQLPJOOATNYEQUBEQPMMIQLFMNPPVJTRIEGQC:sFAEFGilS1VOOKMIVSLVOK 
FPAVDFUNSPCPJrYJOYDTfl<GVMQMIEDBBMTSMUHEHVURlllJMGDKLVNGIITANIUDWRKBNDllJAKMHYYUGKBQ 
RELNMI.IIGQMLKKMTNSHUiiGHEPI~FPMSNSLAPGLLKJ'OLWTUGPYSSJUAQIJVWBNJWGGLHFCDFQHJ)'GEHVG'TV 
DW"EDI:."WEH.IlQEWQFCIYNRCLUDVELCMKFEBKWELICilSLWNWGBRAMNRYSODDSRFRVIICBNNMDIYKFEU\KRW 
• ...__... .... --....... ·~---~ ...................... _._~~ .... ~::..':.:-... ~~·.:...:.:..:.:;'"" _ ..... Ri"'t~_........ .. ................................ . 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX 8.4b: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE VISUAL SEARCH MATERIALS USED 

IN EXPERIMENT 13 (12 point bold) 

Ftle ( '-1' t Up t tons Help 

t.:K 1\1\ M N BL:O I lEQI' UTI! IJNG 1\ ZSLIHOLO UYTH EW ASDLKJ IIG MNB BG FOITUIJ VVSFG KO UTWNNOIJMJJEVEHLRN 1 
WKTt:OECOMlTCLTOYKTNCEQFKFFOBUBMEIIII.lVUIILUCIII'KBWBilPYFEATAPQLVDYGIISWLRNIILEOPMLSKO ' 
IJIIKGIKOMTGSMHAQULINFIQOUIIYE.':>AIJt:Tt:NEAKIJI.lllVOJYIJGIIJBWTSNPilF'VOIIWUANSF'LWJMUTRNNBIYC • 
WERWWIITTYHCF'LI'CMY EOKRDOKONJOKDTEGGGA VNCBY ATGF'LOilDANVQCPFY AGIJVIIVBJLF:MHHGGFTRQW . 

I AZZilNMLKJIIGFI.lATYIOPUYTRF'GIIJKOUIUYHQASZCVBBGF'IlLKOIIPPMMNilGITFF'IlllBBFGFSALLLKHYTRF'G 

''

. IIWERPPOI UNIJG VFCAALLKKJJHIIYTI!QEW ASDZZFFJJJ NNNIIYWEEHITYYIOI'LKJJIIGGF' ASDERYTYMNBVCZA i 
SDF'GIIYTR WWEDF'G IIKIUYRRECNOIJ UJV AOTA UEIMOfiG VOMSDIMili!QFMil VJYDYPJYKDCGECPSNSCEDNJWY , 
M \'IJN AN WNQ A I IJ V V Y MQE.'>F' AQOQEA EG KI'MJKTEQ WOIJ MG Til A VKOIINFQGJ UNCDOPY MOUQCY VVNSVUCVW 
UECJ P\" VOCG Y G LIIW YOW J R WQD IQK PCTMSFI'LF'EnMQLFW\1' UI IQPIJ \\' VI!F'G KIJQ W U UQQWQG WHSY JKVMQE 
LillA MJ M \' F'SQILIIDSEYGCQ A KQ AGSJRQ Y J J VIK I ILNF'I IFOIIQG PODIPIILKTEY All A W VSYCFUF'KPOEDEOFRDNDK 
IICDI I'QTLPY J APLOQ A FDA N MSE\' J KF'LAAPRIIPTOJ IIQF'BIIJIII IV HOGS VCGKF'KL UF' UVDAOJG UIIDQJ WINKPBET 
ALLCWIVUAJYQNVCYLAROGQSWF'PLQYDQKF'OJWWTEI!VQVPKMTEQTLGFIDLKECQEQHLF'IIVTOAMHHUCSGE 
KF'TKQKKDK UIISQL WIEDVDACGA W MEYTDLCGQTN M UIIKJCAMCSJI!LIRLNIVGBMilGY JIQA WCDPTOJEILBVLEL 
DY\'GAJQ\'WYIITASOJUKWBTISBMRDSNEEFSKOUUNDMI!MELGVEPRADCWCilEIJTJAOSUVKDGLHAHLRFKUY 
RDAG NODEYTOTOJ NLN MP AOQF'F' M LCG L UF'PF'GQL VQR IVTICMOO IlQDNPTRTPY JOKCF'YVDBA YRCAHTIEKVCPN 
UPUJG UOOSG TSPKA VPKI'I'GG A IJN M IIWGSHF'QCCTVI'LPKA MOQ VLPKQ WRIIRVCHJFSOCJOARW JVFNAJ MYOA 
NVCDWEIIliGONCY VKSSHBII MK UcPVN ADOECJSDY MDTM VF'CDNEAL Y NDSIWQJ DDUIIYO UQPMPEOOQLVNCKEO 
EHJQSDARSSPKF'PW V VONOIY LAY MJDDLMTSLQI VRCDCP ARCKRVF'F'KQOPHY RQCPDIIJOSL VTIICCTKJVDAQAH 
VVG KR M N MRGJSBQK V F'Y IJ E.'5TUKPCQ POW Y DJTTIAQQIF J F'IAG MG F'IIPIJ VCGJTAABO VCMOIOGKNGNMITRWM 
UHDD MGQHQ M UDE.<;PCVKCI IIY BQJ DKLG J DDPRR Y UF'L Y RG F'V JGTS UQ UAG IVGKEDJICCPRYCGGGPDFLQKOKH 
VPDENNPCCTIIMQAIKTGBOPFOIIYTRTRF'GIIJKLOPOIUIUTYI!TEHWSDF'GIIJKOUYTCCVONMLKJKJHGF'DSIJSWE 

1 

RTYIOLKJIIHIIYYTREVCVJJNNIIGFDSAJKLPOIUUYYITilEWQASOF'GGIIJIIKLOIJHYTF'DECVBNMLKJHNNGF'DS . 
AZZ VB BTGG F'DERTY UIK M M M 1.0011 UYTRF'G IIJ UTREWQ ASDF'G IIYTREDOI UYHJKLPOO Ul UYTYHGHPLDKYBKIV ' 
QB Y EOIF'Kt:.J L TMSW J PS W J MROONJHDSGJ MICOLEIKG F' UW UCCWY NWRCEWW JG F'IANDNQNPNMJ A UFKA URPE 
KF'Q MLJF'PWQF'CRSIVRN UJ KDPF'BQAZ WSEOCI!FVTG BY liN UJ MIKLOPOIKOKIJ UHYGTF'RDESW AZCVBNM MJ UY 1 

HNTGF'VCOEPLOKUJYHTGRF'EDWSQAZSOCF'VGIJIINJMKLOIKUJYIIJNIIIJVVGYYTF'F'CDREWEWQASSDZDF'GGHJ ' 
UY YITRRF'VB VBGJ JK LOP! UYTG OQ A WSOEF'RGTHY J UKILOPLOKMNHM MNO VOVCZADSDF'GHJKLKLPOI : 

UYTERWQAASODCVIJNONMMMMKOPIUUYYTREEDCRF'VTGIJYHNNUJKIOUHHBITF'ODWQASWEDRFFTGYHHUJ ' 
JIKOLPLOKMMNIJOVVCCFGHJUYGGHDF'F'RERWQWEASF'RF'VCVDVGTiiYOUJNJPOKMNLPOIOIUUYTRTWEQAS 
DCVVIJGIIIIHNJJUUYHJKKLDKKMMMMHMMIUYGVCVCEEEQWIIIIRRRASOMGHJKLPOIUYTRERWQAZCVVBBH 
AWTYUIIIOOMMF'GJMKKJMXIIQSASOOGGHJHJKLLPOPIUYYHNNQWSEDRFTGYHUJIKOLPLMKNJUHGBVVCff 

II UIJ NNOIOPHG RRF'VIIJNG TTGBIJF'ERTYKL Y IIKJ JKHYTRESF'GJKNKLMCJNKTG VCHIHDYK 
MLLLQNUSTEWTRWTGWLIFTIUPLFGYCKBQLPJOGATNYEQUDEQPMMIQLFMNPPVJTRJE 

'"''rvr·r- •• "' VSL VOKFPA VOFUNSPCPJTY JO YOTTKG V MQ MIEDIJBMTSM UHEHVURTBJ MGDKLVNG 

~~-~J?.~'!.~~~!~~'f.~~~.~~~~~.~!~!-!1_~9~~~~~.'!'.1!~~~~!?2~~~~!'!.~~1!~~~-J:?_I:~.~!:?~-~!.~?.~YSSJI 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX 8.4c: 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE VISUAL SEARCH MATERIALS USED 

IN EXPERIMENT 13 (14 point binary) 

'file Edit Options Help 

KKK 1\~1 NltGI lDEQI"UTHBNG KZSLI H DL OUYTHEWASilL KJ HG M N B BG FDTTUBVVSFG KOUTWNNDI3MJJFVEHI: 
HNWt;TEUECU~1CCCLTOYKTNCEOFKFFOitlJI.1~1FI.IIIWUI.tLUCHI'KIIWIIDI"'YFEATAI~)LVDYGHSWLRNIILFD 
1'~1LSKOBHKGIKOMTGSMHAQULINFIOOUH\'I'SAIJFTFNEAKBDIWOJYBGIIIBWTSNI'BFVOHWUANSFLWJMU 
THNN BIYCWEHWWIITTYHCFU'CMYE DK HDBK UNJ OK llTF GGGA VNC IWATG Fl ODDAN\'I)C I'FYAGDVIW13JL F 
~1HHGGFTHOWAZZBNMLKJHGFDATYIOI'lJYTilFCIIJKOllllJ,'HQASZCVI.IItGFDI.KOIII'PMMNBGTTFFDBBBFG 
FSAI. L LKIIYTHFGHWEHPI'OilJN[IGVFCAALLKKJJ IIIIYTHI)EWASUZ7FFJJJNNNIIYWEEHTTYYIOPI.KJJHGGFAS 
DERYTYMNBVCZASDFGHYTRWWEDFGHKIUYHHECN< lltlJJVAOTAUEI~IOFIGVOMSDIMBROFMIWJYDYPJYKB 

EC I'SNSC F DNJWYMVBNANWNQAHJ\'VYMOESFAO< H) I' AE G K 1"'1\U K TF I)WOBMG THA VKOHNFQGJ UNCBOPY , 
'UCVWUfCJ PVVOCG YG L I·IWYDWJ ll\Vt)Bit)K I'CTMSFPLFE DMOI.FWWUHOPBWVHFGKUQWU 

~UOOWClG~\'IISYJKVI\1QEUBAMJMVFSI)ILBBSEYGCt)AK(lAGSJHOYJJVIKHI.NFIIFOBQGPODII'HI.KTEYABAWV 

EDEBFHDNDKHCDIVOTLI'YJAI"'LOOAFUAN~ISEVJKFLMPHHPTOJHQFBIBHIWHOGSVCGKFKLU 
. UIIDQJWINKI'BETALLCWIVUAJYONVCYLAHOGQSWFI'LQYDQKFOJWWTEHVQVPKMTEQTLGFIDl 

i KE CQE OH L FHVTOAM H H UCSG EK FTKQKK DK UIISQI. WI E IWDACGA WM EYfDI.CGQTNMUHKJCAMCSJRLIRLN 
, IVG Bl\1 HG YJ lOA WC DI'TOJ ElL BVL E L DYVGAJOVWYIITASOJU KWBTISBM HDSNE EFSKOUUNDMHM ELGVEPHAD 

CWCHEIJTJAOSUVK[IGLHAHLHFKUYHDAGNODEYTOTOJNLNMPAOOFFMLCGLUFPFGQLVQRWTICMOOBQB 
'PTHTI'YJ DKCFYVDBA YHCAHTI E KVCI'N UI'UJG UOOSG TS f'KA VPK I'PGGABNMHWGSRFQCCTVPLPKAMOQVL 

I"'Kt)WHHHVCHJFSBCJOAHWJVFNAJMYOANVCDWEIBIGONCYVKSSHBHMKUCPVNAOOECJSDYMDTMVFCONE 
Al ~'NBSIWI)J BDUIIYOUI)I'M PEDBOL VNC K EDEHJI)SDt\HSSPKFI'WVVONOI\'lA YMJDDLMTSLQIVRCBCPARCK 
RVFFKI)OI'IIYRI)CI'DIIJDSLVTIICCTKJVDAI)AHVVGKH~INMHGJSBI)KVFYIJESTUKPCQPOI'lYDJTTIAQQIFJFIA 

G~1GFHI'BVCGJTMBBVCMOIOGKNGNMITHWMUHBB~1GOHOMUDESPCVKCHIYBQJDKLGJDDPHRYUFLYHG 
FVJGTSU<)Ut\GIVGKEDJICCPHYCGGGPDFLQKOKHVI'BENNPCCTIIMOAIKTGBOPFOIIYTRTRFGHJKLOPOIUIU 
TYHTEHWSDFGHJKOUYTCCVBNMLKJKJIIGFDSDSWEHTYIOLKJHHHYYTHEVCVJJNNHGFOSAJKLPOIUUYYTT 
REWI)ASDFGGIIJHKLOIJH~"rFDECVBNMLKJHNNGFDSAZZVBBTGGFDERTYUIKMMMLOOIIUYTRFGHJUTRE 

LPOOUIUYTYHGHPLDKYBKIVQBYEDIFKEJL TMSWJI'SWJMROBNJHOSGJMICOLE 
IKGFUWUCCWYNWHCEW\VJGFIANDNONPNMJAUFKAUHPEKFOMLJFPWQFCRSIVHNUJKBPFBQAZWSEOCRF 
VTGBYIINUJMIKLOPOIKOKIJUIWGTFRDESWAZCVBNMMJUYHNTGFVCDEPLOKUJYIHGRFEDWSQAZSDCFV 
BIINJ~1KLOIKUJYHJNHBVVGYYTFFCDHEWEWQASSDZDFGGHJJKKLOIUYYTTRRFVBVBGJJKLOPIUYTGBQA 

FHGTHYJlJKILOPLOKMNHMMNIWBVC7..ADSDFGHJKLKLPOIUYrEHWQMSDDCVBNBNMMMMKOPIUU 
'"""T:uv'""'"'UJKIOUHHBTTFDDWQASWEDHFFTGYHHUJJIKOLPLOKMMNBBVVCCFGHJUYGGH 

NJPOKMNLPOIOIUUYTilTWEQASDCVVBGHHHNJJUUYHJKKLDKKMM 
HllHHASDMGHJKLPOIUYTHEHWQAZCWBBHAWTYUIIIOOMMFGJMKKJMl\l!QSA 
~Nt)WSEIDHII'TGYHUJIKOLPLMKNJUHGIWVCFFGHHHYTREWQASFGHUIJNNOIOP 
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